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 Porous structures have long been investigated for advanced material properties however 
conventional fabrication methods do not have the necessary specificity to dictate void volume size, 
shape and distribution. Additive manufacturing (AM), or more commonly 3D printing, is a rapidly 
growing field in which material is selectively deposited in a layer wise manner as instructed by a 
computer-aided design (CAD). Therefore, AM has been seen as an attractive route for fabrication 
of porous structures. While many AM platforms have been investigated, the overall disadvantage 
with these processes has been the layer wise assembly method, which yields mechanically weak 
parts. Additionally, many methods impart an unintentional porosity on the resulting structure that 
deviates from CAD and aids in the mechanical failure mechanisms. 
 This work sought to investigate and apply a novel AM platform, continuous liquid interface 
production (CLIP), to the fabrication of porous architected structures. The platform utilizes 
photopolymerization to reconstruct the CAD in a continuous manner. The platform was 
investigated for porous structure compatibility through assessment of the fabrication mechanism. 
It was found that CLIP structures fabricated continuously were layerless, addressing one of the 
key disadvantages with other platforms. The resolution of CLIP was preliminaryily explored and 
several contributing factors were identified.   
 iv 
 The resolution of the CLIP platform was investigated for the fabrication of porous 
architected structures. Void volumes in the hundreds of microns regime was explored through the 
fabrication of microlattices. Structures were systematically varied by unit cell type, size, 
orientation, resin formulation, and CLIP fabrication parameters. The resulting mechanical and 
physical property space was investigated. The lessons of the importance of low viscosity resin and 
exposure were carried forward. The tens of micron size range was explored through the fabrication 
of chromatography columns containg ordered internal architectures with CLIP. Functional resins 
to enable different separation mechanisms were developed and optimized for CLIP. The pore size 
of the internal architecture of the column was systematically reduced. The computational limit for 
CAD generation of complex structures was found and an angular hexagonally packed unit cell 
designed to facilitate computation as well as mimic monolithic column flow profiles was 
developed. Columns assembled with CLIP fabricated external housings were assessed for stability. 
Methods to circumvent computational constraints were developed to allow direct exposure of the 
light source which enabled the fabrication of smaller pore sizes approaching the theoretical limit 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING FOR POROUS 
MEDIA FABRICATION 
1.1 Introduction to Porous Media and Fabrication Methods 
1.1.1 Porous Materials and Properties 
Porous structures are architected cellular materials that contain regions of void 
volumes.(1) These void volumes serve to enhance structural efficiency while minimizing mass. 
The size and distribution of both the solid and void volumes dictate the physical and mechanical 
properties of the structures.(2) The solid struts surrounding the void volumes can broadly be 
described as two types, either closed- or open-celled. The types differ in the mechanism of load 
distribution during mechanical compression. When a compressive load is applied, a closed-cell 
will buckle, distributing the force along the walls of the structure. The applied load induces 
bending along the cell wall to accommodate the force and therefore closed-cell structures are 
described as bending-dominated, shown in Figure 1.1 A.(3) Media with randomly distributed 
voids, such as foams and aerogels, account for a significant portion of closed-cell structures. As a 
result of this compressive mechanism, the mechanical properties of these materials rapidly 
decrease with increased porosity. Alternatively, structures can be described as open-cell and 
contain struts and joints as opposed to cell walls. When a compressive load is applied to open-
cell structures, the force is distributed through the struts, stretching them while the frame 
collapses. Therefore, these structures are denoted as stretch-dominated, shown in Figure 1.1 
A.(3, 4) Open-cell structures are often ordered and architected and as a result have strength and 




typically preserve mechanical properties while reducing density.(2) These porous materials are 
ideal candidates for performance applications where mass is critical such as acoustic(5–7), heat 
exchangers(8–10), and biological(11–14) applications. Mechanical properties of porous materials 
as they relate to solid materials are shown in Figure 1.1 B by density. It can be seen that foams, 
while low in density, also produce low yield strength. The honeycomb structure is an example of 
an ordered lattice and displays a marked improvement in terms of yield strength. Ordered lattices 
are currently the focal point to enhance mechanical properties beyond the density/yield strength 
trade-off, however these structures are difficult to fabricate by conventional means.(15, 16)  
 
Figure 1.1 Porous architecture structure influence on physical properties. (A) Schematics of stretch- dominated 
and bending-dominated deformation mechanisms. (B) Material property spaced defined by yield strength as a function 
of material density for commercially available materials. Reproduced with permission from Ref [3]. 
 
1.1.2 Conventional Fabrication Methods of Porous Media 
 There are several methods to fabricate porous media, with final application properties 




further depth: scaffolds for biologics and monolithic chromatography columns. Both applications 
are centered on the processing of polymers to generate porous structures.  
1.1.2.1 Scaffolds of Biologics 
 Porous structures have been extensively studied in the field of tissue engineering (TE) 
since the 1990s.(12) The interest in these structures stems from the search for alternative 
methods to tissue grafting and alloplastic tissue repair.(17) The targeted use of porous scaffolds 
in TE is to provide a temporary structure to enable tissue regeneration in a given area. The 
properties of the structure include both a mechanical function as well as enabling a delivery route 
for biofactors. The material and subsequent method of fabrication dictate these final properties of 
the porous scaffold.(17) Polymeric materials, both and synthetic are of interest in this field. 
Natural materials, such as chitan, chitosan, and collagens, are known to be biocompatible but are 
difficult to process and can vary batch to batch.(18) An alternative to natural polymers are 
synthetic polymers such as poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), and 
poly(caprolactone) (PCL).(18) The synthesis of these polymers enables a wider range of 
achievable mechanical properties than their natural counterparts. In the case of the poly(ester) 
PLGA, which degrades through hydrolytic cleavage, the rate of degradation and extent of 
crystallinity can be tuned by varying the initial monomer ratios.(19). 
 There are several methods of processing polymers to yield porous structures for 
biological applications.(18–20) A summary of commonly used methods for polymeric scaffold 
fabrication is shown in Table 1.2.(18) A brief description of each method is provided. The 
advantages and disadvantages are placed in the context of TE applications and therefore 
biocompatibility of the resulting structures is heavily factored in. The two consistent drawbacks 




toxic solvents.(18) For methods such as phase separation, whereupon bioactive components as 
well as the polymer are solubilized in an organic solvent, toxicity can represent a serious 
hurdle.(21) For methods such as solvent-casting particulate leaching, where chloroform is 
typically used, the solvent is evaporated off and the salt particulate washed out. The result is a 
simple route toward porous scaffold fabrication however, because the pores are formed around 
the salt particles, there is very little control over final pore size. The method, however, is still 
widely adopted for porous media fabrication because of its simplicity.(21) Methods such as gas-
forming circumvent the issue of solvent toxicity by solubilizing the polymer in a gas, typically 
CO2. This method is suitable for poly(glycolide) and poly-L-lactide due to their high degree of 
crystallinity. While gas-forming eliminates the use of harsh solvents, there is limited control over 















Table 1.1 Summary of conventional fabrication methods for biological scaffolds utilized in tissue engineering. 
Methods are related to polymeric scaffold formation. Advantages and disadvantages are relevant to biocompatibility. 
Adapted from Ref [19]. 
 
 The effect of porosity on tissue regeneration has been extensively studied, particularly the 
role of pore size and pore distribution.(21, 22) It has been found that signaling for cell 
proliferation and differentiation can be influenced by the physical environment surrounding the 
cells, in addition to the chemical environment. As such, the size of the pore, the pore distribution 
and the interconnectedness of the scaffold all play significant roles in determining the ultimate 
efficacy of the structure.(22) Variability in porosity within the structure further complicates an 
already complicated system.(18) An example of this variability is shown in Figure 1.2 A of a 




An analysis of pore volume and pore diameter in Figure 1.2 B shows a wide range of features. 
The overall effect of this broad porosity size distribution could result in non-uniform cell 
regeneration.  
 
Figure 1.2 Example of porosity resulting from salt-leached scaffold fabrication. (A) µCT rendering of scaffold 
overlaid with pore size distribution map. (B) Histogram of pore diameters by volume fraction where the curve 
represents simulated accessible pore volume. Reproduced with permission from Ref [21] 
 It can be concluded that scaffolds, while holding incredible promise for TE and 
customized medicine, lack in methods of controlled fabrication.(24) The resulting structures 
yield porosity variability and do not enable independent tuning of pore parameters such as pore 
size, shape and structure interconnectedness.  
1.1.2.2 Monolithic Separation Media 
Monolithic scaffolds, such as those seen in chromatography columns, are defined as a 
‘single piece of porous polymer network containing channels enabling solvent flow throughout 
the entire monolith’.(25) These structures can be fabricated using a variety of materials and 
techniques but are commonly divided into two categories of organic and inorganic 




photo or chemical initiation of a free radical co-polymerization system containing a 
monofunctional precursor, a polyfunctional cross-linker, and an inert porogen.(27) The 
mechanism of pore formation is dependent on the phase separation between an inert porogen and 
the polymerizing precursors resulting in precipitation of polymer microspheres. A scaffold 
structure is formed upon coalescence of these microspheres, and pores result from the lack of 
incorporation of the inert porogen and unreactive precursor.(28) The porosity of these structures 
is dictated by many factors such as monomer to cross-linker ratio, porogenic solvent, initiator, 
polymerizing time and temperature.(26) Changes in initial chemistry results in dramatically 
different structures. An example of this is shown in Figure 1.3 A where a glycerol 
dimethacrylate-based polymer monolith was prepared in the presence of two different porogens; 
toluene (left) and polystyrene in chlorobenze (right).(29)  In practice, some aspects of 
monolithic synthesis are more easily controlled than others. For example, the kinetic nature of 
polymerization results in a temperature gradient across the monolith whereby increasing 
temperature yields decreasing pore size. This results in a monolith containing a distribution of 
pore sizes, as seen in Figure 1.3 B.(25, 26, 30) Additionally, the coalescence phenomenon is 
poorly controlled resulting in uniquely generated structures and poor structure reproducibility, 
shown in Figure 1.3 C.(27) These drawbacks far outweigh the advantages of using a monolithic 
column, such as material expansion and void volume tunability, and therefore have restricted the 





Figure 1.3 Variability in morphology of monolithic columns. (A) Changes in column morphology as a function of 
porogen type for glycerol dimethacrylate-based monoliths Ref [27]. (B) Pore diameter distribution by column 
synthesis temperature Ref [28]. (C) µCT rendered sections of polymer monolith along the length of column Ref [25].   
1.1.3 Additive Manufacturing (AM) 
Additive manufacturing (AM) is an umbrella term used to describe a suite of 
technologies to generate structures. It is defined by ASTM International as the process of joining 
materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to 
subtractive manufacturing methodologies.(32) Broadly, AM can be thought of as any technology 
that allows for the selective placement of material to build a structure or part. Advancements in 
computing and in specific 3D printing technologies themselves have enabled an increase in 
adoption of the field both in the academic and industry settings. Analysis of the number of 
publications (Figure 1.4 A) and patents (Figure 1.4 B) by common search terms indicates a 





Figure 1.4 Growth in publications (A) and patents (B) in additive manufacturing and related fields by search term. 
Results were compiled using SciFinder by search term within the timeframe of January,1990 and August, 2017. 
As illustrated in Figure 1.4 there are a number of methods to selectively layer material to 
make a structure however these methods often follow a similar process path. The structure is first 
represented as a three dimensional surface, typically through the generation of a 
computationally-aided design (CAD) file. The CAD is the geometric blueprint of the desired 
object and contains dimensional information. In this form, the design file is incompatible with 
most AM platforms and therefore requires further processing. To do this, the CAD is 
approximated by a series of polyhedrons, typically triangles, through a process called 
tessellation.(33) This process converts the CAD file to a .STL file, abbreviated from standard 
tessellation language, as shown in Figure 1.5 A. The .STL format contains the boundary 
information of the object but does not contain dimensional or machine-relevant information, 
namely information regarding the layer-wise assembly of the object.(34) To impart this, a typical 
route is to convert the .STL into scalable vector graphics (.SVG). In doing so, the object is sliced, 




two dimensional cross sections of a specified thickness. These slices are then sequentially ‘fed’ 
to the AM platform and the object is reconstructed accordingly.   
 
Figure 1.5 Schematic of file processing step and illustration of associated error. (A) File conversion steps to 
generate a compatible set of commands for an AM platform. (B) Loss of resolution associated with tessellation step, 
referred to as planar approximation error. Ref [32]  (C) Illustration of staircase effect imparted by slice thickness 
height, which can be mitigated at the cost of fabrication time.  
The file processing methods utilized to generate a series of commands compatible with 
AM platforms often result in compounded error and an overall loss of resolution compared to the 
starting CAD file. A brief description of these errors is described below.  
As previously stated, the .STL file describes a parametric surface through a series of 
polyhedrons. In practice, tessellation is almost exclusively carried out with triangles ordered by 




overlap with a vector normal to the surface.(35) The process of tessellation approximates the 
surface in a piecewise planar manner. The result is an inherent redundancy of information where 
the triangles overlap and an overall loss of resolution for surfaces that are approximated.(34) 
This loss of resolution as a result of planar approximation error is most noticeable on curved 
surfaces. It is possible to characterize this error through the calculation of chordal error, or the 
distance of the CAD surface normal to the tessellated facet, shown in Figure 1.5 B.(35) 
Therefore, minimization of this error can be achieved by reducing chordal tolerance. This 
effectively defines the region with more, smaller triangles. In doing so, the overall volume of 
information contained within the file increases exponentially, however as previously stated, most 
of it is redundant. Adaptive, error based tessellation algorithms have been developed resulting in 
non-uniform polyhedron densities however are computationally expensive.(35) Errors in the 
tessellation process itself can also occur and require software to repair and fix to ensure that each 
edge of the polyhedron facet contains only two nodal points. It should be noted that the 
tessellation method is the de facto standard for AM, and while other methods exist, the .STL file 
is the most universally accepted. This universality is part of the format’s endurance and enables 
the use of multiple software packages to generate a single structure.  
Error is further propagated during the slicing step, or the conversion from .STL to .SVG 
format.  In this step, the tessellated CAD model is intersected with horizontal planes resulting in 
polygons of a defined thickness. The slice height is the thickness of these planes, which are 
perpendicular to the build platform of an AM apparatus. As with tessellation, the representation 
of a surface with polygons results in an inherent loss of information. In the case of slicing, the 
thickness of the slice dictates the maximum achievable resolution in the direction of fabrication. 




can be minimized by decreasing the slice height, illustrated in Figure 1.5 C. However, because 
most AM processes proceed through the iterative assembly of layers, decreasing the slice height 
increases the number of slices and in turn the overall fabrication time. As a result, adaptive 
slicing methods have been proposed in which the slice height is varied dependent on the slope of 
the structure.(37) As with adaptive tessellation methods, these approaches are often 
computationally expensive and are not currently universally adopted.  
1.2 Polymer-Based AM Platforms 
1.2.1 Fundamentals of Polymer Properties and Processing 
Polymers are a class of organic materials that have high molecular weights.  The 
molecular weight of a polymer controls several intrinsic properties including viscosity, thermal 
induced transitions, thermal stability, and mechanical strength and durability.(38)  Structural 
classes of polymers that are produced using 3D printing include both thermoplastics and 
thermosets.(39)  Thermoplastic polymers are generally linear high molecular weight structures 
with a distribution of polymer chain lengths.  Some thermoplastics have crystalline regions and 
are known as semi-crystalline thermoplastics that exhibit both a glass transition temperature (Tg) 
from the amorphous phases and a melting transition temperature (Tm) from the crystalline 
phases.(38)  Thermoplastic materials can be processed in 3D printing platforms as a viscous 
liquid formed at elevated temperature above the Tg or Tm or in the solid state as particles that are 
heated to elevated temperatures for the purpose of consolidation.(39)  Thermoset polymers are 
chemically connected networks of polymer chains, which are formed during the 3D printing 
process from either monomers or low molecular weight polymers (known as oligomers), 




Thermosets are infusible and insoluble therefore, once formed, they cannot be reformed through 
thermal or solution processes.   
Viscosity, a measure of polymer flow, is critical to polymer processing.(38)  The same 
feature of high molecular weight that provides excellent mechanical properties in thermoplastics 
also imparts high viscosity leading to processing challenges.  Therefore, a balance between 
viscosity and the resultant mechanical properties must be found in order to process thermoplastic 
materials.  A similar balance related to the molecular weight between crosslinks of a thermoset 
structure can also be considered.  In general, thermosets are more rigid and brittle than 
thermoplastics due to their significantly higher molecular weight and the constriction of chain 
motion due to the presence of the crosslinks restricting molecular motion.(38)  Higher 
molecular weight between crosslinks leads to a less brittle structure; therefore, the use of 
photocurable oligomers is often balanced with incorporation of monomeric structures to control 
the crosslink density and affect the mechanical strength of the thermoset.  There is also an 
increase in viscosity with molecular weight even in the oligomeric regions of molecular weight 
that affects the processing of the material formulation.(38) The balance between viscosity 
associated with processability and the final mechanical properties of the produced part must be 
considered in all cases of 3D printing with polymers.(39)  
 
1.2.2 Thermoplastic Extrusion with Fused Deposition Modeling 
Fused deposition modeling (FDM), shown in Figure 1.6, is a system for material 
extrusion that is one of the most widely used 3D printing platforms.(40)  FDM uses a robotic 
arm to lay down a continuously extruded bead of molten thermoplastic polymer into a shape, 




filled in, allowing the molten bead to cool and solidify before the next layer is applied on top of 
the first layer.  This technique develops interfaces between each deposited bead within the layer 
as well as between layers.  The temperature, rate, position, viscosity, and shrinkage of the 
polymer used can affect how well the beads and layers fuse together, having a significant impact 
on the mechanical properties and resolution of the final product.(41)  Thermoplastic polymers 
used for FDM must balance molecular weight (viscosity) and thermal properties with mechanical 
properties and shrinkage.  Fillers can be used to decrease shrinkage and increase bead fusion 
and mechanical strength but this can have a significant effect on the viscosity and may affect the 
rate of application.9 The most common available polymers for FDM include poly(acrylonitrile-
co-butadiene-co-styrene) (ABS) and polycarbonate (PC).  The mechanical and thermal 
properties of these available polymers are somewhat different, providing some variety of 
material property choices.  There are specialty materials available also including Nylon 12, 
amorphous polyimide ULTEMs and poly(phenylsulfone).(39)  The main requirement for the 
polymer material is that it must be able to be processed in a molten state at a temperature 





Figure 1.6 Schematic of fused deposition modeling (FMD) platform. Printer head rasters along XY plane in hatch 
pattern to selectively deposit a heated filament. An optional support material is deposited to enable fabrication of large 
overhangs or voids. 
1.2.3 Powder Bed Fusion 
1.2.3.1 Selective Laser Sintering 
 Selective laser sintering (SLS) is a method in which polymer powders are consolidated 
with heat using a laser to define the specific location of the applied heat, shown in Figure 
1.7.(42)  SLS provides parts with the highest potential to have mechanical properties suitable 
for engineering applications from a 3D printing for rapid manufacturing standpoint.(43, 44)  A 
layer of powder is applied to a base and heated close to the melting point, then the laser is 
scanned in a specific pattern to bring the localized powder particles to a temperature above the 
melting point leading to particle consolidation.  A subsequent layer of powder is applied and 




completed the entire heated bed is allowed to cool slowly.  The entire process takes place in a 
nitrogen atmosphere to minimize thermo-oxidative degradation of the polymer.(42)  Interfaces 
between layers and particles lead to poor mechanical strength or void formation within the 
structure if consolidation is not complete.  Shrinkage, deformation, and oxidation in the formed 
parts during processing are issues that affect mechanical properties.(42)  SLS is considered a 
viable 3D printing platform for prototyping and rapid manufacturing due to its ability to produce 
geometrically complex, dimensionally accurate parts with good mechanical strength.(45)  
However, there is considerable post-processing required to isolate the fabricated part and remove 
excess powder completely.  The polymer powders utilized are primarily semi crystalline 
polymers as the process requires that the particles have a low viscosity and low surface tension 
during the process of sintering.  There is a defined processing window in the temperature range 
above the crystallization temperature (Tc) and just below the melting temperature (Tm).(46)  
Typical materials are polyamides with the primary material being Nylon 12, often designated 
PA12, and some small amount of Nylon 11.(39) Typical layer thicknesses used can vary on the 






Figure 1.7 Schematic of selective laser sintering (SLS) platform. A laser rasters across a powder bed to selectively 
consolidate powder forming the structure. Upon layer completion, the build platform is moved down and the powder 
feed roller recoats the top of the bed. 
1.2.3.2 Variations of SLS 
There are variations of the SLS process that utilize a powder bed but differ in the fusion 
mechanism. One such variant is High Speed Sintering (HSS).(47, 48) Like SLS, HSS utilizes a 
roller to replenish the powdered bed after each assembled layer. HSS contrasts from SLS through 
the combined use of inkjet technology and infrared radiation to selectively fuse powdered 
material within the layer. The process begins with the heating of a freshly deposited white 
powder layer just below the Tm of the material. HSS uses an inkjet printer to then apply a 
“radiation absorbing material” (RAM) in the desired pattern for each layer of powder.  Once the 
ink is deposited, an infrared (IR) heating lamp is scanned across the whole bed. The RAM 




consolidation. The build platform is then lowered and the process is repeated until the part is 
constructed.  
Another SLS variant is Multi Jet Fusion (MJF), developed by HP and a close relative to 
HSS.(49) In MJF, selective fusion is enabled through the use of two types of inks, one to 
increase thermal absorption and one to decrease thermal absorption, described as a Fusing Agent 
and Detailing Agent, respectively. The heated layer is first traced with the Fusing Agent, a black 
ink, which acts as an IR absorber and is similar to the agent utilized in HSS. To enhance 
resolution and limit ink bleed over, the layer is then outlined with a Detailing Agent. This ink 
can inhibit IR absorption by either lowering the temperature of the surrounding material, as in 
the case with water, or by mechanically preventing fusion, as in the case of a silicone or oil-
based ink. The layer is then passed over with an IR lamp, selectively fusing the inked areas. The 
build platform is then lowered and the process is repeated.  
Both HSS and MJF have faster build times relative to SLS through the elimination of the 
rastering laser. The IR lamp in both processes enables fusion in the inked areas regardless of the 
size and shape of the two dimensional structure. Conversely, a rastering laser requires scan path 
that is highly dependent on the geometry of the layer. Because of the fusion mechanism, both 
HSS and MJF utilize similar semi crystalline to crystalline materials as SLS. These materials 
include Nylon 11 and 12, poly(methyl methacrylate), and polyether ether ketone.(48) Since the 
build area is heated, materials that have a sharp melting temperature, are favored because the bed 
can be held just below this temperature. This enables a controlled cooling the sintered structure 






1.2.4 Photopolymerization-Based Methods 
1.2.4.1 Fundamentals of Photopolymerization 
Additive manufacturing (AM) utilizing UV-photoinitiated systems often proceed through 
free radical photopolymerization. These systems often contain similar basic components 
including a photoinitiator added to monomers and oligomers with reactive end groups. The 
reactive end groups often incorporate unsaturated components such as acrylates, methacrylates, 
vinyl esters and fumarate groups. The solidification takes place through a free radical 
polymerization mechanism that can be broken into three steps: initiation, propagation and 
termination.(38) 
There are two types of initiation mechanisms associated with photopolymerization. Type 
I initiation systems require a single initiation species whereas Type II systems utilize co-
initiators or photosensitizers to generate free radicals through a bimolecular mechanism.(50) 
Additionally, photopolymerization can also proceed through either homolytic or heterolytic 
cleavage of cationic photoinitiators such as onium salts.(51)  Our work is centered on Type I 
free radical photoinitiated systems. Type I photoinitiation begins with the excitation of a 
photoinitiator, that upon exposure to a specific wavelength of light, will fragment to generate 
free radicals. The fragmentation mechanism is often hemolytic degradation and yields two 
radicals with degrees of stability dependent on the fragmentation site within the initiator 
species.(38) This dissociation is described in Eqn. 1.1 in which kd is the rate constant of 
photoinitiator dissociation.  
PI + ℎ𝑣 → PI∗  
kd
→  R + 𝑅′ 
The radicals formed during the fragmentation process can then interact with the reactive end 





associated rate constant of ki as denoted in Eqn. 1.2. The monomer and chain initiated species 
are denoted as M and M· respectively. 
R · + M  
ki
→ RM1 · 
The chain initiated species will undergo successive additions of monomer molecules during the 
propagation step of the polymerization. During each monomer addition, a new equivalent radical 
is formed yielding a generalized equation. The rate constant of propagation is denoted as kp in 
Eqn. 1.3 and is typically on the order of 102-104 mol-1 s-1.(52)  
RM1 ·  + M  
kp
→  M2 ·  + M 
kp
→  Mn · + M  
kp
→  Mn+1 · 
The final step of photopolymerization is termination of the growing polymer chain. This 
can occur through two mechanisms, chain transfer or bimolecular termination. Chain transfer is 
the transfer of the propagating radical to a new species such as another polymer chain, monomer 
or even solvent. In general terms, polymer inactivation by bimolecular termination is the 
annihilation of the radical center. This can occur either through a combination (coupling) or 
disproportionation mechanism.(38) Termination by combination occurs through the reaction of 
two radicals to form a covalent bond, effectively inactivating both growing chains. This 
mechanism is described in Eqn. 1.4 where ktc is the rate constant of termination by combination. 
Mn ·  + Mm ·
ktc
→  Mn+m 
Bimolecular termination through disproportionation is less common and occurs through the 
transfer of a hydrogen radical beta to the radical center to another radical center resulting in one 
saturated and one unsaturated polymer chain ends.(38) This mode of termination is described in 
Eqn. 1.5 in which ktd is the associated rate constant.  
Mn ·  + Mm ·
ktd








By making some reasonable assumptions, a kinetic expression for the rate of 
polymerization (Rp) can be derived. Generally, Rp can be described as the time dependence of 
monomer concentration ([M]), namely as propagation proceeds, [M] diminishes with time. The 
rate of propagation, and therefore polymerization, can be described as a function of kp, [M], and 
[M·] where [M·] is the concentration of propagating radicals. Because [M·] is difficult to 
quantify, a more succinct calculation of Rp can be derived through the assumption of both 
steady-state kinetics, where the rate of initiation (Ri) is equal to the rate of termination (Rt), and 
bimolecular termination is assumed, either through disproportionation or combination.(38) This 
results in general equation for Rp, shown in Eqn. 1.6 where kt is the overall rate constant of 
bimolecular termination. The square root dependence of polymerization rate on termination is 








The calculation of Rp is dependent on the rate of initiation. For a Type I initiating system, Ri is 
directly related to the fragmentation of the photoinitiator. This relationship is described in Eqn. 
1.7 where Ia is the intensity of the absorbed light.(38) The efficiency of the photoinitiator to 
generate propagating radicals is denoted as Φ, or the quantum yield for initiation. This efficiency 
is described as a fraction and therefore has values ranging from 0 to 1 where 1 is 100% 
fragmentation upon exposure.   
Ri = 2ΦIa 
This equation can be applied to obtain an expression for photochemically initiated 













Because radical termination is controlled by diffusion, the properties of the network 
heavily influence kt. These properties change as the propagation proceeds and therefore kt is 
generally regarded as a rate coefficient rather than a rate constant. The Trommsdorrf effect, or 
the autoacceleration of polymerization is an example of diffusion-controlled termination.(50) 
This occurs when the viscosity of the polymerizing system increases such that the two radicals 
necessary for bimolecular termination cannot find each other. The result is an overall increase in 
the rate of polymerization due to the removal of termination barriers, thus accelerating 
propagation.  
Photochemical methods utilize liquid resin formulations including photopolymerizable 
monomers or oligomers and a photoinitiator as precursor materials.  The photoinitiator is 
excited upon exposure to ultraviolet light, breaking into reactive free radical species that initiate 
polymerization of the reactive monomers and oligomers to create a solid structure.  The reactive 
sites on the monomers or oligomers are typically multifunctional greater than 2 and their 
polymerization results in the formation of a crosslinked network or thermoset polymer structure.  
Varying the ratio of functionality of the monomers and oligomers, as well as the molecular 
weights of the monomers and oligomers has a tremendous impact on the mechanical properties 
of the formed network structure.  The molecular weight of the starting monomers and oligomers 
affects the viscosity of the starting material, affecting build times and uniformity.(39)  Cure 
through is of considerable importance in the consolidation of layers during photochemical 
processes.(53) Photoactive materials used for AM are primarily based on acrylate or epoxy 
reactive sites.  These processes incorporate the integration of polymer synthesis with part 
fabrication and therefore the kinetics of the initiation and propagation reactions are factors in the 




will determine the level of conversion of the reactive sites and therefore the mechanical 
properties.(34) In photochemical processes the dosage (product of intensity and time) is often 
considered to be linear with increasing light intensity at a given wavelength.  Wydra et. al. 
demonstrated that the reactive site conversion level and stress relaxation properties were not 
linear with dosage, such that at lower light intensity the conversion rate was faster, maximum 
conversion was achieved faster, and in some cases was at a lower overall level.(54)  These 
results indicate that the intensity of and wavelength of light, which is inherent to a given piece of 
equipment but also influenced by factors such as absorptivity of the resin formulation will affect 
the final mechanical properties of the resin independent of the time of exposure. 
1.2.4.2 Multijet Injection Inkjet Printing 
Inkjet printing is a standard technology used for 2D printing onto substrates such as paper 
and plastic films.  Inkjet printing is also a valued technique for 3D printing.  One major 
advantage for this method of 3D printing is that different inks can be applied in the system at the 
same time and a variety of different materials can be printed with varying molecular weights and 
structures including waxes, solutions, and latexes or suspensions of polymers.(55, 56)  Viable 
living cells can be printed from suspension for application in defined structures related to tissue 
engineering.(57)  Even reinforced polymer inks can be printed that incorporate fillers such as 
nano SiO2, provided that the filler particle size is small enough to pass through the jet nozzle 
orifice.(58)  Clogging of the nozzles with insoluble particles or partially dried ink is a major 
concern with inkjet printing. 
Inkjet printing can also be done using liquid photopolymer directly. The Stratasys Polyjet 
technology developed by Objet is an example of this technology, a schematic of which is shown 




roller to a defined layer thickness and subsequently UV cured before application of the next layer 
of jetted material.(56)  There are multiple jet heads within the machine, a portion of which are 
dedicated to injecting a water soluble support material while other heads are dedicated to 
injecting the photopolymerizable building material.  A printing path is defined by the print head 
moving multiple passes along the x-axis to both deposit material and UV cure it before moving 
in the y direction to do a second print path cycle.(60)  The UV exposure time is associated with 
the increase in molecular weight, crosslinking, and mechanical properties.  The final part can be 
UV post cured to maximize crosslinking and properties. 
 
Figure 1.8 Schematic of multijet inkjet printing. UV curable build material is selective deposited and polymerized 
with UV lamp. A support material is deposited to enable large overhang and void fabrication. 
1.2.4.3 Stereolithography: Bottom Up 
Stereolithography (SL) is an example of AM that utilizes photochemical polymerization 
to generate a three-dimensional part and comes in two distinct variants. The bottom up approach 
utilizes a rastering laser to selectively initiate polymerization of a photoactive resin within a 




will be recoated with a zephyr blade and the process will repeat until the CAD is 
reconstructed.(34) As the laser rasters in this vector scan-based method, energy is distributed 
over a finite x, y, z area and therefore parameters such as scan speed, laser power and 
wavelength, and resin reactivity kinetics are important. These parameters translate to depth of 
penetration (Dp) of irradiance into the resin pool and corresponding solidification. Resin 
absorption upon irradiance is assumed to follow Beer-Lambert’s Law.(62) This absorption is 
additionally assumed to have a Gaussian-like profile. Together these factors result in a cure 
depth (Cd) that is proportional to the natural logarithm of the maximum exposure of the scanning 
laser.(33)  When this linear relationship is plotted the x-axis intercept is interpreted as Ec, or the 
critical exposure of the resin at that given laser wavelength. In practice, this plot of Cd as a 
function of exposure yields a resin ‘working curve’. By following this working curve, laser 
exposure results in gelation within the resin pool and shrinkage often follows. Shrinkage 
occurring during the SL process imparts stresses on the fabricated part resulting in warpage, 
deformation and overall loss of mechanical integrity. As such, several laser scan patterns are 
utilized in an effort to minimize errors. Methods such as WEAVE, STAR-WEAVE, and ACES 
are progressively more complex methods to mitigate such errors with the number vector 





Figure 1.9 Bottom up stereolithography (SL) schematic. Apparatus utilizes a rastering laser to selective cure a 
photoactive resin. 
1.2.4.4 Stereolithography: Top Down 
 For bottom up SL, the fabrication time per layer is decreased by the exchange of a 
rastering laser for a mask-based projection method. The method originally used static masks 
however has been adapted to include a dynamic mask projection through the incorporation of a 
dynamic light processing (DLP) chip, shown in Figure 1.10. The DLP chip pixelates the 





Figure 1.10 Top down stereolithography (SL) schematic. A digital light projection (DLP) chip allowed for entire 
layer illumination onto a pool of liquid resin. Resin cures completely to the glass window and can be separated with 
a level blade. It should be noted other separation mechanisms exist.  
 At the heart of this technology is a digital micromirror device (DMD) that enables this 
pixilation. The DMD is a micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) device containing an array 
of individually addressable micromirrors positioned over a corresponding complimentary metal-
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) memory cell, shown in Figure 1.11 A.(65) Prior to printing, the 
.SVG of the desired file is processed using a digital graphics interface (DGI) which assigns each 
area of the slice plane to specific micromirrors. The micromirror itself is square and can range 
from 10-12 µm depending on the chip type. The area of the micromirror relates to the projected 
dimensions of the pixel, which is dependent on the optics of the system and therefore 
experimentally determined. This mirror is an 8-bit bistable switch and through the application of 
an electrostatic potential, can be deflected to either state.(66) When the area of the slice plane 
correlates to the presence of material, a 1 is stored in the underlying memory cell and a positive 
potential applied, resulting in a +12° tilt of the micromirror. This in turn deflects the incident 




Alternatively, the absence of material in the slice plane is stored as a 0 corresponding to a -12° 
tilt and the incident light is projected away from the resin. The two states are shown in Figure 
1.11 B. The mirror is released from its tilted state and reset through the application of a short 
pulse at a resonant mode of the structure, removing the bias voltage. This returns the micromirror 
to a neutral or ‘parked’ state and is denoted as a mirror clocking pulse.(67) Micromirror 
switching time is approximately 5 µs however the tilting mechanism combined with the memory 
loading time equates to a mirror settling time of 16 µs.  
 
Figure 1.11 Schematic of digital micromirror device (DMD) within the digital light processing (DLP) chip. (A) 
SEM enlargement of micromirror and hinge below, Ref [57] (B) Schematic of two micromirrors in the 'off' (-12°) and 
'on' (+12°) positions. (C) Illustration of pixel greying using a 4-bit simplified example where the first bit in the 
sequence is the most significant and corresponds to the longest exposure. Pixel greying occurs within each exposed 
layer. 
 The micromirror is a binary switch and as such can exist in two states: on (1) or off (0). 




up to 8-bits of information are used to describe a single pixel. Therefore, each micromirror can 
exist in 28 or 256 states. A string of 1’s corresponds to the micromirror tilted to the on position 
for the duration of the slice resulting in the projection of maximum light intensity. Conversely, 
the micromirror can receive a string of 0’s resulting in no light projected during the slice. A mix 
of 1’s and 0’s results in the pixel being ‘greyed’ where the projected light intensity is a factor of 
the maximum depending on the level of greying. An illustration of this effect is shown in Figure 
1.11 C using a simplified 4-bit example.(66) It should be noted that in these binary systems, the 
first bit is the most significant and thus results in the longest exposure duration whereas the last 
bit is the least significant and therefore results in the shortest exposure. Binary addition is used to 
correspond the greyed pixel to the duty cycle of the micromirror. For example, a string of 1’s 
yields a duty cycle of 100/0 denoting the micromirror is ‘on’ 100% of the exposure time of the 
slice. Alternatively, a mirror on 75% of the time has a duty cycle of 75/25 resulting in a binary 
command of 11000000 or a pixel greying value of 192. 
 The pixilated slice is selectively projected by the micromirrors of the DMD however the 
area and intensity of this projection is largely dictated by the optics of the system.(63) There are 
a finite number of mirrors in the array resulting in an inherent trade-off between total projected 
area and resolution in the XY plane. This trade-off is illustrated in Figure 1.12 A where a 
projected pixel of 100 x 100 µm results in a larger projected area compared to the 10 x 10 µm 
however because the pixel is projected over a larger area, the resolution of that pixel is lower. 
The optics of the system allows for diverging or converging light, respectively, and thus dictates 
the area of the projected array. Furthermore, in a well-documented phenomenon, the projected 
light intensity is not homogenous across the pixel.(68–70) An example of this light intensity 




the projected pixel. This heterogeneity can be described as a point spread function (PSF) 
however in most modeling systems, is often simplified to a Gaussian distribution.(63) It should 
be noted that the light intensity projected from a pixel is not confined to the boundaries of that 
pixel, resulting in a phenomenon called pixel bleeding.(71) Therefore, the light intensity in any 
given location across the array is not only that of the pixel but also that of its nearest neighbors 
where the projected light intensity profiles overlap. This distribution is also impacted by pixel 
greying, as shown in Figure 1.12 C where the profile diminishes with decreasing greyscale 
value. It should be noted that it is possible to project a feature below the size of the projected 
pixel through the use of pixel greying when the non-uniform light distribution is accounted for. 
Moreover, the resulting cured structure can also be below the projected pixel size when a 







Figure 1.12 Optical effects on the size and light distribution of the projected pixels. (A) Illustration of projected 
pixel size on build area illumination and resolution (B) Simplified Gaussian distribution of projected light intensity 
across a single pixel. (C) Projected light intensity distributions as a function of greyscale value where values range 
from 0-255. Ref [63]. 
1.3 Properties of AM Structures 
1.3.1 Mechanical Properties of AM Structures by Method 
1.3.1.1 Mechanical Property Testing Method 
Much of the literature shares comparisons of dogbones printed using different 
orientations, which affects directional application of material and energy with respect to the 
tensile test load direction.  The dogbone dimensions and tensile test parameters are typically 




Figure 1.13 provides a schematic of tensile dogbones printed in orientations parallel and 
perpendicular to the direction of the tensile test load. 
 
Figure 1.13 Example of dogbone build orientation. Prependicular and parallel orientations refer to layer deposition 
relative to the build platform. 
1.3.1.2 Fused Deposition Modeling 
Studies conducted on FDM fabricated specimens show that critical process parameters 
influence the meso-structure and subsequently the mechanical properties of parts produced.(41)  
Using an ABS filament material, Rayegani et. al(73) conducted a DOE investigating the effects 
of 5 key process parameters on the mechanical properties of tensile dogbones printed using 
FDM.  The process parameters of interest were the layer thickness, part orientation, raster 
angle, raster width, and air gap.  The layer thickness is the height of each layer in the layer-by-
layer build profile (0.127 mm and 0.3302 mm).  The part orientation was either flat to the build 
tray (0) or perpendicular to the build tray (90).  The raster angle refers to the orientation of the 
direction of travel of the bead as it is laid down with respect to the direction of the loading of the 
part during the test, which in this case was 0 and 45°.  The raster width refers to the width of the 




defined between the deposited beads of material (-0.00254, 0.5588, 0.9652 mm).  Tensile 
strength for the samples made in this DOE ranged from 4 MPa to 34.6 MPa and the analysis of 
the results showed that thinner layers, negative air gap, smaller raster widths and increased raster 
angle during application increases the tensile properties of produced parts.  All of these factors 
affect how well the beads and layers can be consolidated which is critical to the mechanical 
properties.  The most significant effects on tensile strength were due to build orientation such 
that the parts with the layers parallel to the test load (0° orientation) were stronger than the part 
with the layers that were perpendicular to the test load (90°).(73)   
1.3.1.3 Selective Laser Sintering 
The mechanical properties of SLS produced parts have long been considered to be a 
function of energy density (Ed), which is a function of laser power, laser beam speed, hatch 
distance, and the laser beam diameter.  The relationship is not entirely predictable however 
because the factors depend on each other and there is a trade-off between putting in enough 
energy to fuse the particles well, without putting in so much that the polymer degrades which 
reduces the mechanical properties.  Pilipovic et. al(74) presented designed experiments that 
varied the laser power, laser beam speed, and the hatch distance in preparing tensile dog bones 
using SLS.  The tensile strength results ranged from 1.95 to 43.1 MPa using the same PA12 
material and the same equipment emphasizing the criticality of the process parameters to the 
mechanical properties of the resulting product.  The conclusion that the hatch distance was the 
most relevant parameter in the study, in particular the ratio of the beam width to the hatch 
distance, indicated that the overlap of the laser as it progressed over the powder bed area was a 
critical factor to optimize as either too great an overlap or too little an overlap produced inferior 




energy input degrades the polymer.  The energy input can be defined to include both the laser 
power and the powder bed energy, which is controlled by the temperature of the powder bed.  
Guo et. al.(75) compared tensile results of dogbone samples prepared using SLS out of a 
limestone containing PA12 composite for conditions at different powder bed temperatures and 
laser powers.  The tensile strength results ranged from <1 MPa for all temperatures at the 
lowest laser power of 10 W to 8.3 MPa at an optimum bed temperature of 176 °C and the 
maximum laser powers of 25 and 30W.  At each temperature there was a steady increase in 
tensile strength with laser power indicating the direct relationship between mechanical properties 
and energy input.  Both lower and higher temperatures than 176 °C however afforded reduced 
tensile properties at corresponding laser power levels indicating that there are other factors 
besides just energy density to affect the mechanical properties of the produced parts. 
The largest factor affecting mechanical properties in SLS and limiting the transition from 
rapid prototyping to rapid manufacturing is the development of porosity due to incomplete 
particle consolidation.  Incomplete consolidation, both within layer and between layers, can 
arise from incomplete melting of particles due to the bed temperature being too low, the laser 
energy being too low, the particle size distribution being too large, degraded powder having 
excessively high molecular weight and viscosity or crosslinking, or if the powder develops too 
much crystallinity.(76)   
The replacement of the rastering laser with an IR absorbing agent, as in the case of HSS, 
can also have an effect on mechanical properties. For HSS, it has been shown that the amount of 
RAM used has a significant impact on the mechanical properties.  Using a greyscale technique 
to control the print density of the inkjet image reduced the application of the RAM and it was 




The mechanical properties of tensile dog bones prepared with PA12 using HSS were measured 
as a function of greyscale applied to the build.(77) The measured tensile strengths ranged from 
about 5 to about 45 MPa with a maximum at a mid level of greyscale.  It was found that at 
lower print density corresponding to higher greyscale the tensile strength was low and it 
increased linearly to the maximum value at which point it leveled off and then dropped slightly.  
The % elongation was down below 5% at the highest level of greyscale used and increased 
linearly to around 22% at the mid level of greyscale where it leveled off with decreasing 
greyscale.  The effect of increasing the greyscale was to reduce the amount of RAM that was 
injected into the powder and thereby reduce the amount of heat absorption that took place in the 
powder upon application of the infrared heat source.  The reduced heat produced less powder 
consolidation and weakened the build.  At high levels of RAM (low greyscale values) the 
additional heat was proposed to cause some polymer degradation and/or decrease the build 
crystallinity that affected the ultimate tensile strength negatively but had little effect on the % 
elongation.  A similar study was conducted using HSS with an elastomeric powder TPE-
210S.(48) The tensile strength of the TPE ranged from 1.5 to 3 MPa and the % elongation ranged 
from180 to 249% with the maximum values being at an intermediate range of greyscale.  The 
conclusion that 100% application of the RAM material is not necessary to achieve the optimal 
properties was the same for both materials although the optimum level of RAM differed for the 
two different materials.(77)  
1.3.1.4 Inkjet Printing 
The orientation of the part when built and the placement of the support material based on 
the design of the part can affect the actual UV exposure in unintended ways, influencing the 




different build orientations with the 1st orientation vertical to the tray, the 2nd orientation on its 
side to the tray, and the 3rd orientation flat to the tray.(79)  Orientations 1 and 2 showed yielding 
behavior before failure while the 3rd orientation showed brittle failure with no yield before break.  
The tensile strengths measured were 58 MPa (1st), 60 MPa (2nd), and 42 MPa (3rd).  The 
difference in tensile properties with build orientation are attributed to different exposures of the 
exposed surfaces to UV light during the build process.  Barclift et. al33 built acrylic based 
tensile dogbones with different orientations and spacing on the build tray.  They investigated 
the effect of the flat dogbone orientation either in the direction of the printing path (XY) or 
perpendicular to the printing path (YX) as well as an orientation on its side both parallel and 
perpendicular to the printing path.  An additional factor was investigated with respect to the 
spacing between the parts on the tray, either close together (tight) or far apart on the build tray.  
The tensile strength results ranged from about 23 MPa to 38 MPa with corresponding modulus 
values of 1280 and 1870 MPa respectively.  The results indicate that the most significant factor 
of these measured was the part spacing on the tray such that parts that were spaced tight together 
had better mechanical properties.  This result is attributed to the amount of light exposure that 
the adjacent parts obtained during curing of their neighbors.  The practical conclusion to be 
gained is that the size and distribution of parts in an entire build tray can affect the mechanical 
properties of the parts produced. 
Blanco et. al(60) measured the relaxation modulus of opaque acrylic test bars printed 
using the Polyjet technology which automatically incorporates support material where needed 
based on the assigned orientation of the design put into the system.  The test bars were oriented 
from 0° to 90° on the build tray with angles of 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75°in between.  All angles 




the relaxation modulus decreased from around 2000 MPa to around 1100 MPa as the slope 
increased from 0 to 75° and the 90° oriented sample showed a modulus around 1800 MPa.  The 
conclusion was that the support material supporting the angled samples shielded the build 
material from some of the UV light exposure during the build process and thereby decreased the 
level of polymerization and the corresponding mechanical properties.   
1.3.1.5 Stereolithography 
Quintana et. al.(80) compared the orientation of tensile dogbones prepared using a 
commercially available resin containing epoxy, oxetane and acrylate components (Watershed 
11120). The incorporation of an epoxy likely suggests the use of a cationic photoinitiator, which 
undergo photolysis followed by oxidation to yield a propagating cation for a Type I system. 
Cationic photoinitiators are favored due to reduced oxygen sensitivity relative to their free 
radical counterparts. Dog bones were fabricated by a top down SL method and the mechanical 
properties investigated. The orientations tested did not include a vertical orientation where the 
layers would be built perpendicular to the direction of load in the test sample.  The results 
produced tensile strengths ranging from 42.5 to 45.3 MPa, modulus values from 748 to 817 MPa, 
and % elongation values from about 10 to 46%.  They performed a detailed statistical analysis 
on the tensile and modulus results and concluded that there was a very small but statistically 
significant difference in both the tensile strength and modulus for samples built flat vs. on their 
side.  One important note with respect to the sample preparation for the dogbones is that they 
were post-cured in a UV oven for 30 minutes on each side before testing.  UV exposure is a 
known contributor to the polymer reaction and therefore, this high level of post-cure could have 
impacted the results of this experiment so as to minimize the differences that may have been 




Kim et. al.(81) compared the tensile properties based on flat or vertical orientation using 
a variety of different materials over a number of AM platforms including SL.  For all of the 
other platforms, including PolyJet, they found that the flat orientation dogbones provided higher 
tensile strength then the vertical oriented dogbones.  This is not unexpected as the layers are 
built perpendicular to the direction of tensile load in the vertical dogbones.  In the case of SL 
they unexpectedly found to be the opposite. The reasoning behind this was determined to be that 
the SL process allowed significant curethrough to occur in the vertical layers, actually 
strengthening the dogbones with the additional energy that was applied.  Had a UV post cure 
been applied, it would be expected to have eliminated these differences for the SL processed 
dogbones. 
 
1.3.1.6 AM Method Mechanical Property Comparisons 
 Parameters influencing the mechanical properties are governed by the process itself. For 
example, inkjet heads, filament heads and lasers all share a rastering process and therefore 
rastering speed, angle and path can all potentially influence the final properties of the part. For 
top down SL, which utilizes a DLP chip to enable entire layer display, no rastering component 
exists. Parameters such as light intensity and exposure time would be more relevant. A summary 
of processing parameters studied on the influence of mechanical properties is shown in Table 1.2 
by AM method. While different processes contain caveats in terms of parameters, overall trends 
can be observed. The effect of part orientation, as shown in Figure 1.13, was a parameter studied 
for all methods. Given the layer-by-layer assembly of the structure, part orientation works in 




element within the AM process yields numerous processing parameters that are necessary for 
optimization to either enhance properties or achieve dimensional accuracy.  
Table 1.2 Summary of studied processes on mechanical properties by AM platform and reference. 
 
 Mechanical properties of commercially available materials were compiled by platform 
with conventional injection molding values incorporated as reference points. Values are shown 
as yield strength as a function of Young’s modulus in Figure 1.14. There appears to be a 
clustering of materials around the low Young’s modulus, low yield strength corner for AM 
processes. Conventional molding also yields values in this region, however high yield strength, 





Figure 1.14 Yield strength as a function of Young's modulus for commercially available materials by AM 
platform. Properties of conventional molding materials are shown for reference. 
Because materials were tested by standardized testing, namely through the use of dog 
bones, achievable mechanical properties are limited. By its very nature, AM enables geometric 
freedom. Therefore, incorporation of this freedom to explore additional mechanical properties is 
possible.  
1.3.2 Resolution of AM Platforms 
 Resolution plays a key role in the fabrication of porous structures as it dictates the size 
and shape of the void volumes within the part. The achievable resolution for each AM process is 
largely dependent on the method of material deposition or consolidation. For FDM, the use of a 
thermally heated extrusion limits the resolution of the fabricated part to the size of the nozzle tip, 
yielding a minimum feature size approximately 0.1 mm.(39) The resolution of inkjet printers is 
similarly limited to the size of the droplet ejected from the print head nozzle. The low viscosity 




setups. As a result, the resolution of has been reported as low as 5 µm.(39) However, in the 
context of contained void volumes, this value can be larger due to the necessary removal of 
support material. In the case of SLS, pore size is controlled by the particle size and the energy 
density used in fabrication. The consolidation mechanism is such that a high energy laser pulse 
yields thermal spill over from the targeted area resulting in unspecified consolidation. Large 
particles are less prone to unintentional consolidation but are more difficult to remove from 
smaller void volumes. Commercially available SLS platforms have resolutions ranging from 
0.05 – 0.1 mm.(82) In the case of the HSS and MJF variations of SLS, the resolution is dictated 
by the dots per inch (DPI) of the inkjet head rather than the spot size of the rastering laser. A 
typical DPI value is 1200 or approximately 1 dot every 0.022 mm whereas the spot size of a laser 
ranges in diameter from 0.3 to 0.4 mm. The incorporation of an IR inhibition ink in the case of 
MJF further increases the resolution, as well as surface finish, relative to SLS. 
 The resolution of SL platforms is largely driven by the projection method. Bottom up SL 
methods, often utilizing a laser, have resolution dictated by the laser diameter as well as the 
rastering pattern. The spot size of the laser has straight forward connotations for resolution, 
particularly in the Z direction (orientation of fabrication.). The penetration depth of the laser can 
be tuned using a working curve to minimize exposure into a previously cured layer. 
Solidification is a function of exposure. If the rastering pattern contains path overlaps, then a 
previously cured area receives a double dose of exposure, this in turn extends the solidification, 
limiting the resolution.(83) However, the rastering path cannot take the laser from one side of the 
layer to the other, as uneven solidification results in mechanical stresses on the part which can 
lead to part failure. This problem is partly resolved in top down SL where the projection method 




dictated by the projected pixel size. This size can be tuned through the use of optics but as 
described in Section 1.2.3.4, there is a trade-off between projected pixel size and projected build 
area. Collectively, commercially available SL systems range from 0.05 to 0.250 mm in 
resolution.(39)  
 While aspects of resolution may be unique to each AM platform, some are universal to 
the field. For example, the chordal tolerance and slice thickness of the CAD, as shown in Figure 
1.5 B and C, respectively. Additionally, for all methods, resolution varies as a function of 
geometry. For commercially available equipment, resolution is often reported as minimum 
feature size. This is very different from minimum void volume. The feature size represents 
deposited material whereas the void volume is defined by the absence of material. For processes 
that utilize a support material, the size of the void volume is limited to the ability to extract the 
unused material. For extrusion-based processes, the minimum pore size is defined by the 
overhang strength of the deposited material suspended over a volume. In the case of FDM, an 
extruded layer may ‘sink’ into a void described by the previous layer. Finally, resolution is not 
“set” for any platform but is rather a range. This is because many methods exist to fine tune 
resolution such as the thermally optimized filaments for FDM(84) or incorporation of radical 
quenchers for SL.(82) These methods often increase the resolution but at a price (e.g. increased 
expense or reduced mechanical properties). Because of all these variables, resolution is often 
explored in the context of a specific material on a specific platform for a specific geometry. This 







1.3.3 Porous Media Fabrication by AM 
 Structures of defined pore size and distribution are amenable to AM platforms because of 
the freedom of design imparted by CAD. As a result, AM methods have been utilized in the 
fabrication of precisely specified and tunable porous media. The resulting structures often 
contain a more homogenous pore size and tighter distribution when compared to their 
conventionally molded counterparts. One common method of CAD generation for these types of 
structures is to array a parametric (often cellular) unit cell into a given volume.(85) The resulting 
CAD contains a uniform pore size dependent on the unit cell and distribution dependent on the 
array. An example of this method is shown in Figure 1.15 A where a unit cell was arrayed into a 
cube volume. The unit cell was specifically designed to yield a negative Poisson’s ratio. 
Fabrication with SLS using polyamide particles yielded a replica of the CAD file. Because the 
unit cell is defined computationally, a systematic approach can be used to enhance mechanical 
properties, as is shown in Figure 1.15 B. Unit cells in Figure 1.15 B were designed through 
topology-optimization methods to yield bulk moduli that approach the Hashin-Shtrikman upper 
bound.(4) This bound is defined as the tightest bound possible from a range of composite moduli 
for a two-phase material, namely air and polyamide. The range of properties for stochastic foams 
are shown in purple. The optimized structures, shown in green, yield a range of properties as a 
function of volume fraction made possible by the pore volume and uniform distribution of pores. 
This uniform distribution is highlighted in Figure 1.15 C for a scaffold fabricated in a 
poly(caprolactone) methacrylated monomer using SL.(23) The scaffold was generated using a 
gyroid unit cell and the resulting free volumes colored by size. Analysis of accessible volume 
and pore diameter, shown in Figure 1.15 D, yields a tight distribution. This is in contrast to the 





Figure 1.15 Additive manufacturing of unit cell-designed porous structures. (A) Topologically optimized unit 
cell CAD and fabrication in SLS. (B) Method of computational unit cell optimization of bulk modulus by volume 
fraction. Stochastic forms are shown in purple for reference. Ref [77] (C) Pore size map of gyroid-based scaffold 
fabricated by SL. (D) Histogram of pore diameter by volume fraction. Curve represents computationally calculated 
accessible volume. Ref [21] 
1.3.4 Unintentional Porosity in AM Structures 
While AM has been shown to be an amenable technology platform approach to the 
fabrication of porous structures with controlled pore size and pore distribution, drawbacks do 
exist. Each AM method discussed represents a method of reconstructing the CAD file. The main 
disadvantage with most methods discussed is the occurrence of unintentional porosity within the 
fabricated structure. This refers to surface topology not specified in CAD but rather imparted on 






1.3.4.1 Fused Deposition Modeling 
 FDM results in unintentional porosity between the extruded sections of the heated 
polymer. A schematic of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 1.16 A where the hatching pattern 
of the extruder head results in gaps between the layered filaments.(86) These gaps occur both 
within layers and between layers and is a noted source of part failure during mechanical 
testing.(87) An SEM micrograph of a cross-section of an FDM fabricated part is shown in 
Figure 1.16 B illustrating this effect.(88) Efforts have been made to improve part strength 
through the incorporation of fillers, which reinforce and strengthen the polymer. Filler 
incorporation does not however resolve the gap formation issue. For the fabrication of porous 
structures, this unintentional porosity detracts from the uniform void volumes specified in the 
CAD file.  
 
Figure 1.16 Example of unintentional porosity formation in FDM. (A) Schematic of gap formation between 
filament depositions both intra- and inter-layer Ref [78] (B) SEM micrograph of dogbone cross-section illustrating 
gap formation. Ref [80] 
1.3.4.2 Selective Laser Sintering 
 SLS structures are particularly noted for their prevalent surface topology resulting from 
the consolidation mechanism of the particulate powders used in fabrication.(89) Because a 
rastering laser is used to heat the powders, different energies result in different extents of 




example of this variability is shown in Figure 1.17 A where the low energy (0.66 J/mm2) differs 
in topology from the high energy (2.16 J/mm2) of an SLS part fabricated in a poly(vinylidene) 
fluoride (PVDF) powder.(46) The intended structure was designed to be a biological scaffold and 
therefore the unintentional surface topology adds a complicating degree of variability between 
the fabricated structures. The consolidation effects are not wholly predictable, as shown in 
Figure 1.17 B where the intended structure is shown in a dashed red line.(90) The actual 
structure, obtained through µCT imaging, yielded variable deviations along the interior of the 
pore. As such, the pore volume dimensions and homogeneity across the structure do not match 
what was specified in CAD. 
 
Figure 1.17 Surface topology effects from selective laser sintering. (A) Topological porosity formation by laser 
energy. Ref [42] (B) Scaffold fabrication deviation from input CAD, shown in dashed red. Ref [82]. 
1.3.4.3 Multijet Inkjet 
  Mulitjet inkjet printing is particularly interesting for the formation of unintentional 




placement of support material. Therefore, surface topology is imparted on the structure by the 
layer-by-layer assembly method. This method results in a rough surface, as shown in Figure 
1.18. A scaffold defined in CAD was fabricated using Objet VeroGrey FullCure 850 resin, that 
upon irradiation, results in a rigid polymer.(91) The authors investigated the fabricated scaffolds 
for compressive properties and found the brittle and rough structure aided in the mechanical 
failure of the structures. The failure mechanism was determined to be axial deformation that 
progressed along the layers of the structure. The unintentional porosity imparted on the structure 
by the multijet inkjet process not only resulted in a rough surface topology but served as a 
deviation from the theoretical maximum of mechanical strength determined for the structure.  
 
Figure 1.18 Surface effects of multijet inkjet fabrication. Scaffold fabricated with rigid photopolymer illustrating 
rough topology and shale-like formation of deposited layers. Ref [83] 
 It can be concluded that AM platforms represent a promising technology to 




relevant physical and mechanical properties. The ability to spatially define pore volume and 
distribution to form an ordered lattice has been shown to be a step forward in this exploration. 
The process of selectively joining material in a layerwise assembly, while enabling design 
freedom, is not without its drawbacks. The resulting structures are often mechanically weak and 
do not encompass the same range as their conventionally fabricated counterparts. In the 
fabrication of porous structures, this layer-by-layer approach, in concert with the joining process 
itself, results in unintentional porosity. Porosity not specified in CAD often resulted in both 
nonideal surface topology as well as mechanically weak structures.  
1.4 Summary and Chapter Synopsis 
Porous structures represent an area of great interest in the expansion of material properties. 
Several fabrication methods exist to generate these structures however the overarching drawback 
is the inability to precisely control the size, shape and distribution of the contained void volumes. 
Additive manufacturing (AM) represents an attractive alternative to porous structure fabrication. 
The field, which encompasses several platforms, utilizes a computational-aided design (CAD) to 
specify structure morphology. AM platforms, through a variety of methods, selectively deposit 
material to reconstruct the CAD. These processes were examined in the context of polymer 
fabrication and found to yield a range of mechanical properties. Unfortunately, these properties 
did not fully compare to those achieved through conventional polymer processing methods. This 
can be largely attributed to the layer-by-layer approach to material deposition that does not 
generate cohesive structures, limiting the utility of these methods in the fabrication of porous 
structures.  
 This work seeks to develop and understand a novel AM platform, continuous liquid 




structures. In Chapter 2, the CLIP platform was investigated for porous structure fabrication 
compatibility. The two criteria investigated were monolithic, or layerless, fabrication and 
preliminary resolution. The CLIP platform was determined to be suitable for porous structure 
fabrication and therefore the achievable resolution of the platform was studied further. In 
Chapter 3, architected porous structures were fabricated with void volumes in the hundreds of 
microns. The dimensional, physical and mechanical properties of these microlattices were 
investigated as a function of CLIP fabrication parameters. A unit cell library was developed and 
the design parameters of the architected structures were systematically investigated. Correlations 
between the projected image, the unit cell and the CLIP fabrication parameters enabled a 
predictive approach to mechanical and dimensional properties of microlattices. The resolution of 
CLIP in the context of porous architected structures was further investigated in Chapter 4. The 
effects of decreasing unit cell sizes to yield void volumes in the tens of microns were 
investigated. Resin formulations were systematically altered to yield high resolution in the Z 
dimension. This analysis was conducted in the context of fabricating an order internal 
architecture for chromatographic separations. Therefore, several functional resin formulations 
were developed and utilized in the fabrication of these internal architectures. A column housing 
was designed, fabricated and assembled with the internal architecture and the column evaluated 
for stability. To further investigate the limits of CLIP resolution, direct methods of light 
projection were developed and explored. Through direct spatial control of the incident light, the 
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CHAPTER 2 FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF CONTINUOUS LIQUID 
INTERFACE PRODUCTION1 
2.1 Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP) 
While fabrication of porous media with AM processes is attractive from a geometric and 
design perspective, several practical limitations and drawbacks exist with current platforms. Of 
these drawbacks, the most prominent is the layer-by-layer assembly resulting in a discontinuous 
structure with poor cohesion between layers and rough surface topology. The mechanical and 
physical benefits of porous structures are better realized if the structure itself is monolithic rather 
than layered, a direct contrast to the layer-wise assembly method that is the hallmark of AM 
technologies.(1) While this would allow for more interconnectivity between layers, the property 
of extended reaction does not lend itself to a highly resolved structure, such as a porous network. 
Additionally, overhang allowances are lower for layered structures, in turn limiting the design 
space of the porous media. Therefore, an alternative approach would be beneficial for the 
fabrication of porous media.  
2.1.1 Introduction to Continuous Liquid Interface Production  
Recently, continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) was introduced to circumvent 
these inherent obstacles in order to widen the adoption of AM.(2) CLIP relies on the inhibition of 
free radical photopolymerization in the presence of oxygen. Oxygen can quench either the 
excited-state photoinitiator or form a peroxide upon interaction with a free radical of a 




results in the formation of a dead zone, or a region of uncured liquid resin (Figure 2.1 A-B) at 
the resin/window interface. The dead zone is present throughout the fabrication process and 
represents the liquid-interface of the CLIP platform. Polymerization and solidification occur 
above this region of inhibition. It is the presence of the liquid-interface that allows for part 
production, resin renewal and build elevator movement to occur simultaneously, as opposed to 
the discrete steps of SL, shown in Figure 2.1 A.  
2.1.1.1 The Oxygen Permeable Window 
Establishment of the dead zone is attributed to the amorphous fluoropolymer window, 
Teflon AF 2400, and its associated high oxygen permeability (1000 barrers; 1 barrer = 10-10 
cm3(STP) cm cm-2 s-1 cmHg-1).(4) The film is synthesized through the co-polymerization of 2,2-
bistrifluoromethyl-4,5-difluoro-1,3-dioxole (PDD) and trifluoroethylene (TFE). The PDD 
content, approximately 87% by weight, contributes to the amorphous nature of the polymer 
while the TFE enables partial solubility for film processing.(4) In the context of CLIP, the sliced 
layer is exposed from the DLP through the window. Because of this, the window’s properties of 
UV transparency, imparted by the high dioxole monomer content, and low refractive index are 
desirable. Some of these properties are not unique to Teflon AF 2400, and as such a similar 
phenomenon was observed by Doyle et. al in a PDMS microfluidic system for the formation of 





Figure 2.1 Comparison of fabrication steps between top down SL and CLIP.  (A) Top down SL requires five 
fundamental steps, iteratively repeated, to print a part: build elevator placement on resin (i), UV exposure to selectively 
cure resin (ii), separation of cured resin from the oxygen impermeable window (iii), mechanical recoating of resin 
(iv), and finally repositioning of the build elevator (v) to repeat the process until the part is fully printed. CLIP uses a 
constant liquid-interface enabled by the O2 permeable window, which eliminates the need for steps (ii, iii, iv). (B) 
Schematic of the dead zone (DZ) produced by oxygen inhibition with the generation of free radicals upon UV 
exposure. Within the DZ, there exists a concentration gradient of O2 while within the bulk there exists gradients light 
intensity and, to some degree, conversion prior to vitrification 
2.1.2 Oxygen Inhibition of Photopolymerization 
2.1.2.1 Kinetics of Oxygen Inhibition 
Oxygen is a known inhibitor of photopolymerization, and by acting as a radical 
scavenger, can disrupt polymerization at several points along the process. Within the initiation 
step, O2 can quench the excited triplet state of the irradiated initiator, shown in Eqn. 2.1, 




of 109 M-1 s-1, compared to the rate of photoinitiator dissociation, ks, which is greater than 10
9 in 
Type I systems.(6)  
PI + ℎ𝑣 → PI∗ + O2  
k𝑞
→  PI + O2 
1  
Oxygen can also react with a chain end radical to form a more stable peroxy radical that 
is in turn less reactive toward double bonds for propagation. This mechanism can occur pre-
propagation, as shown in Eqn. 2.2, or post-propagation, as in Eqn. 2.3. The rate constant of 
inhibition is denoted as kO2 and is on the order of 10
9 M-1 s-1. The stability of this peroxy radical 
can be illustrated by the rate constant kO2M which describes the rate of monomer addition to the 
oxidized radical, shown in Eqn. 2.4. For acrylate systems, kO2M is less than 1 M
-1 s-1 compared to 
the previously stated kp values ranging from 10
2-104 mol-1 s-1.(6) 
R ·  + O2  
kO2
→  ROO · 
RMn ·  + O2  
kO2
→  RMnOO · 
 RMnOO ·  + M 
kO2M
→    RMnOOM · 
The inhibition of oxygen on polymerization is more pronounced at the air-liquid 
interface, where the O2 concentration is 10
-2 M. Comparatively, dissolved O2 in organic media is 
on the order of 10-3 – 10-4 M.(6) The quenching effects of inhibition are diffusion controlled. 
However, for applications with high surface-area to volume ratios, such as thin film coatings, the 
effects of oxygen inhibition are by no means negligible. Several methods exist to mitigate this 
effect such as conducting the photopolymerization in an O2 free environment, such as under 
nitrogen. Alternatively, photoinitiators that are less sensitive to radical scavenging can be used, 








double bonds.(7) Collectively, most oxygen inhibition mitigation methods are either expensive 
or, for the oxygen insensitive additives, result in depressed mechanical properties.  
2.1.2.2 Oxygen Inhibition in SL-Based Systems 
AM processes that harness photopolymerization, such as stereolithography, are affected 
by oxygen inhibition. The oxygen inhibition of polymerization can often be seen in the 
dimensional accuracy of the part, although it has been shown that the mechanical properties of 
the part are also influenced.(7) For top down stereolithography, polymerization is conducted at 
the air-liquid interface and thus is analogous to a thin-film in each layer. In top down systems, 
polymerization is spatially controlled by the DMD, which as previously mentioned projects a 
heterogeneous light profile. Top down SL systems have been studied for the effect of O2 
inhibition on the height and dimensional profile of a cured disk.(8) In one study, it was found 
that modeling the profile of the part as a function of exposure time through ordinary differential 
equations did not fully account for the deviations from the projected feature. This can most likely 
be attributed to a compounded effect of O2 inhibition at the growing edges of the part (from 
dissolved oxygen) as well as the non-uniform light projection from the DMD, as discussed in 
Chapter 1.(9)  
The exploitation of oxygen inhibition incorporated within an AM platform represents a 
novel approach to a known phenomenon. The presence of the dead zone should theoretically 
allow for uninterrupted fabrication and as a result allow for rapid fabrication.(2) In this way, 
continuous fabrication would eliminate the inherent trade-off between part resolution (slice 
thickness) and fabrication time. Furthermore, because fabrication is uninterrupted, the resulting 
part should be monolithic in structure. The fundamental aspects of the CLIP platform were 




benchmarks. The platform was evaluated for the fabrication of monolithic structures, a key factor 
for the AM generation of porous media. The resolution of CLIP for porous structure fabrication 
was also evaluated. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Materials 
Resin reagents obtained through Sigma Aldrich were trimethylolpropane triacrylate 
(TMPTA), diphenyl(2,4,6trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (TPO), and 2-(3’-tert-butyl-2’-
hydroxy-5’-methylphenyl)-5-chlorobenzotriazole (BLS1326). All materials were used as 
received and stored as recommended by the distributor. 
2.2.2 Resin Formulation 
Resin was formulated with TMPTA monomer. UV absorber and photoinitiator were 
incorporated into the monomer by weight percent relative to the monomer. Resins were prepared 
by massing components in an amber glass container with screw cap. Formulations were stirred 
overnight prior to use and stored in ambient conditions.  
Resin formulated to investigate absorption coefficient were made as a function of wt.% 
BLS 1326 at values of 0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, and 0.15 wt.% UV Abs in TMPTA and 2.5 wt.% 
TPO. Resins formulated to investigate cure thickness on dead zone maintenance were formulated 
with 0.03 wt.% BLS 1326 in TMPTA and modified with incorporation of 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 wt. % 
photoinitiator (TPO)  The resin formulation used in CLIP benchmark fabrication was TMPTA 






Resins formulated were analyzed with photocalorimetry using a Discovery differential 
scanning calorimeter (DSC) with a photocalorimeter accessory (PCA), equipped with an Onicure 
S-2000 mercury UV light source with a 365 nm external filter (TA Instruments, New Castle, 
DE). A resin sample of 3-4 mg was placed in a DSC sample lid and placed in the DSC cell. The 
following exposure method was used: isothermal hold at 25 °C for 2 min., light trigger on, 
isothermal hold for 10 min., light trigger off, isothermal for 0.5 min., light trigger on, isothermal 
hold for 3 min., light trigger off, isothermal hold for 0.5 min. Light intensity was set at 4 
mW/cm2. Data was collected as normalized heat flow (W/g) as a function of time. 
Analysis collected data was conducted in TRIOS software (TA Instruments) for the 
determination of rate of polymerization and percent double bond conversion. Heat flow was first 
baselined adjusted horizontal to the second isothermal hold. This eliminated the heat generated 
from the light exposure from the heat generated from polymerization. Fate of polymerization was 





Where Q is heat flow in mW and ΔHmax is the theoretical heat evolved if all end groups in the 
sample reacted. For acrylate groups this value is 18.7 kCal and was converted to joules using the 
following conversion: 1kCal = 78240.8 J.(10) Bond conversion was calculated by integrating 







2.2.4 Benchmark Generation in CAD 
All benchmark structures were designed in SolidWorks (Dassault Systemes) and exported 
as a tessellated file in .STL format. Structures were sliced in Slic3r and exported as a .SVG 
(scalable vector graphics, g-code) to CLIP printers. 
Ramp test part structures with dimensions of 5 x 1 x 5 mm for base, width, and height, 
respectively, were generated. Structures were sliced at 100, 10, and 1 µm and utilized in the 
determination of optimal wt.% photoinitiator.  
CAD files encoding “open book” parts were designed in SolidWorks to contain 
overhangs at 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90° with dimensions of 3.5 x 5.0 x 1.0mm base with 
0.25 x 2.50 x 20mm ‘pages’. The resulting file was sliced to yield 100, 20 and 0.4μm slice 
thickness.  
Dog bones were produced to conform to ASTM D638 guidelines for the Type V 
parameters. The CAD file was generated in SolidWorks in the X orientation and then modified in 
B9Creator to obtain the Y and Z orientations. A total of 81 dog bones were produced to 
encompass the X, Y, and Z orientations with slice thickness of 100, 20, and 1 μm in triplicate 
with 9 replicates for each condition. 
The resolution test pattern was designed in SolidWorks to contain dimensions illustrated 





Figure 2.2 Resolution test pattern (RTP) feature dimensions.  
2.2.5 Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP) 
Two prototype CLIP machines provided by Carbon were utilized for fabrication of 
benchmarks. The prototypes differed in incident wavelength and projected pixel size. The ramp 
test parts and open books were fabricated on the C7, a machine containing a 10 x 10 µm 
projected pixel with a 365 nm UV LED light source. Fabrication parameters were 4.25 mW/cm2 
at 40 mm/hr. 
The dog bones and resolution test pattern were fabricated on a CLIP Proto2. The machine 
contained a 380 nm LED light source with a projected pixel size of 100 x 100 µm. Fabrication 
parameters were 4.25 mW/cm2 at 40 mm/hr. 
Light intensity for both machines was measured using a Dymax AccuCalTM by Dymax 







2.2.6 ESEM Imaging 
An Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) with an FEI Quanta 200 field 
emission gun was utilized to obtain micrographs of the printed parts sputter coated with 1.2nm of 
Au/Pt. Imaging was carried out in High Vacuum mode with appropriate magnification. 
2.2.7 Surface Roughness Analysis 
Scanning laser images and surface roughness analysis was obtained using an Olympus 
LEXT OSL4000. Open book benchmarks with slice thicknesses of 100, 20 and 0.4μm were 
analyzed for surface roughness both pre- and post-soluble fraction removal. The 90° and 20° 
‘pages’ of the benchmark were removed from the base and scanned along the slope. The 
scanning parameters were validated by comparing fast and fine mode scanning. It was 
determined that the optimal scanning parameters were XYZ fast scan with a 20x objective using 
1 x 5 stitch encompassing a 2376 x 646 μm2 area. The image obtained was treated with a ‘tilt’ 
noise correction to counter the inherent slope of the open book page. A total of 6 line roughness 
measurements were obtained per sample and the Ra and Rsm were quantified.  
2.2.8 Gel Fraction 
Gel fraction determination and soluble fraction removal were carried out using isopropyl 
alcohol (IPA). Benchmark parts with slice thicknesses of 100, 20, and 0.4μm were produced in 
triplicate and had an initial of mass 222 ± 3mg. Parts were immersed in 200 mL IPA for 5 days. 
The parts were weighed immediately following removal from the solvent and allowed to air dry 
in a fume hood overnight. Parts were then dried in a vacuum oven at 50°C for 4 hours, cooled to 
room temperature and weighed to obtain a final dry mass. Gel fraction was determined by the 




The high gel fraction obtained under all slice thicknesses indicates a high degree of 
monomer incorporation into the fabricated part. This can be partly attributed to the use of a tri-
functional monomer in the resin formulation, which will generate a densely cross-linked system 
with low molecular weight between cross-links. Because of this, measurement of acrylate bond 
conversion using FT-IR would be misleading as a large portion of double bonds remain 
unreacted at the point of vitrification.(11)  
2.2.9 Mechanical Testing 
ASTM Type V dog bones were measured with a micrometer for total length, length of 
neck, thickness and width prior to mechanical testing. Mechanical testing was conducted using 
an Instron 5566 with a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min at 25 °C to achieve the break at roughly 60 
s which is in accordance to the 30s-5min outlined in ASTM D638.(12) Tensile strength was 
calculated using the maximum load of the stress/strain curve. Young’s modulus (E) was 
calculated using the linear portion of the stress/strain curve. 
2.2.10 Dimensional Analysis 
The dimensional accuracy of CLIP fabricated ASTM D638 Type V dog bones was 
evaluated prior to mechanical testing. The total length, length of the neck, thickness and width 
were measured using a micrometer and the values compiled. Values indicate that CLIP 
fabricated dog bones were well within the tolerances of the ASTM method. The gel fraction of 
the open book benchmarks, although not a direct comparison, indicates the minimal presence of 






2.3 Fundamental Investigation of CLIP Fabrication 
The novelty of CLIP necessitated conducting experiments towards developing a 
fundamental understanding of what the platform could do and where it was limited. 
2.3.1 Dead Zone Formation in CLIP 
For CLIP, the dead zone is formed upon illumination. The thickness of the liquid-
interface is dependent on oxygen concentration as well as other factors including incident photon 
flux (Φ0), photoinitiator absorption coefficient (αPI) and resin curing dosage (Dc0). For a given 
projected image, Φ0 describes the number of incident photons projected onto the image plane in a 
given area as a function of time. Photoinitiator absorption coefficient is wavelength-dependent 
and assumes the reactive groups within the resin are non-absorbing at that wavelength. Finally, 
Dc0 is a measurement of the resin’s reactivity and is derived in a similar manner as the working 
curve is in SL. The relationship of these factors is shown in Eqn. 2.6 






Factors that increase initial radical formation, such as increasing Φ0 or αPI, contribute to 
oxygen depletion and thus result in a smaller dead zone.(2) Alternatively, decreasing Dc0, or 
increasing the reactivity of the resin, also depletes oxygen at the window-resin interface and in 
turn, reduces the thickness of the dead zone.  
Dead zone formation is made possible by the favorable kinetics of oxygen inhibition. 
This is largely due to the concentration of oxygen. At the window-resin interface, this 
concentration is actively renewed through the upward movement of the build platform. The 





dominate the system closest to the window and thus propagation is not favorable. Inhibition 
depletes the oxygen present as the projected light travels further into the pool of resin. At a given 
distance, an equilibrium is reached whereupon oxygen is depleted such that propagation is 
competitive. This distance is specific to a given resin and projection system. For example, under 
atmospheric conditions and a Teflon AF 2400 film approximately 100 µm thick, inhibition 
remains favorable up to 30 µm above the window into the resin. The dependence of the dead 
zone thickness on [O2] is shown in Figure 2.3 in which no formation is observed under nitrogen. 
Conversely, in a pure O2 environment, the dead zone is thicker. As indicated in Eqn. 2.6, this 
thickness is also a function of incident photon flux.   
 
Figure 2.3 Dead zone thickness as a function of incident photon flux under different gas permeability 
conditions. In the presence of nitrogen, no dead zone formation is oberserve. Air and pure oxygen result in a dead 
zone with thickness dependent on photon flux and [O2] (n=10). Ref. [2] 
2.3.2 Optimization of Resin Formulation for CLIP  
Above the dead zone, O2 concentration is depleted such that the kinetics of propagation 




photopolymerization occurs leading to gelation in the illuminated region. This solidification as a 
function of exposure time (t) can be described in terms of cured thickness, as shown in Eqn. 2.7.  







Here, the α term denotes the total absorptivity of the resin where modifiers such as 
absorbing dyes or pigments can be incorporated that do not contribute to radical production. 
Therefore, 𝛼 =  𝛼𝑃𝐼 + 𝛼𝑑𝑦𝑒.(2, 8) The characteristic optical absorption (hA) of the resin 
formulation is inversely related to α and can be modified to increase resolution in the z direction 
through the incorporation of these passively absorbing components. Consequently, optics of the 
illumination system such as the projected pixel size and the exposure commands, such as slice 
thickness, play in concert with hA to dictate final part resolution.  
2.3.2.1 Resin Formulation and Absorption Coefficient  
The incorporation of UV absorber (αdye), which prevents the incident photons from 
interacting with the photoinitiator to generate free radicals, can be used to tune the total 
absorption coefficient of the resin and therefore of the final part. This is a passive component of 
a resin system in that UV absorbers do not themselves dissociate upon irradiation however their 
presence can alter the kinetics of the system. The kinetics of photopolymerization can be 
quantified outside of CLIP using Differential Scanning photo-Calorimetry (pDSC), a schematic 
of which is shown in Figure 2.4 A. The pDSC is similar to conventional DSC where a sample 
pan of known mass is compared to a reference pan. A custom light guide irradiates both pans 
simultaneously. Because polymerization is an exothermic reaction, the heat evolution as a 
function of time can be measured as heat flow (W/g). This allows for the calculation of the rate 





end groups are known. There are several experimental setups made possible by the incorporation 
of the light guide as an illumination source. Examples of these experimental designs are shown 
in Figure 2.4 B. The majority of this work is centered on full cure exposures. 
 
Figure 2.4 Differential scanning photo-calorimetry (pDSC) for the quantification of photokinetics. (A) 
Schematic of pDSC setup illustrating measurement of heat evolution during reaction of a sample pan as it compares 
to a reference pan. (B) Examples of experimental setups possible with pDSC and associated software. 
To investigate the effect of altering αdye on resin photokinetics, a series of TMPTA-based 
resins were formulated where the wt.% of UV absorber was increased from 0 – 0.15 wt.% and 
wt.% PI held constant. Using a full cure experimental design, the heat evolution was measured as 
a function of time, shown in Figure 2.5 A. The resulting DBC, calculated from integrating Eqn. 
2.5, as a function of time and wt. % UV Abs. is shown in Figure 2.5 B. DBC results ranged from 




theoretical absorption coefficient (αtotal) can be calculated for each formulation and was 
compared to the experimentally determined DBC. It can be seen that as αtotal increases, DBC 
decreases. This is consistent with Eqn. 2.7 and illustrates a trade-off between reaction efficiency 
and resolution. Therefore, to maximize double bond conversion, a lower value of 0.03 wt.% UV 
absorber was utilized in the final resin formulation. 
 
Figure 2.5 Quantification of resin kinetics with pDSC as a function of UV absorber content. (A) Thermograms 
obtained from pDSC as a function of time using a cull cure experimental design. (B) The theoretical absorption 






2.3.2.2 Effect of Resin Formulation on Dead Zone Maintenance  
The cure depth serves as an initial starting point for determination of optimal fabrication 
parameters but because the CLIP process is dynamic, further optimization is typically necessary. 
This is because the equilibrium between inhibition and propagation is not accounted for under 
static conditions. The upward movement of the build elevator applies suction forces on the resin, 
enabling a mechanical-free resin renewal mechanism but also drawing in fresh, O2 rich resin. 
Therefore, the kinetic equilibrium between inhibition and propagation observed under static 
conditions differs from that under dynamic conditions where the O2 is continually added to the 
system. Optimization of such a system is therefore driven towards achieving the correct balance 
of light intensity, build elevator speed and does to cure (Dc). Higher light intensities favor 
propagation as well as radical recombination. Faster build speeds favor O2 inhibition because of 
the rapid introduction of fresh oxygen into the system. A resin formulation with a high Dc is not 
wholly compatible with fast build rates. Furthermore, because of the capillary forces driving the 
CLIP resin renewal mechanism, the balance between these three factors is often dependent on 
the cross-section of the exposed slice. To enable optimization of fabrication parameters, the Dc 
of the resin formulation must first be addressed. 
The Dc, and subsequently the cure depth of a resin formulation, can be optimized by 
changing the αTotal term which is the sum of αPI and αdaye. The concentration of photoinitiator 
changes the concentration of free radicals present within the system and therefore alters the 
kinetics of dead zone formation. A system containing a high concentration of PI results in a large 
concentration of propagating radicals. If this concentration is high enough, the kinetics of 
propagation will overcome inhibition. The result would be a depletion of the dead zone until the 




upward motion of the build platform would separate the part however a kinetic equilibrium 
would not be reached, and subsequent adhesion would occur. A strong indicator of such an event 
occurring is an irregular layered surface topology that is sporadic and independent of input slice 
thickness, as shown in Figure 2.6. Therefore, the evaluation and agreement of input slice 
thickness with output stair-casing effect is evidence that the kinetic equilibrium was satisfied and 
the dead zone maintained throughout the fabrication process, a necessary condition for 
monolithic fabrication. 
 
Figure 2.6 ESEM micrographs of sloping CLIP-fabricated ramp surfaces. Ramp slopes of 60° were fabricated 
using a TMPTA resin formulation with varying wt.% photoinitiator. Using constant light intensity and build rate, the 
ramp with the 5 wt.% formulation yielded an irregular surface topology indicative of a polymerizing system 
overpowering the dead zone. The 1 wt.% formulation yielded a regular surface topology consistent with a balanced 
system.  
The optimized alpha-contributors were 0.03 wt.% and 1.0 wt.% for the UV absorber 
(BLS 1326) and photoinitiator (TPO). The resin formulation was found to maintain the dead 






2.3.3 Monolithic Fabrication with CLIP 
At the molecular level, once the kinetic equilibrium between inhibition and propagation, 
is established, it is maintained throughout the fabrication of the part. As such, the part does not 
adhere to the window during the fabrication process. This results in a minimal upward force 
exerted on the part throughout the build duration that is independent of layer exposure. 
Conversely, bottom up SL and other constrained-surface based AM process, result in layer 
adhesion to the window, leading to significant separation forces, upwards of 18N, to remove the 
cured part.(13) Several methods have been developed to reduce this separation force such as 
window coating, over curing, and platform titling. Unfortunately, these forces persist and can 
result in part failure during fabrication. If the part is successfully fabricated, it has been subjected 
to numerous stress cycles and are often the source of crack formation and propagation during 
mechanical testing. The layering effect is what contributes to the observed differences in 
mechanical properties as a function of build orientation. This represents a fundamental difference 
between the CLIP and SL platforms. Therefore, it was hypothesized that because the 
polymerization of the part during the CLIP process is uninterrupted, the resulting structure would 
be monolithic, or ‘layerless’. 
2.3.3.1 The Staircase Effect 
The staircase effect is a by-product of the slicing step in the CAD file processing path and 
is most visible on sloped surfaces, as depicted in Figure 2.7. For a bottom up SL platform, or 
even most other AM technologies, this effect is mitigated through finer slice thickness. Because 
the layer-by-layer processes are iterative, this translates into an increased fabrication time 
resulting in an inherent trade-off between total build time and resolution. When compared to 




presence of the dead zone and subsequent uninterrupted polymerization. Consequently, 
fabrication is continual throughout slice illumination and slice thickness does not factor in to 
overall fabrication time.  Therefore, the traditional trade-off associated with most AM systems 
where resolution is increased at the expense of print time is not apparent in CLIP. This is shown 
in Figure 2.7 where a ramp test part was fabricated as a function of slice thickness and resulted 
in a highly resolved part without increasing fabrication time. For conventional SL, the staircase 
effect indicates layering effects within the part, a known source of mechanical failure. For CLIP, 
the continuity of the fabrication suggests that the observed stair-casing effect is topological and 
the interior of the part is minimally effected.  
 
Figure 2.7 Illustration of the formation of the stair-casing effect imparted by the treatment of the CAD file with 




occurring throughout the structure. Minimization of this effect to achieve higher resolution results in increasing 
fabrication time. For CLIP, the stair-casing effect is topological and minimizing it does not change fabrication time.  
2.3.3.2 Benchmark for Monolithic Fabrication 
In industry, a method called benchmarking is used to evaluate either a platform or a 
process. The open book benchmark was designed to evaluate a platform’s ability to print large 
overhangs at different angles with or without supports, eluding to the mechanical integrity of the 
printed part.(14) The open book benchmark was adapted for the CLIP platform, shown in Figure 
2.8 A.  Each panel, or ‘page’ of the open book benchmark represents an overhang angle. For 
layer-by-layer AM platforms, large overhangs are challenging to generate without the aid of 
support features beneath the page. Furthermore, the pages can be separated from the base and 
evaluated for surface roughness. Additionally, dogbone specimens can be fabricated to ASTM 
specifications as a function of build orientation, shown in Figure 2.8 B, and tested for 
mechanical properties. As previously stated, build orientation greatly influences tensile 
properties. In a layerless system, the fabricated monolithic structure should have azimuthal 





Figure 2.8 Benchmarks to probe layerless fabrication with CLIP. (A) Open book benchmark adapted for CLIP to 
evaluate effect of slice thickness and ability to fabricate large overhangs. Each panel is referred to as a ‘page’. (B) 
ASTM Type V dogbone fabricated at different orientations relative to the build platform to investigate presence of 
isotropic mechanical properties.  
2.3.3.3 Evaluation of Benchmarks  
Because of the nature of the resin renewal mechanism for CLIP, different slice 
thicknesses (100, 20, 0.4 um) were fabricated with the same build speed of 40 mm/hr. and 
yielded the same build time. By decreasing the slice thickness, the smooth slope feature of the 
open book could be better approximated, thus enabling the reduction of the stair-casing effect, 
illustrated in Figure 2.9, without the traditional trade-off with build time. Through the evaluation 
of the ramp benchmark, fabrication parameters of build rate and light intensity were optimized 
and found to be 30 mm/hr. at 4.65 mW/cm2. The resulting surface topology therefore is imparted 





Figure 2.9 Open book benchmark fabricated with changing slicing conditions. ESEM micrographs obtained by 
imaging the 20° page of the open book benchmark under the three slice thicknesses. 
Furthermore, the sloped ‘pages’ of the open book are freely extending in space and are 
fabricated without supports, partly aided by the bottom-up build approach. Conventional AM 
approaches either lack in chemical cohesion between layers or impart a mechanical strain on the 
part in the separation step thus preventing the fabrication of large overhangs without additional 
aids in the form of supports. The continuity of fabrication enabled by CLIP allows for the 
reduction of the stair-casing effect without affecting build time, resulting in a part with the 





Figure 2.10 Intensity images of the open book benchmark obtained with optical laser scanning non-contact 
profilometry. A scanning laser was used to obtain intensity profiles of the 20° page of the open book as a function of 
slice thickness. Laser intensity corresponds to part height where the darker regions are lower than the lighter regions. 
The total scanned length was held constant. 
Two ‘pages’ of the open book were evaluated using optical laser scanning (OSL) non-
contact profilometer imaging, shown in Figure 2.10, to quantify the change in surface topology 
with respect to changing slicing parameters. Two parameters of surface roughness were utilized: 
arithmetical mean deviation (Ra) and mean length (RSm). The orientation of the slicing direction 
relative to the analysis direction indicates that the RSm parameter yields a frequency of length 
measurement and thus the distance between steps whereas the Ra parameter denotes a mean 
depth of the steps. Illustrations of the two parameters as they apply to the 20° open book page are 
shown in Figure 2.11 A. The Ra parameter was measured for both the 90° and 20° pages to 
determine the effect of slice thickness of surface topology. For the part to be monolithic, the 90° 
page surface should be independent of slicing given that the exposure frame remains unchanged 
throughout its fabrication, illustrated in Figure 2.11 B. As shown in Table 2.1, Ra remains 
constant for the 90° page, yet scales with input slice thickness for the 20° page, supporting the 





Figure 2.11  Illustrations of theoretical differences in surface topology induced by AM technique. (A) 
Illustration of the two surface roughness parameters utilized in topological analysis. (B) The theoretical surface 
topological effects imparted by a layer-by-layer (SL) and a layerless (CLIP) fabrication approaches. The 20° for both 
approaches should theoretically yield similar surface effects. Therefore, the 90° page is the defining feature between 
layered and layerless fabrication due to its respective dependence and independence on input slice thickness. 
Table 2.1  Roughness values obtained for each slice thickness condition. Open book benchmark pages were 
evaluated for surface topology using OSL non-contact profilometry as a function of slice thickness following gel 
fraction removal. Each measurement represents n=3 benchmarks with n=6 measurements per imaging length. The 
experimental step height was calculated for the 20° page and accounts for the effective slicing due to the changing 
page angle. Propagation of error was accounted for in the experimental step height determination and includes 
uncertainties pertaining to RSm measurements and CLIP fabrication accuracy at inclines. 
 
To quantitatively validate the causal relationship between slice thickness and observed 
stair-casing effect, the observed step height was determined. Previous work has explored the 
measurement of step height using only the Ra parameter.(15–17) These measurements are not 
suited for comparing a large range of slice thickness given the necessity to control the number of 
sampling points. An alternative method for determining experimental step height was developed 
utilizing the RSm parameter obtained through OLS non-contact profilometry. The changing 
effective slicing height, imparted by the changing angle of the open book, was corrected for 




scales with the input slicing conditions and the mean deviation from theoretical is representative 
of the Z accuracy of the printer configuration. It can therefore be concluded that the observed 
stair-casing effect is solely dependent on the input slice thickness.  
Experimental Step Height =  cos(70)  ×  RSm 
To ensure that the measured surface topology was due to the printed part and not the 
residual monomer, the soluble fraction (sol-fraction) was removed. Results from gel fraction 
determination, shown in Figure 2.12, indicate that changing slicing condition yields no 
significant change in the gel fraction of the open book, thus the polymer crosslinking of the part 
is minimally affected by CAD file processing. The high gel fraction obtained under all slice 
thicknesses indicates a high degree of monomer incorporation into the fabricated part. This can 
be partly attributed to the use of a tri-functional monomer in the resin formulation, which will 
generate a densely cross-linked system with low molecular weight between cross-links. Because 
of this, measurement of acrylate bond conversion using FT-IR would be misleading as a large 
portion of double bonds remain unreacted at the point of vitrification.(11). The roughness was 
evaluated both pre- and post-soluble fraction removal to determine the true surface topology. 







Figure 2.12 Gel fraction analysis of CLIP open book benchmarks fabricated with slice thickness 100, 20 and 
0.4 μm. No statistical difference was found using One-way ANOVA among the slicing conditions. 
The mechanical properties of CLIP fabricated parts were investigated using the optimized 
printing parameters to explore bulk properties as a function of slice thickness and build 
orientation. A theoretical indicator of layerless fabrication is azimuthal independence of tensile 
strength and Young’s modulus. This independence indicates the absence of an inherently weak 
axis imparted in the build direction. Both acrylate and epoxy-based SL resin systems 
demonstrate mechanical properties as a function of slice layer thickness.(18) To provide further 
evidence of layerless fabrication, mechanical tests were conducted using an ASTM Type V dog 
bone printed on the three primary azimuths (Figure 2.13). Tests were conducted in accordance to 
ASTM D638 and dog bones were fabricated with both changing azimuth and changing input 
slice thickness. The resulting tensile strengths and Young’s moduli show no statistical difference 
within slice thickness or orientation. This serves as further evidence that CLIP parts are layerless 
and monolithic in structure. It should be noted that the resin system (TMPTA) used was chosen 
because it is highly reactive acrylate-based system and therefore would serve as an appropriate 
probe of the CLIP mechanism. Typically, TMPTA acts as a crosslinking agent in resin 




similar studies are not present in literature to confirm bulk mechanical properties of the resin 
formulation used or to serve as comparison to other AM platforms.  
 
Figure 2.13 Mechanical properties of fabricated parts. (A) Tensile strength as a function of printing orientation 
and slicing parameters with n=9 per slicing condition per build orientation. (B) Young’s modulus as a function of 
printing orientation and slicing parameters with n=9 slicing condition per build orientation. No statistical difference 
was found using One-way ANOVA among the slicing conditions nor among the fabrication orientations. 
The dimensional accuracy of CLIP fabricated ASTM D638 Type V dog bones was 
evaluated prior to mechanical testing. The total length, length of the neck, thickness and width 
were measured using a micrometer and the values compiled in Table 2.2. The measured 
dimensions indicate that CLIP fabricated dog bones were well within the tolerances of the 
ASTM method specification. The gel fraction of the open book benchmarks, although not a 
direct comparison, indicates the minimal presence of sol-fraction (approximately 5%) and thus 
shrinkage and part distortion post-fabrication is minimized. Even with this highly reactive resin, 
minimal shrinkage was observed, noted as part distortion and crack propagation, was observed 




benefit of DLP-based systems in general, as opposed to raster laser systems, as discussed in 
Chapter 1.  
Table 2.2 Dimensional accuracy of ASTM D638 Type V dog bones fabricated as a function of orientation and 
input slice thickness. Averaged values of all dog bones fabricated as a function of build orientation and slice 
thickness are compiled with standard deviation. ASTM specification sheet did not explicitly state thickness 
tolerance. 
 
2.4 Investigation of CLIP Resolution  
2.4.1 CLIP Resolution Test Pattern 
The benchmarks for CLIP were extended to probe resolution and a 5x5 mm Resolution 
Test Pattern (RTP) was developed to target different types of features, as shown in Figure 2.14 
A. These features were designed to explore the smallest feature size (both raised and hollowed), 
the minimum resolution in the XY plane, and the minimum resolution in the Z plane. A standard 
resin formulation of TMPTA monomer and 2.5 wt.% diphenyl (2,4,6-
trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (TPO) as photoinitiator was used. The printed patterns were 
examined using ESEM; examples of these micrographs are shown in Figure 2.14 B-E. Through 
these studies, a few CLIP realities became apparent. First, optimum printing conditions in terms 
of projected light intensity and draw speed varied as a function of feature size where larger 
features required less exposure than smaller features. Second, features containing 90° angles in 




position on the RTP. Finally, these observations were dependent on the starting monomer 
material, wt. % of photoinitiator, and theoretical resolution of the projection system. 
 
Figure 2.14 Resolution test pattern (RTP) designed for CLIP. (A) CAD rendering of CLIP RTP with descriptions 
of features present indicating a variety of types and sizes of structures to measure resolution. ESEM micrographs of 
various features are shown in (B) radial resolution (C-D) Minimum feature size in XY and (E) Minimum resolution 
in the z plane.  
An example of the utility of this RTP can be seen in Figure 2.15 where the minimum 
resolution in the Z plane was investigated. The RTP was fabricated using a single build rate and 
light intensity and the height of the resulting features quantified from ESEM micrographs. The 
height of each feature was measured at three points: left, center and right along the length of the 
feature. The ratio of the experimental to theoretical height (CAD file) values was calculated, 
resulting in the reported normalized feature height. Using this measurement, a value of 1 would 
be considered ideal and in agreement with CAD. While a trend of smaller Z features resulted in a 
greater deviation from CAD, error within each feature height results in only a significant 
difference between the 1 mm and 0.125 mm features. It should be noted that the variability does 




rounding and greater deviation from design occur. These observations are consistent with the 
known effects of the heterogeneous light profiles across the projected pixel from the DMD. 
 
Figure 2.15 Analysis of minimum feature height in the z plane. The normalized feature height represents the ratio 
of experimental to theoretical height were a value of 1 is ideal. Error bars represent n=3 samples and n=3 
measurements of each feature within each sample. 
2.4.2 Feature Size Interdependence 
As suggested in Figure 2.14 D, rectangular features were fabricated with rounded edges 
which appeared to vary dimensionally as a function of proximity to neighboring features. 
Alternatively, if considering the entire projected area of the DLP, it could also be possible the 
variances are due to a concentrated light intensity in the center of the build area. To explore this 
a series of simplified test patterns was designed, shown in Figure 2.16 A, where three features 
were printed together and separately and the degree of circularity quantified and compared. If 
there was a concentrated light intensity in the center of the DLP exposure, then the central 
feature would not change in shape. If, however, light bleeding was occurring and contributing to 
the total exposure of the feature, then the central feature would differ under the neighboring and 




To quantify the extent of light interaction on the geometry of the part, a measurement of 
fraction of circularity was implemented. The measurement utilizes an ESEM micrograph of the 
feature and fits a circle to each corner. The circle of a known radius (R) is then normalized to the 
theoretical area of the feature, shown in Figure 2.16 B. Under this metric, a feature with a high 
fraction of circularity (left) is less resolved than a feature with a low fraction (right). The results 
of this analysis are shown in Figure 2.16 C. There is a clear decrease in the fraction of 
circularity for the center feature in the case of the neighboring test pattern. This was consistent 
with empirical observations from the original RTP pattern. Moreover, when fabricated 
independently, the fraction of circularity for each feature was constant, regardless of feature 
position.  Therefore, when considering the resolution of a feature the size of the feature as well 
as the size and distance of its nearest neighbors must be considered. Consequently, the observed 
fraction of circularity can be attributed to the additive nature of the point spread function of the 
projected pixels where peripheral pixels of any feature receive less projected light than the 






Figure 2.16 Simplified feature position test pattern series. (A) CAD renderings of test series patterns containing 
all three features compared to each feature fabricated separately. The notch in the top left corner was designed to aid 
in test pattern orientation and feature number identification. (B) ESEM micrograph example of solitary feature and 
method of analysis, namely fraction of circularity. (C) Fraction of circularity as a function of feature position for 
combined features (left) and separate features (right). 
The effect of the cumulative light intensity of the projected pixels on the dimensions of a 
feature was investigated further. Using a similar test pattern design, a central feature was 
generated in CAD with dimension similar to the original RTP. At the corners of the feature, 
smaller features were created to provide an additional light source to the peripheral pixels of the 
central feature, shown in Figure 2.17 A. These smaller structures were denoted as ghost features 
because they were intentionally illuminated at a lower light intensity value such that gelation 
would not occur. This was accomplished by first calculating the dosage of the central feature, 
shown in Eqn. 2.9. The relative dosage of the ghost feature was then expressed as the ratio of 




feature exposed at a greyscale value of 255 (maximum light intensity) and the ghost feature 
structures purposely ‘greyed’ at incrementally lower values. This allowed for the constraint of 
constant build rate for all exposed features. The maximum relative dosage was empirically 













Relative Dosage = 
Dosage of Ghost Feature
Dosage of Central Feature⁄  
The fraction of circularity of the central features was quantified as a function of relative 
ghost feature dosage and is shown in Figure 2.17 B. It can be seen that as the exposure of the 
ghost feature is increased, the fraction of circularity of the central feature decreases. The result is 
a central feature that more closely represents the dimensions specified in CAD. Combined with 
previous observations, these data suggest that there is a minimum threshold of light necessary for 
a resin formulation to yield meaningful gelation. This threshold is dictated by the incident photon 
flux profile, namely the point spread function of the projected pixel, which can be tuned by light 
intensity and build rate in the CLIP system. This offers further evidence that the final dimensions 
of the feature are influenced by the light profiles of neighboring features in an additive manner. 







Figure 2.17 Ghost features for the increased resolution of CLIP fabricated structures. (A) CAD rendering of test 
pattern containing a central feature with supporting features at the corners, denoted as ghost features. Ghost features 
are intentionally exposed with dosage relative to the central features such that the structure is illuminated but does not 
reach gelation during fabrication. (B) The fraction of circularity of the central feature as a function of relative ghost 
feature dosage. Error bars represent n=3 samples with 4 measurements per sample.  
The proposed threshold was investigated further using a template with feature sizes 
purposefully smaller than that of the projected pixel of 100 x 100. Using the additive light profile 
principles established previously, circular pegs of 50 µm in diameter were generated in CAD and 
surrounded by a barrier, shown in Figure 2.18 A. This barrier was utilized to provide additional 
incident photons to the projected cylinders. Because the feature size was purposely less than the 
projected pixel, it was anticipated that the feature would need additional light to bolster the 
exposure of the feature above the aforementioned threshold. When initially fabricated, the 
structure yielded rectangular features with dimensions of 100 x 200 µm, indicating that more 
than one micromirror was illuminated for the feature. This was most likely due to the pixel 
assignment that occurs to translate the .SVG file into a sliced exposure via the DGI. Therefore, 
by implementing a 50 µm shift in the Y plane of the CAD file, the DGI could correctly assign 
one micromirror to the sub-projected pixel feature, shown in Figure 2.18 C. The dimensions of 




resin containing a UV absorbing dye to alter the αTotal of the formulation. The resulting structure 
yielded no cylindrical features, as shown in Figure 2.18 D. This illustrates the effect of 
increasing the light absorption of the resin on the additive light profiles of the features. As such, 
the point spread function of the projected pixels can be empirically tuned to achieve higher 
resolution in the XY plane.  
 
Figure 2.18 Sub-projected pixel resolution test pattern.(A) CAD of 50 µm cylinders surrounding by a barrier to 
add to the photon flux of the feature for a 100 x 100 µm projected pixel system. (B) ESEM micrograph of original 
fabrication of test pattern showing features with dimensions of 100 x 200 µm indicating multiple micromirrors 
illuminated per cylinder. (C) ESEM micrograph of .STL file shifted in the Y direction by 50 µm. (D) ESEM 
micrograph of the shifted structure fabricated with resin containing a UV absorbing dye in which no cylinder features 
are observed. 
The CLIP parameters utilized in test pattern fabrication are primarily light intensity and 
build rate. As shown in Eqn. 2.9, the ratio of these parameters results in a metric of dosage. The 
same dosage value can be achieved through a variety of light intensity and build rate 
combinations. For large parts, such as dog bones, where DMD projection effects do not influence 
final part geometry, it is unlikely that differences in build rate and light intensity would result in 
significant differences in dimensions so long as the dosage was held constant and remained 
within the kinetic equilibration range for the dead zone. However, in light of the ghost feature 




In turn, the effect of dosage combinations was investigated on a single 250 x 250 µm feature 
where dosage was varied by holding either light intensity or build rate constant. The fraction of 
circularity was quantified and is shown as a function of dosage in Figure 2.19 A. Interestingly, it 
was observed that for lower dosages, the fraction of circularity varied more with respect to 
changing light intensity versus changing build rate (draw speed). The effect of changing light 
intensity (holding draw speed constant) yielded less resolved feature (higher fraction of 
circularity) at lower dosages. The resulting features were further assessed by normalization of the 
area of the feature to the theoretical area. A normalized feature area of 1 is shown in grey in 
Figure 2.19 B. The cross-over of each dosage path is defined as the dosage at which the feature 
transitions from under exposure to over exposure. This cross-over occurs at a dosage of 0.1 
mJ/cm2 slice for the constant light intensity series. At this dosage, the fraction of circularity 
levels off. For constant draw speed, this cross-over point does not occur until a dosage value of 
0.2, again where the fraction of circularity levels off. It can be concluded that the different ratios 
of light intensity and build rate, while achieving the same dosage values, can influence to 
resolution of the feature. This is likely a product of the effect of the point spread function of each 
projected pixel dominating the dimensions of the feature. Therefore, to achieve smaller features, 
the notion of dosage equivalence may not apply and subsequently, the fabrication parameters of 





Figure 2.19 Dimensional measurements of a 250 x 250 µm feature where the effect of dosage was investigated 
through the independent adjustment of light intensity and build rate. (A) Fraction of circularity as a function of 
dosage. (B) Normalized feature area as a function of dosage where the grey line indicates a normalized area of 1, or 
ideal. Error bars represent n=3 samples per condition with n=4 measurements per sample.  
2.5 Conclusions 
A novel additive manufacturing platform, continuous liquid interface production (CLIP), 
was evaluated for viability for the fabrication of porous structures. CLIP utilizes an oxygen 
permeable window to generate a dead zone between the window and the growing part. This 
region of inhibition allows for rapid and continuous fabrication. As such, the ability of CLIP to 
fabrication monolithic, layerless parts was investigated through the evaluation of benchmarks. 
The open book benchmark was investigated as a function of slice thickness and the resulting 
staircase effect quantified. It was determined that the observed staircase effect was purely 
topological. Together, with isotropic mechanical properties as a function of build orientation, it 
was determined that CLIP fabricates layerless structures. The monolithic fabrication of CLIP 
makes the platform highly amenable to porous structure fabrication. The further assess CLIP, 




CLIP, like other AM platforms, was dependent on a number of factors particularly the projected 
pixel of the DMD and the light profiles of surrounding features. It was concluded that CLIP 
represented a promising platform for the fabrication of architected structures and that the 
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CHAPTER 3 MICROLATTICE FABRICATION WITH CLIP 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Additive Manufacturing of Microlattices 
Microlattices are materials containing structural elements on the microscale and contain 
both micro- and nano-scale truss or strut-like three dimensional elements. Structures contain 
ordered void volumes and as a result, these materials are often associated with advanced 
mechanical properties. Properties include strength and stiffness that scale proportionally to part 
density, namely the volume fraction of material within the scaffolds.(1) The combination of this 
mechanical behavior with unique acoustic, thermal or biologic responses has made microlattices 
relevant in a variety of industries such as aerospace(2, 3), battery(4), and biomedical.(5, 6) The 
necessity for precise geometry has many turning to exploring utility of additive manufacturing 
(AM) of microlattices for its ability to computationally define a geometrically complex 
structure.(7–9) 
3.1.2. AM Microlattices in the Context of Tissue Engineering 
 The field of tissue engineering (TE) explores the combined use of biologically 
compatible materials and biochemical factors to improve or replace biological functions. The 
structure of these materials are often cellular in nature and therefore the bulk of microlattice 
fabrication centers on the application of TE. In recent years, fabrication efforts for scaffold and 




in terms of publication numbers per year. The most common platforms are broken down further 
as percentages of total AM publications, shown in Figure 3.1 B. Bioprinting, or the selective 
layering of cell types is by far the most popular and represents a promising avenue towards 
eventual fabrication of organs and functioning tissue. This method however, is still in its infancy. 
 
Figure 3.1 Publication distribution by year of conventional and additive manufacturing methods of 
microlattices and/or scaffolds. (A) Publication number based on search term of SciFinder® database. (B) 
Percentage of total publications for TE scaffolds breakdown by common AM platforms.   
The AM methods investigated have advantages and disadvantages toward the application 
of TE scaffolds as summarized in Table 3.1.(10) SL-based approaches, the nearest relatives to 
CLIP, constitute a significant portion of research efforts. The precision benefits of SL make the 
platform amenable to microlattices and scaffolds for TE. The predominate drawback with SL in 
the context of TE is the presence of cytotoxic reagents within the resin. Photopolymerization is 
conducted via free radical propagation which are known to cause cell death. Efforts have been 
made to incorporate biocompatible elements within the resin formulation to enhance 
applicability in TE. Biocompatibility aside, the AM methods presented encompass a limited 






Table 3.1 Summary of selected AM methods by description and advantages and disadvantages as they relate 
to tissue engineering. Compiled from Ref [10] 
 
There is a growing interest in mimicking biological structures both physically and 
mechanically, particularly in the field of TE(11, 12) There is a need for functionally graded 
structures, or single structures incorporating locations with different physical and/or mechanical 
properties, to more accurately simulate a naturally occurring structure.(5, 13) For example, the 
compressive strength of an average human mandible ranges from 0.22 – 10.4 MPa depending on 
location along the jaw line with changes largely attributed to the microstructure of the trabecular 
bone.(14) While AM is viewed as offering unlimited design space, in practical terms, there are 
limitations particularly for large overhangs and changing geometric complexity, two areas of 
interest for lattice structures in TE.(15) In this light, the advantages of CAD, while promising, 
are not fully realized.(16) There have been efforts to expand the design space and generate 




FDM(17) or design parameters by using mathematical constructs, as in the case with triply 
periodic functions (TPFs)(18–22). TPFs are surfaces that are mathematically defined through a 
combination of sines and cosines. By placing a coefficient in front of the z component of these 
functions, graded structures can be generated. These structures have proven useful in the study of 
cell proliferation behavior.(18) There exists, however, only a small family of these structures, 
limiting the exploration of the design space made available through the use of CAD.(23)  
3.1.3 CLIP Fabrication of Microlattices 
  The continuous nature of fabrication makes CLIP an attractive platform for microlattice 
fabrication. The generation of monolithic structures may be able to circumvent known failure 
mechanisms. In this chapter, experiments were conducted to demonstrate the utility CLIP in the 
fabrication of microlattices. Using CAD to array unit cells, the fabrication of microlattices was 
optimized in terms of post-fabrication processing and resin formulation. The range of usable 
fabrication parameters was exploited to fabricate functionally graded structures through the 
implementation of a linear build rate ramp. This method was developed to enable the exploration 
of designs that were not based on TPFs. The mechanical and physical properties of CLIP 
microlattices were investigated as a function of microlattice design, CLIP fabrication parameters, 
and post-modification to explore the field of achievable properties.  
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Materials 
 Monomers poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate Mn=250 g mol
-1 (PEG250-DA), poly(ethylene 
glycol) diacrylate Mn=575 g mol
-1 (PEG575-DA), poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate Mn=700 g mol
-





hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA), UV radical initiator diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine 
oxide (TPO), UV-absorber 2-tert-Butyl-6-(5-chloro-2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-4-methylphenol (BLS 
1326), and hydroxyapatite (HA, particle size 5 µm) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 
Rhodamine B-base (RhB) was purchased from Acros Organics. Ethyl (2,4,6-trimethylbenzyol) 
phenylphosphinate, sometimes referred to as lucirin TPO (L-TPO), was purchased from Combi-
Blocks.  
 Solvents of 2-propanol, toluene, acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran, and phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS) were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Solvents were HPLC grade purity or higher. 
All materials were used as received and stored as directed by the supplier. 
3.2.2 Computer-Aided Design (CAD) of Microlattices 
3.2.2.1 Generation of Microlattices 
 Computationally-aided designs (CAD) of microlattices were generated in Magics 
Structures (Materialise). The unit cell with dimensions 500 x 500 x 500 µm was arrayed into a 
cube with dimensions 5 x 5 x 5 mm defined in XYZ. The file was then exported as a .STL. 
Experiments were predominately conducted with the unit cell dode medium. 
3.2.2.2 Generation of Unit Cell Library  
Computationally-aided designs (CAD) of microlattices were generated in Magics 
Structures (Materialise) using the following unit cells: body diagonals with nodes (A), diamond 
20 percent relative density (B), medium dode (C), rhombic dodecahedron relative density 20 
percent (D), octet truss relative density 30 percent (E), G structure 6 (F), and dual porous 
structure (H). The dual porous structure unit cell was generated in OpenSCAD, converted to a 




angle orientation. Unit cells were arrayed into a 5 x 5 x 5 mm cube resulting in a 10 to 1 arraying 
ratio. The theoretical volume (mm3) and surface area (mm2) were determined by the software 
and the specific surface area (SSA) of the structures were calculated by 
(𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎) ⁄ (𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒). CAD microlattices were converted 
to a .STL, a compatible file format to the CLIP machine interface. 
All microlattice designs were digitally sliced to yield 100 sampling points across the 
input unit cell. For example, a unit cell arrayed at 500 µm was sliced at 5 µm. As such, the 
projected images, denoted as .PNGs, were directly comparable by slice for the same unit cell. 
For files uploaded to the S1, the digital slicing was conducted with Carbon software through the 
S1 User Interface (UI). For the C7, slicing was carried out with Slic3r software and the resulting 
stack exported as a .SVG file.  
3.2.3 Resin Formulation  
For all experiments, resin was formulated to contain known amounts of monomer, oligomer, 
photoinitiator (PI), and UV absorber (UV Abs). Formulations were generated either by weight 
percent relative to the whole or molar percent relative to the number of functional groups 
present. In all cases, resin was stored in amber glass bottles.  
An example resin formulation is as follows: contain 70 wt.% PEG700 DA and 30 wt.% HEA. To 
that 3.5 mol % L-TPO and 0.3 mol % BLS 1326 were added and the resin mixed in a Thinky 
ARE310 for 5 min at 2000 rpm.  
 Resin formulation optimization was necessary to determine the optimal amount of HEA 
to incorporate in a PEG700 DA-based resin. Separate stock formulations of PEG700 DA and HEA 




and mixed in a Thinky ARE310 for 5 min. at 2000 rpm. A systematic resin series was generated 
by formulating resins containing 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 wt.% stock HEA 
into the stock PEG700 DA resin. 
3.2.4 Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP) of Microlattices 
Microlattices were fabricated with CLIP to investigate the effect of microlattice design 
and CLIP parameters on the physical properties of the microlattices. 
 Microlattices were fabricated on two CLIP printer prototypes, shown in Figure 3.2, that 
differed slightly by projected pixel size and wavelength UV light. The S1 was utilized for the 
majority of the microlattice fabrication and uses a 20 x 20 µm projected pixel size with a 385 nm 
LED UV light source. The user interface associated with the S1, provided by Carbon, allows for 
specification of projected light intensity, build rate and slice thickness. C7, an earlier CLIP 
printer prototype, has a 10 x 10 µm projected pixel size and a 375 nm LED UV light source. The 
C7 printer is directly commanded through a LUA script in which the upward movement of the 
build platform can be dictated. As such, the C7 was utilized for the fabrication of microlattices 
using a linear build rate ramp to explore the fabrication of functionally graded structures.  
 




 An example fabrication procedure of dode medium microlattices is described. The file 
was loaded to the S1 UI and parameters of light intensity, build rate, and slice thickness were 
specified as 7 mW/cm2, 50 mm/hr. and 5 µm, respectively. PEG700-DA/HEA resin was loaded 
onto the build area and the print was commenced. The structure fabricated was removed with a 
razor for post-fabrication processing.  
3.2.2.4.1 Post-Fabrication Processing 
 To investigate effects of washing on microlattice structure, microlattice fabricated as a 
function of build rate were washed with ACN for a set time. Microlattices were placed in a 
scintillation vial with 20 mL of ACN and placed on a shaker table. After the specified wash time 
elapsed, microlattices were removed and air dried prior to analysis. Control microlattices were 
treated with compressed air following fabrication. Microlattices were post-cured in a N2 purged 
365 nm UV oven for 5 min. at 10 mW/cm2 
 To maintain consistent crosslink density, microlattices fabricated as a function of build 
rate were loaded into a Spin-X inset holder, placed in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. Samples were 
centrifuged at 40 °C and 2000 rpm in an Eppendorf centrifuge 5430 R for 4 hr. Samples were 
post-cured in a 365 nm LED UV oven purged with N2 for 10 min. at 20 mW/cm
2. Centrifugation 
enabled residual resin collection. Eppendorf tubes were pre- and post-centrifugation mass and 
the mass of residual resin calculated. Residual resin was stored in dark, ambient conditions prior 
to analysis.  
3.2.4 Rheology 
 Viscosity analysis of resin formulations was conducted on a Discovery HR 3 Hybrid 




flow sweep method at 25 °C with a shear rate sweep from 1.0 to 10,000 s-1 provided the 
viscosity result cP. Equilibration time was set to 120 s with an averaging time of 60 s and 3 
points collected per decade. All resins were tested individually for n=3 replicates and the average 
viscosity across the entire sweep taken and reported in centipoise (cP). The viscosity of the 
residual resin collected from CLIP microlattice centrifugation was tested in a similar manner 
with the entire flow sweep reported as a function of shear rate. This was done to observe the 
shear thinning effect at lower shear rates. 
3.2.5 Photo-Differential Scanning Calorimetry (pDSC) 
 Resin reactivity was measured with a Discovery photo-Differential Scanning Calorimeter 
(pDSC, TA Instruments). An AccuCure UV LED at 385 nm (Digital Light Lab) was used as the 
irradiation source with the DLL software interfaced to the TRIOS collection. The following 
exposure method was used: isothermal hold at 25 °C for 2 min., light trigger on, isothermal hold 
for 10 min., light trigger off, isothermal for 0.5 min., light trigger on, isothermal hold for 3 min., 
light trigger off, isothermal hold for 0.5 min. Light intensity was set at 7 mW/cm2. The analysis 
of the residual resin from the build rate series used an average sample mass of 5.1 ± 0.1 mg and 
n=3 trials for each build rate condition. Peak integration (enthalpy) analysis of event merged 
thermograms was conducted with the following parameters: linear baseline, inflection onset 
calculated, horizontal from right linear baseline, and show running integral. The calculation 
results in the following metrics: normalized heat flow (W/g), normalized enthalpy (J/g), heat 
flow (mW, Q) and a running heat flow integral (J). The rate of polymerization (Rp) as a function 
of exposure time was calculated by Rp=Q⁄〖∆HTh〗 where Q is the heat flow (mW) and ΔHTh is 




polymerization for an acrylate bond (18.7 kCal, 78240.8 J), m is the mass of the sample (g), f the 
number of acrylate groups, and MW the molecular weight of the monomer or oligomer. Because 
the resin may contain two or more monomers the ΔHTh is a summation of the individual heat 
contributions of those groups, calculated based on the resin formulation weight percent. The 
percent double bond conversion was calculated as DBC (%)=100 ×(∆H⁄∆Hth ) where ΔH is the 
running integral of Q. The average and standard deviation were calculated for double bond 
conversion and reported as a function of build rate. The residual resin collected from the constant 
dosage series with n=3 was analyzed in the same manner with representative curves for rate of 
polymerization and double bond conversion expressed as a function of dosage condition. 
3.2.6 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM) 
 An Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) with an FEI Quanta 200 field 
emission gun was utilized to obtain micrographs of the CLIP microlattices sputter coated with 
1.2nm of Au/Pt. Imaging was carried out in High Vacuum mode with appropriate magnification. 
Microlattices (n=3) fabricated as a function of build rate and dosage condition were imaged from 
the top (surface facing away from the build platform during fabrication) as well as a middle 
cross-section obtained from microtome sectioning. Resulting micrographs were imported into 
ImageJ for measurement analysis. Nine measurements across the middle portion of the strut were 
made in a grid-like fashion across the lattice for both the top and middle portions resulting in 54 
measurements per fabrication condition. The average and standard deviation of these 
measurements were calculated and reported. The strut thickness in CAD was quantified in a 
similar manner with an image of the lattice imported into ImageJ and the measurements made as 





3.2.7 Micro-Computed Tomography (µCT) 
 Microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate and gradient build rate (n=1) were 
imaged with a µCT 40 (Scanco Medical) calibrated against hydroxyapatite (HA) mg/cm3. 
Lattices were scanned with a 12 µm voxel size. Rendered lattices were analyzed using a 
trabecular bone algorithm with a threshold set at -121 relative to calibrated HA. Specific surface 
area was calculated by dividing the bone surface area (BS) of the bone volume (BV). 
3.2.8 Mechanical Property Analysis 
 Mechanical properties of CLIP microloattices were measured via cyclic compression 
testing with an Instron 5566. The lattice was placed between two compression plates and 20% 
strain was applied for a total of three cycles. Prior to testing, the microlattice was measured with 
calipers in X, Y, and Z and found to be 5.0 ± 0.1 mm in all directions. The resulting load profile 
as a function of time was analyzed for Young’s modulus, load at tensile, and compressive stress. 
Young’s modulus (E) was calculated using the linear portion of the stress/strain curve. 
Microlattice density was calculated from the mass and volume of the structures and compounded 
error calculated. 
3.2.9 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) 
 The molecular weight of residual resin from microlattices fabricated as a function of 
build rate was collected and analyzed using size exclusion chromatography (SEC). An Agilent 
1260 Infinity pump head with two PLgel 3 µm mixed-E 300 x 7.5 mm (Agilent) columns in 
series, specified for low molecular weight separations, was used. Residual resin was dissolved in 
THF at a concentration of approximately 20 mg/mL prior to analysis and the experiment was 




Optilab t-rEX were used for back-end detection with the light scattering chromatograms 
reported. 
3.2.10 Gel Fraction and Solvent Uptake Analysis 
 Microlattices were fabricated as a function of build rate and tested for gel fraction and 
solvent uptake. Microlattices (n=3) were massed for initial mass (mg), then placed in glass 
scintillation vials with 20 mL acetonitrile (ACN), capped, and placed on a hot plate at 70 °C for 
three days. Following the extraction, parts were removed, immediately massed, and allowed to 
air dry for one day before being placed under vacuum in a vacuum oven overnight. The dry mass 
of the part was then measured. Gel fraction was calculated as Dry Mass (mg)⁄Initial Mass (mg) 
and solvent uptake as [((Solvated Mass (mg))⁄(Initial Mass (mg) ))-1]×100. Part porosity was 
determined by dividing the density of the scaffold by the density of a solid 5x5x5 mm cube. Part 
densities were determined by dividing the mass of the structure by the volume of the solid lattice. 
Part volumes were calculated from dimensional measurements of the structures. Microlattices 
were fabricated as a function of build rate and tested for water uptake. Microlattices (n=3) were 
massed for initial mass (mg), then placed in glass scintillation vials with 20 mL H2O, capped and 
placed on a hot plate at 90 °C for three days. Lattices were removed, immediately massed, and 
loaded into a Spin-X inset holder, placed in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. Lattices were centrifuged 
at 25 °C and 2000 rpm in an Eppendorf centrifuge 5430 R for 3 hr. Inserts were placed into fresh 
Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged for an additional hour to ensure complete water removal from 






3.3 The CLIP Approach to Microlattice Fabrication 
3.3.1 Microlattice File Generation for CLIP 
The process of microlattice fabrication using continuous liquid interface production 
(CLIP) is illustrated in Figure 3.3 whereupon the microlattice is defined with computational-
aided design (CAD). A specified unit cell is arrayed into a given volume to generate the 
microlattice of interest. In the arraying process, unit cell type, size and orientation can be 
specified. The CAD is then rendered into a series of two-dimensional cross-sections (sliced). 
Examples of these slices are shown and contain the commands to the digital micro-mirror device 
(DMD), an array of micro-mirrors that enables the selective exposure of UV light to a pool of 
photoactive resin. The continuity of the CLIP fabrication process means that these slices are 
exposed to the resin pool as a UV movie. The speed of the movie is correlated with the upward 
movement of the build platform or the build rate. The optimal build rate is largely determined by 





Figure 3.3 Microlattice file generation and processing for CLIP compatibility. Unit cell approach to 
microlattice fabrication with CLIP where a unit cell is arrayed into a given volume and sliced. Sliced layers indicate 
the selective exposure of light and are successively cycled through during the CLIP process. The oxygen-permeable 
window allows for inhibition of polymerization upon the exposure of UV light to the photoactive resin and the 
formation of the dead zone. The structure is formed above this zone as the build platform moves up at a given rate. 
3.3.2 Microlattice Resin Formulation  
Microlattices, as previously mentioned, can span a broad range of applications; however, 
the bulk of the literature is centered on tissue engineering. Resins were formulated specifically to 
address the goal of expanding the usable design space in the context of TE. Therefore, it was 
necessary to explore resin components that are known to be biocompatible, or at least not known 
for their cytotoxic effects. Examples of such components are shown in Figure 3.4. Resins are 
predominately composed of crosslinking monomers such as poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate with 




used to tune the viscosity to ensure CLIP compatibility. However, because these diluents contain 
a single reactive end group, often the incorporation yields a trade-off in overall resin reactivity. 
Additional components include a photoinitiator and UV absorber, both of which dictate the αTotal 
of the resin system and therefore the cure depth. Molar percent incorporation of these 
components range from 0.5-5 mol % (PI) and 0.1-1 mol % (UV Abs.) relative to the mols of 
reactive end groups. These values are not negligible and therefore the cytotoxic ramifications of 
these additional components must be considered.  
 
Figure 3.4 Structures of example resin components. Example monomers include a crosslinker PEG with varying 
repeat unit length and reative diluent, HE(M)A where the acrylate and metharcylate reactive end groups are 
designated with R of H or CH3, respectively. Additional components include a photoinitiator and UV absorber to 






3.3.3 CLIP Fabrication Parameters 
The continuity of the CLIP process allows for direct control of exposure duration of each 
slice through the fabrication parameter of build rate. For example, a slower input build rate 
would translate to a longer exposure time of each slice resulting in an overall longer fabrication 
time than a faster input build rate. The kinetics of formation of the dead zone and the viscosity of 
the resin represent factors that control the lower and upper bounds of the input build rate. To 
reach gelation, the illuminated slice must first generate the dead zone through inhibited 
polymerization, depleting the oxygen to a low enough concentration to favor polymerization. If 
the exposure duration is too short, the part may not reach gelation and in turn, would be too weak 
to withstand the upward movement of the build platform, the drag forces of the surrounding 
resin, or the weight of the unincorporated resin within the structure itself. Furthermore, if the 
viscosity of the resin were too high, then the capillary forces would not be sufficient to replenish 
the resin. Alternatively, the exposure duration can be too long. In this case, the equilibrium 
favors propagation and the free radicals generated upon photoinitiator fragmentation 
unsustainably consume the oxygen to the point where the dead zone is no longer maintained, 
resulting in the part solidifying to the window because it is not removed from the reaction 
volume rapidly enough. These upper and lower bounds therefore yield a window of optimal 
exposure times. Where this window falls is governed by the reactivity of the resin system, input 
light intensity, and the geometry of the part, namely the area of illumination for each slice. A 
smaller illumination area equates to a higher fraction of free radicals contributing to the 
formation of the dead zone and therefore often requires higher incident light intensities. A larger 
illumination area has a smaller fraction of free radicals contributing to the dead zone however is 




system. If the build rate is set too fast, this replenishment cannot occur and if set too slow then 
the kinetics of polymerization override inhibition. The exposure time in conjunction with the 
incident light intensity dictate polymerization. If light intensity were held constant, a slower 
build rate would translate to part contained within the reaction volume for a longer time resulting 
in a greater degree of chain extension with the opposite occurring for faster build rates. 
The window of light and build rate parameters suggests that there is not a single 
combination that yields gelation and a part but rather a functional range of input parameters. The 
resulting structures from this range vary dimensionally relative to the exposure time of each 
slice. Within this functional range is a set of parameters that will yield dimensional accuracy 
where the CLIP output structure matches the CAD input. Microlattices have two levels of 
dimensions. The first level is the macrostructure which relates to the dimensions of the volume 
the lattice was arrayed into (e.g. a 5 x 5 x 5 mm cube). The second level is the microstructure, or 
the dimensions of the features described by the unit cell. This is largely denoted as the 
dimensions of the struts within the structure. Therefore, in the context of microlattices, changes 
in build rate could theoretically result in similar macrostructure but differences in microstructure, 
namely that slower build rates equate to structures with more chain extension and smaller void 
volumes than faster build rates. The dimensional differences could in turn translate to differences 
in physical properties. A preliminary example illustrating the effect of build rate on microlattice 
dimensions is shown in Figure 3.5. Using a polyurethane-based resin (prototyping), a 
microlattice file generated by arraying a gyroid unit cell was fabricated at different build rates 
while holding light intensity constant. The structure fabricated at 100 mm/hr. (left) is visibly 
larger than the structure fabricated at 800 mm/hr. (middle). This serves as an illustration of a 




usable range can be harnessed to fabricate functionally graded structures (right). The fabrication 
speed was set at 100 mm/hr. and incrementally increased with each successive slice exposure, 
ending at a final build rate of 800 mm/hr. The application of a linear build rate gradient results in 
a CLIP structure that lies within the mathematical definition of TPFs. Functionally graded 
structures are of a particular interest to the field of TE. Therefore, to expand the usable design 
space, the focus of this work will be on utilizing the functional range of CLIP to generate 
structures that cannot be described through sines and cosines.  
 
Figure 3.5 Example structures fabricated at varying build rates. A gyroid-based microlattice fabricated at 
varying build rates to demonstrate dimensional dependence. Constant build rates were applied at 100 (left) and 800 
mm/hr. (middle). A build rate gradient was applied where the exposure of each slice is succesively shorten starting 
at 100 and ending at 800 mm/hr. (right). 
3.3.4 Post-Fabrication Treatment of Microlattices 
3.3.4.1 Types of Unincorporated Resin Within CLIP Fabricated Microlattices  
The polymerization and solidification of a complex microporous geometry within a pool 
of resin results in entrapment of unincorporated resin within the matrix. This unincorporated 




illustrated in Figure 3.6. The unincorporated resin within the struts of the microlattice is 
classified as soluble fraction or sol fraction. This is derived from conventional polymerization 
designations for cross-linked systems whereupon a fraction of end groups are incorporated 
within the matrix before the reaction reaches gelation. The system can continue to react and an 
additional fraction of end groups incorporated into the matrix prior to reaching the point of 
vitrification. Vitrification is the point in which reactive end groups and propagating radicals are 
present but their mobility is detracted by the network density of the system and further 
polymerization is impossible.  The sol fraction is therefore the fraction of resin that is 
unincorporated into the gelled network but is rendered immobile by the crosslinks to further 
react. The unincorporated liquid resin surrounding the solid lattice is denoted as residual resin. 
As a by-product of the polymerization mechanism of CLIP and the penetration distance of the 
incident UV light, the photoactive resin pool is often illuminated in several areas not specified in 
the CAD. Consider an example scenario of the polymerization surrounding the printing of an 
overhanging feature such as a hole. The illumination is first solid and then, as the build plate 
rises, the illuminated area decreases as the void area of the hole increases and the part rises from 
the reaction volume. Photopolymerization and chain extension is initiated in the illuminated 
regions and decrease to correspond to the CAD. However, once the mid-point of the hole is 
reached, illumination is increased to close it. The incident UV light is not only illuminating the 
areas to close the hole in the X and Y dimensions but also, to a lesser extent because of the 
greater distance, the void volume of the hole in Z. Because much of the oxygen concentration 
was depleted during previous slice exposures to generate the dead zone, this illumination can 
result in free radical generation and favorable kinetics for propagation. This resin volume in the 




microlattice may not be chemically identical to fresh, unexposed resin given the CLIP 
mechanism for part formation and removal.  
 
Figure 3.6 Schematic of unincorporated resin types. The soluble fraction (sol fraction) is defined as resin within 
the strut and residual resin is defined as resin around the struts. RhB was loaded into the resin to serve as an 
indicator of the extent of unincorporated resin removal. 
 The distinction of the two types of unincorporated resin is critical to the generation of 
microlattices fabricated as a function of increasing build rate but with normalized cross-link 
densities. As previously stated, increasing build rate directly translates to decreasing exposure 
time. The struts formed during the CLIP process are therefore not contained within the reaction 
volume for an equal duration. The upper bound of the CLIP build rate is in part governed by the 
kinetics to reach gelation or an extent of mechanical integrity that can withstand the forces of 




such, there are a range of build rates that can result in a range of crosslinking above gelation. As 
mentioned previously, achieving a structurally sound part does not presuppose that the system 
reach vitrification, or complete reaction. Therefore, as build rate is increased, the resulting struts 
are further removed from the point of vitrification while all above gelation. It was hypothesized 
that fabrication of microlattices in this range of build rates would result in dimensional 
differences of the strut that would in turn correlate to differences in physical properties. 
However, the cross-link density differences within the strut complicate this relationship and 
would not allow for direct causation analysis between build rate and resulting physical 
properties. Therefore, it is necessary to normalize the cross-link density within the strut, namely 
to incorporate the sol fraction within the matrix. This is achieved through the implementation of 
a UV post-cure. To complicate matters further, the microlattice, once fabricated, is contained 
within a volume of residual resin. Exposing the structure to a UV post-cure without removal of 
the residual resin results in a loss of the geometric complexity. Therefore, it is paramount to 
remove the residual resin without removing the sol fraction. 
3.3.4.2 Post-Fabrication Solvent Wash of CLIP Microlattices 
A standard method of residual resin removal from the part is a solvent, typically organic, 
wash. This is possible because cross-linked polymers are insoluble whereas the resin is soluble. 
Furthermore, the solvent often swells the cross-linked system and penetrates the network to 
remove unincorporated resin. It can be seen that this method does not explicitly differentiate 
between sol fraction and residual resin however does distinguish between resin solubility. The 
argument can be made that the residual resin is more accessible within the voids of the struts 
than the sol fraction within the crosslinked network. Therefore, it is possible for there to be an 




solubilized but the matrix of the strut is not penetrated causing sol fraction removal. Therefore, 
the theory is, a lattice can be fabricated, treated to an optimized duration wash for residual resin 
removal and then post-cured to incorporate the soluble fraction into the strut. This approach 
would normalize the cross-link density within the lattice strut across the range of build rates 
without sacrificing geometric complexity. 
The effect of wash duration on the removal of unincorporated resin can be tracked both 
visually and quantitatively through the incorporation of an indicator within the resin. The 
indicator can be incorporated within the resin formulation itself at a specified level. Therefore, 
the extracted amount of indicator relative to the mass of the microlattice should remain 
consistent with the wt. % loading of the original formulation.  The extent of washing would 
then correlate to mass extracted. An example of this concept is illustrated in Figure 3.6 in which 
the indicator is Rhodamine B-base (RhB). Minimal washing and incomplete removal of the 
residual resin would result in incorporated residual resin during post-cure and loss of geometric 
complexity (left). Consequently, the void volumes of the lattice would contain extractable 
indicator, resulting in a wt. % above the initial formulation. Conversely, washing the lattice for 
an extended duration would result in not only complete removal of the residual resin but the 
soluble fraction as well. As such, the post-cure would not markedly increase the cross-link 
density of the microlattice, as there would be no reactive monomers present to incorporate. 
Furthermore, the indicator would be severely depleted, resulting in a wt. % loading less than the 
original formulation (right). If the lattice is optimally washed and the residual resin completely 
removed while leaving the soluble fraction intact, then the wt. % of extracted indicator will be 
equivalent or near-equivalent to the resin. This suggests that there could be a balance of residual 




Microlattices were fabricated with RhB loaded PEG250-DA to investigate the effect of 
solvent wash duration of unincorporated resin removal. Structures were fabricated as a function 
of increasing build rate and treated to a solvent soak (ACN) following part removal from the 
build platform. A control group was not treated to a solvent soak, instead patted dry and exposed 
to compressed air for 30 s. Samples were fabricated utilizing a UV post-cure followed by RhB 
extraction to assess the extent of residual resin incorporation within the matrix of the lattice. This 
approach was designed to quantify the extent incorporation of the residual resin. The result 
would be an optimized wash duration. 
The total extracted RhB was quantified as a function of build rate and ACN wash 
duration and normalized to the mass of the associated lattice, shown in Figure 3.7.  RhB was 
loaded at 1 wt.% in the initial resin formulation, shown in grey. The control group for all build 
rates yielded an overabundance of RhB when treated only with compressed air and post-cured. 
The residual resin in this case was not removed and instead incorporated into the matrix, an 
expected outcome. This reinforces the method and suggests that by tracking when the RhB 
normalized extracted wt. % is equivalent to that of the initial resin, an optimal washing time can 
be found. There is a point for all build rate conditions, except 10 mm/hr., that the extracted RhB 
wt. % is equivalent to that of the loaded resin. Interestingly, this crossover point in ACN wash 
duration appears to be a function of build rate with slower speeds requiring longer wash times. 
As demonstrated in Figure 3.5, the slower build rates yield both thicker struts and smaller void 
volumes and therefore it follows that the ability for the washing solvent to remove the residual 
resin depends on its ability to penetrate the macro-network of the structure. The 10 mm/hr. 
fabricated lattices were built at such a slow rate that the void volumes have essentially ‘closed 




incorporated into the matrix, an RhB loading higher than initially formulated. Furthermore, as 
the wash times were extended, particularly for the lattices fabricated at faster build rates, the 
extracted wt. % of RhB was reduced. This serves as a signpost that the washing solvent is 
removing both the residual resin as well as penetrating the lattice strut and removing the soluble 
fraction as well. The removal of the sol fraction is detrimental to the normalization of the cross-
link density for the purpose of build rate comparisons and therefore an extracted wt. % of RhB 
less than 1 represents a lattice that was over-washed.  
 
Figure 3.7 Normalized extracted RhB from microlattices as a function of build rate and wash duration. The 
extracted mass of RhB (quantified by fluorescence) was normalized to the mass of the microlattice as a function of 
build rate and wash duration. The grey line indicates when the ratio of extracted mass over the mass of the lattice is 
equal to the RhB loading of the starting resin, or 1 wt.%. Measurements represent n=3 samples. 
The microlattices were visually assessed post extraction. Bisected lattices were imaged 
with confocal microscopy and resulting images shown as a function of both build rate and 
solvent soak time in Figure 3.8. The RhB loaded into the resin served as a visual indicator for 




absence (green) of a cured ‘core’, which suggested that the residual resin was not removed 
during the solvent soak but incorporated into the matrix during the UV post-cure. The 10 mm/hr. 
build parameter yielded the presence of a cured core under all solvent soak conditions. The 
condition of no solvent soak, or the compressed-air treatment, similarly yielded the presence of a 
cured cored for all build rate parameters. For all build rates, aside from 10 mm/hr., as the solvent 
soak time is increased, the presence of the cured core is diminished until absent. By this  
classification, a correlation between build rate and solvent soak time to achieve the absence of a 
cured core was observed. The origin of the cured core was unclear as it could either be a result of 
the CLIP process, namely the light distribution profile of the projected pixels, or from the 
incorporation of the residual resin into the matrix during UV post-cure treatment. It appears, 
however, that as the build rate was increased the soak duration necessary to remove the cured 
core was diminished, which would suggest non-uniform residual resin removal. It should be 
noted that as both the build rate and soak duration are increased, the dimensional accuracy of the 
microlattice is reduced. The visual assessment of the bisected microlattices results in similar 
conclusions as shown in Figure 3.7 where the optimal wash duration is a function of build rate. 
Therefore, future optimizations can utilize this confocal method as a preliminary assessment of 





Figure 3.8 Confocal imaging of bisected microlattices as a function of solvent wash duration following RhB 
extraction. Microlattices were imaged following extraction as a function of build rate and wash duration. Resulting 
images were visually assessed for incomplete indicator removal, which often coincides with the presence of a solid 
core. Lattices containing a core are denoted in red and those without in green. 
Collectively, these data suggest an optimal washing time is a function of build rate. The 
optimal durations are shown in Table 3.2. It should be noted that the 10 mm/hr. build rate 
condition was not optimized because of the inability to remove the residual resin completely at 
any wash duration. The optimized wash durations are inversely proportional to the build rate 
with slower speeds requiring extended wash treatments. There are several fundamental 
drawbacks to this optimal washing method. Foremost, the washing was determined for 
microlattices of a single unit cell size and macro dimensions (the size of the arrayed cube). These 
parameters were also optimized for a single resin formulation. Therefore, if any one of these 
initial conditions were to be altered, a new optimization procedure would most likely have to be 




Table 3.2 Optimized washing durations for microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate. 
 
The effectiveness of the optimized wash durations was investigated using RhB loaded 
resin to track visually the residual resin removal. Confocal images of microlattices fabricated as 
a function of build rate and treated with corresponding wash duration are shown in Figure 3.9. 
The lattices were images from both the top, the last layer to be exposed during the CLIP process, 
and bisected for an internal view. Previous confocal imaging of non-optimized washed lattices 
yielded structures in which the residual resin, and in turn the RhB, was not homogenously 
removed. Therefore, the bisected lattices were imaged both in the center of the structure as well 
as in the corner for visual comparison. Qualitative conclusions drawn from the visual assessment 
of microlattices, established in Figure 3.9, were similar to the quantitative conclusions from 
Figure 3.8 and therefore the method was used to evaluate the optimized wash durations. As seen 
in Figure 3.9, the RhB was uniformly present within each lattice rather than the cured core as 
previously observed. The center and corner lattice sections appear homogenous, further 
supporting uniform distribution, or rather uniform removal of residual resin between struts. It 
should be noted that even with the limited wash duration, the faster build rates lose their 
dimensional accuracy and appear to shrink.  There are visual differences in the levels of RhB, 
which can be seen most clearly when comparing the struts of the lattices fabricated at slow and 




function of build rate. Therefore, it does not hold that after post-curing, the lattices would have 
the same cross-link density, allowing for physical property comparison.  
 
Figure 3.9 Confocal images of microlattices as a function of build rate following optimized wash treatment. 
The top layer of a representative microlattice are shown as well as the center and upper left corner of the bisected 
view. 
 The above experiments identified several contributing factors to the incompatibility of 
washing toward the homogenous preservation of the soluble fraction in order to achieve uniform 
cross-link densities as a function of build rate. Therefore, an alternative method was explored to 
mechanically remove the residual resin without removing the soluble fraction. As shown in 
Figure 3.10 A, the residual resin is defined as the unincorporated resin between lattice struts. As 
previously discussed and unlike the soluble fraction within the struts, the residual resin is 
minimally exposed to light and thus minimally chain extended. The residual resin would 
therefore have similar or slightly higher viscosity to the initial resin relative to the theoretical 
viscosity of the soluble fraction within the struts. It could therefore be possible to mechanically 
separate the residual resin and leave the soluble fraction intact given the differences in viscosity. 




within an inset holder and Eppendorf tube. This was then placed in a centrifuge and the residual 
resin spun out, allow for removal and collection. Microlattices were fabricated as a function of 
build rate and centrifuged as a function of rotation speed. The mass of the collected residual resin 
was plotted as a function of build rate for different rotation speeds, shown in Figure 3.10 C. A 
corresponding visual assessment of the bisected post-cured lattice is described in Figure 3.10 D 
whereupon the lattice was evaluated for the presence of a cured cored, as with the RhB loaded 
series as a function of ACN wash time. Overall, the mass collected as a function of build rate and 
rotation speed appears to level off after 25 mm.hr. with no discernable differences between 
rotation speeds. Within this range of build rates, there does not appear to be a correlation 
between mass collected and integrity of the lattice, namely the absence of a cured core. Together, 
these data suggest that medium rotation speeds, 3000-5000 rpm, are more appropriate for the 
extraction of the residual resin, albeit not sufficient. 
The advantages of the centrifugation method are its rapid deployment and optimization, 
ability to collect the residual resin unadulterated, and mostly homogenous extraction of the 
residual resin. However, the primary disadvantage is the inability to uniformly extract residual 
resin for all build rates, particularly the slower speeds. The lattice resulting from these lower 
build rates have thicker struts and correspondingly smaller void volumes. It is possible that the 
PEG250-DA resin, upon illumination, chain-extends more readily than previously anticipated, 
resulting in a viscosity well above that of the initial resin, thus invalidating the starting 
assumption of viscosity differences between the soluble and residual fractions. Previous evidence 
suggests that the cured-core is a phenomena associated with the incomplete removal of the 
residual resin prior to post-cure, rather than a function of CLIP itself, namely the point spread 




that the low molecular weight resin resulted in too dense of a crosslinked network to allow for 
extraction by centrifugal force. The molecular weight between crosslinks could be extended 
through the use of a high molecular weight PEG or the incorporation of a monoacrylated 
monomer. The PEG250-DA resin used was not formulated using either of these approaches. 
Therefore, it was possible for resin optimization to increase molecular weight between 
crosslinks. 
 
Figure 3.10 Alternative residual resin removal method via centrifugation. (A) Identification of two sub-sets of 
unincorporated resin based on location, the soluble fraction and residual resin. (B) Post-centrifugation microlattice 
where residual resin is collected below insert. (C) Mass of residual resin removed as a function of build rate and 
centrifugation rpm. (D) Visual assessment of bisected post-centrifugation microlattices.  
3.3.4.3 Resin Optimization for Increased Molecular Weight Between Crosslinks 
 A series of PEG photo-active monomers were investigated to increase the molecular 
weight between crosslinks for the resin formulation for CLIP microlattices. The series included 
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG DA) as a function of molecular weight where Mn was 




dimethacrylate (DMa) with an Mn of 550 was included to investigate the effect of end group on 
reactivity. The formulations included a photo-initiator, held constant relative to the moles of 
acrylate/methacrylate groups. Resin reactivity was investigated using pDSC as a function of 
incident light intensity, and the resulting thermograms are shown in Figure 3.11 A-E. The peak 
enthalpy decreases with decreasing incident light intensity. Interestingly, the PEG575-DA and 
PEG700-DA appear more reactive than the PEG250-DA and the PEG575-DMa for all incident light 
intensities. Furthermore, the reactions with higher molecular weight monomers appear to reach 
vitrification more quickly. The resins were further investigated for viscosity, shown in Figure 
3.11 F. As expected, the increase in molecular weight correlates to an increase in viscosity.  
 
Figure 3.11 Resin formulation optimization of poly(ethylene glycol) systems. Resin formulations of various 
chain lengths and functional end groups. (A-E) Thermograms from four PEG resin formulations at various light 




 The initial resin characterization yielded an apparent correlation between resin reactivity 
and viscosity for this series of resins but this does not directly translate to compatibility with 
CLIP. Therefore, lattices were fabricated at 50 mm/hr. as a function of incident light intensity 
using the resin series described above. The resulting lattices were washed with ACN to 
completely remove the residual and soluble fractions and allow for direct comparisons between 
the lattices. The gel fraction and solvent uptake of the lattices were determined, shown in Figure 
3.12 A-B, respectively. The resin reactivity differences are reflected in the gel fractions shown in 
Figure 3.12 A where the PEG575-DA and PEG700-DA have the higher gel fractions with 
increasing light intensity. The lower reactivity resins did not yield an intact structure at the lower 
light intensities, and the structures fabricated yielded lower gel fractions. Following soluble 
fraction extraction, the lattices were bisected and imaged with confocal microscopy, shown in 
Figure 3.12 C. The oligomers that yielded a higher gel fraction also yielded more dimensionally 
accurate lattices, particularly following soluble fraction removal. PEG700-DA was the only resin 
to yield structures for all light intensities. The lattice fidelity combined with the higher reactivity 





Figure 3.12 Evaluation of microlattices fabricated as a function of resin formulation. (A) Gel fraction of 
microlattices of resin formulation series as a function of incident light intensity. (B) Solvent uptake percent as a 
function of incident light intensity. (C) Confocal images of bisected microlattices. Incident light intensity decreases 
from left to right for confocal images. Blank spots indicate inability to fabricate at specified conditions. 
The most viable oligomer, PEG700-DA, while reactive, also has the highest viscosity, 
which is non-ideal for the residual resin removal with centrifugation. The viscosity can be 
reduced with the addition of a low molecular weight monomer, such as 2-hydroxy ethyl acrylate 
(HEA). Blended resin formulations were systematically developed to investigate the effect of 
increased HEA, a chain extender. The resulting viscosities of this series of resins are shown in 
Figure 3.13 A. The reactivity of the resin series was investigated using a full cure with pDSC. 
The resulting rates of polymerization are shown in Figure 3.13 B. A trend emerged with the 




increased. This broadening of the reaction window is to be expected with the incorporation of a 
chain-extender. By reducing the amount of cross-linker in the system, the point of vitrification is 
extended, which is reflected in the broader peaks as a function of time. Extended reactions are 
not wholly ideal for the CLIP process, particularly where resolution and dimensional accuracy 
are of importance. Furthermore, the cross-linker serves to bolster the mechanical integrity of the 
part and therefore HEA-dominated systems were found to be mechanically weak during handling 
of the parts. Therefore, there is a maximum amount of HEA that can be incorporated before 
adverse effects such as CLIP incompatibility occur. Conversely, there is a minimum amount of 
HEA necessary to achieve benefits of reduced viscosity and compatibility with the centrifugation 
step to remove residual resin. Combined, these data suggest an optimal range of HEA 
incorporation into PEG700-DA. The final ratio of 30 wt.% HEA was determined empirically and 
was based on CLIP compatibility and residual resin removal. The viscosity and crosslink density 







Figure 3.13 Resin characterization of PEG700-DA as a function of wt.% HEA addition. (A) Viscosity analysis 
of resin formulated with systematic increasing of wt.% HEA in PEG700 DA. (B) Rate of polymerization as a function 
of wt.% HEA addition.  
3.4 CLIP Fabrication of Functionally Graded Structures and Physical Property Analysis 
Methods exist to fabricate functionally graded structures through mathematically defined 
surfaces. However, as mentioned previously, this only accounts for a subset of structures. It is 
possible however to implement the fabrication approach to generate functionally graded 
microlattices by utilizing the continuous nature of CLIP fabrication and the use of a build rate 
gradient. While this approach can be applied to any lattice CAD structure, the focus was 
specifically on non-TPF scaffolds in order to further expand the design and corresponding 
material space.  
3.4.1 Method of Fabricating Functionally Graded Microlattices on CLIP 
 It was shown in Figure 3.5 that it was possible to utilize a linear build rate ramp to alter 




ability to dictate in the script the speed of the build platform in relation to the layer number 
projected where first layers corresponding to a slower build rate. The CLIP 7 (C7) prototype was 
an earlier iteration of the CLIP platform and has access to the level of scripting necessary to 
program linear build rate ramps. The S1, a later version of the CLIP platform, instead has a user 
interface (UI) that allows for specification of build rate, light intensity, and slice thickness. The 
UI does not allow for linear build rates. Both machines were utilized in the fabrication of CLIP 
microlattices for their particular strengths. For the C7, the ability to program linear build rates 
allowed for the fabrication of functionally graded structures. However, because the C7 was an 
earlier prototype, lacked features that the S1 incorporated and was less reliable. The S1 was a 
more robust machine and therefore the bulk of the investigations into microlattices was 
conducted on it. The C7 was utilized only for the fabrication of functionally graded lattices. The 
two machines are fundamentally different in a number of ways. Therefore, to enable 
comparisons between the microlattices, it was necessary to first validate that the two machines 
fabricated identically structures.  
3.4.1.1 Comparison of C7 and S1 Fabricated Microlattices 
While the resolution of features can be modified by the CLIP fabrication parameters 
however the range of this resolution is largely driven by the size of the projected pixel, which is 
in turn a function of focusing optics and the distance from the DMD. Light intensity, a specified 
CLIP parameter, does not always translate from one projected pixel size to another. The metric 
of light intensity describes energy per unit area, which easily translates to number of photon per 
unit area. When the projected pixel size is decreased, for example going from 20 x 20 µm to 10 x 
10 µm (Figure 3.2), and the intensity of the light held constant, the overall effect is very 




larger. Variables such as Teflon AF 2400 window thickness and O2 permeability, optical focus, 
and DLP chip type, make one-to-one cross-machine fabrication of parts nearly impossible.  
To further complicate the fabrication of identical parts, the upfront file manipulation 
necessary for each machine is different. Because the C7 is an earlier prototype, it required the 
operator to provide an input file following path: 𝑪𝑨𝑫 → . 𝑺𝑻𝑳 → . 𝑺𝑽𝑮 → 𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓. This 
means the file must be sliced using external software (Slic3r) prior to introduction to the printer. 
There were limits to the size and complexity of the file the external slicing software could 
accurately handle. Conversely, the S1, a later generation printer, utilizes an offsite User Interface 
(UI) that allows the user to remotely upload an .STL onto a server, which then uses Carbon 
Slicing software to generate a series of .PNGs. The final number of ,PNGs used to describe the 
object is related to the specified slice thickness just as the number of slices for the C7 is related 
to slice height. The C7 does not contain the same UI as the S1, and instead utilizes a control 
screen written in LUA that step by step dictates the upward movement of the build platform in 
concert with the individual slice projection. 
To investigate the effects of machine differences on microlattice properties, a series of 
microlattices were fabricated as a function of build rate on S1 and a gradient structure 
encompassing the range of build rates on C7. Light intensity was held constant. The physical 
properties of these lattices were assessed by measuring the initial masses, percent solvent uptake 
and gel fractions in ACN, as shown in Figure 3.14 A-C. It was hypothesized that the gradient 
structure, containing the range of build rates, should have overall properties representative of the 
average of the series. However, this was clearly not observed, particularly with the initial masses 
and % solvent uptake, where the gradient structure behaves distinctly different. Within the build 




mass structures. This is an indication of the strut thickness. The deviation in initial mass with the 
gradient structure serves as an indication that the simple direct translation of fabrication 
parameters (light intensity and build rate) from one machine with a larger projected pixel size to 
a smaller projected pixel size machine was not sufficient.  
 
Figure 3.14 Initial microlattice fabrication comparison of physical properties. (A) Comparison of initial mass 
(B) Comparison of percent solvent uptake and (C) Comparison of gel fraction as a function of build rate condition. 
The S1 was utilized for the fabrication of constant build rate structures and the C7 for gradient structures with a 
build rate range from 45-100 mm/hr. 
It was necessary to fabricate a gradient structure on the C7 that was representative of the 
build rate series on the S1. Therefore, two build rate series were fabricated, one on S1 and one on 
C7, both using 8 mW/cm2 light intensity. Fabricated structures (n=3 of each build rate condition) 
were treated to the post-fabrication centrifugation step, extracting the residual resin prior to a 10 
min UV post-cure. Microlattices were then investigated for physical properties of initial mass, % 
solvent uptake and gel fraction with the results shown in Figure 3.15 A-C. The S1 generated 
microlattices yielding the same trend as shown in Figure 3.14 where the initial mass is inversely 
proportional and % solvent up take is proportional to increasing build rate.  The gel fractions 




microlattices exhibit a similar, internally consistent trend as observed with the S1 series albeit, 
yielding slightly lower gel fractions. However, it is clear that the two machines do not generate 
structures of similar physical characteristics and therefore a linear build rate gradient fabricated 
under these conditions on C7 would not be representative of an S1 build rate series.   
 
Figure 3.15 Physical property comparison of S1 and C7 microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate. 
(A) Initial mass (B) percent solvent uptake and (C) gel fraction. Error represents n=3 measurements per sample 
condition per machine type. 
One explanation for the differences observed in the physical properties of the 
microlattices is the wavelength of the LED light source. The S1 utilizes a 385 nm LED whereas 
the C7 uses a higher energy 365 nm source. This 20 nm difference could impact the absorption 
characteristics of both the photoinitiator and UV absorber used in the resin formulation. The 
absorption profiles of these two components were therefore characterized using UV-Vis 
spectroscopy, shown in Figure 3.16 A-B. The two wavelengths of the machines are specified in 
Figure 3.16 A and there does not appear to be a significant difference with regards to the 
absorption profile of the UV absorber. The PI appears to have an absorption profile that is 
dependent on wavelength. The extent of that dependence in shown in Figure 3.16 B where the 




in the observed micro-structure of the lattice stems from the quantum efficiency of the PI in the 
context of the two LED systems.  
 
Figure 3.16 Absorption characteristics of αTotal components in resin formulation. UV absorber (BLS 1326, 
blue) and photoinitiator (L-TPO, red) characterized by (A) UV-Vis absorbance as a function of wavelength 
and (B) Absorbance as a function of component concentration in hexanes measured at 365nm.  
There are other differences between the S1 and C7 machines, such as the projected pixel 
size, the focusing optics, and the digital graphics interface (DGI). Therefore, it was necessary to 
evaluate these components then generate a method that functionally equates the two machines. In 
other words, identify the parameters needed to fabricate physically similar structures. This does 
not necessitate that the input parameters be the same, simply that the objects fabricated are 
indistinguishable, regardless of which machine they are made on.  
A closer examination of the output conversion from the S1 and C7 DGIs indicates 
additional fundamental differences between the machines. The slices inputted through the DGI 
result in a series of .PNGs which identifies the grey-scale value of each pixel. As described in 
Chapter 2, each pixel on the DLP chip receives an 8-bit binary code, which in turn equates to 256 
states that particular pixel can exist at for any given slice. The .PNG is a reflection of the values 




the pixel is ‘off’ (no light projected) and 255 the pixel is ‘on’ (full light intensity projection) for 
the duration of the slice exposure. A value between 1 and 254 means the pixel is ‘greyed’ and is 
partially on and partially off resulting in an overall fractional light intensity projection. As shown 
in Figure 3.17, the C7 clearly utilizes more greyed pixels to define and resolve the feature thus 
resulting in a projection that is more ‘blurred’ from a grey-scale perspective. This additional 
‘blurring’ is made possible by the increased number of projected pixels per area in the C7 printer 
compared to the S1 printer. As previously observed, the lattices fabricated with the same 
parameters do not yield physically similar structures. Therefore, the seemingly two competing 
factors of PI absorption and DGI projection do not cancel each other out.  
 
Figure 3.17 DGI output projections for microlattice layer 0 by S1 and C7. 
3.4.1.2 Microlattice SSA Equivalence Through Machine Light Intensity 
A method to fabricate identical structures on the C7 and S1 would have to account for the 
various differences in machine setup as described above. However, only a few parameters are 
available to manipulate. The DGI is associated with the DLP, a fundamental unit of the CLIP 
machines and therefore machine specific. Changes in the resin formulation dramatically alter the 




consequences. This greatly narrows the list of variables to manipulate to the fundamental CLIP 
fabrication parameters. Because the series investigates the effect of build rate, changing the build 
rate ranges does not allow for ease of comparison between the two series. This leaves the 
manipulation of light intensity.  
An exploratory investigation into the effect of increasing light intensity on the physical 
properties of the resulting lattices was conducted. Lattices were fabricated on C7 with increased 
light intensity of 10 mW/cm2 and were compared to S1 and C7 structures fabricated at 8 
mW/cm2 as a function of increasing build rate. The initial masses of these structures are shown 
in Figure 3.18 A. The inverse relationship between build rate and part mass exists within each of 
the light intensity and machine parameters and the series are therefore internally consistent. As 
previously observed, the initial masses between the two machines at the same light intensity vary 
greatly. The increased light intensity increases the initial mass of the structures but does not fully 
equate the two. Further investigation of these structures using cyclic compression, shown in 
Figure 3.18 B, illustrates the correlation between part mass and mechanical properties. As the 
part mass increases there is a corresponding increase in compressive Young’s modulus, load at 
tensile and compressive stress. Therefore, increasing the light intensity increases the overall part 
mass which in turn plays a role in the structure’s mechanical response to compression. Therefore, 
altering the fabrication parameters of light intensity serves as a potential method of equating the 
two machines however the initial data does not indicate the amount by which to increase this 
intensity. Together, these data suggest the crucial role of light intensity in the fabrication of 







Figure 3.18 Fabrication of microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate with C7 at 10 mW/cm2 and S1 
at 8 mW/cm2. (A) Comparison of initial mass of C7 and S1 microlattices. (B) Compressive properties of C7 
microlattices fabricated at 10 mW/cm2. Error bars represent standard deviation of n=3 samples. 
Given the important role of light intensity, a new method was designed to probe the effect 
of light intensity on the dimensions of the structure formed. Requirements for this method are as 
follows: rapid throughput, structure independence analysis, resin formulation independence 
analysis, the variable of input light intensity, and account for CLIP contributions (O2+ inhibition, 
DGI projection, and removal from the reaction volume). The analysis independence from 
structure and resin formulation will allow for this method to be translated beyond this particular 
problem. The dimensional measurements of the entire CLIP microlattice can be conducted with 
ESEM or µCT imaging however both are time consuming and tedious. The method of OSL 
microscopy can be useful however the scanning laser cannot see ‘through’ a structure but rather  
generates a profile of the lattice. The software associated with the microscope minimizes manual 
input and resulting in a dimensional analysis less prone to human error than ESEM analysis. 
Therefore, dimensional measurements were conducted on portions of CLIP fabricated 




A method was developed using OSL to evaluated the dimensions of C7 and S1 fabricated 
microlattices. Microlattice sections one unit cell thick were generated in CAD and exported as a 
tessellated file. For C7, the file was sliced and for S1, uploaded to the UI. The sheet was 
fabricated at a constant build rate of 50 mm/hr. with different light intensities on both the S1 and 
C7, as shown in Figure 3.19 on fabrication method. The analysis consists of imaging the 
resulting ‘sheet’ with OSL microscopy and generating a laser profile of a pre-defined region of 
interest (ROI), namely a single pore formed within the lattice. This ROI wass analyzed for 
volume and surface area and the SSA calculated.  
 
Figure 3.19 Investigation of the effect of light intensity on part dimensions as a function of machine type. A 
simplified 'sheet' of the microlattices was fabricated on the S1 and C7. Analysis was conducted using OSL 
microscopy where an ROI was scanned with a laser and assed for SSA. 
The OSL analysis of the CLIP-fabricated microlattices sections was conducted in 
triplicate using the microlattice optimized resin formulation containing RhB for visualization. 
The resulting calculated SSAs were plotted as a function of input light intensity, as shown in 




intensity. The slope of this relationship is machine specific and captures the dependency of the 
dimensions of the fabricated lattice on the combined CLIP variables of DGI pixel assignment, 
projected pixel size and focusing optics as well as effects of LED wavelength on the photo-
initiator efficiency and the associated DZ formation / propagation kinetics. The C7 machine can 
then be functionally equated to the S1 through the linear regression derived from the changes in 
SSA. By setting the C7 equation equal to the SSA of the S1 at 8 mW/cm2, the functionally 
equivalent light intensity could be calculated. It was determined for this microlattice structure, an 
S1 microlattice fabricated at 8 mW/cm2 at 40 mm/hr. was dimensionally equivalent to a 
microlattice fabricated at 13.1 mW/cm2 at 40 mm/hr. on the C7. The C7 machine uses a manual 
method of controlling light intensity through the setting of a potentiometer. There is a range of 
potentiometer settings in which the value is directly proportional to the output light intensity, as 
seen in Figure 3.20 B.  Therefore, using the two linear relationships it was determined that a 
potentiometer setting of 183 on C7 generates microlattices of this particular unit cell with this 
particular resin formulation that are functionally similar to those fabricated on S1 at 8 mW/cm2. 
It is interesting to note that the C7, with a smaller projected pixel, yields a different slope of SSA 






Figure 3.20 SSA analysis of C7 structures to S1 microlattice sections for equivalent structure fabrication. (A) 
Quantification of OSL microscopy analysis of SSA as a function of incident light intensity. Data was fitted with 
appropriate linear regressions. C7 line equation was applied to determine light intensity value. (B) Light intensity as 
a function of potentiometer value for C7. 
To validate this method, microlattices were fabricated as a function of build rate on both 
the S1 and C7 at 8 mW/cm2 and 13.1 mW/cm2, respectively. Resulting lattices were centrifuged 
and treated with a UV post-cure for 10 min.  The lattices were bisected and imaged using 
confocal microscopy with the resulting images compared in Figure 3.21. The resin formulation 
contained RhB to aide in lattice visualization. As seen in Figure 3.21, the resulting lattices are 
structurally similar. Qualitatively, the lattices appear equivalent however, because the machines 
contain a multitude of different parameters, the quantification of the functional behavior of the 





Figure 3.21 Confocal microscopy of bisected microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate and machine 
type. Serves as a visual comparison of structures resulting from machine equation method. Structures were 
fabricated at 8 and 13.1 mW/cm2 for the S1 and C7 machines respectively. 
The physical and mechanical properties of the S1 and C7 lattices were tested for 
equivalency and the results are shown in Figure 3.22. As with the previous series, there is an 
inverse relationship between fabrication build rate and resulting microlattice part mass. It can be 
seen that through the equivalency method through SSA, the lattices from S1 and C7 have the 
same part mass with relation to fabrication build rate. Cyclic compression analysis yielded 
quantification of load at tensile (Figure 3.22 B), compressive stress (Figure 3.22 C) and 
Young’s modulus (Figure 3.22 D) as a function of fabrication build rate. Within standard 
deviation, the microlattices fabricated from S1 and C7 with different light intensities, are 
functionally similar. In other words, the lattices, despite fabrication under different input 
parameters, most notably light intensity but also DGI pixel assignment and projected pixel size, 





Figure 3.22 Physical property comparison of microlattices fabricated on S1 and C7 using equalized 
conditions. (A) Initial part mass as a function of build rate. (B-D) Compressive properties as a function of build 
rate.  
Microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate on S1 are represented in a functional graded 






Figure 3.23 Microlattices fabricated using equalized conditions. The C7 was utilized to fabricate a lattice with a 
linear build rate ramp from 50 to 110 mm/hr. that is comparable to three constant build rate lattices fabricated with 
the S1. 
3.4.2 Property Analysis of Functionally Graded Microlattices 
 A method was developed to fabricate functionally graded microlattices utilizing the 
known build rate ranges for a given resin formulation on CLIP. The resulting lattices contain a 
corresponding range of properties, both physical and mechanical. To evaluate these properties 
independently, microlattices were fabricated at various build rates along the input ramp on S1. 
The physical properties of the build rate series were compared to functionally graded lattices 
fabricated on C7. 
3.4.2.1 Fabrication and Evaluation of Build Rate Series 
To investigate the effect of CLIP parameters on the microstructure of microlattices, 
lattices were fabricated with the optimized PEG700-DA/HEA resin formulation as a function of 
build rate and centrifuged post-fabrication. Micrographs of the single build rate, centrifuged and 




between the lattices made with different build rates and to CAD. The micro-structure of the 
lattices differs where longer exposure times (slower build rates) result in larger printed features 
(struts). The physical dimensions of the lattice were quantified by measuring the strut thickness 
as a function of build rate, shown in Figure 3.24 B, where it can be seen that the fabricated 
structures bracket the CAD specified strut thickness. The decreasing strut thickness correlates to 
the decreasing exposure time of each slice of the 3 dimensional structure, a function of build rate 
(0.36, 0.28, 0.23, 0.19, and 0.16 s respectively). The quantification of specific surface area 
(SSA), shown in Figure 3.24 C, similarly brackets the theoretical value of the CAD generated 
lattice. The physical dimensions of microlattices fabricated with a gradient build rate should 
theoretically contain the same range of values. The experimental SSA, quantified with µCT, of 
the gradient lattice is 58.2 mm-1 compared to the median build rate series SSA of 60.6 mm-1. 
 
Figure 3.24 Dimensional properties of CLIP microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate. (A) ESEM 
micrographs of microlattices resulting from changing build rate. (B) Strut thickness measurements as a function of 
build rate compared to initial values specified by CAD file. (C) Specific surface area (SSA) of microlattices as a 




 The mechanical properties of the different build rate microlattices were quantified using 
cyclic compression with the resulting force generation profile as a function of time shown in 
Figure 3.25 A. These profiles indicate that the lattices are stable and elastic under this level of 
20% compression and that increasing the build rate results in a linear decrease in the measured 
compressive load. This relationship is observed in the compressive stress as a function of build 
rate (Figure 3.25 B). Young’s modulus as a function of microlattice density yields a linear 
relationship, shown in Figure 3.25 C, indicating a stretching-dominated compression modality, 
as suggested by the number of nodes in the unit cell.(24) Together, these data suggest that 
increasing exposure time of a slice correlates to increasing mechanical properties, yielding strut 
thicknesses both above and below what would otherwise be indicated in the CAD. 
 
Figure 3.25 Mechanical properties of microlattices fabricated as a function on build rate. (A) Cyclic 
compression analysis profile of load as a function of time with 20% strain. (B) Cyclic compressive stress as a 




 The physical properties of the microlattices fabricated at different build rates along the 
linear speed gradient were investigated further. The CLIP fabricated lattices yielded reproducible 
structures in terms of initial mass, solvent uptake and gel fraction, as shown in Table 3.3. The 
decreasing mass of the structure as a function of increasing build rate correlates to the decreasing 
strut thickness. The increased solvent uptake is more indicative of the increased porosity and 
larger void volumes rather than the cross-link density. For this series, the gel fraction of the 
structures remains constant regardless of build rate. Analysis of nonvolatile solvent uptake 
within the struts supports this. Microlattices submerged in heated H2O, in a similar manner as the 
ACN experiments. This was followed by centrifugation to remove the nonvolatile H2O between 
the struts, allowing for quantification of solvent uptake of the struts alone. It was determined that 
nonvolatile solvent uptake was independent of build rate. This is in contrast to volatile solvent 
uptake, which was build rate dependent. This suggests that observations in the differences in 
physical properties is the result of differences in the microstructure of the lattice rather than non-
equivalent extents of polymerization within the structure, specifically the soluble fraction trapped 
within the struts. The porosity of the lattice increase with build rate, corresponding to a smaller 
strut thickness, as observed in Figure 3.25 B. Finally, the gradient lattice fabricated with 
incrementally increasing build rate, represents an average of the individual values. This suggests 
the build rate isolation method to evaluate the physical properties of the lattice was 






Table 3.3 Physical property analysis of microlattices fabricated with increasing build rate. All values were 
determined from n=3 lattices. Initial mass, solvent uptake and gel fraction were determined from a single set of n=3 
lattices. Solvent uptake in water was determined on a separate set of lattices (n=3).  
 
3.4.2.2 Effect of Light Intensity on Physical Properties of Microlattices 
There is a seeming relationship between slice exposure time and extent of 
polymerization/crosslinking within the lattice microstructure. The structure is generated from a 
combination of the fabrication parameters including light intensity (mW/cm2) and build rate 
(mm/hr.). In terms of what is imparted on the resin pool, light intensity can be described as the 
number of photons in a given area and build rate as the exposure time of those photons. By 
changing the build rate, there is a change in total energy density imparted on the system, or 
rather, there is a change in dosage, shown in Eqn. 3.1 (as introduced in Chapter 2). 
Light Intensity (mW cm2⁄ )




⁄ )   
Therefore, it is possible to generate several combinations of fabrication parameters in which the 
total dosage is the same but the same total number of photons imparted is distributed differently 
over time. Three such conditions are outlined in Figure 3.26 A where the dosage is held constant 
however the fabrication light intensity is increased in conjunction with the increase in build rate, 
corresponding to a lower exposure time of higher intensity light. Microlattices were fabricated 





As with the previous series, the overall macro-structure remains similar between the lattices and 
relative to the input CAD however the micro-structure differs significantly with changing 
fabrication parameters, despite constant dosage. Again, as with the previous series the resulting 
mechanical properties correspond directly to the strut thickness of the lattice (Figure 3.26 C and 
D).  Furthermore, the increasing light intensity and faster build rates result in significant 
deviation from the initial CAD dimensions. 
 
Figure 3.26 Microlattices fabricated with constant dosage. (A) Description of dosage conditions where the 
dosage is held constant and the light intensity and build rate distributed differently resulting in conditions of 
changing exposure time but constant energy density. (B) ESEM micrographs of microlattices fabricated at constant 
dosage and increasing light intensity. (C) Load at tensile of microlattices by fabrication light intensity obtained from 
cyclic compression analysis. (D) Strut thickness measurements of microlattices by fabrication light intensity with 




 The physical properties encompassed within a functionally graded microlattice correlate 
to build rate. By isolating build rates along the ramp, these properties can be independently 
evaluated. Build rate can be expressed in terms of exposure time therefore lattices with a longer 
exposure time yielded structures with larger struts and higher mechanical properties. To 
elucidate the effect of exposure on structural properties, a series of microlattices were fabricated 
at the same dosage (total input energy) but with varying exposure times. The structures varied in 
physical properties with light intensity. Therefore, the fabrication of functionally graded 
structures can be conducted by either a build rate ramp or light intensity ramp. To further 
investigate these two series, build rate and dosage, analysis of the residual resin was conducted.  
3.4.3 Residual Resin Analysis 
As stated previously, CLIP microlattice fabrication results in two distinct types of 
unincorporated resin. The unincorporated resin within the strut is denoted as the soluble or sol 
fraction. Gel fraction analysis indicated that following post-cure, the sol fraction is minimal (less 
than 0.03 wt%). The second type is denoted as residual resin and results from the entrapment of 
unincorporated resin between the struts, within the void volume of the structure. The 
centrifugation method utilized prior to the post-cure step allows for the collection of this 
unincorporated resin resulting in an opportunity for unique analysis. 
3.4.3.1 Analysis of Residual Resin from Build Rate Series 
Analysis of the collected residual resin as a function of build rate is shown in Figure 
3.27. The viscosity analysis, Figure 3.27 A, illustrates differences between the collected residual 
resin relative to unused, PEG700 DA/HEA resin. It can be seen that at lower build rates, the 




build rate increases, the residual resin achieves a viscosity closer to that of unused resin with a 
notable lack in shear thinning. Furthermore, light scattering chromatograms from size exclusion 
chromatography, Figure 3.27 B, show the presence of broad peaks at earlier elution times, 
indicative of the presence of high molecular weight networks and/or pre-cross-linked systems 
increasing with decreasing build rate within the residual resin. The collected residual resin was 
analyzed via pDSC for resin reactivity and quantified for bond conversion. For fresh resin the 
double bond conversion was determined to be 82.7%, which is the extent of conversion prior to 
vitrification. The residual reactivity by double bond conversion is shown in Figure 3.27 C, 
illustrating a linear increase with increasing build rate. At 110 mm/hr. the double bond 
conversion is 82.1% suggesting that the surrounding resin during the build is minimally affected 
by the UV exposure at higher build rates. Residual reactivity inversely correlates to exposure 
time, such that remaining double bond conversion decreases with increasing exposure. 
Combined, this suggests that the lower build rates with high exposure times result in increased 
polymerization yielding both increased strut thickness as well as increased chain extension of the 








Figure 3.27 Residual resin analysis collected from microlattices fabricated as a function of changing build 
rate. (A) Viscosity of residual resin as a function of shear rate. (B) Light scattering chromatograms obtained from 
size exclusion chromatography of residual resin. (C) pDSC analysis of residual resin reactivity and quantification of 
remaining double bond conversion. 
3.4.3.2 Analysis of Build Rate Series Exposure Conditions with pDSC 
At the micron level, there are both physical and dimensional differences between lattices 
fabricated within the range build rates. These differences correlate linearly with the strut 
thickness of the lattice where slower build rates result in thicker struts and correspondingly 
higher compressive stress. Therefore, the reactivity response of the resin, namely if extent of 
chain extension is dictated by temporal polymerization, was investigated. The enthalpy of a 
photo-initiated reaction was quantified using a pDSC. The system illuminates a pre-massed 
sample with 385 nm UV light and the heat generated by the subsequent exothermic reaction is 
measured, as introduced in Chapter 2. The system runs under nitrogen gas and therefore is not an 
exact mimic of the CLIP setup, which includes the competing mechanism of oxygen inhibition 
imparted by the presence of the O2 permeable window. However, this method does account for 
the effect of the dissolved oxygen within the resin and this is often observed in the delayed onset 




The software associated with the pDSC has a limit to the duration of exposure that can be 
reliably delivered, measured in fractions of minutes. This dictates how closely the experimental 
setup can mimic a slice exposure on the CLIP system. The minimum exposure time is 0.01 min 
which equates to 0.6 s exposure. The exposure times of a CLIP microlattice sliced at 5 µm 
fabricated at the slowest build rate of 50 mm/hr. is 0.006 min. This is not on the same time scale 
as what is achievable using the pDSC system. However, it should be noted that the slice height 
does not equate to the penetration depth of the incident light, namely the cure depth of the resin. 
In general, the cure depth is greater than the slice height by an order of magnitude. Therefore, the 
exposure values were multiplied by 10 to correspond to the exposure equivalent of 10 slices. 
Experimental values rounded to increments of 0.01 min, shown in Table 3.4. This time is 
denoted as Exposure 1, and serves as a mimic for the initial exposure of the resin within the 
CLIP system. Following fabrication and centrifugation, the microlattices were postcured with 
UV light for an additional 10 min, which is denoted in this experiment as Exposure 2 in Table 
3.4. With this setup to mimic the resin exposures at the different build rates, the rate of 
polymerization, overall bond conversion, and residual reactivity for the initial exposure was 
quantified.  
Table 3.4 pDSC experimental setup for CLIP exposure mimic. Build rate was converted to exposure duration for 





The exposure sequence follows a pulse experiment setup and is shown in Figure 3.28 
where the intensity of the 385 nm LED is set at 7 mW/cm2, as is used in microlattice fabrication. 
 
Figure 3.28 pDSC irradation setup with Exposure 1 mimicking CLIP fabrication times and Exposure 2 
mimicking the UV post-cure of the microlattices. 
The resulting thermograms yielded two distinct peaks corresponding to the two exposure 
windows. The enthalpy of each peak as a function of exposure time was quantified and is shown 
in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5 Heat of enthalpy as a function of exposure time. Two irradiation events resulted in two peaks where 
n=3 for each exposure condition. Deviations in average values are the result of error propagation. 
 
It can be seen that there are distinct treads in the enthalpy generated upon initial exposure 
as a function of duration with the shorter exposure times resulting in a lower enthalpy observed 
in peak 1. In contrast, the second peak, mimicking the post-fabrication cure, exhibits the opposite 
trend with the shortest exposure duration yielding the highest enthalpy. However, when the two 
peaks are summed, the total enthalpy remains constant despite changing exposure durations with 
a relative standard deviation of 1.02 %. These data suggest that while extent of double bond 




accounted for, the total conversion is constant. Therefore, the structural differences observed in 
CLIP microlattices cannot solely be attributed to exposure time because the post-fabrication UV 
cure would normalize the crosslinking within the struts. Therefore, these data suggest that the 
conversion within the struts is fairly similar regardless of exposure duration and differences 
observed in mechanical properties can truly be attributed to strut thickness rather than the 
chemical composition of the struts.  
Further examination of the rate of bond formation as a function of time for each peak can be seen 
in Figure 3.29 A-B. 
 
Figure 3.29 Representative profiles of rates of polymerization as a function of exposure time. (A) First 
irradiation event, peak 1 (B) Second irradiation event, peak 2. 
The rate of polymerization was calculated by integrating the heat flow as a function of 
time against the theoretical enthalpy of reaction.  The trends observed in the rates of 
polymerization correspond to the enthalpy measurements by peak shown in Table 3.5. The 
exposure duration does not appear to impact the onset time of the reaction, with all conditions 
having a similar slope, shown in Figure 3.29 A. This is further observed in the slopes of the 
second ‘post-cure’ mimic. It should be noted for the initial exposure that the extent of 




absence of light. This phenomenon is denoted as dark cure and is impacted by both the cure 
depth of the resin as well as the lack of active oxygen within the system. As stated previously the 
effect of dissolved oxygen in the system is observed with the delayed onset time of the reaction 
and is therefore quenched in the reactions initial stages. The second irradiation event meant to 
mimic the UV post-cure exhibits the opposite trend with regards to rates of polymerization, as 
shown in Figure 3.29 B. Again, these trends correlate to values established in Table 3.5. 
Collectively, these data suggest that there may be a difference in the extent of polymerization in 
the initial CLIP exposure of the system but that those differences are mitigated by the post-
fabrication UV cure, resulting in total enthalpies indistinguishable from exposure condition. The 
total enthalpy is representative of the extent of bond conversion that can occur before 
vitrification comes into effect and the system is too cross-linked and immobile for a propagating 
radical to gain access to end groups to react with.  
4.4.3.3 Analysis of Residual Resin from Dosage Series 
Residual resin collected from the lattices fabricated with constant dosage was analyzed 
with pDSC and quantified for rate of polymerization and double bond conversion, shown in 
Figure 3.30 A and B respectively. There appears to be an independence of remaining reactivity 
toward fabrication parameters, so long as the dosage is held constant. Interestingly, the double 
bond conversion averages out to 77.3 ± 0.5% which is similar to the value obtained for the 50 
mm/hr. sample in the build rate series, which served as the basis for the dosage determination. 
This indicates that the residual resin, regardless of exposure time, has a similar level of 
polymerization so long as the total energy density is held constant. However, the microstructure 
of the lattices is obviously very different and therefore suggests that increasing the immediate 




the dimensions of the microstructure of the CLIP part. This underscores the complexity of the 
dynamic CLIP system. The selective spatial exposure of UV light is accomplished through the 
use of a DLP chip, at the heart of which is the DMD. Each micro-mirror in this array is known to 
have a heterogeneous light profile.(25) The establishment and maintenance of the DZ requires a 
minimum amount of energy to not only generate free radicals, but a critical number of free 
radicals to achieve propagation above O2 inhibition. This energy requirement is not only resin 
specific but also temporally specific within the duration of the print. Therefore, the non-
uniformity of the exposure compounded with the minimum energy requirement results in a 
relative oligomerization (residual resin) and polymerization (incorporation in the strut) 
dependence on parameters, such as build rate and light intensity. It is because of this dependence 
that functionally graded structures can be generated using a build rate ramp. It is also likely that 
given the micron size regime of the part, that this dependence is exasperated and on larger scales, 
where the volume of the part exceeds the surface area and the size of the projected pixel is 





Figure 3.30 Residual resin analysis of dosage series. (A) Rate of polymerization analysis of residual resin 
collected by dosage condition. (B) Double bond conversion (%) of residual resin collected by dosage condition. 
3.4.3.4 Analysis of Dosage Series Exposure Conditions with pDSC 
Differences in exposure time equates to differences in energy imparted on the resin 
system in the form of incident photons. The total number of imparted photons is determined by 
incident light intensity and duration of exposure. The total energy imparted on a system is 
denoted as dosage, or energy per unit volume, shown in Eqn. 3.1. It is therefore possible to 
construct several scenarios in which the dosage, or total number of photons, is held constant but 
are instead distributed differently in time.  An example of such a series is shown in  
 
 
Table 3.6 where the dosage is held at 25.2 mJ/cm2 slice, however the exposures and light 






Table 3.6 pDSC analysis of heat of polymerization as a function of exposure condition with dosage held 
constant. Two irradiation events resulted in two distinct peaks where n=3 for each condition. Deviation in average 
values was determined by propagation of error.  
 
The first condition is a mimic of the 50 mm/hr. build rate used for CLIP microlattice 
fabrication and serves as the dosage basis for the subsequent exposure conditions. All three 
conditions should result in the same total number of incident photons and should therefore result 
in the same extent of polymerization. This assumes that there is a set threshold of bond 
conversion to reach vitrification. In a similar dual exposure pDSC experiment, the three 
conditions were tested and the enthalpies calculated by peak. A small trend is observed with 
increasing light intensity corresponding to an increased enthalpy for peak 1. As with the 
exposure time series, a large initial enthalpy in peak 1 is countered with a smaller enthalpy in 
peak 2. Therefore, when totaled, a similar independence from exposure condition is observed 
resulting in an average enthalpy of 348.68 J/g with a 1.07 % RSD.  
An analysis of rate of polymerizations was similarly conducted to mimic the dosage 
series microlattices and shown in Figure 3.31 A-B. The highest rate of polymerization and 
subsequent enthalpy is observed with the lowest exposure times.   These differences observed 
in the rates of polymerization correlate instead to the incident light intensity. Unlike the exposure 




highest light intensity still correlates to the high rate of polymerization. Interestingly, regardless 
of rate of polymerization, the total extent of polymerization is the same. This suggests that there 
are many routes in terms of photon distribution to an effectively complete reaction.  
 
Figure 3.31 Representative profiles for the rates of polymerization as a function of dosage condition. (A) First 
irradiation event, peak 1 (B) Second irradiation event, peak 2. 
The pDSC analysis sheds light on the way the resin system reaches vitrification upon UV 
exposure. The system however, on the whole, was impervious to the route taken to reach this 
point, namely there exists a set threshold to bond conversion that once reached, results in an 
effectively completely reacted system. Ultimately, this resin analysis does not explain the 
differences observed in the strut thicknesses of CLIP fabricated lattices. It is not a matter of 
differences in extent of reaction, as the post-cure normalizes for this. Therefore, the differences 
observed are likely incurred from the CLIP system itself. This is none too surprising as the pDSC 
system does not account for the continual presence of oxygen, the movement of the solidifying 
part away from the reaction volume or the secondary quantization of light in the form of 
projected pixels from the DMD.  
There is a known minimum energy requirement to initiate polymerization. In the context 




photoinitiator to form the unstable and propagating free radicals necessary to start chain 
extension. It is also known that light projected from a DMD is non-homogenous across a single 
pixel. The result is a Gaussian-like light profile and correspondingly a Gaussian-like energy 
profile. Therefore, it is possible that across this profile the minimum energy requirement is not 
always met thus resulting is an absence of initiation. As the light intensity is increased, the 
minimum energy is more readily met across projected profile of the pixel. This in turn leads to an 
increase in initiation and therefore propagation in the exposed area. The exposed area will reach 
the same degree of crosslinking regardless of exposure condition and it is the CLIP platform 
itself that results in differences in microstructure.  
3.5 Microlattice Design Parameters 
3.5.1 Effect of Unit Cell Type 
CLIP microlattices were initially explored largely with a single unit cell at a single unit 
cell size varying CLIP parameters. To further expand the available design space, CLIP 
parameters were held constant and the physical properties of microlattices fabricated using the 
unit cell library were investigated. Microlattices were fabricated with a PEG DA700/HEA resin 
formulation and centrifuged post-fabrication. Microlattices were fabricated using both constant 
and linear ramp build rates to illustrate the various design space options available. The library 





Figure 3.32 Unit cell library fabricated with CLIP. Microlattices were generated in CAD with a variety of unit 
cells of 500 µm3 arrayed into a 5x5x5 mm cube. The theoretical specific surface area was calculated from the CAD 
structures. Lattices were fabricated using CLIP SI with light intensity of 7 mW/cm2 and a build rate of 50 mm/hr. 
The resulting structures were imaged with ESEM (micrographs shown). All gradient microlattices were fabricated 
with CLIP C7 using a build rate gradient beginning at 50 mm/hr. and ending at 110 mm/hr. at 13.1 mW/cm2. with 
the micrographs of the resulting structure shown.  
The compressive properties of the resulting lattices were tested and the Young’s 
modulus, load at tensile and compressive stress were quantified. The unit cells within the library, 
while arrayed at the same dimension, greatly differ in the distributions of void volume. A 
common way to capture these differences is through the expression of specific surface area 
(SSA), as previously described. The resulting compressive properties were plotted as a function 
of theoretical SSA, shown in Figure 3.33 A-C. A linear fit was applied in all three cases and it 




in microlattice physical properties in a predictive manner. The lattice properties were further 
explored by plotting the compressive properties as a function of theoretical void volume, as 
shown in Figure 3.33 D-F. A linear fit was applied and the coefficient of determination was 
improved, however did not fully predict the physical properties of the lattices. 
 
Figure 3.33 Compressive mechanical properties of unit cell library. Theoretical specific surface area (SSA) of 
each microlattice from the unit cell library was determined in CAD and plotted by (A) Young’s modulus (B) Load at 
tensile and (C) Compressive strain. Theoretical void volume was determined by subtracting the CAD volume from 
the cube volume the unit cell was arrayed into and plotted by (D) Young’s modulus (E) Load at tensile and (F) 
Compressive strain.  
The utility of the unit cell library lies in the broad range of achievable properties and 
therefore it was necessary to develop a method to predict these properties based on the input 
CAD within a given resin system. The initial metrics of theoretical SSA and void volume did not 
correlate highly with the compressive properties empirically measured within the library. 
Furthermore, additional testing would be necessary to determine how these properties are 




whole and are completely independent of the CLIP system, namely how the files are converted 
into projections. The differences in the projections are clearly visible even in the first layer. 
Shown in Figure 3.34 are .PNG images of the actual projections of layer 0 for each unit cell 
within the library. These PNGs represent the first 5 µm of each microlattice. The white portions 
of the projection represent where pixels are titled in the ‘on’ position and the dark portions where 
the pixels are tilted in the ‘off’ position. 
 
Figure 3.34 Example .PNG projections as a function of unit cell type. Each unit cell was arrayed at 500 µm into 
a 5 x 5 x 5 mm cube sliced at 5 µm. Original CAD rendering of the whole unit cell is shown in the bottom left 
corner of each projection. 
The .PNG pixel projections provide meaningful insight into the actual process of 
regenerating the CAD file through photopolymerization. As previously described in Chapter 2, 
the pixel values reflect the instructions sent to each micromirror within the DLP apparatus. The 
packet of information contains 8-bits in which a 0 represents an ‘off’ tilt and a 1 represents an 
‘on’ tilt. Therefore, each micromirror can exist in 28, or 256, states. The first state of all zeros, or 
completely off for the duration of the slice, is denoted as 0. Therefore, the 255th state contains all 




relayed an 8-bit code containing a mixture of 1’s and 0’s and the resulting value would sum 
between 0 and 255. This is commonly referred to as ‘pixel greying’ in which the pixel value is 
not completely black, or off, nor is it completely white, or on. The overall effect of pixel greying 
is a decrease in incident light intensity for the associated projected pixel. Because the dead zone 
and subsequent chain extension is dependent on incident number of photons, different light 
intensities result in different rates of propagation and ultimately, determine the dimensions of the 
part. The .PNG representation of each projection captures this pixel greying effect and therefore 
its analysis could shed light on the relationship between structure and physical properties.  
 
Figure 3.35 Histogram analysis of single projected .PNG slice as a function of greyscale value. (A) Example 
bitmap of layer 0 of a microlattice generated from UC C. Identification of pixel types into three categories: Feature 
pixels (255), resolution pixels (1-254) and dark pixels (0). (B) Histogram distribution of greyscale values from 0-
255. Values are exported into a spreadsheet for quantification. 
A method was developed to quantify the pixel distribution within each projected slice as 
a function of unit cell type. Pixel values were first divided into three categories: feature pixels 
(greyscale value of 255), resolution pixels (greyscale value of 1-254), and dark pixels (greyscale 
value of 0). Using ImageJ, a histogram of each slice was generated yielding greyscale values of 
0-255 and the number of pixels associated with each value within that .PNG. An example of this 
method is shown in Figure 3.35 A-B. The total number of pixels for each slice remains constant, 




distribution changes throughout the print. Because of the C2 symmetry present in all unit cells 
within the library, it was only necessary to quantify pixel distributions for half of the unit cell, or 
layers 0-49. The layers 50-99 would simply be a mirror image and therefore redundant. The pixel 
distribution profiles as a function of unit cell type and layer number can be seen in Figure 3.36 
along with an CAD image of the associated unit cell. The profiles also illustrate additional 
symmetry within certain unit cells. Furthermore, unit cells with less void volume have a higher 
percentage of resolution and feature pixels than those with more void volume. 
 
Figure 3.36 Microlattice pixel assignment profiles by unit cell designation. Microlattices generated using 500 




The pixel assignment profiles demonstrate that, layer-by-layer, correlations can be made 
between the shape of the unit cell and the percent pixel distribution. The pixel percentages for 
each category were averaged over the span of the 50 layers investigated with distributions 
illustrated by unit cell type in Figure 3.37 A. This compilation is an oversimplification of the 
pixel assignments because the CLIP process is continuous and therefore part formation is 
dependent on the projections before and after a given slice. However, this method does capture 
the contribution of greyed pixels, which previous methods did not. The Young’s moduli of the 
unit cell library were graphed as a function of pixel average type and the linearity of the 
correlation evaluated. Because of the consistent trends observed within all compressive testing 
metrics, Young’s modulus was used as a base comparison. As shown in Figure 3.37 B-D, the 
linearity varies quite significantly. The correlation with average percent feature pixels yielded a 
similar coefficient of determination as the void volume method. The correlation with average 
resolution pixels was the poorest, yielding an R2 value of 0.13. The correlation with average dark 
pixels yielded the highest linearity, which exceeded that of the SSA and void volume methods. 
Again, it should be noted that taking the average is an oversimplification of the pixel 
distribution. Therefore, complete linearity was not expected. In this series of microlattices, CLIP 
parameters are held constant.  
A potentially more accurate approach would be to hold dosage constant, and determine 
parameters based on number of feature (+ resolution) pixels. However, as previously discussed, 
dosage equivalence does not always hold, given the non-uniform light distribution across each 
projected pixel. Therefore, for this method to work, an accounting of the state of nearest light-
contributing neighbors would be necessary. Alternatively, the greyscale values defining each 




which could be described as a specific state between 0 and 255. Again, because of the non-
uniform distribution of light, the projected pixel addition, and the spatial order of slices, the 
projected energy does not completely equate to the energy density imparted on the resin pool. 
The necessity of oxygen consumption for the dead zone compounds this issue. An approximation 
may be feasible for a given system, but it would not necessarily translate to other systems, 
particularly when the resin formulation is changed.  
 
Figure 3.37 Pixel profile analysis as a function of unit cell type. (A) Average percent pixel distribution as a 
function unit cell type.  Young’s modulus as a function of (B) Average percent feature pixels (C) Average percent 
resolution pixels and (D) Average percent dark pixels. Linear regressions were fitted with corresponding coefficients 




3.5.2 Effect of Unit Cell Growth Angle 
Among the design parameter knobs that exist for microlattice generation is the orientation 
of the unit cell when it is arrayed. The software used to generate the microlattices arrays a pre-
defined unit cell into a solid volume. This solid volume can be defined either in the software 
itself or as an imported .STL file. In both cases, the orientation of the solid part is specified in an 
XYZ coordinate space. The software replaces the solid volume with the selected unit cell first in 
the XY plane and then in Z. The angle relative to the X and Y plane can be specified and is 
denoted as the growth angle of the unit cell. This angle can be specified the X and Y plane both 
independently as well as in combination to yield a unique orientation of the unit cell relative to 
the build direction of CLIP. For reference, the build platform is parallel to the XY plane. An 
example of unit cell growth angle is depicted in Figure 3.38 using unit cell F from the UC 
library to illustrate the effect. A CAD was rendered using a single unit cell layer starting at 0° 
which represents the standard angle of growth utilized whereupon the unit cell is parallel to the 
XY plane and subsequently the build platform. Increasing the growth angle to 15° and 30° in the 
X plane illustrates how the structure changes in the Z plane. Furthermore, it can be extrapolated 
that continued rotation up to 90° yields a structure identical to the 0° rotation. Therefore, it can 
be expected that unit cell symmetry plays a role in dictating how many unique orientations exist 
relative to the XY plane and in turn, the build platform. Additionally, it would be expected that 
these unique growth angles dictate the mechanical properties of the structure if tested in the same 






Figure 3.38 Simplified example of unit cell growth angle. Single unit cell sheet of UC F arrayed as a function of 
growth angle along the x-axis. Highlighted region identifies unit cell. 
The design parameter of growth angle and effect on CLIP microlattices was explored 
using unit cell C from the UC library. The orientation of the unit cell was varied only in the X 
plane, illustrated in Figure 3.39. ESEM micrographs of the resulting CLIP lattices were 
compared to their corresponding CAD rendering. It should be noted that the overall 
macrostructure of the lattice was not altered by orientation of the unit cell in the design. This 
consistency was translated to the CLIP lattices themselves. Furthermore, the CLIP fabrication 
parameters were held constant because the unit cell size was held constant. Visually, there does 
not appear to be any large discrepancies between the structures and their corresponding CAD 
image. As previously mentioned, due to the symmetry of the unit cell, a 90° rotation results in a 
geometrically identical structure as a 0° angle. The symmetry was further observed in 
complimentary angles such as the 30° and 60° orientations, which are equidistant from the C4 
line of symmetry. Therefore, it can be expected that these observed symmetries in growth angle 






Figure 3.39 CLIP microlattices fabricated as a function of growth angle in the x-plane. UC C arrayed at 500 
µm using an incremental growth angle along the x-axis. Fabrication parameters were held constant at 50 mm/hr. at 7 
mW/cm2. ESEM micrographs by magnification compared to CAD rendering.  
The mechanical properties of the lattice series fabricated as a function of unit cell C 
growth angle were investigated. Compression testing was conducted with the microlattice 
orientated between the parallel plates in the direction it was fabricated. Therefore, the orientation 
of the lattice matched the orientation depicted in CAD. The resulting properties are shown in 
Figure 3.40 A-C with the metrics of Young’s modulus, load at tensile and compressive stress, 
respectively. It can be seen with respect to all metrics, that a parabolic trend emerges as a 
function of growth angle. The lattices generated at complimentary growth angles yielded nearly 
identical properties and thus demonstrate the implication of unit cell symmetry. A secondary 
quadratic fit captures this observed symmetry. Furthermore, these data suggest that a growth 
angle of 45° in the X plane provides the greatest enhancement to the mechanical properties of the 




suggest that a load applied at a 45° angle to a 0° lattice would result in similar mechanical 
properties. It should be noted that this parabolic trend dictated by the symmetry of the unit cell 
and therefore the mechanical properties of a different unit cell would reflect the planes of 
symmetry that comprise it.  
 
Figure 3.40 UC C microlattice compression properties as a function of growth angle. (A) Young’s modulus (B) 
Load at tensile and (C) Compressive stress. Error bar indicate standard deviation of n=3 samples.  
To investigate the effect of growth angle further, unit cell D from the unit cell library was 
arrayed at various angles relative to the X plane. The angles and the resulting CAD lattices are 
shown in Figure 3.41. As with the previous growth angle series based on unit cell C, the 
microlattices were fabricated with CLIP using constant light intensity and build rate parameters. 
This method did not yield significantly different structures on the macro scale. Furthermore, the 
microscale appears consistent with the CAD input, as shown by the confocal images in Figure 
3.41. While unit cell D is physically different from unit cell C, the same concept of 
complimentary angles yielding complimentary structures applies. Additionally, the 90° growth 





Figure 3.41 CLIP microlattices generated from UC D fabricated as a function of growth angle. UC D was 
arrayed at 500 µm as a function of growth angle along the X-plane. CAD rendering of the lattices are compared to 
confocal microscopy of resulting structures.  
The mechanical properties of the unit cell D microlattices fabricated as a function of 
growth angle were investigated using compression testing. The microlattice was oriented such 
that the build direction was perpendicular to the compression plates. The resulting compression 
metrics can be seen in Figure 3.42 A-C, depicting Young’s modulus, load at tensile, and 
compressive stress, respectively, as a function of growth angle. A counter trend to the unit cell c 
was observed in which increasing growth angle decreased properties rather than enhanced them. 
As such, the 45° microlattice yielded the poorest compression properties. Interestingly, the 
principle of complimentary angles applies and a parabolic pattern emerges. This parabolic trend 





Figure 3.42 UC D microlattice compression properties as a function of growth angle. (A) Young’s modulus (B) 
Load at tensile and (C) Compressive stress. Error bar indicate standard deviation of n=3 samples. 
Pixel distribution profiles were generated of the unit cell D growth angle series to 
determine the role of pixel assignment in the observed mechanical properties of the microlattices. 
The resulting profiles can be seen in Figure 3.43 as a function of growth angle and layer 
number. Lattices were generated using 500 µm unit cell size and sliced for a slice height of 5 
µm. For a 0° growth angle, these parameters yield a distinct 100 sampling points across an 
arrayed unit cell. However, this sampling method was complicated with the growth angle, as was 
illustrated in the example (Figure 3.38). The unit cells are not rotated in place but rather tilted 
along the X-axis at the specified angle. Therefore, the 100 sampling points per unit cell was not 
completely upheld. The pixel distribution analysis utilizes the first 50 layers of the projection and 
as a result the profiles yield a similar symmetric pattern as observed with non-angled 
microlattices suggesting this method is sufficient for evaluating pixel assignments as a function 
of layer number. The structures shown in Figure 3.43 that share complimentary angles yield 
nearly identical profiles. Interestingly, the complimentary angles of 20° and 70° yield pixel 
distributions that are practically constant throughout the build yet do not yield the strongest 





Figure 3.43 Pixel distributions profiles as a function of unit cell growth angle. UC D microlattices sliced at 5 
µm were analyzed for pixel greyscale value for layers 0-49 and plotted by pixel category. Associated CAD 
rendering are shown on the left. 
The pixel assignment distributions as a function of growth angle were further quantified. 
The averages for each pixel category were computed and are shown in Table 3.7. It should be 
noted that the standard deviation is indicative of the differences in pixel count for each category 
within the layers analyzed. Therefore, as expected, the complimentary angles of 20° and 70° 
yielded very low deviations. Interestingly, the average values calculated do not vary significantly 
as a function of growth angle. No meaningful correlations between resolution or dark pixels can 
be established to explain the parabolic trend observed in the mechanical properties. This suggests 
that the increases and decreases observed in the compression analysis are largely a function of 




the unit cell does not result in projections with significantly higher counts of ‘on’ pixels, which 
would contribute to the total solidification within the lattice. Furthermore, the growth angle 
orientation does not alter the theoretical metrics of the lattice such as volume and surface area, 
provided the initial dimensions of the pre-arrayed solid are held constant. Combined, these data 
suggest that growth angle represents a unique ‘knob’ in tuning CLIP microlattice mechanical 
properties. The extent of property enhancement is dictated by the symmetry of the unit cell and 
the axis of applied load.  
Table 3.7 Average pixel values of UC D microlattices as a function of growth angle. Pixel values were 
categorized for layers 0-49 and the average and deviations reported as a percentage of the total number of pixels per 
layer. 
 
3.5.3 Effect of Unit Cell Size 
The pixel profile distributions yield insight into the layer-by-layer projections, and while 
they do not completely explain the physical properties, they can be useful in other ways. For 
example, the unit cell D from the unit cell library was arrayed at various sizes within a 
4.6x4.6x.46 mm cube. To maintain equivalent number of sampling points along the Z-axis, the 
resulting lattices were sliced relative to the corresponding unit cell size. This method resulted in 
100 sampling points across a unit cell, allowing for slice-to-slice comparisons between different 




optimized for the 0.92 mm unit cell size to be 30 mm/hr. at 21 mW/cm2 and resulted in internal 
architecture consistent with the input CAD. These parameters yielded correct features initially as 
the unit cell size was decreased in subsequent lattices however it became apparent that further 
optimization was necessary to generate intact lattices with smaller unit cells. Therefore, the light 
intensity for each unit cell size was increased empirically until an intact lattice was fabricated, 
with the final value shown in Table 3.8. There appears to be a relationship between fabrication 
light intensity and unit cell size, however a direct comparison does not explain why this 
relationship exists. Pixel profile distributions were generated for each unit cell size to investigate 
further.  
Table 3.8 Unit cell D arrayed as a function of size and fabricated with empirically determined light 
intensities. The ratio indicates how many unit cells are represented along a given axis. Slicing parameters are 
adjusted per unit cell size to yield 100 samples points per UC.  
 
The average values for each pixel category (dark, resolution, and feature) were quantified 
as a percentage of the whole for each unit cell size, shown in Figure 3.44 A. It can be seen that 
the average percentage of feature pixels decrease slightly as unit cell size decreases. 
Furthermore, it appears that the average number of dark pixels decreases and are substituted with 
resolution pixels, which increase with decreasing unit cell size. These trends are illustrated more 




resolution pixels yielded the strongest linear trend, shown in Figure 3.44 D. The unit cell sizes 
of 0.92 and 0.77 mm empirically required the same fabrication light intensity. It could be 
supposed that dependence on light intensity has a minimum feature size threshold, which is most 
likely influenced by the reactivity of the resin. That is to say, as with the resin properties 
dictating the minimum energy to fragment the PI, so too do the resin parameters dictate the size 
cut-off. This would explain why the empirically determined fabrication light intensities start 
increasing at the unit cell size of 0.66 mm.  
 
Figure 3.44 UC D microlattices pixel analysis as a function of unit cell size. (A) Average pixel distribution as a 
function of unit cell size for the first 50 layers where sampling was held constant at 100 points per unit cell. (B) 
Average percent dark pixels as a function of UC size. (C) Average percent resolution and feature pixels as a 
function of UC size. (D) Average resolution pixels as a function of empirically determined fabrication light intensity 




To further investigate the relationship between average percent resolution pixels and 
fabrication light intensity, a microlattice was generated using slight adjusted input dimensions. 
The arrayed cube was 5 x 5 x 5 mm and the unit cell size was 0.5 mm. This would make the 
structure similar to that of 1-9 ratio of the previous series. Therefore, a fabrication light intensity 
of 27 mW/cm2 was initially utilized, however this did not yield an intact lattice, as shown in 
Figure 3.45. The pixel distributions were quantified for this slightly adjusted structure and the 
following determined: feature pixels (11.1 %), resolution pixels (16.5%), and dark pixels 
(72.5%). The number of resolution pixels for the adjusted structure are notably higher than the 1-
9 ratio structure, even though the unit cell sizes are similar. Using the equation determined in 
Figure 3.44 D, a fabrication light intensity was back calculated and the resulting structure shown 
to the right in Figure 3.45. The calculated light intensity yielded an intact lattice of similar 
caliber to the previous series.  
 
Figure 3.45 Confocal microscopy of microlattices with dimensions 5 x 5 x 5 mm arrayed at 500 µm fabricated 
with initial (left) and corrected (right) light intensity. UC D microlattices yielding an arraying ratio of 1-10. 
Correction factor was determined from linear regression derived from empirical light intensity as a function of unit 
cell size.  
Decreasing the unit cell size was further explored in an alternative resin system and 
alternative unit cell using a method previously mentioned. The series explored three unit cell 




same total dosage. Previous results suggested that the resulting lattices would not be equivalent 
in terms of physical dimensions and properties. The exploration of different unit cell sizes allows 
for the greater insight into how these physical metrics change with decreasing feature size. The 
images of the CAD of these lattices are shown in Figure 3.46 as well as the corresponding CLIP 
lattices fabricated as a function of dosage condition. To aid in visualization, a blue dye was 
added post-fabrication. The theoretical parameters of the lattices are detailed and indicate that the 
total volume of the lattices does not appear to change as a function of unit cell size. The surface 
area, or the distribution of the volume in space, increases with decreasing unit cell size. 
 
Figure 3.46 Confocal microscopy of unit cell C microlattice series as a function of unit cell size and dosage 
condition. CAD renderings are shown alongside images of CLIP microlattices fabricated with increasing light 
intensity and decreasing build rate to yield a constant dosage. Theoretical volume and surface were derived from 
CAD rendering and reported as a function of decreasing unit cell size.  
The physical properties of the lattice series described in Figure 3.47 were investigated. 
Shown in Figure 3.47 are the metrics obtained through compressive mechanical testing, namely 




dosage lattice series, linearity was observed when the properties were plotted as a function of 
light intensity. In all cases, properties increased with increasing light intensity. Furthermore, the 
mechanical property trends are similar for all metrics. The coefficient of determination for each 
linear regression is shown with all values being roughly above 0.9.  
 
Figure 3.47 Compressive mechanical properties as a function of unit cell size. UC C was fabricated with 
increasing light intensity (dosage condition). (A) Young’s modulus (B) Load at tensile and (C) Compressive 
stress. Averages and standard deviations represent n=3 samples. 
There was a correlation with unit cell size and light intensity with enhanced properties. 
To understand this correlation, pixel distribution profiles were generated for each lattice. Slice-
by-slice comparisons were possible using the previously described principle of 100 sample 
points per unit cell height. Therefore, slice height scaled with unit cell size. The averages of 
these distributions is shown in Figure 3.48 A. Interestingly, the total number of pixels that are 
not 0 increase with decreasing unit cell. Pixel values above 0 have the potential to contribute to 
photopolymerization and subsequent solidification and therefore parallels can be made to the 
physical volume of the part. The theoretical volumes of the CAD in this lattice series do not 
deviate significantly, however the pixel distributions indicate that they do. Furthermore, as the 




that the number of feature pixels, or those with a value of 255, also decreases. For this unit cell, 
linearity is observed for pixel values as a function of unit cell size. Because of the pixel 
distributions varying as a function of unit cell size, which was not observed theoretically, it can 
be concluded that the resulting CLIP lattices are not starting off as equivalents when the 
fabrication parameters are held constant. The 0.3 mm lattice contained a larger number of 
projected pixels than the 0.5 mm lattice, albeit fewer pure 255 projections. These data suggest 
fundamental differences between the CAD that were previously not accounted for and in turn 
help explain the linear trends observed in the physical properties. 
 
Figure 3.48 Pixel distribution profiles as a function of unit cell size. (A) UC C microlattices were analyzed for 
average pixel distribution for layers 0-49. Slice thickness was held proportional to unit cell size yielding 100 
sampling points per unit cell. Linear regression fits as a function of unit cell size for (B) Average dark and resolution 
pixels (C) Average feature pixels. 
The lattices in this series were centrifuged post-fabrication and thus the residual resin 
collected and analyzed. The viscosity of the residual resin was plotted as a function of dosage 
condition, or rather increasing light intensity, for each unit cell size, shown in Figure 3.49. The 
dashed grey line indicates the viscosity of the initial fresh resin. With increasing light intensity, 
denoted as increasing dosage condition, the viscosity of the residual resin increases. This trend 




regressions. When compared to the pixel profiles established in Figure 3.48 A, a possible 
explanation emerges. The percentage of residual pixels increases with decreasing unit cell size. 
Therefore, as light intensity increases, a greater fraction of these greyed pixels lie above the 
threshold to initiation thus yielding slightly oligomerized resin and in turn increasing the 
viscosity of the collected resin.  
 
Figure 3.49 Viscosity analysis of collected residual resin of UC C microlattices fabricated as a function of unit 
cell size. Dosage condition correlates to fabrication light intensity. Viscosity of the initial resin indicated in dashed 
grey line. 
3.6 Modifying CLIP Microlattices 
3.6.1 Fabrication with Loaded Resin 
The method of fabricating microlattices at several build rates yields structures that have a 
range of dimensional and physical properties that lie within the relevant range for tissue 
engineering. This range of properties is encompassed in structures fabricated with a linear build 
rate ramp. There exist a number of methods to enhance this range and ultimate compatibility 
towards tissue regeneration. Among these methods is the loading of a biocompatible material 




particle similar to human cancellous osseous tissue (bone) in morphology and composition. The 
chemical composition of HA and morphology is shown in Figure 3.50. 
 
Figure 3.50 Structure of hydroxyappatite (HA). (A) Chemical structure of the calcium phosphate particle. (B) 
SEM micrograph of HA particles, adapted from Ref []. 
The PEG700-DA/ HEA resin formulation was modified to include increasing weight 
percent HA as shown in Table 3.9. The loading is relative to the mass of the resin formulation 
with the initial formulation held constant. Therefore, this method does not account for the 
dilution of the functional acrylate groups.  
Table 3.9 PEG700-DA / HEA formulated as a function of weight percent hydroxyapatite (HA). 
 
The base resin formulation of PEG700-DA/ HEA is shown with increasing wt.% HA in 
Figure 3.51. The resins were vortexed upon formulation and it was observed that while stable 




incorporation of HA increases the opacity of the resin, which suggests that there are potential 
light interferences when translated to the CLIP system.  
 
Figure 3.51 Image of resins formulated as a function of weight percent HA addition. Opacity of resin decreases 
with increasing particle addition. 
To investigate the dilution of acrylate groups, pDSC analysis was conducted and the 
double bond conversion (DBC) calculated, shown in Figure 3.52. The double bond conversion is 
calculated by integrating the enthalpy generated as a function of time against the theoretical 
enthalpy of reaction. Therefore, this method accounts for the dilution of acrylate groups with the 
increasing addition of HA. Interestingly, the incorporation of HA reduces the bond conversion 
significantly over the range investigated. The range between 0 – 10 wt.% illustrates a difference 
however this range of double bond conversion was also observed with the residual resin of the 
build rate series suggesting that it is still within the functional range of CLIP. At 20 wt.% HA, 
the DBC drops dramatically and at 30 wt.%, less than half of the acrylate bonds are converted. It 
should be noted that after the onset of reaction, nearly all the acrylate bonds that are converted at 
a given HA loading are reacted within a short time frame. This suggests that the overall kinetics 
explored in the build rate series are unperturbed. Rather the extent of reaction, or the point of 





Figure 3.52 Double bond conversion as a function of wt. % HA. Resin reactivity quantified via pDSC. Mass of 
HA, as calculated in Table 3.9, was removed prior to DBC calculation. 
The effect of increasing wt.% HA on the viscosity of the resin was investigated. The 
viscosity was measured as a function of increasing shear rate to determine if any shear thinning 
effects were observed, as was seen with the residual resin analysis of the build rate series. As 
shown in Figure 3.53, shear thinning effects are observed at low shear rates. This effect is 
increased as wt.% HA is increased. It should be noted that the shear forces observed in CLIP are 
roughly equivalent to a shear rate of 10 s-1. For resin loadings between 0 – 20 wt.%, the viscosity 
levels off and exhibits Newtonian behavior as shear rate is increased. For the 30 wt.% loading 






Figure 3.53 Viscosity analysis of PEG DA700/HEA resin by wt. % HA as a function of shear rate. Analysis was 
conducted as a shear rate sweep where n=3 for each formulation. 
Together, the DBC and viscosity data suggest that resins formulated with increasing wt.% 
HA are likely to be compatible with CLIP but only up to a certain point. This point is most likely 
dictated by the combined interaction of viscosity and reactivity effects. Taking this into 
consideration, it was hypothesized that the 30 wt.% HA formulation would not be CLIP 
compatible under the fabrication parameters for unloaded resins of 7 mW/cm2 light intensity at 
50 mm/hr. build rate to generate microlattices.  Microlattices were fabricated with these 
parameters followed by centrifugation and a UV post-cure. Micrographs of the lattices are shown 
as a function of HA loading in Figure 3.54. As hypothesized, the base fabrication parameters 
were not amenable to generating microlattices loaded with 30 wt.% HA. Therefore, only 
loadings of 1 – 20 wt.% were investigated further with the 0 wt.% loading equivalent to that 
observed in the build rate series. As shown in Figure 3.54, the macrostructure of the lattices 
remains unchanged with increasing wt. % HA. The lattice struts themselves are roughly similar 




incurred by the presence of the HA particles. As can be seen in the enhanced micrographs, 
increasing wt.% HA particles increases the overall surface topology of the structure. This is the 
intended effect, as the texture of the surface plays a role in biocompatibility and cell adhesion. It 
should be noted that the HA particles do not appear altered post fabrication with CLIP. 
Furthermore, that these particles appear to be dispersed throughout the resin over the duration of 
the print suggesting some association but not complete clumping of the particles within the resin.  
 
Figure 3.54 ESEM micrographs of CLIP microlattices fabricated as a function of wt. % HA. UC C 
microlattices of unit cell size 500 µm were fabricated at 50 mm/hr. with 7 mW/cm2. Microlattices were sputter 
coated prior to imaging. 
The build rate series exhibited lattices able to withstand repeated compression and 
combined with the density measurements, yielded structures with stretch-dominated 




the mechanical properties of the HA loaded microlattices were investigated through cyclic 
compression, shown in Figure 3.55. 
 
Figure 3.55 Cyclic compression analysis of CLIP fabricated microlattices as a function of wt.% HA loading. 
Representative load profiles at 20% strain as a function of time. 
It should be noted that the 20 wt.% loaded microlattice was unable to be tested for cyclic 
compression as the structure would failed at 20 % strain on the first cycle. As seen in Figure 
3.56 A-C, all three compression metrics show a diminishing return on property improvement and 
wt.% HA in terms of recoverable structures. The 20 wt.% loaded lattices achieved a compressive 
strength of 1.43 ± 0.03 MPa at failure, a marginal improvement from the 10 wt.% of 1.04 ± 0.05 
MPa.  
 
Figure 3.56 Compressive mechanical properties of CLIP microlattices fabricated as a function of wt.% HA 
loading. (A) Young's modulus (B) Load at tensile and (C) Compressive stress. Average and standard deviations are 




As hypothesized, the incorporation of HA improved and extended the mechanical properties of 
the microlattices. This was done with a single unit cell type, one unit cell size, and at one set of 
fabrication parameters, illustrating the number of parameters that can be tuned in a predictable 
manner to achieve targeted physical and mechanical properties.  
The residual resin, or unreacted resin trapped between the struts of the microlattice, was 
collected during post-treatment by centrifugation and offered insight into the fundamental 
chemistry of the CLIP process. The microlattices were fabricated as a function of increasing 
wt.% loading of HA using constant fabrication parameters of 50 mm/hr. with 7 mW/cm2. The 
collected resin was quantified for rate of polymerization and double bond conversion with pDSC 
and viscosity with rheology, shown in Figure 3.57. The rates of polymerization, shown in Figure 
3.57 A, are similarly affected by oxygen and thus have similar onset times, denoted by the initial 
slopes of the profiles. Interestingly, the reaction rates are loading dependent with the lowest 
loading of 1 wt.% yielding the slowest rate at 46.4 s-1 compared to the 20 wt.% at 76.6 s-1.  The 
percent DBC, shown in Figure 3.57 B, was quantified over the same window of time and yields 
the similar loading dependence. The lowest loading exhibits end group conversion similar to the 
unloaded residual resin at the same build rate condition. The extent of double bond conversion 
increases with loading where 20 wt.% HA achieves near 100% conversion. Given the 
functionality of the monomers within the system, a 100% conversion is highly unlikely. The total 
reaction enthalpy, from which DBC is derived, is calculated by assuming the residual resin 
contained the same mass fraction of monomer as the initial loaded formulation. This would in 
turn mean that the number of acrylate end groups are comparable. The 100% conversion 
suggests an underestimation of the acrylate groups present within the sample. Therefore, the 




significantly lower conversion, would suggests that the HA particles are settling during the 
duration of the print, thus pre-concentrating the residual resin prior to removal. This however is 
not the case. Instead the 100% conversion suggests more acrylate groups than calculated for. 
This concentration of monomer within the residual resin could occur during the centrifugation 
step in which the unreacted resin is removed from the lattice. The vast differences in mobility of 
the monomer relative to the particles could impact what was completely removed and what 
settled on the periphery of the microlattice struts.  
 
Figure 3.57 Residual resin characterization collected from CLIP fabricated microlattices as a function of 
wt.% HA loading under constant fabrication conditions. (A) Rate of polymerization profiles as a function of 
exposure time (B) Double bond conversion as a function of exposure time (C) Viscosity as a function of shear rate. 
Profiles reported were collected for n=3 samples, no statistical deviation was observed. 
The residual resin was further characterized with rheology and the viscosity by wt.% HA 




effect increased with wt.% HA loading, as was observed with the initial resin formulation. This 
effect occurs at lower shear rates and once rates similar to that imparted by the CLIP system (10 
s-1) are reached, the viscosity appears to stabilize. This effect is most noticeable with the residual 
resin of the 20 wt.% loaded microlattices. It should be noted that the viscosity at higher shear 
rates (stabilized) of the initial resin was 114 cP compared to the residual resin of 83 cP. This 
difference in viscosity corroborates the hypothesis that the residual resin contained an 
underestimated number of acrylate groups. In other words, the HA was diluted from the residual 
resin during the printing and/or centrifugation process.  
 The fabrication of CLIP microlattices was determined to be compatible with particulate-
loaded resins. The dispersion limit of the particulate into the resin did not ultimately dictate CLIP 
compatibility. It was shown that, because of the increased viscosity of the loaded resins, the 
highest loaded resin used for fabrication contained a lower weight percent that the maximum 
level that could be incorporated. Furthermore, while the loaded resins formed a semi- stable 
suspension, the forces imparted by the upward movement of the build platform as well as the 
centrifugal forces used for part cleaning may disrupt this suspension. Loaded microlattices were 
found to have increased mechanical properties as a function of weight percent loading. It can be 
concluded that particulate loading for enhanced properties is a viable option for CLIP. 
3.6.2 Post-Fabrication Drug Surrogate Loading 
The UV exposure necessary to initiate photopolymerization can have an adverse effect on 
the stability of materials dispersed within the system. This in turn necessitates the exploration of 
alternative loading routes to utilize CLIP microlattice structures to deliver an analyte of interest, 
such as an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). One such route is through absorption of the 




swelling the structure in a solution containing the analyte of interest. Previous studies with 
geometrically complex CLIP structures suggest that the solvent removal step for geometrically 
complex parts often results in structure deformation. Therefore, the swelling solvent must be 
carefully chosen to circumvent this situation. For a proof of concept, an RhB solution was 
prepared in toluene with an illustration of the immersion process shown in Figure 3.58. The an 
unloaded microlattice was placed in a RhB-tolene solution of known concentration for 10 min. 
The structure was removed and air-dried. It should be noted that the toluene minimally distorts 
the lattice while enabling RhB penetration within the lattice matrix. The post-loaded lattices were 
placed in a vacuum oven overnight to ensure complete solvent removal. 
 
Figure 3.58 Post-fabrication loading method. Microlattice placed in solution (toluene) containing analyte 
(RhB) at a given concentration. Analyte absorbs into matrix of microlattice for 15 min. Microlattice removed from 
loading solution and vacuum dried to remove residual solvent.  
 The RhB post-loading method was conducted on the microlattice series fabricated as a 
function of build rate. Pre- and post-loaded microlattices were bisected for confocal imaging, 
shown in Figure 3.59. The resulting internal architecture of the microlattice appears maintained 
during the loading process. Additionally, loading appeared uniform suggesting the permeability 





Figure 3.59 Confocal imaging of pre- and post-loaded microlattices. Microlattice fabricated as a function of 
build rate were imaged pre- and post- RhB loading with toluene. Assessment of the internal struts show minimal 
distortion from the loading method.  
Microlattices fabricated at 50 mm/hr. were post-loaded in the above manner utilizing 
toluene solutions containing a range of RhB concentrations. The loaded lattices were then treated 
to an extraction method and the RhB quantified by mass, shown in Figure 3.60. The loading was 
conducted in an Eppendorf tube and therefore the total solution exposure was limited to 1 mL It 
appears that the microlattices were limited to roughly 30% uptake of the total mass present in the 
loading solution.  
 
Figure 3.60 Rhodamine B base (RhB) mass extracted from microlattices fabricated at 50 mm/. as a function 
loading concentration. Loading solution and extracted RhB were quantified via fluorescence spectroscopy. 




A series of microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate were post-loaded with a 
loading solution containing 1 mg/mL RhB. The loaded RhB was extracted with ACN from the 
lattices and the fluorescence quantified. The loading efficiency was calculated as a percent 
relative to the concentration of the initial RhB loading solution, shown in Table 3.10. The 
efficiencies were similar regardless of build rate suggesting the loading mechanism is consistent 
within this range of strut thicknesses. Additionally, the extracted mass of RhB was normalized to 
the mass of the microlattice, reported in Table 3.10. This further supports a similar loading 
mechanism and when taken with the empirical observations shown Figure 3.59, suggests 
consistent RhB network penetration. It should be noted that these results are largely driven by the 
choice of solvent and therefore solvents such as ethanol would not be appropriate in this case. 
Suitable solvent candidates can be determined by polymer network compatibility so as to avoid 
extreme swelling scenarios.  
Table 3.10 Loading efficiency of RhB in microlattices fabricated as a function of build rate. Loading efficiency 
was determined as percent extracted relative to the loading solution. RhB was quantified via fluorescence detection 
and normalized to the mass of the microlattice. Average and standard deviations represent n=3 samples.  
 
The effect of post-loading on compressive properties was quantified as a function of 
fabrication build rate, as illustrated in Figure 3.61.  Interestingly, there was a slight 
improvement in properties for the lower build rates however gains quickly become negligible as 




observed in unloaded lattices remains intact for post-loaded lattices. The effect of toluene on 
compressive properties is discussed further in Chapter 5. Microlattices fabricated on the S1 and 
C7 were compared pre- and post-loading. The C7 microlattices behaved similarly to the S1 series 
even after post-loading offering further evidence that the equalized structures behave identically 
between machines.  
 
 
Figure 3.61  Compression mechanical property analysis of post-loaded CLIP microlattices. Microlattices 
were fabricated as a function of build rate on the S1 at 7 mW/cm2 and the C7 at the equalized value of 13.1 
mW/cm2. (A) Young's modulus (B) Load at tensile and (C) Compressive stress. Averages and standard deviations 
represent n=3 samples for each condition.  
Post-loaded microlattices were fabricated as a function of build rate and placed in a PBS 
solution with daily aliquot removal for analysis of RhB release. The results shown in Table 3.10 
were used to determine total amount of RhB present within the lattices to enable percent 
cumulative release quantification. As expected, release rates correlate to build rate and in turn to 
strut thickness, as shown in Figure 3.62. Microlattices fabricated at 110 mm/hr. yielded 
complete release at 15 days, although plateauing effect was observed. The 50 mm/hr. lattices did 




suggests that there is a mechanism for tuning release of a post-loaded structure through control 
of strut thickness, or more generically, diffusion distance. Further, this distance can be tuned 
through fabrication parameters and not solely through design.  
 
Figure 3.62 Cumulative percent release of RhB from post-loaded CLIP microlattices fabricated as a function 
of build rate. Aliquots analyzed via fluorescence spectroscopy. Average and standard deviations represent n=3 
samples per condition.  
3.7 Conclusions 
 The fabrication of microlattices was explored using the CLIP platform. Optimization of 
resin formulation and post-fabrication procedures enabled the comparison of microlattices 
fabricated using a range of build rates. The usable range of parameters enabled the fabrication of 
functionally graded microlattices through the implementation of a linear build rate ramp. The 
post-processing method of centrifugation was found to be a robust means of removing the 




process of CLIP through the analysis of the collected resin. Both CLIP parameters, such as build 
rate and light intensity, as well as design parameters, such as unit cell type and orientation, were 
investigated to explore the achievable physical and mechanical properties. Microlattices were 
further modified and corresponding properties investigated through the use of particle-loaded 
resins as well as post-loading the microlattices with a drug surrogate. Collectively, CLIP 
microlattices can achieve a wide range of mechanical and physical properties in the 100-300 µm 
void volume size regime. The importance of initial resin viscosity and pixel assignment are 
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CHAPTER 4 CLIP FABRICATION OF CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMNS 
4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 Conventional Chromatography Column Design 
Particle-packed chromatography columns have long been the gold standard in liquid 
separation science.(1) In the march toward higher separation efficiency, the silica particles used 
in these columns have become progressively smaller in diameter to increase the surface area 
available for separation to occur.(2) Unfortunately, this has come at the cost of higher back-
pressures resulting in high pressure (HP) and ultra-high pressure (UHP) systems. The central 
problem, however, of increasing mass transfer kinetics of the analyte by increasing access to 
interactive sites continues to persist.(1, 2) This problem is exacerbated by the non-homogeneity 
of the packing itself, often resulting in differences in flow characteristics along the cross-section 
of the column. Despite these drawbacks, particle-packed analytical columns continue to serve as 
the dominant column type in separation science. 
 Several alternatives exist to the issue of mass transfer kinetics of particle-packed beds, 
however each come with inherent drawbacks. Of these, the most promising solution is 
monolithic columns, which are comprised of a single, porous bed made of either porous silica or 
a cross-linked polymer.(3–6) The inter-connectedness of the porous bed gives rise to a more 
open network of void volumes (80% porosity with 1-10 μm pores) when compared to particle-
packed systems (40% porosity with <50 nm pores).(1) This enables faster mass-transfer kinetics 




pressure. The two classes of monolithic columns, inorganic (silica) and organic (polymer) can be 
additionally functionalized by either in situ grafting or by synthesis using controlled ratios of 
functional co-monomers, respectively. This functionalization allows for access to the same broad 
separation chemistry as particle-packed beds. 
While monolithic columns are often called the fourth generation in chromatography 
column design, there is a distinct lack of commercialization and usage of these columns within 
the analytical community.(1) This can be largely attributed to the case-by-case synthetic route 
necessary to fabricate these columns both for inorganic and organic media, resulting in poor 
column reproducibility. The organic polymer monoliths offer a wider range of column 
functionalization however suffer from the consequences of lack of homogeneity along the cross-
section of the column due to unpredictable interaction effects of starting reagents.(7, 8) The 
inorganic monoliths, predominately silica-based, contain a bimodal porosity of macro- and 
meso-pores allowing for higher separation efficiency however have a limited functionality 
potential and a limited working range of pH.(4, 9–11) Additionally, both mediums are 
theoretically shown to improve in separation efficiency with larger and highly-ordered void 
volumes, parameters that lie outside the reach of the current monolithic column fabrication 
paradigm.(1) Therefore, while monolithic columns represent a breakthrough in separation 
science, the fabrication route restricts their implementation within the analytical community.  
4.1.2 Advantages of Additive Manufacturing of Columns 
Additive manufacturing (AM), or more commonly, 3D printing, represents an attractive 
alternative to column fabrication. This additive method gives rise to the ability to design a part 
using computer software prior to fabrication, opening the door for the implementation of the 




and AM fabrication platforms, there is only one case within the literature of a 3D printed 
column, and its intention was to mimic particle-packed system rather than a monolithic 
structure.(12) The choice of system is a consequence from the inherent flaw of layer-by-layer 
deposition of material in conventional AM platforms. The resulting structure is shale-like in 
mechanical properties making it unsuitable to the high pressures necessary for separation. By 
mimicking a particle-packed bed, these mechanical issues can be circumvented however result in 
the same drawbacks as traditional particle-packed columns.  
4.1.3 The CLIP Approach to Column Fabrication 
4.1.3.1 Proposed Approach for CLIP Fabricated Chromatography Columns 
An AM platform most compatible with the fabrication of monolithic analytical columns 
would be one that has a continuous fabrication process. Continuous liquid interface production 
(CLIP) is a method of three-dimensional object fabrication designed to overcome the 
shortcomings of the traditional layer-by-layer approach to AM.(13) Because CLIP is a 
photopolymerization-based platform, the column chemistry most suited would be the previously 
established formulations for organic monolithic columns. The bimodal porosity distribution of 
inorganic media was proposed to be mimicked through the incorporation of an inert porogen. 
Therefore, the CLIP approach proposed to achieve highly ordered macro-porosity through CAD 
and increased surface area for interactions sites through resin chemistry. 
4.1.3.2 Potential Challenges for CLIP Fabricated Chromatography Columns 
The fabrication of CAD designed chromatography columns with CLIP generated a few 
significant challenges. The primary CLIP machine used was the S1 prototype because of the 




The S1has a projected pixel size of 20 x 20 µm.  Typical pore dimensions necessary for 
separation occur on the order of 5-10 times the size of the analyte of interest. For 
macromolecules such as proteins, the target size of the pores or voids is therefore hundreds of 
nanometers. In conventionally fabricated monolithic columns, thru-pores have diameters ranging 
from hundreds of nanometers to 5 µm. There is a clear discrepancy in targeted size and projected 
pixel of the CLIP platform.  As previously mentioned, the projected pixel, while driving the 
ultimate resolution of the part, does not set the dimensions of the exposed geometry in stone, so 
to speak. The final dimensions of the exposure, particularly as exposure size decreases, is 
determined by the point spread function (PSF) of the projected pixel and the PSF of its 
neighbors.(14)  While the exposure is set by the PSF, the dimensions of the final part are 
determined by a combination of exposure and resin reactivity as well as oxygen concentration. 
The influence of these parameters on part resolution increases as the geometry of the part 
decreases. As shown in Chapter 4, CLIP fabrication parameters can be used to fine tune part 
geometry. As a result, while the dimensions of the projected pixel do not meet the requirements 
for chromatography columns, it was hypothesized that the optimization of the above factors 
would yield a functional chromatography column, in terms of geometry.   
The second challenge perceived was the resin formulation. Chromatographic separation 
occurs on the basis of physio-chemical interactions. Therefore, it was necessary to formulate 
resins with the ability to impart functionality. This functionality can be introduced in the initial 
formulation or as a post-fabrication modification. There are several examples in literature 
describing methods for formulating monolithic column solutions. Ideally, to fully utilize the 
design freedoms of CAD, this functionality would be interchangeable resulting in several 




formulated resin must contain an appropriate concentration of photo-reactive end groups to yield 
a gelled part on the correct time scale. This limits the utilization of explored formulations to 
photoinitiated (as opposed to thermal) with reaction times within a few seconds (as opposed to 
hours). Furthermore, the final part would ideally not swell in the presence of the mobile phase. 
Therefore, the resin formulation must result in a high cross-link density during or post-
fabrication. High cross-link densities are often achieved with multifunctional monomers and 
short oligomers and are thus often associated with highly reactive resins. Given the previously 
explored trend of increasing extent of reaction within the unincorporated resin as a function of 
decreasing unit cell size, methods to achieve a high cross-link density could also result in loss of 
resolution of the part, namely unintentional polymerization between features.  
 There are two primary challenges in the form of feature size and resin formulation 
outlined above for the fabrication of CLIP chromatography columns. These challenges appear to 
run counter to one another. Therefore, part geometry and resin formulation were explored 
independently prior to ultimate column fabrication and testing.  
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Materials 
Trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate (TMPTMa), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate Mn 
= 250 g mol-1 (PEG250-DMa), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate Mn = 575 g mol
-1 (PEG575-
DMa), 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMa), 2-(3’-tert-butyl-2’-hydroxy-5’-methylphenyl)-5-
chlorobenzotriazole (BLS 1326), glycidyl methacrylate (GMa), stearyl methacrylate (StMa), and 
diethylene glycol dimethacrylate (DegDMa) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 2-Propenic 




trimethylolpropane triacrylate (SR415, eTMPTa) were purchased from Sartomer. Rhodamine B-
base (RhB) was purchased from Acros Organics Ethyl (2,4,6-trimethylbenzyol) 
phenylphosphinate, sometimes referred to as lucirin TPO (L-TPO), was purchased from Combi-
Blocks. Materials were used as received and stored as the supplier directed. 
Gel fraction, solvent swelling and back pressure measurements were conducted using 
HPLC-grade solvents. Tetrahydrofuran (THF), H2O, and methanol (MeOH) were used as 
received from Fisher Scientific. MS-765 cleaning agent was purchased from Miller-Stephenson. 
Solution contains hydrofluorocarbon (2,3-dihydrodecafluoropentane) and MeOH. Porogens 
included toluene and dibasic esters (DBE-3) purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as 
received.  
Dual-cure resin cyanate ester (CE 221) and rigid poly(urethane) (RPU 80) were obtained 
from Carbon. Resins was stored in divided sample containers prior to use and mixed prior to 
column housing fabrication. 
4.2.2 Resin Formulations  
An example formulation contains the following: TMPTMa (35 mol %), GMa (35 mol %), 
toluene (28.5 mol%), L-TPO (1 mol%) and BLS 1326 (0.05 mol%). The absorption coefficient 
of the resin can be tuned through the incorporation of photo-initiator (L-TPO) and UV absorber 
(BLS 1326). The GMa is an example monomer that contains an epoxy moiety for post-
processing functionalization. Photo-active alkyl carbon chains such as stearyl methacrylate can 
be incorporated to adjust the hydrophobicity of the final structure. Hydrophobicity adjustment 
can also be achieved through the incorporation of photo-active ethylene glycol monomers such 




formulation. Incorporation was determined based on weight percent of the monomer/oligomer 
mixture, as is convention in literature. All resins were mixed in a Thinky ARE310 for 5 min. at 
2000 rpm and stored in amber bottles prior to use. 
Final resin formulations are as follows –  
Column Prototyping Resin:  
 PNGDa (60 wt.%), eTMPTa (20 wt.%), 2-propenoic acid (20 wt.%), L-TPO (5 mol% by 
acrylate end group) and BLS 1326 (0.1 mol % by acrylate end group). Resin was further 
modified with toluene; weight percent calculated relative to the base formulate without porogen. 
Base Resin Version 1: 
 TMPTa (50 wt.%), DegDMa (50 wt.%), L-TPO (2.5 mol% by acrylate end group) and 
BLS 1326 (0.7 mol % by acrylate end group). DBE-3 was incorporated at 30 wt.% relative to 
total monomer mass.  
Base Resin Version 2: 
 PEG250-DMa (35 wt.%), PEG575-DMa (35 wt.%), HEMa (30 wt.%), L-TPO (5 mol% by 
methacrylate end group) and BLS 1326 (0.8 mol % by methacrylate end group). DBE-3 was 
incorporated at 30 wt.% relative to total monomer/oligomer mass.  
4.2.3 Pore Size and Distribution Analysis 
4.2.3.1 Sample Imaging with OSL 
 Profiles for porosity analysis were generated from Optical Scanning Laser Microscopy 
(OSL) imaging of region of interesting (ROI) within a CLIP sample. Scanning laser images were 




were obtained in triplicate per column and n=3 per column type, resulting in 9 profiles per 
sample condition. 
 
Figure 4.1 Sampling method for analysis of porosity size and distribution through Optical Scanning Laser 
Microscopy (OSL). A column section was imaged in confocal mode. Magnification of a regionof interest and 
subsequent laser scan yielded intensity profile for porosity analysis.  
4.2.3.2 Feature Size and Distribution Analysis 
 Porosity size and distribution was determined from OSL intensity profiles of the ROIs. 
Intensity profiles are pixelated the nature of their collection and contain pixel greyscale values 
ranging from -255 to 255. Negative pixel values are represented by darker regions (below the 
plane) of the profile and positive values (above the plane), brighter regions. For each ROI, a 
distribution of pixel values was observed with a mean value centered on 0, as to be expected, 
given 0 represents greyscale values in the plane of the laser scan. An example distribution is 
shown in Figure 4.2 A, where the mean value is shown to be a distribution around 0. Typical 
distributions ranged from -10 to 15. Pixel values below this range are defined as depressions 
formed from the removal of porogen. Pixel values above this range are defined as ‘bubbles’ and 
represented pores formed at the surface of the region of interest. Both scenarios were defined to 




mean (pores) or above the mean (bubbles). This was conducted by setting a greyscale threshold, 
as shown in Figure 4.2 A. The exact threshold values were determined through the analysis of 
ROIs generated from resins with no porogen incorporation. These samples resulted in the most 
pixels in the scanning plane and represented a baseline of the mean greyscale values.   
Analysis of pore size and distribution was conducted on ROIs in which the pixels outside 
of the mean pixel distribution were identified and quantified. Analysis was conducted in the 
Olympus LEXT OSL4000 software in which pixels with greyscale values either above or below 
the mean distribution were highlighted in red. The counting algorithm associated with the 
Olympus software was designed for determining the size, shape factor and distribution of 
nanoparticles. Therefore, when applied to ROIs, generated a list of pores (features) and their 
associated metrics (radius, shape factor, etc.). This list was exported as a .CSV for further 
analysis. Such lists were compiled for both above and below the mean distribution. Samples 
were tested in triplicate with n=3 samples per resin condition. Porosity values of feature number 








Figure 4.2 Method of feature thresholding around baseline mean greyscale value.  (A) A mean range of baseline 
pixels was determined for a given resin and incorporated majority of pixels within the analyzed region. Pixels below 
the mean contained a negative greyscale value and represented depressions within the sample. Pixels above the mean 
were positive and represented ‘bubbling’ within the sample. Both scenarios were determined to be indicative of pore 
formation. (B) Example image in which pores identified by threshold method above the mean are highlighted in red. 
The grey background (unhighlighted) represents the mean pixel values, centered on 0, as shown in the profile. 
Olympus software enabled feature counting and feature size determination.  
4.2.4 Micro DC / α Measurements 
4.2.4.1 Resin Formulation Design of Experiment (DOE) 
 A design of experiment (DOE) approach was implemented to quantify the effect of alpha 
contributors (UV absorbers and photo initiators) on the cure depth and calculated α for base resin 
v1 and functional variations thereof. Three levels of each alpha contributor were explored and 
are detailed in Figure 4.3 resulting in 27 unique formulations. DOE formulations were tested 





Figure 4.3 Alpha contribution design of experiment (DOE) resin formulation setup. Base resin version 1 and 
functional variations thereof were systematically modified with alpha contributors of UV absorber (BLS 1326) and 
photoinitiator (L-TPO). Amounts of BLS 1326 and L-TPO incorporated were based on mole percent relative to the 
moles of methacrylate end groups, and therefore varied with resin type. Three levels for each component yielded 9 
resin formulations per resin type for a total of 27 formulations.  
4.2.4.2 Dose-to-Cure Resin Analysis on S1 
 The method to assess resin parameters of dose-to-cure (Dc) and α for the M1, developed 
by Carbon, was adapted for the S1. The 5 x 5 template was exposed on the S1 platform at 4.6 
mW/cm2 for 30 s. Resin was placed on a slide cover slip above the exposed region. Dc/α samples 
were collected in triplicate for each resin condition. An example of the resulting sample is shown 
in Figure 4.4 A. Samples were imaged with Olympus LEXT OSL4000 to obtain intensity 
profiles, shown in Figure 4.4 B. Profiles were then converted to height profiles and utilized in 
analysis, shown in Figure 4.4 C. Height values were quantified as a function of feature position 
using the Carbon method with a Mitutoyo Electronic Indicator (MEI, McMaster Carr). Values 
were inputted into Excel with corresponding dosage values determined by light intensity and 




the resulting data fitted to a natural logarithm. Dc was determined by the X-intercept of the fit 
and α by the slope.  
 
Figure 4.4 Dose-to-cure and alpha analysis method adapted for S1. The method developed by Carbon to measure 
resin parameters of dose-to-cure (Dc) and α was exposed on the S1 platform at 4.6 mW/cm2 at 30 s exposure. (A) 
Example of Dc/α sample post exposure where resin was placed on top of a slide coverslip and exposed to template. 
(B) Laser intensity profile obtained through OSL. (C) Converted height profile used in height determination for each 
feature. 
 The LEXT height method was validated against the MEI method using Carbon 
Prototyping Resin (PR 25 Grey) for both the M1 and S1. Values obtained are listed below: 
 M1 – Dc (5) α (0.0041) [MEI, LEXT] 
 S1 – Dc (4.1) α (0.0012) [LEXT] 
The values determined for M1 using the LEXT method are consistent with those found using the 
MEI method. The deviation observed in S1 was expected given the differences in projected pixel 
size. As shown in Chapter 4, the projected pixel size influences the photon flux and therefore, the 






4.2.5 Column CAD Method 
4.2.5.1 Unit Cell Design 
 Unit cells investigated are as follows: standard (rhombic dodecahedron), high specific 
surface area (High SSA), monolithic flow mimic, and hexagonal (Hv4). The standard unit cell 
was provided by the Magics software in the Modules package. The High SSA unit cell was 
designed in OpenSCAD and imported into the Magics software. The monolithic flow mimics and 
Hv4 were design in SolidWorks and imported into the Magics software. Unit cells were defined 
in size relative to the standard cross-section of a chromatography column, 4.6 mm. Sizes were 
equidistance in all directions and growth angle was set at 0° unless otherwise specified.  
4.2.5.2 Column Design  
Using CAD software, Magics (Materialize), a cylinder with specified diameter and height 
is generated. A unit cell is selected and dimensions in x, y, and z specified (growth angle in 
azimuthal directions can additionally be specified). The unit cell is then arrayed in a linear 
fashion into the cylinder resulting in the internal structure of the column. The structure is 
exported as a .STL (standard tessellated language) file. The column shell and connective fittings 
are designed in Solidworks (Dassault Systèmes) and exported as .STL files. In Meshmixer 
(Autodesk), the column shell is aligned and mated with the internal structure and exported as an 
.STL file. The file could then be further processed by available slicing software or loaded onto 
the Carbon user-interface for fabrication. An example utilizing the rhombic dodecahedron unit 
cell is shown in Figure 4.5 for the development of a column test section. Column test sections 




all column sections is 0.5 mm. Columns utilized in assembly and testing were 20 and 50 mm in 
length. 
 
Figure 4.5 Method of column file generation in CAD. Unit cell type and size is defined and arrayed into a 
cylinder of set dimensions. A sheath of 0.5 mm in thickness is placed around the column array. The file is exported 
as a .STL. 
 Microlattices structures were generated using the rhombic dodecahedron unit cell in 
Magics. The structures were generated with unit cell with dimensions ranging from 0.92 to 0.46 
mm (XYZ) arrayed into a 4.6 x 4.6 x 4.6 mm cube.  
Slice thickness for all structures containing unit cells were set to yield 100 sampling 
points across a unit cell. For example, a unit cell with dimensions 0.46 mm was sliced at 4.6 µm. 
CADs of the column housings were generated in SolidWorks and exported as a .STL. 
Files were imported into Magics to enable part labeling for orientation purposes in the assembly 
process. Files were exported from Magics as a .STL. 
4.2.6 Photo-Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Resin reactivity was measured with a Discovery photo-Differential Scanning Calorimeter 
(pDSC, TA Instruments). An AccuCure UV LED at 385 nm (Digital Light Lab) was used as the 
irradiation source with the DLL software interfaced to the TRIOS collection. The following 




for 10 min., light trigger off, isothermal for 0.5 min., light trigger on, isothermal hold for 3 min., 
light trigger off, isothermal hold for 0.5 min. Light intensity was set at 10 mW/cm2. Data was 
collected as normalized heat flow (W/g) as a function of time. 
Analysis collected data was conducted in TRIOS software (TA Instruments) for the 
determination of rate of polymerization and percent double bond conversion. Heat flow was first 
baselined adjusted horizontal to the second isothermal hold. This eliminated the heat generated 
from the light exposure from the heat generated from polymerization. Fate of polymerization was 





Where Q is heat flow in mW and ΔHmax is the theoretical heat evolved if all end groups in the 
sample reacted. Double bond conversion was calculated by integrating Eqn. 4.1 and multiplying 
by 100%. 
4.2.7 Rheology 
Viscosity analysis of resin formulations was conducted on a Discovery HR 3 Hybrid 
Rheometer (TA Instruments). A 20 mm steel Peltier plate set at a height of 100 µm was used. A 
flow sweep method at 25 °C with a shear rate sweep from 1.0 to 10,000 s-1 provided the viscosity 









4.2.8 Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP) 
4.2.8.1 Column Test Section Fabrication and Post-Treatment 
 Column test sections one unit cell thick were fabricated on S1 and structures were sliced 
to yield 100 sampling points across the unit cell in the UI. Fabrication parameters of light 
intensity and build rate were dependent on the resin type and unit cell size. Fabricated structures 
were washed with IPA and dried with compressed air. 
 Column test sections 10 mm in height were fabricated on S1 as a function of unit cell size 
to investigate void volume size on residual resin removal. Structures were fabricated at 30 
mm/hr. at 10 mW/cm2 with prototyping resin. Structures were loaded into a Spin-X inset holder, 
placed in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. Samples were centrifuged at 40 °C and 2000 rpm in an 
Eppendorf centrifuge 5430 R for 4 hr. 
4.2.8.2 Test Microlattice Fabrication and Post-Treatment 
 Microlattices were fabricated on S1 with and without toluene incorporation in column 
prototyping resin. Structures were fabricated as a function unit cell size and were sliced 
appropriately. Fabrication parameters were set at 50 mm/hr. at 10 mW/cm2. Structures were 
loaded into a Spin-X inset holder, placed in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. Samples were centrifuged 
at 40 °C and 2000 rpm in an Eppendorf centrifuge 5430 R for 4 hr. Samples were post-cured in a 
365 nm LED UV oven purged with N2 for 5 min at 20 mW/cm
2. 
4.2.8.3 Column Fabrication and Post-Treatment 
 Columns 5.6 mm in diameter (including 0.5 mm sheath) with lengths of 20 mm and 50 




were fabricated as a function of Hv4 unit cell size and sliced to yield 100 sampling points across 
the unit cell. Fabrication parameters were dependent on resin formulation. Fabricated columns 
were placed in 15 mL concical blacked-out centrifuge tubes with 10 mL MS-765 cleaning 
solution. Samples were placed on shaker table at the lowest setting overnight. Solvent was 
removed and columns were air dried prior to assembly. 
4.2.9 Mechanical Property Analysis 
Mechanical properties of CLIP microloattices were measured via cyclic compression 
testing with an Instron 5566. The lattice was placed between two compression plates and 20% 
strain was applied for a total of three cycles. Prior to testing, the microlattice was measured with 
calipers in X, Y, and Z and found to be 4.6 ± 0.05 mm in all directions. The resulting load profile 
as a function of time was analyzed for Young’s modulus, load at tensile, and compressive stress. 
Young’s modulus (E) was calculated using the linear portion of the stress/strain curve. 
Microlattice density was calculated from the mass and volume of the structures and compounded 
error calculated.  
4.2.10 Gel Fraction, Solvent Uptake and Solvent Incorporation 
Column sections 4.6 mm in diameter and 5.0 mm in height were fabricated as a function 
of resin type and tested for gel fraction and solvent uptake. Column samples (n=3) were massed 
for initial mass (mg), then placed in glass scintillation vials with 20 mL THF, capped, and placed 
on a hot plate at 70 °C for three days. Following the extraction, parts were removed, immediately 
massed, and allowed to air dry for one day before being placed under vacuum in a vacuum oven 
overnight. The dry mass of the part was then measured. Gel fraction was calculated as 




[((𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑚𝑔)) ⁄ (𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑚𝑔) )) − 1] × 100. Column sections 4.6 mm 
in dimeter and 5.0 mm in height were fabricated as a function of resin type and tested for gel 
fraction and water uptake.  Column samples (n=3) were massed for initial mass (mg), then 
placed in glass scintillation vials with 20 mL H2O, capped and placed on a hot plate at 90 °C for 
three days. Samples were removed, immediately massed, and loaded into a Spin-X inset holder, 
placed in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. Samples were centrifuged at 25 °C and 2000 rpm in an 
Eppendorf centrifuge 5430 R for 3 hr. Inserts were placed into fresh Eppendorf tubes and 
centrifuged for an additional hour to ensure complete water removal from void volumes of the 
lattice. Samples were then massed and % water incorporation calculated. 
4.2.11 External Column Housing Fabrication and Column Assembly 
 Column housings were fabricated in sections in both RPU 80 and CE 221 on the M1 
using UI-specified build parameters for standard (100 µm) slicing. The CAD of the final housing 
configuration is shown in Figure 4.6 consisting of four parts fabricated simultaneously.  
Resulting structures were cleaned preliminarily with an IPA spray and then placed in 100 mL of 
IPA on a shaker table for 1 min. Column sections were thoroughly dried with compressed air and 
stored in UV-protected sample container prior to column assembly. Same day column assembly 
was necessary to retain the functionality of the dual-cure resin. Post-fabrication treated internal 
architectures of either 20 mm or 50 mm in length were placed in the halved sections of the 
external column housing and end caps fitted at the ends. Assembled columns were placed on 
Teflon plates and thermally post-cured in a Yamato DKN602C constant temperature oven and 
parts were thermally post-cured per specifications of the Carbon resin. The internal architecture 






Figure 4.6 CAD of final version of column housing components on the build platform of the M1. The column 
housing was split into four sections; two outer shells to encase the internal architecture and two end fittings to enable 
LC compatibility and eluent introduction. Sections were fabricated together in the above orientation in RPU 60 and 
CE 221 as directed by the M1 UI. Standard slicing was used.  
4.2.12 Column Testing 
4.2.12.1 Initial Flow Testing 
 Preliminary column testing was conducted manually to determine if an analyte could 
traverse the column. Assembled columns, fabricated as a function of resin formulation and Hv4 
unit cell size, were fitted with standard HPLC PEEK tubing (1.5 mm outer diameter, 0.17 mm 
inner diameter) (Agilent). Columns were manually flushed with MS-765 solvent via syringe for 
5 min. after a steady flow was observed.  An aliquot of 0.1 wt.% RhB solution prepared in H2O 
was manually injected onto the column. This was followed by washing solvent. The color of the 
effulent was observed post-injection to preliminarily assess the analyte traversing the column. A 
column was determined usable if the RhB was predominately contained and no leaking of the 




4.2.12.2 Back Pressure Stability 
 Assembled column as a function of resin formulation and Hv4 unit cell size were 
assessed for stability using pressure measurements. Columns were placed off-line on an Agilent 
1260 series HPLC. A 100% H2O mobile phase was used. The flow rate (mL/min.) was set to 0.1 
mL/min. and the column was observed for effulent exit. Once water was observed to be exiting 
the column, the back pressure profiles were recorded as a function of flow rate. The flow rates 
were incrementally increased by 0.1 mL/min. and the back pressure observed. Column stability 
was assessed at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min. for 10 min. Columns were determined stable if no 
changes in back pressure were observed. Columns were pumped up at 0.1 mL/min. increments 
correlating to an increase in back pressure. Pressure was allowed to stabilize before increase. 
Columns were pumped down in a similar manner to investigate the integrity of the internal 
architecture. Example pressure profiles were obtained during the stabilization, flow rate increase 
and flow rate decrease processes. Columns were determined stable to both the pressure and the 
mobile phase if no undirected changes in the profile were observed, which would denote either 
internal architecture collapse or column leaking.  
 The back pressure of assembled columns was measured as a function of flow rate both 
off-line and in-line the Agilent 1260 HPLC. Using the above stabilization method, pressure was 
recorded as a function of flow rate both increasing and decreasing using 0.1 increments between 
0 and 1 mL/min. followed by 0.5 increments between 1 and 3 mL/min. Flow rate was decreased 
following the same procedure. Back pressure was recorded in units of bar during flow rate 
increase and decrease for each column type. Results were reported as Δ pressure as a function of 
linear velocity (m/s). The change in pressure was calculated between to corresponding 




sectional area (mm3) and converted to units of m/s. This method was conducted for columns 
off-line and in-line to the instrument.  
4.2.13 Bitmap Resolution Template Exposure Method 
4.2.13.1 Preliminary Testing of Bitmap Mask Method 
 The alternative projection method of bitmap masks was preliminarily investigated using a 
setup similar to that used to quantify dead zone thickness. A cylinder was designed in CAD with 
diameter 4.6 mm and height 100 µm, shown in Figure 4.7 A. The cylinder was exported as a 
.STL and sliced using Slic3r software with a slice thickness of 1 µm and exported as a .SVG file. 
Separately, bitmap masks were generated in PixelFormer (Qualibyte Software). An input mask 
size was defined by number of pixels, shown in Figure 4.7 B. The greyscale value, either 0 or 
255 (fully off or fully on) was specified for each pixel. Mask 1 is shown in Figure 4.7 B and 
Mask 2 represented a 90° rotation which together would yield a grid-like pattern. The masks as a 
function of pixel size were exported as a .PNG file. Both mask .PNGs and the cylinder .SVG file 
were uploaded to the C7 interface. Using the LUA script, the bitmap mask was specified to array 
within the projection of the cylinder, overriding the initial DMD commands associated with the 
cylinder. A rim of 0.5 mm (50 projected pixels) was left unarrayed. An example of the final 
projection from the C7 printer is shown in Figure 4.7 C for the 64 x 64 bitmap Mask 1. The 
structure was fabricated using the method shown in Figure 4.7 D whereupon resin is placed 
between the CLIP window and a glass cover. The cover and the window are separated by a 200 
µm shim. The projection was exposed and the structure polymerized onto the glass cover. 
Following fabrication, the cover was washed with IPA to remove unreacted resin and dried with 
compressed air. The structure was then imaged using LEXT OSL4000 for confocal images and 




theoretical feature distance was calculated by projected pixel size and the size of the bitmap. 
Experimental feature distance was determined for n=3 measurements for n=3 samples. Average 
and standard deviation values were calculated and reported. A factor was calculated as 
experimental distance / theoretical distance (µm) and reported as a function of bitmap pixel size.  
 The bitmap mask series was tested as a function of number of projected layers. The total 
number of projected layers relates to the slice thickness of the 100 µm cylinder, which at 1 µm, 
yielded 100 layers. A mask projection of 100 layers corresponded to Mask 1 exposure during all 
100 slices of the cylinder. A mask projection of 20 layers corresponds to Mask 1 and Mask 2 
alternating exposure every 20 layers during the projection. Exposure duration was altered 
through changing the build rate in the LUA script. Exposures of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.3 s corresponded 
to build rates of 100, 200, and 300 mm/hr. respectively. The experiment was conducted in the 
absence of a build platform and the use of build rate to control was made possible by specifying 
the DMD turn on once the arm the build platform attached to was 50 mm above the window. 
Therefore, the build platform still moved as it would if the CLIP machine were printing. This 
accounted for any potential exposure effects due to the script instructions associated with CLIP 
operation. Structures were fabricated using the 32 x 32 bitmap mask size as a function of number 
of layers per mask and exposure duration. The resulting structures, polymerized to the glass 
cover, were washed with IPA and dried with compressed air. The structures were imaged with 
LEXT OSL4000 and resulting laser profiles were measured for total strut height of the 
polymerized features. Averages and standard deviations were calculated for n=9 measurements 





Figure 4.7 Experimental design for size relationship between input bitmap mask and fabricated structure. (A) 
Initial CAD cylinder to represent a slice of the chromatography column that is projected. (B) Bitmap mask 1 as a 
function of pixel size. (C) Example of an arrayed bitmap mask on a projected cylinder with border to serve as encasing 
(D) Example of experimental exposure method. 
4.2.13.2 Bitmap Resolution Test Pattern 1 (BM RTP 1) Experimental Design 
 BM RPT 1 structures were fabricated using the arrayed projection shown in Figure 4.8 A 
where the individual RTP was exposed as a 2 x 2 array using the DGI+ interface with C7. The 
projection and sample fabrication method was used as described in Section 5.2.13.1 and shown 
in Figure 4.8 B. The purpose of BM RTP 1 was to identify the ideal light intensity for 
fabrication for a given resin. Therefore, light intensity was incrementally increased. The dosage 
was held constant, at 0.4, which necessitated different exposure durations, as dictated by build 
rate. A table describing the different parameters investigated are shown in Figure 4.8 C. 
Structures were fabricated in triplicate for each condition in base resin v2. Samples were imaged 




resulted in four laser profiles per sample collected and yielded 12 total profiles were light 
intensity condition. The height of the profiles was quantified and subtracted from the 200 µm 
height of the shim to determine the height of the dead zone as a function of light intensity. The 
width of one side of the RTP was measured and compared to the theoretically determined width 
(as caculated by number of projected pixels for the C7 machine). To enable the probing of 
contrast within the features, line roughness measurements were made along the width of the RTP 
and Rq calculated using Olympus software for all samples. The variance within the Rq 
measurements was recorded. Values were reported as both Rq and the variance within the Rq 
measurements (calculated at percent relative standard deviation) as a function of light intensity. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Concentric Bm RTP experimental design. (A) DMD projection using the DGI+ software. (B) CLIP set 
up utilizing dead zone protocal whereby the resin of interest is between the window and a glass slide. (C) Light 
intensities and exposure parameters (by speed to mimic a build) while maintaining constant dose. (D) Example image 




4.2.13.3 Bitmap Resolution Test Pattern 2 (BM RTP 2) Experimental Design 
 The BM RTP 2 mask was tested in a similar manner as described in Section 5.2.13.3 
utilizing the light intensity determined from BM RTP 1. The static DMD projection of the RTP 
was a 2 x 2 array of the RTP, shown in Figure 4.9 A. The CLIP setup was as previously 
described and is shown in Figure 4.9 B. Light intensity was held constant at 15.3 mW/cm2 and 
exposure varied through the specification of build rate, as shown in Figure 4.9 C, resulting in 
projections as a function of dosage. Sample fabrication and post-processing was as described for 
BM RTP 1. Samples were imaged with LEXT OSL4000 and laser profiles collected for each 
RTP within the array as a function of dosage condition. An example of the height profile 
obtained is shown in Figure 4.9 D. Only pores defined along the diagonal shown in Figure 4.9 E 
were considered for measurement. The LEXT software was used to isolate and quantify metrics 
of the resulting pores including pore radius, volume and surface area. Values of pore widths 





Figure 4.9 BM RTP Step 2 experimental design. (A) DMD projection using the DGI+ software. (B) CLIP set up 
utilizing dead zone protocol whereby the resin of interest is between the window and a glass slide. (C) Exposure 
parameters (by speed to mimic a build) to dictate dosage while at a constant light intensity. (D) Example image 
generated from LEXT analysis. (E) Illustration of the method used to back out pore size under a given set of fabrication 
parameters.  
4.3 Resin Formulation and Optimization 
4.3.1 Prototyping Formulation 
To enable independent geometry and resin formulation exploration, a prototyping resin 
was developed prior to the optimization of a functional resin. Functional resin in this case was 
defined as a formulation that would yield a chromatographic separation based on physio-
chemical interactions with formulations named by the potential separation mechanism. The 
prototyping resin was not formulated to include these functional components. The purpose of the 




size on physical and mechanical properties. The formulation contained PNGDa, TMPTMa, and 
PA which yielded a viscosity of 26 cPa. This value was targeted to be near the viscosity of the 
optimized PEG-based resin formulation utilized in microlattice fabrication. A high specific 
surface area (High SSA) unit cell, shown in Figure 4.10 A was arrayed into a cylinder with a 
diameter of 4.6 mm at a 5 to 1 ratio yielding a test cylinder sheet shown in Figure 4.10 B. The 
sheet was fabricated in the column prototyping resin and the resulting confocal images shown in 
Figure 4.10 C and D. This demonstrated the viability of the prototyping resin towards the 
fabrication of columns and the exploration of internal architectures. 
 
Figure 4.10 Column test section fabrication in column prototyping resin. (A) High specific surface area (High 
SSA) unit cell (B) Column test section array without sheath in CAD. (C) Confocal image of resulting structure 
fabricated with CLIP using column prototyping resin (D) Confocal image depicting retention of features specified in 
CAD. 
The column test sheet principle was applied to a series generated as a function of 
decreasing unit cell size. The CADs of this series are shown to the left on Figure 4.11 with 
corresponding unit cell size. The confocal images show the fabricated test column features 
decreasing with decreasing unit cell size. The fabrication parameters were empirically 
determined and it was found that as the unit cell size decreased, the fabrication light intensity 




suggested originally in Chapter 4 and was implemented in the prototyping of test column 
sections.  
 
Figure 4.11 Column test sections as a function of standard unit cell size. CAD rendering of column test sections 
in CAD without sheath as a function of standard unit cell (rhombic dodecahedron) size. Sizes were selected relative 
to the diameter of the cylinder; 4.6 mm. Confocal images of the resulting column test sections are shown as a function 
of unit cell size with increasing magnification. The empirically determined fabrication light intensities are shown 
corresponding to CAD file.  
The prototyping resin was utilized in the fabrication of larger test columns as a function 
of decreasing unit cell size. Following fabrication, the test parts were treated to centrifugation for 
residual resin removal. Example images of the resulting test parts are shown in Figure 4.12 
illustrating the effect of residual resin removal as a function of unit cell size. As previously 
explored, removal of unincorporated resin is dependent on the viscosity of the initial 




smaller unit cell sizes. While useful for the fabrication of test column sections, the prototyping 
resin was not suitable for scaled-up versions of the test column. It was therefore determined that 
the prototyping resin was too viscous for fabrication of a broad range of unit cell sizes.  
 
Figure 4.12 Column sections fabricated as a function of decreasing unit cell size in column prototyping resin. 
Column sections were designed in CAD to be 10 mm in length, yielding several stacks of unit cells in the Z dimension. 
Columns are depicted in the direction of fabrication with venting holes at the start of the print to break vacuum. Resin 
removal was conducted via centrifugation.  
4.3.2 Porogen Incorporation 
The proposed CLIP approach was designed to utilize an inert porogen to impart 
secondary porosity on the fabricated structures. As such, the prototyping resin was modified with 
20 wt.% toluene. The reactivity of the resin was characterized with and without toluene where 
rate of polymerization and percent double bond conversion shown in Figure 4.13 A and B, 
respectively. Interestingly, the reaction kinetics improved with porogen incorporation and the 
extent of double bond conversion increased. Furthermore, the toluene-modified system reached 





Figure 4.13 Resin reactivity with and without porogen incorporation (20 wt.%) via pDSC analysis. (A) Rate of 
polymerization as a function of time for prototyping resin with and without toluene incorporation (B) Double bond 
conversion as a function of time for prototyping resin with and without toluene incorporation  
A test column section was fabricated with neat and toluene incorporated prototyping resin 
to investigate CLIP viability. Confocal images of the neat and porogen loaded column sections 
arrayed with 0.46 mm unit cell size are shown in Figure 4.14 A and B respectively. It can be 
seen that there is a minimal difference in the macro structure with the incorporation of 20 wt.% 
porogen. Confocal microscopy at this magnification does not show the micro structure of the 
struts within the column section architecture. Furthermore, the weight percent porogen was not 






Figure 4.14 Column test sections fabricated in (A) Column prototyping resin and (B) Column prototyping resin 
containing 20 wt.% toluene. Standard unit cell was arrayed at 0.46 mm. 
 To further investigate the effect of porogen incorporation on micro architecture, 
prototyping resin was formulated at three weight percent levels of porogen; 0, 15, and 30 wt.% 
The formulations were used to fabricate column test sections. It should be noted that CLIP 
fabrication parameters used were the optimized parameters for the 0.46 mm unit cell size. 
Parameters were not changed for increase in porogen content. Confocal images of the resulting 
test column structures are shown in Figure 4.15 as a function of weight percent toluene. It can be 





Figure 4.15 Column test sections fabricated as a function of increasing weight percent toluene incorporation in 
prototyping resin. High SSA unit cell arrayed at 0.92 mm column test sections imaged with confocal microscopy. 
Example OSL intensity profiles are shown for highlighted areas. 
The microstructure architectures of the features shown in Figure 4.15 were investigated 
using laser renderings of the highlighted areas. The resulting laser scans yielded grey scale 
images with values ranging from -255 to +255. A Gaussian distribution of pixel values centered 
on the mean. The mean was determined as the range of pixel values that constituted the 
‘background’ of the feature and whose value typically centered on 0. Features were therefore 
identified by having pixel values either below or above this mean. Using a counting function 
within the software, these features can be quantified at the two thresholds and the mean feature 
radius determined. This analysis was conducted on the column test sections fabricated as a 
function of porogen content and the results shown in Figure 4.16. It can be seen that structures 
fabricated with no toluene result in nearly featureless structures and contain very little micro 
architecture. The micro features increase in number with increasing porogen content but 




in the desired effect of adding a second modality of porosity to the column structure. 
Furthermore, the number of features can be tuned with wt. % incorporation of toluene. Finally, 
the mean diameter of the features, roughly 400 nm, does not appear to change with increased 
porogen content. Therefore, it was determined that porogen incorporation was suitable for the 
attainment of a porous micro architecture desirable for chromatography separations.  
 
 
Figure 4.16 Pore counting and size analysis of column test sections as a function of toluene incorporation in 
column prototyping resin. Feature analysis was conducted above and below the mean with values totaled. Standard 
deviations represent triplicate values obtained for n=3 samples.  
 Porgen studies were extended to an initial base resin formulation to which 
functionalization would be added. The base resin, formulated from TMPTMa, was tested for 
porogen solubility for both toluene and dibasic esters (DBE-3). Both porogens were incorporated 
at 30 wt. % within the base resin. The resulting formulations were tested for resin reactivity 
against the prototyping resin with pDSC. Example thermograms are shown in Figure 4.17 where 




resin kinetics with the toluene and DBE-3 based resins performing similarly. Resin reactivity 
was further characterized with the incorporation of functionality, in Section 5.3.3.  
 
Figure 4.17 Normalized heat flow thermograms as a function of resin type. pDSC analysis of base resin v1 with 
30 wt.% porogen compared to prototyping resin. 
 Resin viscosity as a function of porogen incorporation was measured. It should be noted 
that during the CLIP process, resin was replaced with each test column section fabrication. This 
was due to the empirical observation that the viscosity of the resin containing toluene increased 
with atmospheric exposure, suggesting porogen evaporation. Rheology of the base resin with 
toluene incorporation, shown in Figure 4.18 A as a function of shear rate, illustrates the viscosity 
variability in the formulation. Formulations absent of porogen or containing DBE-3 yielded 
constant viscosity as a function of shear rate. Rheological measurements were conducted at 0 
min. and a 10 min. time delay to determine if viscosity variability was due to toluene 
evaporation. Examples of the shear rate tests are shown in Figure 4.18 B with the base resin 




delay are inconsistent when compared to Figure 4.18 A. At 10 min. delay the toluene loaded 
resin behaves similarly to the base resin suggesting near complete evaporation. The effect of 
increasing shear rate was most likely inconsistent due to gaps forming between the parallel plates 
of the rheometer and the evaporating resin. A similar study was conducted for base resin loaded 
with DBE-3 with no observed differences in viscosity as a function of time delay. Additionally, 
the viscosity was markedly lower for the resin containing the alternate porogen, a favorable 
characteristic for fabrication of small feature sizes.  
 
Figure 4.18 Viscosity analysis of base resin v1 and 30 wt.% porogen incorporation compared to prototyping 
resin. (A) Initial viscosity measurements as a function of shear rate (B) Time dependent viscosity measurements as a 
function of shear rate by porogen type. 
 Test column sections were fabricated as a function of porogen incorporation within the 
first iteration of the base resin. Using the previous 0.66 mm arrayed test pattern, column sections 
were fabricated based on optimized CLIP parameters for the base resin. This resulted in column 
sections fabricated at 15 mW/cm2 at 25 mm/hr. Previous viscosity work illustrated the drawback 
to toluene namely evaporation on the time scale of fabrication. Test columns were fabricated 




solubilized at 10 wt.% within the DBE-3 porogen. Test columns were imaged with confocal 
microscopy and representative images shown in Figure 4.19. Example of laser scanned images 
are also shown where the porogen type was clearly observed to influence the micro architecture 
of the struts within the test column.  
 
Figure 4.19 Confocal and Intensity images of column test sections with standard unit cell as a function of resin 
type. Test sections containing unit cell arrayed at 0.46 mm with 0.5 mm sheath were fabricated in base resin v1 as a 
function of porogen type (30 wt.%). Confocal images of the resulting structures and example laser intensity profiles 




Analysis of pore size and pore count was conducted on laser scanned test column sections 
as a function of porogen type. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4.20 A where the 
average number of features and feature diameter is shown. It can be seen that the porosity 
analysis yielded a minimal number of features for the base resin without porogen incorporation. 
This analysis was consistent with the prototyping resin analysis. Furthermore, the toluene and 
DBE-3 porogens resulted in similar micro architectures as evidenced by the pore diameter as 
well as feature size. The benefits of resin stability with DBE-3 incorporation did not result in 
trade-offs in micro architecture and therefore DBE-3 was utilized as a replacement porogen. 
Interestingly, the analysis of the PEG600 incorporated resin did not appear to fully capture the 
observed differences in micro architecture. This may represent a limit to the feature size and 
counting method through greyscale value assignment.  
Analysis in average pore diameter, shown in Figure 4.20 A, resulted in a wide 
distribution of pore sizes. A standard deviation calculation did not adequately capture this 
distribution. Therefore, the values were compiled to form a box and whisker plot as a function of 
porogen incorporation, shown in Figure 4.20 B. The results show minimal pore size distributions 
for the base resin, which was consistent with previous results. Furthermore, the toluene and 
DBE-3 loaded resins resulted in similar distributions. Finally, the incorporation of PEG600 
resulted in the widest distribution with an overall higher average pore size. As previously stated, 
this analysis does not appear to capture the trenches formed with PEG incorporation and 





Figure 4.20 Porosity anlaysis of base resin column test sections by porogen type. (A) Average feature number and 
average pore diameter where error represents triplicate analysis of n=3 samples per porogen condition. (B) Example 
pore radius size distributions box and whisker plots by porogen type. 
Collectively, the above data demonstrate the viability of CLIP fabrication of nanoporous 
structures with the incorporation of an inert small molecule, namely a porogen. Porogen 
incorporation results in viscosity reduction relative to the neat resin. Furthermore, the volatility 
of toluene was determined to be detrimental to the reproducibility of parts and therefore non-
volatile alternatives were explored. As a result, dibasic esters (DBE-3) were chosen for resin 
solubility, CLIP compatibility, and micro architecture similarity. A method was developed for 
analysis of test columns fabricated as a function of porogen type via OSL to quantify pore 
number and size. The method was determined to be suitable for small molecule porogens with 
the resulting average pore diameters to be within target range for chromatographic separations.  
4.3.3 Functional Resin Formulation 
Resin formulation for chromatographic separations was explored and optimized through 
the incorporation of functional components. Functionality was imparted through the use of 




methacrylate, GMa) end groups, shown in Table 4.1. The StMa end groups were incorporated as 
an analog to reverse phase particle packed C18 columns. The GMa end groups were included to 
allow for post-fabrication functionalization through the epoxy handle. Such chemistries are 
standard for immobilized enzyme reactors for monolithic columns. Therefore, formulations 
containing functionality are either denoted by their functional component or the intended purpose 
for the final column (reverse phase and immobilized enzyme reactor, respectively).  
Table 4.1 Table of functional monomers incorporated in base resins. Monomethacrylated functional monomers 
shown by name and abbreviation. Structures indicate mode of functionality and shown are the intended purposes. 
 
 Functional monomers were incorporated using monomethacrylates and therefore they 
effectively behaved as chain extenders within the matrix. As such, it was unlikely that the 
functional monomers alone could achieve the structural and mechanical properties necessary for 
column fabrication. Therefore, it was necessary to investigate the effect of functional monomer 
incorporation on resin kinetics and viscosity within a base resin matrix. The investigation 
centered on the effect of monomethacrylate incorporation on the resin characteristics of the base 
resin version 1 formulation to determine the optimal ratio between base resin and functional 
component. All resins were formulated with 2.5 wt.% photoinitiator (L-TPO). The double bond 




Because the base resin contains the highly functional TMPTMa, a low double bond conversion 
was observed. Interestingly, both the GMa and StMa monomers achieved similar double bond 
conversions at approximately 80%. Stock solutions of the base resin and functional resins were 
treated to 30 wt.% DBE-3 porogen for viscosity testing. In the presence of porogen 
incorporation, only slight differences in resin viscosities were observed, shown in Figure 4.21 B. 
Interestingly, both functional components yielded lower viscosities than the base resin. All 
formulations are well within the ‘low viscosity’ requirement necessary for small feature 
fabrication.  
To determine the optimal ratio of functional component within the base resin, stock 
solutions of GMa and StMa were incrementally added to the base resin as a function of weight 
fraction. The resulting resins were analyzed for reactivity and viscosity. All studies were 
conducted in the presence of 30 wt.% DBE-3. The resin characterization for GMa-base 
formulations is shown in Figure 4.21 C-D where double bond conversion and viscosity, 
respectively, are shown as a function of weight fraction. The presence of both porogen and GMa 
yielded systems with higher double bond conversions higher than the base resin, as shown in 
Figure 4.21 C. There appears to be a linear correlation between weight fraction GMa 
incorporation and viscosity depression, shown in Figure 4.21 D. A similar study was conducted 
utilizing the StMa-based formulation with double bond conversions and viscosities shown in 
Figure 4.21 E and F respectively. A similar trend was observed with increased double bond 
conversion and decreased viscosities for the StMa-based formulations as the GMa-based 
formulations. Collectively, these data suggest that there is an optimal weight fraction of 
functional monomer incorporation that balances incorporated functionality with resin reactivity. 




the monomethacrylate end group given the similar double bond conversion profiles. Together, 
these data were used to determine the optimal weight fraction incorporation of 0.3 within a base 
resin formulation.  
 
 
Figure 4.21 Resin characterization of base resin v1 with functional monomer and porogen incorporation. (A) 
Double bond conversion as a function of time for stock resins of base resin v1, GMa, and StMa. (B) Viscosity analysis 
of stock solutions containing 30 wt.% DBE-3 as porogen. Base resin v1 formulation with increasing weight fraction 
of GMa (C) double bond conversion and (D) viscosity analysis. Base resin v1 formulation with increasing weight 




The optimization of functional monomer incorporation was conducted in the presence of 
constant weight percent photoinitiator and in the absence of UV absorber. For the fabrication of 
fine features with CLIP, however, largely driven by the absorption characteristics of the resin. As 
stated in Chapter 2, the effect of photon penetration within the resin can be described in terms of 
cure depth, which was found to be dependent on the αTotal of the resin. For column fabrication, 
αTotal can be tuned through the incorporation of PI and UV Abs. These two components mitigate 
resin photon absorption through different mechanisms, one through the excitation and 
subsequent cleaving (PI) and the other through absorption. Therefore, while the overall α for 
each component is additive, the ultimate effect on fine feature fabrication may not be.  
To optimize resin absorption for the fabrication of columns, base resin formulations were 
systematically investigated for cure depth using a design of experiments (DOE) approach. In this 
method, described more fully in Section 5.2.3, three different levels of PI and UV absorber were 
formulated for three resins resulting in 27 unique resins. The reactivity of each resin formulation 
was investigated via pDSC for rate of polymerization and percent double bond conversion. The 
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4.22. It should be noted that the UV absorber is 
denoted as BLS and the photoinitiator as EtmPP. The results are grouped by resin formulation. 
For each resin type, the overall shapes of the rate of polymerization profile are similar (Figure 
4.22 A, C and E). Within each set, the rates are depressed with increased α-contributing 
components. All formulations result in kinetics that do not return to baseline, instead yielding 
extended reactions in the presence of UV light suggesting the matrices do not reach complete 
vitrification. The double bond conversions as a function of resin type (Figure 4.22 B, D and F) 
yielded ranges approximately spanning 10-15 percentage points. The extent of conversion levels 




both the GMa and StMa series, consistent with rate of polymerization data. Collectively, the 
resin reactivity analysis yielded similar profiles by resin type with small variations imparted by 
the different levels of α contribution.  
 
Figure 4.22 pDSC analysis for design of experiment resin series for alpha contributors of UV absorber (BLS) 
and photoinitiator (EtmPP). Base resin v1 by levels of alpha contributors (A) rate of polymerization and (B) percent 




rate of polymerization and (D) percent double bond conversion as a function of time. Base resin v1 with 30 wt.% 
StMa by levels of alpha contributors (E) rate of polymerization and (F) percent double bond conversion as a function 
of time. 
The curing characteristics of the DOE resin series was explored through the analysis of 
micro Dc/α measurements. The 27 resin formulations were tested in triplicate using this method. 
The cure depths and αtotal were calculated for each formulation by resin type and a compilation of 
the results shown in Figure 4.23. Results are shown as a function of increasing mol % PI (L-
TPO) for series by mol % UV Abs. (BLS). In all cases, a decrease in cure depth correlated to an 
increase in α. As expected, increased UV Abs. or PI content was observed to decrease cure 
depth. The base resin profiles yielded the most predictable values with the highest mol % BLS 
series yielding the lowest cure depths and corresponding highest α values, shown in Figure 4.23 
A and B respectively. Both the GMa series (Figure 4.23 C-D) and StMa series (Figure 4.23 E-
F) yielded mixed values for cure depths by mol % BLS. Finally, the GMa series yielded the 
lowest cure depths, a characteristic favorable for the fabrication of the fine features necessary for 
chromatography. The base resin and StMa series yielded similar cure depth ranges spanning 60-
160 µm. Collectively, analysis of cure depth and α values of micro Dc/α measurements yielded 
different results by resin type. Therefore, further analysis was necessary to understand the 





Figure 4.23 Results of dose to cure analysis for design of experiment resin series for alpha contributors of UV 
absorber (BLS) and photoinitiator (L-TPO). Base resin v1 by mol % L-TPO of alpha contributors (A) cure depth 
and (B) calculated alpha as a function of mol % BLS. Base resin v1 with 30 wt.% GMa by mol % L-TPO of alpha 
contributors (C) cure depth and (D) calculated alpha as a function of mol % BLS.. Base resin v1 with 30 wt.% StMa 
by mol % L-TPO of alpha contributors (E) cure depth and (F) calculated alpha as a function of mol % BLS.. 
To further elucidate the individual contributions of UV Abs and PI to the effective cure 
depth, interaction factors were calculated. The DOE method in triplicate allowed for the 
calculation of interaction factors to cure depth of the UV Abs, PI and UV Abs. + PI as a function 




respectively. The majority of interaction factors were determined to be statistically significant. 
Interestingly, the different resin types yielded different components as contributing the greatest 
to cure depth. The PI demonstrated the highest interaction factor for the base resin although all 
three contributions (UV Abs, PI and UV Abs. + PI) were determined to be statistically 
significant. The GMa series yielded the largest interaction factors for all three contributions 
however was most impacted by the presence of UV Abs. In contrast, the StMa series yielded a 
similar trend to the GMa series however overall the factors were lower and brushing against 
statistical significance. It should be noted that the calculation of mol % UV Abs. and PI was 
conducted relative to the mol % of methacrylate end groups present within the resin formulation. 
As such, the StMa series contained a larger unreacted mass in the form of the alkyl chain, which 
likely distorts the results.  
 
Figure 4.24 Alpha contributor interaction factors for UV absorber, photoinitiator and the combination of the 
two for (A) base resin v1 (B) Base resin v1 with 30 wt.% GMa and (C) Base resin v1 with 30 wt.% StMa 
 Combined, the DOE of analysis of cure depth resulted in complex interactions between 
the α contributors of UV Abs. and PI. However, the end result was relatively simple. The 
fabrication of fine features on CLIP necessitates a low cure depth and therefore the maximum 
values of mol % UV Abs. and PI were utilized in the final formulation. The reaction kinetics of 
the final formulations utilizing base resin version 1 are shown in Figure 4.25 A and B by rate of 




wt.% for all formulations. While the final formulations were shown to reach nearly full 
conversion. As previously shown, the incorporation of monomethacrylated components to 
TMPTMa improves the overall double bond conversion.  
 
Figure 4.25 pDSC analysis of finalized resin functionalized resin formulations in base resin v1 (A) rate of 
polymerization and (B) percent double bond conversion as a function of time. 
While the incorporation of functional components into a base resin yielded chemistries 
for columns of two different types, the base resin itself did not contain any separation 
functionality. As such, an alternative base resin formulation (base resin v2) was explored. The 
formulation was grounded in work conducted for hydrophilic interaction columns (HILIC).(15) 
Studies conducted demonstrated the viability of PEG DA/HEA based-formulations for the 
synthesis of monolithic columns for separation by hydrophobic interaction. Columns containing 
PEG groups have been shown to be compatible for the separation of proteins and large 
biomolecules. Previous work shown in Chapter 4 for the optimization of PEG-based formulation 
toward microlattice fabrication allowed for the adaption of this approach for CLIP columns. For 




compatibility to functional monomers. This necessitated the use of HEMA, rather than HEA. 
While dual end group systems are possible, namely the use of both acrylate and methacrylate end 
groups, the reactivity ratios between the two groups would have to be accounted for to ensure 
consistent polymerization through the duration of the CLIP process. Additionally, lower 
molecular weight PEG oligomers were not considered for microlattices given the observation of 
extensive cross-linking within the unincorporated resin, disallowing residual resin removal prior 
to UV post-cure. For column formulations, containing an inert porogen, the extended cross-
linking would be minimal. Furthermore, CLIP fabricated columns must yield a high cross-link 
density to mitigate the swelling of the matrix in the presence of the mobile phase. Therefore, 
lower molecular weight PEG oligomers were explored, namely PEG250-DMa and PEG575-DMa. 
The optimal ratio of PEG575-DMa in PEG250-DMa was systematically investigated. Five 
resins of incrementally increased weight ratios of PEG575-DMa in PEG250-DMa were formulated 
with 30 mol% HEMA and characterized. The rates of polymerization and double bond 
conversions by weight ratio PEG575-DMa are shown in Figure 4.26 A and B, respectively. 
Relative to base resin v1 sans porogen, all formulations yielded higher rates of polymerizations 
and achieved near complete double bond conversion. Both characteristics are optimal for CLIP 
fabrication of chromatography columns as higher rates of polymerization have the potential to 
allow for faster build rates while near complete double bond conversion minimizes potential for 
side reactions during the separation process. Viscosity analysis yielded a linear trend with 
increasing weight rate of PEG575-DMa. It should be noted that all formulations, due to the 
incorporation of 30 mol% HEMA, are comparable to resins formulated with base resin v1 
containing porogen. To be consistent with literature, a 50/50 PEG575-DMa/ PEG250-DMa by mol 





Figure 4.26 Resin characterization of the optimization of PEG-DMa components in base resin v2. (A) Rate of 
polymerization as a function of time (B) percent double bond conversion as a function of time and (C) viscosity by 
weight ratio of PEG575-DMa in PEG250-DMa. All formulations contained 30 wt.% HEMA. 
Base resin v2 was further modified through the incorporation of 30 wt.% porogen (DBE-
3) and through the addition of functional monomers. The optimized mol % values determined 
utilizing base resin v1 were implements and therefore GMa and StMa monomers were 
incorporated at 30 mol % relative to the methacrylate end groups. Additionally, resins were 
modified with the previously optimized values of UV Abs. and PI. The resulting resins were 
characterized via pDSc and rheology, shown in Figure 4.27. The thermograms, shown in Figure 
4.27 A, illustrated resins formulated with PEG-DMa demonstrated a return to baseline of the 
evolved heat that was not observed for formulations containing base resin v1. The lack of return 
to baseline for base resin v1 indicated the resin would be difficult to utilize in fabrication given 
the extended reaction (as shown by continued heat evolution).  Viscosity analysis, shown in 
Figure 4.27 B, compares functionalized resins relative to base resin v1. All v2 formulations 
yielded lower viscosities than the v1 base resin. It should also be noted that the low volatility 
benefits of DBE-3 previously explored are preserved in base resin v2. It can be concluded that 
optimized parameters found for base resin v1 were transferable to base resin v2 and that the final 





Figure 4.27 pDSC analysis of finalized resin formulations utilizing base resin v2 (A) thermograms by resin type 
as a function of time (B) Viscosity by resin type as a function of shear rate. 
To demonstrate CLIP compatibility, test column sections were fabricated utilizing the 
final resin formulations containing base resin v2. Confocal images of the column test sections are 
shown in Figure 4.28 by resin formulation. Representative images of laser scans utilized for 





Figure 4.28 Column test sections fabricated as a function of resin type. Standard unit cell array of 0.46 mm with 
0.5 mm sheaths were fabricated with base resin v2 and functional iterations. Confocal microscopy of internal structures 
are shown. Example laser intensity profiles for porosity analysis are shown. 
Base resin v2 formulations were analyzed for pore size and distribution using methods 
previously discussed. The total number of features and average pore diameter are shown in 
Figure 4.29 A. There appears to be a slight relationship between resin type and total number of 
features as well as average pore diameter. Box and whisker plots of pore size distributions as a 
function of resin type are shown in Figure 4.29 B. It can be seen that the distributions are fairly 
consistent across all resin types and that the averages lie between 400-500 nm, a suitable size for 
chromatographic separations. These porosity distribution data are consistent with previously 
explored resin systems. This suggests that while formulations are different, the effect of the 





Figure 4.29 Porosity analysis of base resin v2 and function iterations from column test section samples. (A) 
Number of identified features and average pore diameter. Error represents triplicate analysis of n=3 per resin condition. 
(B) Example pore size distribution profiles depicted as box and whisker plots as a function of resin type.  
4.4 Internal Architecture Design and Fabrication 
4.4.1 Unit Cell Exploration and Selection 
Internal architecture design was explored through the implementation of a series of unit 
cells. Unit cells were generated to probe certain aspects of architecture design and are shown in 
Figure 4.30. Test column sections of standard rhombic dodecahedron, utilized in the previous 
physical property investigations, a high SSA unit cell, and a unit cell designed to mimic 
monolithic column flow properties all arrayed at 0.92 mm were generated. The resulting column 
sections were fabricated in base resin v2 utilizing the previously determined optimized 
parameters. Confocal images of the test section as well as the internal architecture are shown in 
Figure 4.30. Additionally, the theoretical values of volume and SSA are shown (determined 
from CAD). The high SSA unit cell yielded the highest SSA as well as the lowest volume. The 
unit cell designed to mimic the flow properties of monolithic columns yielded the highest 




on S1, no further fabrication parameter optimization was found to be necessary for base resin v1 
despite the volume differences of the unit cells.  
 
Figure 4.30 Unit cells investigated for column internal architecture by unit cell name. Unit cell CAD rendering 
and arraying at 0.92 mm into column test section with 0.5 mm sheath. Confocal images of resulting test sections 
fabricated with CLIP. Theoretical metrics of 10 mm column sections (with sheath) of volume and SSA by unit cell 
type. 
The unit cell series shown in Figure 4.30 were arrayed at the largest unit cell size 
explored for columns at 0.92 mm. The resulting architectures in all cases were too large to be of 
chromatographic relevancy. Therefore, test column sections arrayed from the standard unit cell 
(rhombic dodecahedron) were arrayed at increasingly smaller unit cell sizes and fabricated in 
base resin v2. Confocal images of the resulting structures are shown in Figure 4.31. It should be 
noted, that as with previous fabrication of decreasing unit cell size, increasing light intensity was 
necessary to achieve fabrication. This observation is likely correlated to the oxygen inhibition 
effect working in concert with the decreased area of exposed light. It should additionally be 
noted that the CADs as a function of decreasing unit cell size yielded some arraying and 




designed to be one unit cell thick. While the unit cell arrayed at 0.230 mm yielded the smallest 
pore size, it generated the largest file in terms of bytes. While able to generate test column 
sections, no unit cell size investigated could yield a column of 20 mm long, the targeted length, 
due the computational limits of the software. The standard unit cell represented the most ‘simple’ 
of unit cells shown in Figure 4.30 and thus the computational limit would only be exasperated 
for the other two unit cells.  
 
Figure 4.31 Confocal images of column test sections for standard unit cell as a function of unit cell size. Test 
sections were fabricated in base resin v2. 
In order to generate columns of suitable length containing pore sizes within range of 
chromatographic separation, a new unit cell approach was implemented. A diamond-like unit cell 
was designed to be hexagonally-packed in XY that stacks to generate a dynamic flow profile 
similar to that of inorganic monolithic columns. Furthermore, the angular unit cell is amenable to 




hexagonal unit cell, shown in Figure 4.32, was compared to a rhombic dodecahedron (standard 
unit cell) and arrayed in a 4.6 x 4.6 x 4.6 mm cube as a function of unit cell size, shown in 
Figure 4.32 A, the hexagonal unit cell (Hv4) was observed to be significantly less 
computationally expensive to array in terms of the number of triangles necessary to describe the 
features. Both structures yielded an exponential relationship between number of triangles and 
unit cell size however the Hv4 unit cell yielded a much shallower trend when compared to the 
standard unit cell. It should be noted that the size of the unit cell does not equal the size of the 
thru-pore. The rhombic dodecahedron has a 1 to 1 pore to UC with a pore size that is roughly 
80% of the unit cell size. The Hv4 has a 1 to 6 pore to UC with a pore size that is roughly 10% of 
the unit cell size. The theoretical specific surface area was calculated as a function of unit cell 
type and size (Figure 4.32 B). The Hv4 has less surface area but scales similarly to the rhombic 
dodecahedron. 
 
Figure 4.32 Tessellation compatible hexagonal unit cell (Hv4) compared to standard rhombic dodecahedron. 
(A) Number of triangles necessary to define part as a function of unit cell size (B) specific surface area as a function 




The Hv4 was arrayed into a 4.6 x 4.6 x 4.6 mm cube at three unit cell sizes: 920, 460, and 
307 µm resulting in arraying ratios of 1-5, 1-10, and 1-15 (Figure 4.33 A). Lattices were sliced 
to yield 100 sampling points across the unit cell resulting in slice thicknesses of 9.2, 4.6, and 
3.07 µm respectively. A pixel analysis was completed on the resulting slices to determine grey-
scale assignment distribution. The assignments are as follows: 0 (dark pixel), 1-254 (resolution 
pixel), 255 (feature pixel). The distributions are plotted from slices 0 to 49 equating to half of the 
unit cell. The Hv4 has at least C2 symmetry and therefore further analysis would be redundant. 
Pixel assignment distribution profiles are shown in Figure 4.33 B-D.  
 
Figure 4.33 Hexagonal unit cell arrayed into lattices for pixel assignment analysis (A) lattices arrayed at three 
unit cell sizes and sliced to yield 100 sampling points across the unit cell. Pixel assignment distribution profiles of (B) 
920 µm lattice with 1-5 arraying ratio (C) 460 µm lattice with 1-10 arraying ratio (D) 307 µm lattice with 1-15 arraying 




As shown in Figure 4.33 B-E, the pixel assignments for feature pixels increases as the 
slice reaches the center of the unit cell, where the pore will be the smallest. Interestingly, as the 
unit cell size decreases, a larger percentage of the total pixels is dedicated to defining the pore, 
suggesting that the pore size, while defined in CAD, will be a function of the cure depth of the 
resin.  
  To further understand the pixel assignment as a function of unit cell size, the middle slice 
of the unit cell (slice 49) was investigated. Example images of the .PNGs are shown in Figure 
4.34. As shown in Figure 4.34, the resolution pixels are indeed used to define the pore. Further, 
there is a significant decrease in pixels with the assignment of 0 (dark) used to define the pore 
from ratio 1-5 to ratio 1-10. This suggests that while the pore volume can be calculated 
theoretically from CAD, it will ultimately be dependent on the pixel assignment and cure-depth 
of the resin. Interestingly, the hexagonal approach to unit cell design and arraying generated a 
pore defined with a single dark pixel (although its neighbor is quite dark despite the technical 





Figure 4.34 Pixel analysis of middle slice (layer 49) as a function of unit cell size where the entire array is shown 
and indicated portions are blown up to view pixel distribution. 
4.4.2 Physical Property Analysis of Internal Architecture 
4.4.2.1 Mechanical Property Analysis 
To investigate mechanical properties, microlattices were designed and fabricated as a 
function of standard rhombic unit cell size. Unit cell sizes were selected by ratio to the cube 
dimensions. The resulting CADs of the microlattices were sliced to yield 100 sampling points 
across a unit cell and the resulting .PNG bitmaps were analyzed. Direct bitmap comparisons 
were possible because the number of slices per unit cell was held constant. Bitmaps were 
analyzed using methods established in Chapter 4, with pixel categories defined in Figure 4.35 A. 
The resulting histogram, shown in Figure 4.35 B, was quantified by pixel type as a function of 
slice number. The average pixel distributions as a function of pixel type and unit cell size are 




with decreasing unit cell size. However, as the surface area increases and the strut thickness 
decreases, the number of pixels fully on to define the strut also decreases, as shown in Figure 
4.35 C. Conversely, a clear increase in percent of resolution pixels was observed as the unit cell 
decreased. The increase was found to be linearly proportional to the theoretical surface area of 
the of generated microlattices, shown in Figure 4.35 D. The grey state of the pixels, described by 
the resolution definition, is dictated by the pixilation of the input slice to the DGI. The DGI 
assignment is governed by the projected pixel size of the DLP. Therefore, the relationship of 
SSA to percent resolution pixels is unique to the printer of a given projected pixel size. 
Increasing the SSA of the structure results in more pixels in a greyed state. These values may or 
may not be above the threshold of polymerization and therefore, the increased presence of 
resolution pixels corresponds to an increased range of possible pore sizes.  
 
Figure 4.35 Pixel assignment distributions of standard rhombic unit cell as a function of unit cell size for 4.6 




from analysis. (C) average pixel assignment values for layers 0-49 as a function of unit cell size. Microlattices were 
sliced to yield 100 sampling points across the unit cell enabling direct .PNG comparisons. (D) Average resolution 
pixels as a function of theoretical specific surface area. SSA values increase with decreasing unit cell size.  
 Microlattices of decreasing unit cell size were fabricated in column prototyping resin 
with and without porogen (toluene) incorporation. The microlattices were subjected to cyclic 
compression and the resulting values of Young’s modulus, load at tensile and compressive stress 
are shown in Figure 4.36 A-C, respectively. The data were fitted to an exponential decay and an 
equation describing the fit derived. Coefficients of determination yielded good agreement with 
these fits. Overall, as the unit cell size decreases, an exponential increase in compressive 
properties was observed. It should be noted that microlattices were fabricated using a constant 
build rate and light intensity of 50 mm/hr. and 10 mW/cm2, respectively. Therefore, the 
exponential trends observed do not contradict previous exploration of unit cell size on 
mechanical properties. Microlattices fabricated in the presence of toluene exhibited a marked 
improvement in all mechanical metrics. As suggested by the resin reactivity analysis shown in 
Figure 4.13 B, the incorporation of a small molecule porogen, while decreasing the total number 
of reactive end groups, increased the percent double bond conversion by lowering the viscosity 





Figure 4.36 Compressive mechanical properties obtained for 4.6 mm cube microlattices fabricated as a function 
of unit cell size in prototyping resin with and without 20 wt.% toluene. (A) Young’s modulus (B) Load at tensile 
and (C) Compressive Stress. 
The theoretical surface area along with the mechanical property improvements appeared 
to correlate with the average percent of resolution pixels. This relationship was previously 
exploited in Chapter 4 for the rapid optimization of microlattice fabrication parameters. As 
previously discussed, the state of the pixel being fully on or fully off does not completely capture 
the trends observed in the fabricated structures. Rather, the greyed pixels, defined as having a 
grey state between 1 and 254, dictate physical properties as the exposed geometry decreases in 
size. Therefore, optimization of fabrication parameters for each unit cell size and type 
incorporated pixel assignment analysis to determine percentage of greyed pixels. It should be 
noted that while resins differ slightly, the overall trends are consistent as a function of decreasing 
unit cell size.  
4.4.3.2 Swelling and Gel Fraction Analysis by Resin Type 
 The physical properties of 4.6 mm cube test microlattices were evaluated as a function of 




fabricated on S1 utilizing optimized fabrication parameters for each resin type. Structures were 
fabricated at 30 mm/hr. with the GMa-based resin at 20 mW/cm2 and the StMa-based resin at 25 
mW/cm2. Fabrication parameters were determined based on consistency of features. The 
resulting lattices were soaked in MS-727 fluorinated solvent and placed in vacuum oven 
overnight. Because the internal structure will be inside a column housing, no UV post-cure was 
applied as it would not be implemented in the final fabrication method. Finally, lattices were 
analyzed for gel fraction and solvent uptake in the presence of THF. The resulting values are 
shown in Table 4.2 by resin type and unit cell size. A solid cube of similar dimensions was 
fabricated and tested for reference. Across both resin types the gel fractions ranged between 0.67 
and 0.80. The lack of total resin incorporation within the struts may be a byproduct of the highly 
functional TMPTMa monomer. Additionally, all lattices yielded a significant solvent uptake of a 
volatile solvent. Combined with the low gel fractions, the base resin v1 was determined not to 
meet the initial requirements set for CLIP column resin formulations.  
Table 4.2 Physical properties of 4.6 mm cube structures fabricated by resin type. Base resin v1 microlattices 
were fabricated as a function of Hv4 unit cell size with a comparative solid cube for reference. Gel fraction and solvent 
uptake were characterized using THF. Error represents n=3 per sample condition. 
 
A similar analysis of Hv4 based microlattices fabricated as a function of resin type and 




on the S1 by resin type whereupon build rate was held constant at 25 mm/hr. and light intensity 
varied until consistent structures were fabricated. For the resin types formulated using base resin 
v2 the following light intensities were utilized: 15 mW/cm2 for immobilized enzyme reactor 
(GMa-based), 21 mW/cm2 for reverse phase (StMa-based), and 10 mW/cm2 for the hydrophobic 
interaction (base resin v2).  The resulting microlattices were treated to a similar post-fabrication 
regimen. Gel fraction and solvent uptake were assessed in the presence of water given the 
hydrophilicity of the resin formulation. Additionally, gel fraction and solvent uptake was 
characterized in the presence of THF. The values are reported in Table 4.3. The gel fractions as a 
function of resin type and unit cell size are the combined values of triplicate testing in both water 
and THF. Interestingly, the gel fractions for all conditions were both high and yielded minimal 
variation between solvents, an ideal result for chromatography. Furthermore, minimal swelling 
was observed in both H2O and THF, particularly when contrasted to results obtained for base 
resin v1. Finally, solvent uptake in H2O was characterized by centrifugal removal of the solvent 
from the microlattices and comparing the resulting mass to the initial mass, a method developed 
in Chapter 4. Minimal solvent uptake was observed both as a function of resin type and unit cell 
size. This suggests that solvent swelling observed was a result of solvent collection within the 
void volumes of the structure rather than intercalation within the struts of the matrix. 
Collectively, these data indicated that formulations utilizing base resin v2 were superior to base 
resin v1 given the high gel fractions and low solvent uptake in extreme mobile phase cases, 





Table 4.3 Physical property analysis of microlattices fabricated as a function of resin type and Hv4 unit cell 
size. Gel fraction, solvnet uptake and solvent incorporation into the matrix were determined in H2O. Solvent uptake 
was additionally determined in THF. Error represents n=3 samples per sample condition.  
 
4.4.3 Finalized Internal Architecture 
 The Hv4 unit cell and base resin v2 were utilized for the finalized internal architecture 
design and CLIP fabrication of the columns. Columns were generated with Hv4 as a function of 
unit cell size where 920, 657, and 460 µm unit cells resulting in 1-5, 1-7, and 1-10 ratios relative 
to the cylinder diameter (4.6 mm), respectively, defined the structures. Columns were fabricated 
in 20 mm and 50 mm lengths. Optimized CLIP fabrication parameters utilized in the fabrication 
of column sections were implemented by base resin v2 type. It should be noted that previous 
optimization as a function of unit cell size required increased light intensity with decreasing unit 
cell size. For the Hv4 unit cell, this was not empirically observed, a phenomenon likely attributed 
to the larger solid volume of the unit cell relative to the standard rhombic dodecahedron (56% vs. 
81%, respectively). An example of the internal architecture as a function of Hv4 unit cell size for 
the hydrophobic interaction column chemistry is shown in Figure 4.37. Pore size analysis 
yielded decreasing pore size with decreasing unit cell size. It should be noted that the smallest 
pore size obtained with the 460 µm unit cell is out of range of the targeted pore size. On the S1, 




decrease the pore size with decreased unit cell size. Despite the Hv4 optimized design toward 
tessellation, the computational limit for arraying a 50 mm column was found to be near the 460 
µm unit cell size. Therefore, while the S1 has the potential to fabricate smaller pores, the Hv4 
unit cell was not found to be amenable to generate the CAD file necessary to reach that limit.  
 
Figure 4.37 Example confocal microscopy images of internal architecture for base resin v2 columns fabricated 
as a function of Hv4 unit cell size. The top (side adhered to build platform) and bottom ends of the 20 mm columns 
were imaged and analyzed for pore size using LEXT OSL. Error in pore size represents n=6 measurements per sample 
per side with samples tested in triplicate. 
4.5 Column Assembly and Characterization 
 The above work represents investigations and optimizations of the internal architecture. 
A chromatography column however contains multiple components of which the internal 




external housing compatible with LC systems. As such, several requirements were made 
necessary of the external housing. First and foremost, it must contain CLIP internal architecture 
without incurring damages during the assembly process. This requirement eliminated the use of 
existing stainless steel housing as it would difficult to insert the porous bed in without damaging 
it. Ideally, the housing would chemically bond to the exterior of the CLIP architecture to mitigate 
wall effects. The housing had to contain end fittings compatible with existing LC systems. 
Additionally, the column housing had to be inert and not yield extractables or swell in the 
presence of the mobile phase. 
4.5.1 External Column Housing Design and Assembly 
 Several column housing configurations were preliminarily investigated however most did 
not meet the initial requirements stated above. The most compelling method was to fabricate the 
external housing using the CLIP platform itself. The Carbon resin suite consists on dual-cure 
resins, as described in Appendix A.4.1, that contain both UV-active and heat-active components. 
The UV portion is activated during the CLIP process and defines the geometry. The heat-active 
component initiates a second polymerization reaction during a thermal post-cure, bolstering the 
mechanical properties of the structure. This approach to fabrication was found to be amenable 
for column assembly. The column housing could be fabricated in sections on the M1 and 
assembled with the internal architecture (fabricated on S1) in placed. The entire assembly could 
be thermally post-cured. This would enhance the mechanical properties of the housing and 
chemically adhere the internal architecture to the internal sheath of the housing. Furthermore, the 
seams associated with assembly would be chemically bonded during the thermal cure, 




 A process of M1 column housing fabrication and column assembly was developed. 
Several housing designs were considered and tested. The two predominate failures in these tested 
designs were damages to the internal architecture during the assembly process or leaks found 
between components that were not thermally cured together. The latter occurred with the design 
mimic of the Swagelok found on most HPLC column configurations. The final design strategy 
sought to simplify the components and harness the capabilities inherent to 3D printing, namely 
freedom of design. Mimicking the steel components of a traditional particle-packed column did 
not account for the inherent process limitations associated with steel manufacturing nor did it 
account for the design element in AM platforms. The CAD final design iteration is shown in 
Figure 4.6, and consists of two outer shell sections that interlocked to encase the internal 
architecture. End caps were then designed to fit on to the ends of the encased column enabling 
LC compatibility and solvent entrance and exit to the column.  
 The column assembly process is described in Figure 4.38 A-D. An example internal 
architecture 50 mm in length is shown post-fabrication following MS-765 solvent soak. The 
internal architecture was then encased in the ‘green’ column housing. An example of this is 
shown in Figure 4.38 B illustrating the encased internal architecture within a CE 221 column 
housing. The assembled column is thermally post-cured at 120 °C for durations dependent on the 
dual-cure resin utilized. Examples of post-cured assembled columns are shown in Figure 4.38 C 
for both 50 and 20 mm column lengths. The seam between the two column housing sections is 
visible for the 50 mm column. When the columns were tested for solvent permeability, no 
leaking was observed for properly assembled columns. Leaking was observed for columns 
assembled with unaligned column sections that did not achieve full interlocking. The adhesion of 




only one half of the column housing and thermally post-curing. The resulting structure was 
determined to be immobile suggesting chemical bonding. Furthermore, no damage in terms of 
shrinkage or distortions was observed in the internal architecture. The base resin v2 formulation 
was determined to be robust enough to withstand the thermal post-curing necessary for dual-cure 
resins. Finally, an example of a fully assembled column placed in-line is shown in Figure 4.38 D 
utilizing standard HPLC tubing.  
 Examples of the assembled columns are shown utilizing CE 221 resin. The method was 
applied for both RPU 60 and CE 221 resins for 0.92 mm Hv4 columns fabricated in base resin 
v2. Assembled columns were preliminarily tested for solvent permeability using H2O and THF, 
independently, as mobile phases. The columns fabricated in RPU 60 were prone to swelling in 
the presence of THF resulting in column distortion. Pressure from the swelling yielded long 
cracks down the length of the column. Interestingly, these cracks did not appear to originate at 
the seams of the column assembly as would be expected, further suggesting a full chemical bond 
between the two sections. The CE 221-based columns were found to be stable and non-swelling 
in the presence of both mobile phases and therefore CE 221 was the resin chosen for column 





Figure 4.38 Column assembly of internal architecture with column housing. (A) Example of internal architecture 
fabricated in base resin v2. Tabs were present solely for imaging purposes and internal architecture utilized in column 
assembly did not contain them. (B) Pre-cured column housing fabricated in CE 221 with internal architecture 
sandwiched between housing sides and held in place with end fitting caps. (C) Example of post-cured columns by 
column length. (D) Example of column assembled with tubing placed in-line with LC. 
4.5.2 CLIP Column Testing 
Assembled columns were preliminarily tested for solvent flow using a RhB in H2O 
solution. An aliquot of this solution was loaded on the column and eluent MS-765 solution 
passed through the column (Figure 4.39). Examination of the effluent showed first clear, then 
pink, followed by clear solution. The column was washed further with solvent and no residual 






Figure 4.39 Initial column testing with analyte (RhB) solvated in H2O. Column was washed with organic solvent 
(MS-765) and analyte was observed in effluent followed by clear solvent suggesting complete removal. 
To test column stability, CLIP fabricated columns were placed in-line with an HPLC. 
Mobile phase was pumped at constant, increasing, and decreasing flow rate and the pressure 
monitored. An example of this method is shown in Figure 4.40 where a 920 µm reverse phase 
(RP) column was placed in-line with H2O mobile phase. The pressure was determined to be 
stable once the column was saturated in mobile phase, shown in Figure 4.40 A. Stable pressure 
is indicative of a stable internal architecture, which neither shifts nor swells in the presence of 
the mobile phase. Example pressure profiles by column flow rate are shown for pumping up 
(Figure 4.40 B) and pumping down (Figure 4.40 C) the column. These studies were conducted 
for Hv4 columns fabricated in base resin v2 and the StMa functional iteration (RP). Furthermore, 
testing was conducted in the presence of H2O and THF mobile phases. It should be noted that 
previous column housing iterations fabricated from Carbon’s RPU 60 polyurethane resin swelled 
excessively in the presence of THF. The Carbon CE 221 cyanate ester resin was selected 
specifically to mitigate swelling. Constant pressures were observed suggesting minimal column 




indicative of the internal architecture not swelling and are consistent with gel fraction and 
solvent uptake studies presented in Table 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.40 Example pressure profiles testing column stability for 920 m RP column in H2O. Stability testing 
included monitoring for (A) pressure stabilization (B) increasing and (C) decreasing flow rate of mobile phase. 
Columns as a function of chemistry (RP and HILIC) and unit cell size were tested both 
off and on line and back pressure measured. The results are reported as pressure change as a 
function of linear velocity (m/s) and shown in Figure 4.41 A and B respectively. Changes of 
back pressure response were found to be independent on column chemistry and unit cell size 
when the columns were off-line. There did appear to be a difference in column response on-line 
as a function of unit cell but not column chemistry. This was to be expected however differences 
may appear inconsequential when compared to a standard packed column because the void 





Figure 4.41 Pressure change as a function of linear velocity for columns by unit cell size and chemistry for (A) 
off-line and (B) in-line columns. Columns were tested in H2O mobile phase. Linear velocity was calculated using 
the 4.6 mm cross-section of the column. Traces represent n=3 per column type and chemistry. 
4.6 Investigation of Alternative Exposure Methods 
4.6.1. Development of Alternative Exposure Methods 
CLIP columns were generated by CAD through the arraying of a unit cell into a solid 
cylinder however, this method has its limits. Specifically, the known drawbacks to the 
tessellation method, outlined in Chapter 1, limits the feature size that can be explored. Though 
using a unit cell specifically designed for tessellation, this limit was found in Section 5.4.1. The 
resulting minimum macro pore structures using the hexagonal unit cell were still too large for 




by the projected pixel size, was never truly tested using the conventional CAD approach given 
the limits of tessellation. Additionally, the arraying algorithm used arrays the unit cell first in the 
X, then Y and finally in the Z direction, resulting in a linear array within a cylindrical feature. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that several drawbacks to the file generation method exist that 
inhibit the exploration of the lower limit of CLIP resolution. As a result, alternative methods 
were developed to further probe CLIP resolution for the fabrication of chromatography columns. 
Two methods were developed to circumvent the limit of tessellation and are depicted in 
Figure 4.42 A and B. The first method, denoted as file looping, was executed through the 
generation of a column section one unit cell thick. This section was then sliced and converted to 
bitmap commands. These commands are cycled through iteratively for a given number of cycles 
to achieve a cylindrical column of a given height relating to the number of cycles. This method 
allows for the exploration of smaller, more geometrically complex unit cells. The file looping 
method however is still limited by the tessellation algorithm, the linear unit cell arraying and the 
inability to directly command the DMD. As shown in previous chapters, the DMD greyscale 
value greatly influences the resolution of the part.  
To overcome the drawbacks of file looping, a second alternative method was developed, 
denoted as the bitmap mask method. This method is outlined in Figure 4.42 B and begins with 
the CAD generation and subsequent tessellation of a cylinder of given dimensions. The 
tessellated cylinder is then sliced and if the masking method not applied, would yield complete 
illumination of the DMD in the specified regions. The bitmap mask, shown in Figure 4.42 B, is 
developed in bitmap editing software. In a method analogous to the unit cell approach except in 
two dimensions, a region of defined number of pixels (in X and Y) is given direct DMD 




in the image and yield a DMD command of all zeros. Alternatively, pixels with the value of 255 
appear white in the image and yield a DMD command of all ones. This method can be extended 
for any grey scale value. The mask is applied to the cylindrical projection in a linear array. The 
overall effect of the mask overrides the initial commands of the projected cylinder resulting in a 
geometrically complex interior structure. Changes in the Z dimension of the cylinder can be 
applied through the altering of masks or cycling through a series of masks. This altering rate is 
dependent on the slice thickness of the initial cylinder whereupon a new projected slice signals to 
a ‘reset’ to the DMD allowing for the swapping of masks. Because this method allows for the 
direct control of the DMD state, it was explored further in the context of fabricating porous 
structures of chromatographic relevancy.  
 
 
Figure 4.42 Alternative methods developed to fabricate chromatography columns of smaller feature sizes with 
CLIP. (A) File looping method consisting of repeating slice instructions of a column test section for a given number 
of cycles. (B) Bitmap mask projection method where a solid cylinder in tessellated and a bitmap mask of given 
dimensions in pixels is designed. Projection of the cylinder without the mask yields all pixels in the region as ‘on’. 




4.6.2 Preliminary Testing of Bitmap Mask Method 
The bitmap mask method was preliminarily explored through the simple exposure of two 
(Mask 1 and Mask 2) linear masks. The full projection of Mask 1 over the column test section is 
shown in Figure 4.43. The projections are shown by the number of pixels used to define the 
input mask. These dimensions are analogous to the dimensions utilized in unit cell arraying CAD 
methods and mask defined analogous to the unit cell itself but in two dimensions rather than 
three. Three mask dimensions were explored; 64 x 64, 32 x 32, and 16 x 16. Mask 1 was a 
simple linear exposure and Mask 2 a 90° rotation of Mask 1, which combined would result in a 
grid-like pattern. It should be noted that the bitmap mask dimensions are not equivalent to the 
projected pixel size. For a 16 x 16 pixel bitmap, the theoretical projected pixel area for the C7 
would encompass a 160 x 160 µm area, given the projected pixel is 10 x 10 µm.Tests were 
conducted on CLIP C7 due to the ability to override the initial DMD commands through direct 
control of the LUA script. The sizes, shown in Figure 4.43, represent the size of the two 
dimensional ‘unit cell’ of the mask which is then arrayed into the projected cylinder. The result 
of this array for the first mask is shown below where as decrease in input size of the bitmap mask 
results in the exposure of smaller features. Confocal images of the fabricated structures obtained 
through this exposure method are shown for both the Mask 1 and Mask 1 + Mask 2 as a function 
of pixel size. It can be observed that the decreased pixel size results in a decrease in pore size. It 
should be noted that this test was conducted in a manner similar to obtaining the dead zone 
thickness, as shown in Section 5.2.13.1, where resin was exposed between a glass slide was 
placed above the window with a 200 µm shim. This was done in an effort to capture the effect of 
oxygen inhibition on feature size. Oxygen inhibition becomes more prevalent for the fabrication 





Figure 4.43 Preliminary exploration of bitmap mask method with varying mask sizes defined in number of 
pixels. Example images of projection of Mask 1. Example confocal images of resulting structure from Mask 1 
projection and Mask 1 + 2 projections. Mask 2 was defined as being a 90° rotation of Mask 1, yielding a grid pattern.  
The distance in µm between features was quantified for each bitmap mask size and the 
results are shown in Table 4.4. There was a distinct difference between the experimentally 
obtained feature distances and those calculated from theoretical DMD projections. Interestingly, 
the factor that they differ by is similar suggesting a common scaling factor which can be 
accounted for in the future. Furthermore, the 16x16 mask size yields pore sizes on par with the 






Table 4.4 Analysis of struts of fabricated structures using bitmap masks as by input pixel dimensions. 
Experimental distance was determined from confocal images where error represents n=3 samples per pixel size. 
Theoretical distance between struts was determined by the projected pixel size of C7. A deviation factor was 
determined between the calculated and experimental distances. 
 
To further investigate the bitmap mask method, the pixel size of 36 x 36 mask was 
exposed as a function of exposure duration and number of layers. In this setup, the maximum 
number of layers was 100, determined by the 1 µm slice thickness of a 100 µm high test 
cylinder. Therefore, the exposure for the duration of 100 layers denotes a single mask exposure 
whereas 50 layers denotes the alternation between Mask 1 to Mask 2. Exposure for 10 layers 
means that each mask was shown five times during the exposure of the test cylinder. This 
analysis was conducted as a function of exposure duration which, in terms of CLIP parameters, 
can be viewed as build rate. The resulting strut heights of the fabricated test cylinders were 
quantified with OSL and are shown in Figure 4.44. A slightly downward trend can be observed 
as a function of number of layers suggesting the increased alternation between masks results in a 
slight depression of the structure. Furthermore, the height of the feature can be tuned through 
exposure time. This was to be expected given the effect of build rate on microstructure observed 
in Chapter 4. Together, these data suggest that feature size can be tuned through CLIP parameter 






Figure 4.44 Analysis of 100 m test cylinders fabricated as a function of number of layers per mask exposure 
and exposure duration. The number of layers corresponding to the number of times the projection alternates between 
Mask 1 and Mask 2 with 100 layers only projecting Mask 1. Error represents triplicate measurements for n=3 of each 
sample condition.  
4.6.3 Bitmap Mask Resolution Test Patterns 
To enable the rapid optimization of fabrication parameters, a set of bitmap resolution test 
patterns (BM RTPs) were developed. This approach is a two dimensional analog to the 
benchmarks developed in Chapter 2. The method was developed to account for the dead zone, 
namely the constant presence of oxygen inhibition on polymerization, but not the upward 
movement of the build platform. Therefore, both BM RTPs are static projections. The set, shown 
in Figure 4.45, was designed to be used in sequence to determine the appropriate fabrication 
parameters to achieve a given pore size. The first test pattern, BM RTP 1, is exposed at a 
constant exposure duration and samples fabricated as a function of light intensity. The light 
intensity that yields the greatest resolution between features can be determined and is carried to 




polymerized features. The optimal light intensity for a given resin is high enough to meet the 
threshold of polymerization but low enough as to minimize the effect of light profile overlap 
between projected features. Therefore, a sample with high contrast (and in turn high resolution) 
was one that contained minimal solidification between features. This is why the features are 
displayed as concentric at progressively smaller intervals for BM RTP 1. The optimal light 
intensity determined in Step 1 with BM RTP 1 is carried to Step 2 for BM RTP 2. For BM RTP 
2, light intensity is held constant and samples are collected as a function of exposure duration. 
The design of RTP 2 investigates pore dimensions using a skewed grid pattern. This method 
enables to determination of resulting pore size by both exposure and by influence of neighboring 
light profiles. The exposure duration yielding the dimensions of the targeted pore size is utilized. 
Exposure is calculated in seconds and therefore, by accounting for slice thickness, build rate can 
be determined. Therefore, this method ultimately yields optimized CLIP fabrication parameters 
for a targeted pore size for a given resin formulation. This method was developed in base resin 







Figure 4.45 Bitmap resolution test pattern (BM RTP) method for fabrication parameter optimization by resins. 
BM RTP 1 design enables determination of optimal light intensity by analysis of contrast. BM RPT 2 design enables 
determination of optimal build rate extrapolated from exposure to achieve targeted pore size. Used in succession to 
obtain fabrication parameters for C7. 
The BM RTP method was employed in a similar manner to the preliminary exploration of 
bitmap masks. The intended exposure of the BM RTP was to be in a 2 x 2 array to yield a total 
for four projected RTPs per sample. This allowed for replicate measurements as well as to 
increase the projected surface enabling consistent sample handling. Using the digital graphics 
interface (DGI) associated with the DLP, a deviation in exposure of the BM RTP was observed, 
shown in Figure 4.46. As previously described in Chapter 1, the DGI assigns pixel values to the 
projected image within a given slice. Instead of a 2 x 2 exposure, a 4 x 4 off-centered exposure 
was observed. This deviation could account for the approximate 0.5 deviation in experimental 
and calculated distances quantified in Table 4.4. The DGI that resulted in the deviation was 
designed for anti-aliasing of the input. This means that an input .SVG containing dimensions 
falling between two projected pixels, results in a projection that is greyed by a given percent to 
generate the effect of a smaller exposed area. This in in contrast to activating both pixels the 




greyscale value from the .SVG file and it is this assignment that yielded the previously defined 
‘resolution pixels’. This approach did not translate well with a mask of defined greyscale values, 
and thus when a bitmap mask is exposed, the double overriding of commands results in a 
distorted projection. Therefore, for bitmap mask exposures it was necessary to utilize DGI+ 
which did not contain the anti-aliasing feature, allowing for the correct exposure of the mask.  
 
Figure 4.46 Projection of bitmap resolution test pattern by DGI type. Intended input was a 2 x 2 array of the 
BM RTP.  Anti-aliasing DGI distorted input by a factor of 2 with an offset. DGI+ aliases and does not distort BM 
RTP. 
The BM RTP 1 was exposed as a function of increasing light intensity while maintaining 
constant exposure. The resulting features fabricated, in base resin v2 and shown in Figure 4.47 
A, increase in polymerized area with increasing light intensity. The height of the features was 
quantified as a function of light intensity. Because the glass slide was placed over a 200 µm 
shim, the total possible height of the feature was restricted by the presence of the dead zone. 
Therefore, the dead zone was calculated from subtracting the height of the analyzed region from 




intensity increase, dead zone height decreases. This is consistent with observations made in 
Chapter 2. For reference, the analyzed region is highlighted in red in Figure 4.47 A and 
constitutes a side of the exposed square. The ‘x’ in the middle of the square was exposed to 
enhance polymerized part integrity during the washing step and therefore was not considered in 
analysis. The width of the feature was quantified as a function of light intensity and the results 
shown in Figure 4.47 C. Interestingly, the width levels off starting at 11.7 mW/cm2, achieving 
the theoretical width, as defined by the pixel dimensions. 
 
Figure 4.47 Analysis of polymerized sections resulting for Bm RTP 1 exposure as a function of light intensity. 
(A) Example confocal images of arrayed BM RTP 1 projection by increasing light intensity. Exposure was held 
constant. Region outlined in black denotes a samples, region outlined in yellow denotes a single resolution test patter 
and region highlight in read represents the analyzed feature. Features were anlayzed for each RTP within a sample. 
(B) Calculated dead zone of resulting features as a function of light intensity. (C) Feature width of one side of the BM 
RTP 1 as a function of light intensity. Error represents n=4 measurements per 2 x 2 BM RTP 1 array for triplicate 




To further assess BM RTP 1, a cross-section of the resulting parts was analyzed using 
line roughness measurements. An example of this cross-section is shown in Figure 4.48 A as an 
intensity plot and a line profile where the analyzed area corresponds to the area highlighted in 
red in Figure 4.48 A. The region in shaded red indicates the exposed ‘x’ and as previously 
stated, was not considered during analysis. The goal of BM RTP 1 was to determine the light 
intensity at which the highest contrast between features was observed. Therefore, line roughness 
measurements were taken down the length of the scanned side and the Rq was quantified. The Rq 
was plotted as a function of light intensity, shown in Figure 4.48 B, however no real trend was 
observed. The Rq value itself does not described contrast between solidified features, but rather 
the average line roughness value, where roughness describes the height of the feature relative to 
the glass slide. A highly polymerized and therefore low contrast structure may result in the same 
mean roughness height as a minimally polymerized, but high contrast structure however the 
variability in the measurement of the former would be much lower than the latter. Therefore, the 
variance within the measurement, calculated as percent relative standard deviation (% RSD) was 
plotted as a function of light intensity. The line roughness at 15.3 mW/cm3 yielded the highest 
variability within the line suggesting the largest height differentials between exposed levels 
within the RTP. As such, 15.3 mW/cm2 was selected as the light intensity for further analysis of 






Figure 4.48 Evaluation method of BM RTP 1 to determine highest contrast by light intensity. (A) Cross-sections 
of cure parts at increasing light intensities with illustration of center region not considered in line roughness 
measurement. (B) Line roughness measurements and percent relative standard deviation (% RSD) as a function of 
light intensity. Error represents n=4 measurements per 2 x 2 BM RTP 1 array with triplicate measurements per light 
intensity condition. 
The BM RPT 2, implemented to determine optimal build rate by targeted pore size, was 
fabricated in base resin v2 using the aforementioned light intensity. Dosage was varied through 
holding light intensity constant and incrementally decreasing build rate, corresponding to an 
increase in exposure time. The fabricated structures were imaged with OSL and examples of the 
resulting laser scans are shown in Figure 4.49 by dosage condition. As dosage is decreased, 
corresponding to an increase in build rate, the overall polymerization is decreased, resulting in 
the lack of polymerization of the larger pore sizes. This observation was consistent with 
understanding of the point spread function of the projected pixel whereupon larger pore areas 




polymerization. A laser scan down the diagonal of the RTP is shown below and was utilized to 
qualitatively assess the extent of polymerization within the void volumes of the exposed pores.  
 
Figure 4.49 Example laser intensity profiles of BM RTP 2 fabricated in base resin v2 as a function of dosage 
condition. Light intensity was held constant and dosage varied through input build rate.  
The dimensions of the pores within BM RTP 2 were quantified as a function of dosage 
condition. Pores are given a designation within the bitmap exposure, as shown in Figure 4.50 A. 
The laser image is then converted into an intensity map with greyscale values between 0 and 
255. The software allowed for various filters to be applied depending on intensity value. Images 
shown in Figure 4.50 C-F illustrate the progressive overlay of filters and the pore regions they 
identified. Dimensional information of a specific region can be determined by selection and the 





Figure 4.50 Quantitative evaluation of BM RTP 2. (A) Bitmap mask pore designations along the diagonal. (B) 
Laser image converted to intensity values between 0 and 255. (C-F) Progressive overlay of intensity filters by 
highlighted regions. Arrow points to a specific region that corresponds to pore designation #2. Region selection yields 
metrics of pore width and pore area.  
The pore widths obtained through the pore identification and selection method were 
plotted as a function of pore designation and dosage condition, shown in Figure 4.51. A high 
degree of variability within the measurements was observed. This can be likely attributed to the 
number of samples analyzed. A total of 4 RTPs are exposed for a given sample and each 
condition was tested in triplicate. Because the polymerization is influenced by nearest neighbors, 
the extent of polymerization in the bottom left corner varies depending on location within the 
exposed RTP. This effect mimics what would be observed on the outer edges of an exposed 
internal geometry of a column in the absence of a sheath. While this introduced variability within 
the measurements, it better mimicked the CLIP fabrication conditions. Therefore, evaluation of a 




pore designation was observed for dosage condition 0.4, corresponding to a fabrication build rate 
of 38 mm/hr.  
 
Figure 4.51 Pore width measurements of BM RTP 2 fabricated in base resin v2 as a function of pore designation 
by dosage condition. Error represents n=4 measurements per RTP with n=3 measurements per dosage condition. 
4.6.4 Implementation of Bitmap Mask Method using Optimized Parameters 
The final fabrication parameters utilizing the BM RPT approach were determined to be 
38 mm/hr. at 15.3 mW/cm2 for base resin v2. These parameters are specific to the projected pixel 
size of the C7 machine. Interestingly, these values were remarkably similar to those empirically 
determined for the S1 machine (25 mm/hr. at 10 mW/cm2) when the light intensity correction 
factor was applied to equalize the two machines (as discussed in Chapter 4). These parameters 
were utilized in the fabrication of a dual mask test column section, shown in Figure 4.52. The 
mask size was set at 15 x 15 pixels and example images of the final projection resulting for each 
mask are shown. Test column sections were fabricated at 100 µm and each mask was exposed 
individually for the duration of the test section. The resulting confocal and subsequent laser 




mask. It should be noted that the mask contains feature sizes two pixels wide whereas the BM 
RTP utilized features only one pixel wide. The pore width for mask 1 was experimentally 
determined to be 109 ± 3 µm compared to a calculated pore width of 110 µm. The pore 
designation of 1 was covered a 10 x 10 pixel area corresponding to a pore width of 100 µm. 
Therefore, it was determined that the BM RPT method of fabrication parameter optimization was 
suitable to achieve accuracy between the exposed mask and the resulting part.  
 
Figure 4.52 Implementation of bitmap mask series in the context of chromatography column fabrication. 
Pixelated masks 1 and 2 generated using 15 x 15 array. Example projections are shown by mask type overlaid on a 





The bitmap mask method was further explored to investigate the lower limit of pore size. 
As a result, the bitmap masks, shown in Figure 4.53, were generated in a 10 x 10 and 5 x 5 
series. Corresponding test column sections were fabricated utilizing these mask series and the 
previously optimized fabrication parameters for base resin v2. Resulting laser scan images are 
for mask 2 of the 10 x 10 and 5 x 5 series are shown in Figure 4.53 A and C, respectively. 
Height intensity profiles for the masks are shown in Figure 4.53 B and D and were utilized for 
the quantification of pore diameter. For the 5 x 5 series, a pore diameter of 26 ± 2 µm was 
quantified compared to the calculated 30 µm. The C7 utilizes a 10 x 10 µm projected pixel and 
therefore the resulting pore size indicates poer formation near the theoretical limit of resolution.  
 
Figure 4.53 Example laser profiles obtained through mask 2 generated from (A) 10 x 10 pixels and (C) 5 x 5 
pixels. Corresponding height profiles are shown in (B) and (D) respectively. Pore diameter determination by mask 




Alternative methods to column fabrication with CLIP were developed to overcome the 
inherent limits of tessellation and lack of DMD control. The bitmap mask method, which does 
not utilize tessellation to define internal architecture and allows for specification of the 
micromirror state was explored in depth. The mask method was determined to be viable and a 
series of bitmap resolution templates were developed and evaluated to optimize fabrication 
parameters. The resulting parameters from the BM RTP series were consistent with empirically 
determined parameters and yielded pore widths significantly lower than those achieved through 
the conventional CAD approach.  
4.7 Conclusions  
The resolution of the CLIP platform was evaluated near the theoretical limit of the 
projected pixel size in the context of fabricating chromatography columns. The resin formulation 
for this application necessitated a high crosslink density, low cure depth, and ability to impart 
functionality for separation. Several resin formulations were developed and evaluated to this end. 
Formulations were quantified based on viscosity, reactivity and cure depth. Additionally, 
monomethacrylated function monomers were added at optimized amounts to balance 
functionality with crosslink density. Separately, the internal architecture of the columns was 
developed through the exploration physical and mechanical properties of unit cell arrays. The 
computational limit was found in the attempt to generate a 20 mm column in CAD and therefore 
a hexagonal unit cell was developed in an effort to simplify the tessellation of the structures. This 
unit cell was fabricated as a function of unit cell size and functional resin formulation in both 20 
and 50 mm column lengths. To enable compatibility to existing LC systems, a column housing 
design was optimized and fabricated in Carbon dual-cure resin. The secondary thermal post-cure 




sealed the structure. Assembled columns were assessed for stability and minimal backpressure 
was observed, as to be expected for monolithic-mimic columns. The limit of tessellation still 
prevented the full exploration of CLIP resolution and therefore alternative projection methods 
were developed. A bitmap mask method was developed to directly control the DMD commands 
and the method was investigated through the optimization of CLIP fabrication parameters and 
porous structure fabrication. Pores with diameters of 26 µm were achieved, and while not 
meeting the target size, represent a promising step forward toward the fabrication of 
geometrically controlled chromatography columns.  
4.8 CLIP for Architected Porous Structure Fabrication 
This work demonstrated the ability of a novel additive manufacturing platform, 
continuous liquid interface production (CLIP), to fabricate porous architected structures with 
increasing smaller void volumes. The limit of file complexity was found before the limit of CLIP 
resolution and as such, a direct method of spatially controlling the incident light achieved 
porosity nearly at the theoretical limit of resolution, namely the projected pixel size. The direct 
control of the DMD could provide a path toward the fabrication of ordered internal architectures 
for chromatographic separations with void volumes within the 2 – 5 µm targeted range. This 
range could be realized through the implementation of pixel greying without solidifying in which 
a neighboring pixel is set at a value below the threshold of polymerization but generates an 
overlapping light profile. The result would be a pore formation smaller than the projected pixel 
size. Further investigation into bitmap resolution test patterns would be necessary to allow for 
this degree of fine tuning. The suite of functional resin formulations could allow for a plug-and-
play approach to column fabrication based on separation mechanism. Further investigation into 




for the application of immobilized enxzye reactors. Finally, this work was conducted using a 
standard 4.6 mm inner diameter column. Further investigations into column dimensions as well 
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APPENDIX A: PRELIMINARY RESOLUTION STUDIES IN THE CONTEXT OF CLIP FABRICATED 
INTRAVAGINAL RINGS 
A.1 Introduction  
A.1.1 Intravaginal Rings (IVRs) for Drug Delivery 
An intravaginal ring (IVR) is a flexible torus-shaped medical device designed to release 
an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) when placed in the vagina. Administration of drug 
through the vaginal cavity has several benefits over alternative routes such as injection or oral. 
These benefits include local delivery that bypasses first-pass hepatic metabolism and 
accumulation in the liver. The release of API from the device typically lasts 30-90 days and 
therefore the continued release results in lower overall doses as well as patient compliance. 
Furthermore, IVRs are self-administered, which allows for reversibility of the method. This is as 
opposed to implanted intra-uterine devices (IUDs). 
The most common application of IVRs is contraception (NuvaRing®) and hormone 
replacement (Estring®, Femring®).(1, 2) NuvaRing loaded with a steroid combination that slowly 
diffuses from the polymeric matrix and is rapidly absorbed by the vaginal mucosal epithelium. 
Uptake is made possible by the vascularization of the vaginal cavity. Rings often contain a drug-
loaded core surrounded by a thin membrane to mitigate the effects of burst release and to control 
diffusion rate. For the example, NuvaRing is composed of an ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) core 
containing etonogestrel (ENG, 11.7 mg) and ethinyl estradiol (EE, 2.7 mg) for sustained vaginal 
delivery of 120 µg and 15 µg, respectively, over 3 weeks.(3) These are comparable rates to 
combined oral contraceptives (COCs) of 150 µg desogestrel and 30 µg EE. Contraceptive rings 
show similar ovulation suppression to COCs as measured by follicular diameter and serum 




has shown strong acceptability among users. IVRs are well tolerated by women, are efficacious 
for contraception(2) and hormone replacement therapy (4), and have been associated with 
improved adherence over other drug delivery systems(4, 5) .   
A.1.2. Conventional IVR Fabrication Methods 
IVRs are commonly fabricated using a compounding extrusion process followed by 
injection molding. Several parameters can be modified to change release profiles. In the case of 
delivery of large molecules, limiting the amount of energy introduced into the system during 
manufacture to improve total release. Energy imparted on the system is controlled by a number of 
parameters such as extruder temperature, extruder screw rotation speed, molding temperature and 
molding pressure. These minimization methods result in less homogenous API incorporation 
within the polymer matrix. Drug release is diffusion-controlled and particles released form 
tortuous pathways during diffusion. This method of ring fabrication has not been found to be 
wholly compatible for API associated for treatment of sexual transmitted infections (STIs)(6) or 
for HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP)(7–9). Incompatibility is largely associated with drug 
stability during the injection molding process or achievable loadings and associated release 
kinetics. 
Alternative method for IVR fabrication have been explored to address drawbacks to the 
injection molding process. Current state of the art IVRs that are being investigated for HIV pre-
exposure prophylaxis (PrEP)  and as multipurpose devices include reservoir segmental IVRs (10, 
11), core-matrix IVR (12), matrix IVRs [30], and pod-IVRs (13, 14). With the exception of matrix 
IVRs, all other IVRs require multiple steps and in some cases, the use of multiple polymer 
components to manufacture the final IVR. The multiple process steps required for IVR fabrication 




Phase 1 clinical study with a matrix silicone IVR containing Dapavirine and Maraviroc 
individually or in combination showed that the single rings had more stable pharmacokinetics 
resulting in better efficacy against HIV transmission compared to the combination drug IVR(13). 
It is therefore evident that there is a need to improve on the current technologies in order to develop 
a safe, cost effective, and efficient IVR for HIV PrEP and for prevention of unwanted pregnancies 
and other STIs.   
A.1.3 CLIP Approach to IVRs 
 In this section, the CLIP process was applied to the fabrication of IVRs. The use of 
computational-aided design software enabled to generation of geometrically complex IVRs 
through the arraying of defined unit cells into a torus geometry.(15) A similar approach of 
harnessing 3D printing for geometric complex fabrication of vaginal templates for the treatment 
of cervical cancer (16) and IUDs (17). The CLIP platform allowed for rapid fabrication of these 
structures in resins varying in mechanical properties. The effect of several design parameters, 
such as unit cell type and size, on mechanical and physical properties was investigated. Resins 
were tested for targeted drug solubility and stability and a representative drug, β-estradiol, was 
incorporated into resins to fabricate drug loaded rings. Loaded rings were tested for in vitro 
release of β-estradiol as a function of design parameters and loading parameters. For translation 
to in vivo, release rates of loaded mouse-sized rings and leachable cytotoxicity were investigated.  
A.2 Materials and Methods 
A.2.1 Materials 
 Monomers poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate Mn=250 g mol
-1 (PEG250-DA), poly(ethylene 
glycol) diacrylate Mn=575 g mol





1, isobornyl methacrylate were purchased and used as received from Sigma Aldrich.  UV radical 
initiator diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (TPO), UV-absorber 2-tert-Butyl-6-
(5-chloro-2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-4-methylphenol (BLS 1326) were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich and used as received. Emtricitabine (FTC), Delavirdine (DLV), tenofovier disoporxil 
fumerate (TDF), lovenonorgestrel (LNG), β-Estradiol (E2), ethinyl estradiol (EE), and 
etonogestrel (ENG) were purchase from Sigma Aldrich and stored as specified prior to use. 
Rhodamine B-base (RhB) was purchased from Acros Organics. Ethyl (2,4,6-trimethylbenzyol) 
phenylphosphinate, sometimes referred to as lucirin TPO (L-TPO), was purchased from Combi-
Blocks. Methacryloxypropyl terminated poly(dimethyl siloxane) oligomers with molecular 
weights of 350-500 (DMS R-05), 900-1,200 (DMS R-11), and 10,000 (DMS R-22) were 
purchase from Gelest and used as received.  
 CLIP resins PR Grey 25, Flexible poly(urethane) (FPU 230), elastomeric poly(urethane) 
(EPU 60), and poly(dimethyl siloxane) poly(urethane) (PDMS PU) were obtained from Carbon 
and stored in ambient conditions prior to use. Dual-cure resins were mixed day of fabrication and 
were not used beyond recommend 8-hour pot life.  
 Placebo Estring and Nuvarings were obtained from Particle Sciences Inc. and stored in 
ambient conditions prior to mechanical testing.  
 Solvents of isopropanol (IPA, reagent grade), 25 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4), 0.1% 
trifluoroacetic acid, H2O (HPLC grade) and acetonitrile (CAN, HPLC grade) were purchase from 
Fisher Scientific and used as received.  




Intravaginal rings (IVRs) were generated with computational-aided design (CAD) 
software. A solid torous ring is first generated in SolidWorks (Dassault Systemes) to yield the 
desired physical dimensions in terms of outer diameter and cross-sectional diameter. An example 
IVR is shown in Figure .4.54, denoting the outer and cross-sectional diameter and using 
dimensions of the commercially available EstRing. The blank ring serves as a template for the unit 
cell array yielding a geometrically complex, scaffolded IVR (S-IVR), which is conducted in 
Magics (Materialase). The factors that can be altered are the dimensions of the blank IVR, the unit 
cell type, and the unit cell dimensions. The files were exported as a .STL.  
 
Figure .4.54 Method of scaffold intravaginal ring design in CAD. A blank torus ring of defined outer diameter 
and cross-section is used as a template for which a defined unit cell is arrayed into. The result is a geometrically 
complex scaffold-intravaginal ring (S-IVR) 
 Unit cell explored were denoted as diamond, cylinder, nodal, dode thick and dode thin. All 
unit cell except for the cylinder accompanied the Magics software. The cylinder unit cell was 
generated in SolidWorks to yield a 1:2 ratio of outer to inner diameter. Ring series generated are 
as follows: 7.6 mm cross-section as a function of cylinder unit cell size (3.80, 2.67, and 1.90 mm), 
4.0 mm cross-section as a function of cylinder unit cell size (2.0, 1.33, 1.0 mm), 7.6 mm cross-
section by equivalent SSA (cylinder at 2.67 mm, dode thick at 2.73 mm and dode thin at 2.73 mm). 
The cylinder series as a function of unit cell size for the 7.6 and 4.0 mm ring cross-section were 




spliced together in software at 30° increments resulting in each unit cell size represented twice 
within the ring. Sections of the ring were connected using a 5 mm solid connector section generated 
in SolidWorks.  
In the case of certain S-IVRs, a band was placed around the circumference. This band was 
generated in SolidWorks utilizing the ring dimensions of the corresponding torous structure. The 
band thickness varied from 0.3 – 1.5 mm for the 7.6 mm cross-section rings. The 4.0 mm cross-
section rings contained a band thickness of 0.3 mm. The band was exported as a .STL. Both the 
band and the corresponding ring were imported into MeshMixer (AutoCAD) for alignment and 
mating. The resulting banded ring was exported as a .STL and assessed for tessellation errors in 
Magics. The theoretical volume and surface areas of rings was then determined for the corrected 
ring .STL and the metric of theoretical specific surface area (SSA) calculated, as shown in Eqn. 
A.1.  




 The S-IVR test part was generated in Magics utilizing a solid cylinder of diameter 7.6 mm 
and height 10 mm. The cylinder unit cell was arrayed a 2.67 mm at a 90° in the X plane to generate 
features perpendicular to the build direction. The file was exported as a .STL and sliced at 10 µm 
slicing with Slic3r software. The resulting .SVG was loaded onto the C7 CLIP platform.  
 A mouse-sized IVR was generated in SolidWorks to have torus dimensions with an outer 
diameter of 3 mm and an inner diameter of 1 mm. The file was exported as a .STL, uploaded to 






A.2.3 Resin Formulation 
 Carbon resin of PR Grey was used directly from sample container. Carbon resins of FPU 
230, EPU 60 and PDMS/PU, which contain two parts (A and B), were mixed prior to fabrication. 
Fabrication did not extend beyond the eight-hour pot-life of the resins. 
 Alternative resins formulated PDMS methylacryloxypropyl terminated end groups were 
prepared by weight of component. Components A-C were designated by molecular weight of the 
oligomer as follows: 350-500 (A), 900-1,200 (B) and 10,000 (C). Resins containing a specified 
weight percent of each component were formulated by massing out the components, UV 
absorber (0.03 wt.% BLS 1326) and photoinitiator (1.0 wt.% L-TPO) in an amber vial. 
Formulated resins were stirred overnight at 30 °C prior to use. 
The hydrophobic resin was formulated to contain 24.85 wt.% Component A (MapPDMS 
350-500), 24.85 wt.% Component B (MapPDMS 900-1,200), 49.8 wt.% isobornyl methacrylate, 
0.4 wt.% L-TPO, and 0.1 wt.% R-250 (blue dye). The hydrophilic resin was formulated to 
contain 48.5 wt.% PEG575-DA, 48.5 PEG700-DA, 0.4 wt.% L-TPO, 0.5 wt.% BLS 1326, and 0.1 
wt.% RhB. Both formulations were mixed in a Thinky AR310 at 2000 rpm for 5 min. Resins 
were stored in amber bottles at ambient conditions when not in use.  
A drug surrogate loaded-resin was prepared by mixing PEG250-DA with 1.0 wt.% TPO 
and 0.1 wt.% RhB in a Thinky AR310 at 2000 rpm for 5 min. Resin was stored in an amber 
bottle at ambient conditions when not in use.  
Drug-loaded resins were prepared by massing out a given wt.% loading for a 52 g batch 
of resin. Drug was placed in pre-mixed part A and B of resins (FPU 230 and PDMS PU) and 




A.2.4 Continuous Liquid Interface Production 
A.2.4.1 Fabrication of S-IVRs with CLIP 
 S-IVR rings were fabricated on M1 utilizing Carbon resins. The .STL of the S-IVR rings 
were uploaded to the Carbon UI. The slice thickness was selected as standard (100 µm) and the 
resin selected from the drop down menu. This method was utilized for Carbon resins of PR Grey 
25, FPU 230, and EPU 60. In the case of the PDMS/PU, a custom resin was selected and resins 
parameters associated with dose-to-cure measurements were imputed as provided by Carbon. For 
resins formulated, the Carbon method of dose-to-cure to determine Dc and α values was 
conducted. The resulted values were imputed under the custom resin menu selection as with the 
PDMS/PU resin. Following fabrication, S-IVRs were removed from the build platform with a 
razor for post-fabrication treatment. 
 The alternative resins formulated with PDMS methylacryloxypropyl terminated end 
groups were fabricated  
A.2.4.2 Post-Fabrication Treatment 
 S-IVRs fabricated in Carbon-based resins were treated to an IPA wash following 
fabrication. Rings were placed in sealable sample container with 100 mL of fresh IPA and placed 
on a shaker table for a given period of time. For the PR Grey 25 and FPU 230 resins, rings were 
washed for 30 s, removed, and dried with compressed air on each side of 30 s. For the EPU 60 
and PDMS/PU resins, rings were washed for 30 s, removed and dried with compressed air and 
then placed back in wash resin for an additional 30 s. Rings were dried again with compressed 
air for 30 s on each side. For rings loaded with drug, a 20 mL aliquot of the wash resin was taken 




 Dual-cure Carbon resins were placed on Teflon plates in a Yamato DKN602C constant 
temperature oven and parts were thermally post-cured per specifications. The thermal post cure 
was conducted at 120 °C for 4 hrs. (FPU 230) or 8 hrs. (PDMS PU and EPU 60). Parts were 
cooled to room temperature and stored in ambient conditions prior to analysis. Loaded rings 
were stored in a -4 °C refrigerator prior to use.   
A.2.5 Confocal Imaging 
 S-IVRs fabricated were imaged with a Zeiss Stemi 508 Setereo Microscope Labscope. 
Images were captured and dimensional analysis conducted with Zeiss Labscope software. Strut 
thickness and band thickness measurements were conducted n=4 for each ring for n=3 samples 
resulting in 12 total measurements. Average and standard deviations were reported. Percent 
deviation of the thickness measurements were calculated relative to the input specifications of 
the CAD file.   
A.2.6 Micro-Computed Tomography (µCT) 
 S-IVRs fabricated in FPU 230 were sectioned into 12 identical, numbered sections using 
a custom sectioning template. A corresponding CAD section was generated for each of the 12 
sections. Sections 1, 5 and 9 were analyzed for S-IVRs fabricated with dode thick, dode thin, and 
cylinder unit cells. Each ring type section (n=1) was imaged with a µCT 40 (Scanco Medical) 
calibrated against hydroxyapatite (HA) mg/cm3. Lattices were scanned with a 25 µm voxel size. 
Rendered ring sections were analyzed using a trabecular bone algorithm with a threshold set at -
81 relative to calibrated HA. Specific surface area was calculated by dividing the bone surface 
area (BS) of the bone volume (BV). Micro-CT software yielded density information relative to 




A.2.7 Mechanical Property Analysis 
A.2.7.1 Radial Compression  
The force at 20% radial compression was measured using an Instron 5566 Universal test 
system and a 100N load cell.  Tensile grips fitted with spacers to surround and support the 
upper and lower portion of an IVR without applying pressure to the ring seated in the fixtures 
were used for the testing (Figure 4.55).  Once seated in the fixture, compression was applied to 
the IVR in the Z direction at 1 mm/s until the IVR had been compressed to a distance of 25% of 
its outer diameter.  The load applied at 20% compression was measured as the force of the IVR 
at 20% radial compression. Radial compression was reported in Newtons (N) as an average of 3 
replicates unless otherwise noted. 
 
Figure 4.55 Method of radial compression for S-IVR rings. Custom 3D printed shims are placed in clamps and 
tightened. S-IVR is placed above shins, loosely held in place between clamps. 
A.2.7.2 Cyclic Compression 
Mechanical properties of S-IVR test sections were measured via cyclic compression 
testing with an Instron 5566. The test section was placed between two compression plates and 




was analyzed for Young’s modulus, load at tensile, and compressive stress. Young’s modulus 
(E) was calculated using the linear portion of the stress/strain curve. 
A.2.8 Gel Fraction Analysis 
 S-IVRs (n=3 per ring type) were weighed (M0), sectioned into thirds and placed in 20 mL 
IPA at 40 °C for three days. Sections were removed, air dried and then dried in a vacuum over 
overnight. Sections comprising the whole ring were massed together and Md recorded. Gel 
fraction was calculated as Gel Fraction (%) =   Md ⁄ M0   x 100. Average initial masses 
and gel fractions were calculated and the standard deviation determined for each ring condition.  
A.2.9 Photocalorimetry 
Resin reactivity was assessed with a Discovery photo-Differential Scanning Calorimeter 
(pDSC, TA Instruments). An AccuCure UV LED at 385 nm (Digital Light Lab) was used as the 
irradiation source with the DLL software interfaced to the TRIOS collection. The following 
exposure method was used: isothermal hold at 25 °C for 2 min., light trigger on, isothermal hold 
for 10 min., light trigger off, isothermal for 0.5 min., light trigger on, isothermal hold for 3 min., 
light trigger off, isothermal hold for 0.5 min. Light intensity was set at 10 mW/cm2. 
A.2.10 Rheology 
Viscosity analysis of resin formulations was conducted on a Discovery HR 3 Hybrid 
Rheometer (TA Instruments). A 20 mm steel Peltier plate set at a height of 100 µm was used. A 
flow sweep method at 25 °C with a shear rate sweep from 1.0 to 10,000 s-1 provided the viscosity 
result cP. Equilibration time was set to 120 s with an averaging time of 60 s and 3 points 
collected per decade. All resins were tested individually for n=3 replicates and the average 




A.2.11 Fluorescence Microscopy 
 An Olympus BX61 upright wide field fluorescent microscope was utilized to visualize 
the RhB-loaded CLIP IVRs. The same cross-sectional parts imaged using ESEM were viewed 
for fluorophore distribution using an excitation wavelength of 553 nm.  
A.2.12 Environmental Scanning Microscopy 
An Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) with an FEI Quanta 200 field 
emission gun was utilized to obtain micrographs of the fabricated parts. S-IVRs were sectioned 
at 30° increments, resulting in 12 sections. Sections were imaged individually under low voltage 
condition. 
A.2.13 In Vitro Release Studies 
In vitro release of drugs into a simplified simulated vaginal fluid (SVF) were carried out 
on 3D-printed CLIP S-IVRs (N=4). The SVF was adapted from Owen and Katz and consisted of 
25 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4) plus 2% Solutol (Kolliphor HS 15) [41]. For all in vitro 
studies with human size S-IVRs, the IVRs were placed in straight-sided glass jars containing 200 
mL SVF at 37 ± 2°C. For in vitro studies with mouse size IVRs, IVRs were placed in 20-mL 
scintillation vials containing 10 mL of SVF at 37 ± 2°C. Aliquots (1 mL) of the release medium 
were removed at specified time intervals and the release medium was replaced completely with 
200 mL of fresh SFV twice per week to maintain sink conditions 
A.2.14 High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 
A reverse-phase HPLC method was developed and validated to quantify the 




fabricated with the CLIP process.  The HPLC analysis was carried out with a Finnigan 
Surveyor HPLC system (Thermo Finnigan, San Jose, CA) with a Photodiode Array (PDA) Plus 
Detector, auto-sampler, and LC Pump Plus. The stationary phase utilized for the analysis was a 
Inertsil ODS-3 column (5 μm, 4.6 × 150 mm, [GL Sciences, Torrance, CA]) maintained at 40°C. 
Chromatographic separations were achieved by gradient elution using a mobile phase consisting 
of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in water and acetonitrile (ACN) (H2O/ACN 95:5 v/v). The flow rate 
was 1.0 mL/minute and the total run time was 25 minutes for each 25 μL injection. 
A.2.15 In vitro Cytocomatibility 
A.2.15.1 Cell Culture 
Ectocervical (Ect1/E6E7) ATCC® CRL-2614™ and vaginal (VK2/E6E7) ATCC® CRL-
2616™ epithelial cell lines were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection 
(Manassas, VA, USA). Both cell lines were maintained in keratinocyte serum-free medium 
(Gibco, USA) supplemented with bovine pituitary extract (BPE, 50 μg/ml), recombinant epidermal 
growth factor (EGF, 0.1 ng/ml), 0.4 mM CaCl2, and 100 units/mL each of penicillin and 
streptomycin (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA).  
HeLa (ATCC® CCL-2™) cells were kindly provided by Dr. Chris Luft, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill. HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 
(Gibco, USA) with 10% fetal calf serum (Gibco, USA) and 100 units/mL each of penicillin and 
streptomycin (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). 
Cell lines were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2, and 
ATCC guidelines for each cell line were used for sub-culturing routine 




VK2 and Ect1 cells were plated in triplicates, at a density of 1 × 105 cells/well in 96-well 
opaque, flat-bottomed, white plates (Corning, Inc., NY, USA) 48 hours prior to treatment. HeLa 
cells were plated 24 hours prior to treatment. All cell lines were treated with extractable and 
leachable samples of S-IVRs and control injection molded IVRs (BlueStar and Celanese). 
Extractable and leachable aliquot samples (1 mL) were collected from in-vitro release studies at 
specific time-points (Day 4, 7, and 9 for the leachable study and hour 8, Day 1, and Day 2 for the 
extractable study). Cell viability was assessed after a 48-hour treatment exposure using CellTiter-
Glo® Luminescent Cell Viability Assay (Promega, Madison, WI) and plates were read using the 
Synergy 2 Multi-mode Plate Reader (BioTek Instruments, Winooski, VT). The CellTiter-Glo® 
Luminescent Cell Viability Assay is a homogeneous method to determine the number of viable 
cells in culture based on quantitation of the ATP present (RLU- Renilla luciferase units), which 
signals the presence of metabolically active cells. Cells grown in growth media alone, were used 
as controls. Cell viability was calculated as a percentage of RLU Experimental/RLU Control. IC50 
values were calculated, and dose response curves were prepared using Prism (GraphPad Software, 
Inc., La Jolla, CA). 
A.2.15.3 In Vitro Release of Extractables and Leachables 
EVA (Celanese 28% EVA, 4mm C.S. and 54mm O.D.) and PDMS-based (BlueStar 
Silbione LSR-4350, 7.6mm C.S. and 54mm O.D.) injection molded intravaginal rings (IVRs) were 
fabricated in collaboration with Particle Sciences Inc. and used as controls in the cytotoxicity 
studies. 3D printed S- IVRs were fabricated using a PDMS/PU as a function of cylinder unit cell 
size with 0.5 mm band. To test the in vitro cytotoxicity of potential leachable materials, IVRs 
(injection molded and 3D printed) were incubated in a simulated vaginal fluid (SVF) (25 mM 




materials, IVRs were incubated in an isopropyl alcohol (IPA)/water solution (IPA/H2O 50/50 v/v, 
150 mL) at 37°C. Aliquots (1 mL) were collected at each time point and analyzed by HPLC to 
identify and quantify any leachable or extractable materials.  
For the S-IVRs, leachable samples collected from the simulated vaginal fluid, the highest 
concentration of leached materials quantified by HPLC peaked at day 7 post IVR incubation. For 
the extractable samples collected from IPA/H2O, the highest concentration of extractable materials 
peaked at day 1 post IVR incubation. To assess the cytotoxicity of the leachable and extractable 
samples, samples from the peak time points (i.e. day 7 SVF and day 1 IPA/H2O), and timepoints 
before and after the peak time, were used in the Cell Viability Assay. 
A.3 Scaffold Intravaginal Ring (S-IVR) Design and Prototyping with CLIP 
A.3.1 CAD of Complex IVRs 
 A series of S-IVRs were generated in CAD utilizing torus cross-sections of commercially 
available rings; 4.0 mm for the contraceptive NuvaRing and 7.6 mm for the hormone replacement 
Estring. Unit cells of varying types were arrayed into the blank torus rings using a ratio of cross-
section to unit cell of 1:2. This resulted in unit cell sizes of 2.0 mm and 3.8 mm respectively. The 
resulting SSAs were calculated and are shown in Figure 4.56 by cross-section. The unit cell type 
and size both play a role in the overall SSA of the ring. Notably, the resulting SSAs are 
significantly higher than those of the commercially available rings. This suggests that the 
incorporation of geometric complexity into an IVR to increase the surface area of the ring 
represents a viable path forward for enhanced drug delivery. The cylinder unit cell was chosen for 






Figure 4.56 Theoretical specific surface area as a function of unit cell type and cross-sectional diameter. Unit 
cell were arrayed using a 1 to 2 ratio of cross-section to unit cell size resulting in 3.80 mm and 2.0 mm cell sizes, 
respectively. For comparison are the 7.6 mm Estring® and the 4.0 mm NuvaRing®. 
A.3.2 CLIP IVR Prototyping 
A series of scaffolded-intravaginal rings (S-IVRs) were generated by varying the size of 
the arrayed unit cell within the blank ring. The blank ring dimensions were designed to mimic that 
of the commercially available Estring, used to treat menopause in women. The outer and cross-
sectional diameters are 54 and 7.6 mm respectively. The unit cell, denoted as UC Cylinder (Cyl), 
was arrayed within the solid ring at integer ratios to the cross-sectional diameter. The resulting 
rings are listed in Table A.5 by design with corresponding theoretical specifications. Interestingly, 
the decreasing unit cell size does not alter the volume of the ring but significantly increases the 
surface area. The result is an increase in specific surface area. Therefore, the loading within each 
type of ring should remain similar but the decreasing unit cell size results in a decreasing strut 
thickness. This would account for the increased surface area and should therefore result in a faster 




Table A.5 CAD generation of S-IVR as a function of cylinder unit cell size. Theoretical design metrics of 
volume and surface area as well as calculated specific surface area for designs with a 7.6 mm cross-section. 
 
The UC Cyl ring series was prototyped using polyurethane-based prototyping resin. The resulting 
structures are shown in Figure 4.57 below the corresponding CAD rendering. The CLIP process 
appears compatible with the design. The scaffold rings contain partial unit cells along the edges of 
the ring that are the result of the arraying method. For a medical device, these edges are not ideal. 
 
Figure 4.57 Cylinder based S-IVRs designed in CAD as a function of unit cell size. Arrayed ratios were 
determined based on the cross-section of the ring (7.6 mm) resulting in unit cell sizes of 3.80 (1-2), 2.67 (1-3), and 




The uneven edges of the scaffold IVRs are a result of the arraying process, which cannot 
be altered, and therefore must be designed around. To smooth the edges, a band was designed in 
CAD software to wrap around the outer and inner diameter of the ring and conceal the edges. The 
two CAD designs were merged and the resulting file fixed for errors prior to tessellation. The final 
structure was denoted as ‘banded S-IVR’ and is shown in Figure 4.58.  
 
Figure 4.58 CAD method for band placement around S-IVR rings. Method allows for tunable band thickness; 
for 7.6 mm initial band thickness was 0.5 mm and for 4.0 mm rings, 0.3 mm. 
A series of rings were generated as a function of unit cell size using the banded design 
method. The theoretical metrics of the resulting rings were evaluated and the specific surface area 
quantified. The effect of the band was compared to the unbanded ring series, shown in Table A.6. 
It can be seen that the band increases the specific surface area, as to be expected. Additionally, 
because the same band dimensions are used in all three rings, the change in volume is negligible. 
Therefore, the increase in SSA can be attributed to an increase in surface area. The overall effect 








Table A.6 CAD generation of S-IVR as a function of cylinder unit cell size. Theoretical design metrics of 
volume and surface area as well as calculated specific surface area for designs with a 7.6 mm cross-section for 
banded rings. 
 
The banded ring series were prototyped in a similar manner to their unbanded counterparts. The 
resulting CLIP fabricated rings are shown in Figure 4.59. As with the unbanded series, the CAD 
rings were compatible with the fabrication process. The band did not appear to alter the fine 
structure imparted from the arrayed unit cell.  
 
Figure 4.59 CAD generation and prototyping of banded S-IVRs for rings containing a 7.6 mm cross-section. 




The computational method of generating IVRs allows for more design possibilities. The 
differences in strut thickness suggest that diffusion distance changes with changing unit cell size, 
resulting in differences in overall drug release rate. To capture these differences within one ring, 
the three unit cell sizes were merged together resulting in a trimodal ring. A CAD rendering of this 
ring is shown in Figure 4.60 A. a prototype of the trimodal ring is shown in Figure 4.60. B A 
corresponding banded trimodal ring was generated and prototyped, shown in Figure 4.60 C and 
D, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.60 Trimodal S-IVR design utilizing various unit cell sizes of the cylinder unit cell. (A) CAD of 
trimodal ring (B) Prototype of unbanded trimodal ring (C) CAD of banded trimodal ring and (D) prototype of 
unbanded trimodal ring. 
To demonstrate the versatility of the CAD method, a similar ring series was designed with 
an altered blank IVR dimensions. This new ring series contains a 54 mm and 4.0 mm outer and 
cross-sectional dimeter, respectively. These dimensions were chosen to mimic the commercially 
available NuvaRing. The cylinder unit cell was arrayed as a function of unit cell size within the 
4.0 mm blank IVR. As before, the size of the unit cell was determined using integer ratios to the 




trimodal approach and the resulting rings prototyped in a polyurethane-based resin to demonstrate 
viability. As with the previous series, the CLIP process appears compatible with the CAD designs. 
However, because the dimensions of the arrayed unit cell are dictated by the cross-sectional 
diameter of the ring, the dimensions are smaller by a factor of 1.9, consistent with the decrease 
from the Estring mimic (going from 7.6 mm C.S. to 4 mm C.S.). Therefore, the unit cells in the 1-
4 ratio begin to approach the limit of the 100 x 100 µm projected pixel size in terms of strut 
thickness for the M1 printer used.  
A.3.3 Alternative Designs  
 The utilization of CAD for the generation of S-IVRs opens the door to numerous design 
possibilities. The calculated SSA serves as a metric for tracking the effect of input unit cell type 
and size on the final ring design. The effect of unit cell size on SSA can be seen in Figure 4.61 
where S-IVRs generated from two different torus cross-sections (4.0 and 7.6 mm) are plotted as a 
function of cylinder unit cell size. The result is an exponential relationship between SSA and unit 
cell size. A region of overlap between the two torus cross-sections was observed. Using the derived 
equations (Fig. 3.8 and 3.9), a torus ring with a 4.0 mm cross-section can be arrayed with a cylinder 
unit cell of 2.02 mm to yield a SSA comparable to a S-IVR containing a 7.6 mm cross-section with 
cylinder size of 1.90 mm. All SSA calculations were based on unbanded S-IVRs. These S-IVRs 






Figure 4.61 Theoretical specific surface area as a function of cylinder unit cell size for rings containing cross-
sections of 7.6 and 4.0 mm. An exponential fit was applied to each series and an equation describing the fit found. 
Rings of differing cross-sections but similar SSA’s were generated. It was found that a 7.6 mm cross-section with a 
cylinder size of 1.90 mm was equivalent to a 4.0 mm cross-section with a cylinder size of 2.02 mm. 
SSA equivalence can also extend to unit cells of different types as shown in Figure 4.62 
A where diamond, cylinder, dode thick and dode thin unit cells were arrayed into a 7.6 mm cross-
section torus as a function of unit cell size. The resulting SSAs yielded an exponential relationship 
to unit cell size highlighted by the coefficients of determination resulting from the fit. The derived 
exponential formulas can be utilized to design S-IVRs containing different unit cell types or sizes 
but yielding the same SSA. An example of this approach is shown using the cylinder 2.67 mm unit 
cell as the SSA of 8.5 mm-1 to equalize to. It was found that the dode thick arrayed at 2.73 mm 
yielded a comparable SSA of 8.6 mm-1, shown in Figure 4.62 B. To further expand the design 
series, the dode thin unit cell, identical to dode thick but containing thinner features, was arrayed 
at 2.73 mm and yielded an SSA of 13.1 mm-1. The resulting S-IVR series enables the exploration 





Figure 4.62 Theoretical specific surface area as a function of unit cell size and type. (A) Four unit cell types 
were used to generate S-IVRs as a function of unit cell size. Each series was fit to an exponential and an equation 
describing that fit found. This method was utilized for the SSA equivalence to the cylinder-based rings, shown in 
red. (B) The resulting designs from SSA equivalence were the dode thick yielded the same SSA but different UC 
type and the dode thin yielded a higher SSA with a similar UC type.  
 It should be noted that the above alternative designs focus on generation of designs using 
torus dimensions appropriate for a human size ring (54 mm O.D.). These methods can be extended 
to the design of rings for animal testing such as mouse, pig, and macaque models. In these cases, 
the input CAD is changed but the CLIP process remains the same. This is in contrast to injection 
molding approaches in which a new mold must be designed and validated, potentially resulting in 
a change in process parameters.  
A.4 CLIP Fabrication of IVRs 
A.4.1 Resin Formulation and Drug Loading 
Typical resins utilized in photopolymerization, as previously mentioned, often result in 




formulations are necessary. To address this, Carbon has developed a proprietary resin formulation 
method utilizing two types of reactive groups, shown in Figure 4.63. The first component is UV 
curable and when exposed to CLIP, yields a loosely cross-linked system. The second component, 
trapped within the formed network, is thermally activated and upon heat exposure, is incorporated 
into the system. The resulting networks are highly cross-linked and can exhibit a range of 
properties depending on the initial resin components. Fabrication of S-IVRs on CLIP was 
primarily conducted utilizing the commercially available dual cure resins provided by Carbon. 
 
Figure 4.63 Schematic of proprietary method utilized in Carbon dual-cure resins. A two-component system 
containing UV curable and thermally activated monomers/oligomers is exposed to UV during the CLIP process and 
a loose network is formed. The part is then treated to a thermal post-cure which activates the second component 
resulting in a highly cross-linked system. 
To demonstrate the viability of CLIP IVRs, rings were fabricated in a variety of dual cure 
resins. The resins investigated include Flexible Polyurethane (FPU 230), Poly(dimethyl siloxane) 
polyurethane (PDMS PU), and Elastomeric Polyurethane (EPU 60). An S-IVR containing the 
cylinder unit cell was arrayed at 2.67 mm into a torus to yield an arraying ratio of 1-3 cross-section 
to unit cell. The ring was then fabricated in a suite of Carbon resins, with example rings shown in 
Figure 4.64, and the radial compression tested. These values were then compared to the properties 
of two marketed rings; Estring, a silicone-based ring and the NuvaRing, an EVA-based ring. The 




230 has significantly higher compressive properties than the other resins in the suite. It should be 
noted that rings fabricated with FPU 230 were not flexible. The EPU 60 resin represented rings 
that were most similar to the commercially available set. To hone in a single resin for principle 
testing, a panel of drugs, ranging from steroids to antiretrovirals, were systematically dissolved 
into each resin. The results indicated that the FPU 230 and PDMS PU resins dissolved the greatest 
number of targeted analytes with retained stability and therefore were selected to continue testing. 
Because the two selected resins represented the extremes of mechanical properties, this allowed 
for the exploration of ring design to tune compressive properties.  
 
Figure 4.64 CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs as a function of dual-cure resin type. Images of example cylinder-based 
rings are shown. Rings were tested for compression and values were compared to commercially available rings. 
 The solubility and stability of drugs of interest was investigated using FPU 230 and PDMS 




one of the components of the resin. Drug stability was determined by fabricating a test part with 
the loaded resin with CLIP followed by treating the test part to the prescribed thermal post-cure. 
The loaded drug was then extracted from the fully cured parts and analyzed by HPLC. A drug was 
determined to be stable if the parent drug peak was present with no additional degradation peaks 
observed in the chromatogram. Targeted drugs of interest include contraceptives, antiretroviral 
drugs, and hormone replacement therapies. A list of soluble and stable drugs tested in FPU 230 is 
shown in Table A.7 and PDMS PU in Table A.8. For both resins, β-estradiol was found to be robust 
and highly soluble and was therefore used as a model drug in release testing.  
Table A.7 Drug solubility and stability testing of panel for FPU 230. Targeted loading and IVR duration 






Table A.8 Drug solubility and stability testing of panel for PDMS PU. Targeted loading and IVR duration 
determined from commercially available rings. Drug stability was determined following post-fabrication thermal 
cure.  
 
A.4.2 Dimensional Analysis 
A.4.2.1 Quantification of CLIP IVR Strut Thickness 
CLIP fabricated IVRs were investigated for dimensional accuracy relative to the initial 
input CAD file. The macro dimensions of the torus ring, determined in the process of mechanical 
testing, were consistent with minimal variability. This was to be expected given previous 
work.(18) The hypothesized defining characteristic of CLIP IVRs is the geometric complexity and 
therefore, the dimensions of the internal structure would play a critical role in API release. The 
internal structure is dictated by the size and proportions of the arrayed unit cell. Unit cells presented 
thus far contain a design feature denoted as a ‘strut’ which can vary in thickness and whose 
proportions are defined by the unit cell arraying size. Therefore, the internal dimensions of CLIP 
IVRs was determined by quantifying the strut thickness as a function of unit cell size, band 
presence and resin formulation. The analysis was conducted primarily on the cylinder unit cell in 
which case the strut is represented by the thickness of the cylinder. This thickness in turn is 




The strut thickness of initial prototyped rings fabricated in a polyurethane-based 
prototyping (PU) resin was quantified. S-IVRs fabricated as a function of cylinder unit cell size 
and band presence were evaluated. The results are shown in Table 4.9. The calculated thickness 
was determined by the ratio of the outer and inner diameter of the input unit cell at a given size 
and then confirmed by direct measurement of the corresponding CAD file. In terms of the strut 
thickness, deviations from CAD dimensions were observed with decreasing unit cell size. As 
shown in Chapter 2, this can be ultimately accounted for by use of CLIP fabrication parameters. 
A low degree of variability was observed within each sample. Collectively, it can be concluded 
that the CLIP platform is amenable to S-IVR fabrication through the preservation of the input 
geometric complexity.  
Table 4.9 Measured strut thickness of cylinder-based S-IVR rings fabricated in PU prototyping resin as a 
function of unit cell size. Images for quantification were obtained through confocal microscopy. Calculated strut 
thickness was determined from the generated CAD file. Error represents n=12 measurements per sample set. 
 
 A similar dimensional analysis of the cylinder unit cell series fabricated in FPU 230 was 
conducted. Rings fabricated as a function of unit cell size, ring cross-section and band presence 
were evaluated. The results are shown in Table A.10. The dimensional agreement observed with 
the PU-based rings was not found with the FPU-based rings. The percent deviation from input 
dimensions was found to be inversely proportional to the unit cell size where the smaller cylinder 




noted where the band increased the overall strut thicknesses within the ring. The extent of this 
increase appears to be driven largely by the initial cross-section of the ring with the 7.6 mm rings 
exhibiting a greater increase than the 4.0 mm rings. The percent deviation in thickness was shown 
to have some correlation to the unit cell size for rings containing a 7.6 mm cross-section. This 
correlation was not observed for the 4.0 mm cross-section rings.  
Table A.10 Measured strut thickness of cylinder-based S-IVR rings fabricated in FPU 230 resin as a function 
of unit cell size, cross-section diameter and band presence. Images for quantification were obtained through 
confocal microscopy. Calculated strut thickness was determined from the generated CAD file. Error represents n=12 
measurements per sample set. Percent deviation was calculated relative to the calculated strut thickness.  
 
 The strut thicknesses of S-IVR rings fabricated in PDMS PU as a function of unit cell size 
and band presence was similarly quantified and shown in Table A.11. Strut thickness correlates to 
input unit cell size and, as with the FPU 230 series, a band presence dependence was observed. In 
contrast to FPU 230 rings, PDMS PU rings exhibited higher dimensional accuracy. However, 
rather than a universal strut thickness increase, accuracy appeared to be dependent on the input 
unit cell size. For the 3.8 mm PDMS PU rings, the absence of the band resulted in rings with struts 
smaller than specified in CAD. The presence of the band resulted in dimensional accuracy. 
Alternatively, the 2.67 mm rings were dimensionally accurate without the band but contained strut 




than specified. The percent increase in strut thickness from the band correlates with input unit cell 
size where smaller unit cells were more impacted with the presence of the band. As shown in 
Chapter 2, the light projection profile of nearest neighbors plays a significant role in the dimensions 
of a feature, in this case the strut thickness. As the unit cell size decreases, neighboring ‘on’ pixels 
become closer and therefore increase in light profile overlap resulting in deviations from CAD. 
Furthermore, the smaller void volumes described by the smaller unit cells are less accessible to the 
solvent wash. As a result, unincorporated resin not wash away will become incorporated into the 
matrix during the thermal post-cure.  
Table A.11 Measured strut thickness of cylinder-based S-IVR rings fabricated in PDMS PU  resin as a 
function of unit cell size and band presence. Images for quantification were obtained through confocal 
microscopy. Calculated strut thickness was determined from the generated CAD file. Error represents n=12 
measurements per sample set. Percent increase was calculated of the banded to unbanded strut thickness. 
 
 Cylinder S-IVRs arrayed at 3.80 mm were fabricated as a function of band thickness and 
both the band and struts were quantified. The results are shown in Table 4.12. The measured band 
thickness was nearly identical to the specified band thickness in CAD. Interestingly, the increase 
in band thickness correlates to an increase in strut thickness. It should be noted that the specified 
strut thickness was 410 µm. Dimensional accuracy was achieved with a band thickness of 300 µm 




Table 4.12 Measured strut thickness of cylinder-based S-IVR rings fabricated in PDMS PU  resin as a 
function of band thickness. Images for quantification were obtained through confocal microscopy. Calculated strut 
thickness was determined from the generated CAD file. Error represents n=12 measurements per sample set.  
 
The dimensional accuracy of the strut thickness was further explored through the 
investigation of the pixelated images projected from the digital micromirror device (DMD). The 
resulting .PNG images for the 7.6 mm cross-section rings as a function of cylinder unit cell size is 
shown in Figure 4.65. At 100 µm slice thickness, the z cross-section containing the full 7.6 mm 
cross-section would be the slice midway through the projection, namely slice 37 (slice count begins 
at n=0). An enhanced view of the projection shows the pixels associated with each strut are 
progressively greyed as the unit cell size decreases. For resins that achieve vitrification rapidly 
such as PU, the pixel greying results in minimal deviations from CAD-specified dimensions 
because the resin is ‘locked in’ before the influence of neighboring light profiles is imparted. As a 
result, the strut thickness would be less dependent on the light profiles of surrounding features. 
For resins of higher thresholds to vitrification such as the FPU 230, the overlapping profiles from 
greyed pixels results in polymerization and solidification of surrounding resin. The initiated chains 
may or may not be initially incorporated into the matrix of the ring post-fabrication. If not fully 
washed off, the thermal post-cure will incorporate the partially polymerized resin and thus distort 





Figure 4.65 Example projections of the DLP to the build area as a function of cylinder unit cell size. S-IVRs 
with a 7.6 mm cross-section were sliced at 100 µm with the 32nd slice shown as an example. A pixelated view of the 
projected .PNGs is shown illustrating the greyscale values for each unit cell size.  
A.4.2.2 Micro-Computed Tomography Analysis 
CLIP fabricated S-IVRs were investigated for part volume and part surface area to 
determine SSA and dimensional accuracy of the rings. Micro-computed tomography (µCT) was 
used to generate part metrics as well as a three-dimensional rendering of the part. The rings 
fabricated with a 54 mm outer diameter were larger than the sample holder and therefore were 
sectioned. A sectioning template was designed and fabricated to yield numbered sections of the S-
IVR. The template is shown in Figure 4.66 A and the pre-section ring within the template in 
Figure 4.66 B. An example of the sectioned IVR is shown in Figure 4.66 C. To compare the 
metrics obtained from µCT, a similar sectioning method was conducted computationally to 
generate a CAD counterpart of the sectioned IVR, shown in Figure 4.66 D. Therefore, the 
theoretically derived metrics can be directly compared to the experimentally determined values of 





Figure 4.66 Sample preparation method of µCT imaging to section sample to fit sample holder. (A) 3D printed 
numbered section template (B) S-IVR in sectioning template prior to sectioning. (C) Sectioned S-IVR (D) CAD 
sectioned S-IVR equivalent for dimensional comparison.  
The utility of the sectioning method for µCT analysis was tested on an unbanded ring series 
generated with using dode thick unit cell and dimensions mimicking the EstRing®. The rings were 
fabricated as a function of unit cell size relative to the cross-sectional diameter of the ring at 7.6 
(1-1) and 3.8 (1-2) mm respectively. Furthermore, the rings were fabricated using FPU 230 resin 
loaded with approximately 1 wt.% β-Estradiol. A set of rings was incubated in a simulated vaginal 
fluid (SVF, 25 mM NaOAc buffer, pH 4.2) at 37°C, and the release of the β-estradiol was 
quantified by HPLC until complete (100%) release of drug was achieved. Rings were imaged 
following complete release and are denoted as ‘used’ and compared to their unreleased 
counterparts, denoted as ‘unused’. Representative renderings of unused and used sections for the 





Figure 4.67 Micro-CT rendered images of sectioned dode thick S-IVRs as a function of unit cell size and 
loaded state. Unused rings were FPU 230 fabricated rings containing no drug. Used rings were fabricated in FPU 
230 and treated to a β-estradiol extraction prior to µCT analysis.  
Micro-CT analysis was conducted for three sections within the ring and the resulting 
metrics used to calculate specific surface area. The theoretical and experimental SSA 
measurements were compiled and compared, shown in  
 
Table 4.13. The theoretical SSAs of the sections are similar to that of the whole ring and 
therefore the method of sectioning yielded parts that are representative of the whole, indicative in 
the exceptionally low standard deviation of the sample set. The experimentally determined SSA 
for both rings yield section values that are similar to one another. This suggests that a section of 
the ring was representative of the whole for this range of unit cell sizes. In both cases, the 
experimentally determined SSA was considerably lower than the theoretical value. The smaller 
unit cell deviates more than the larger and could be the result of several factors. As previously 
shown, FPU 230 deviates positively from the input CAD in terms of strut thickness and a reduction 
in SSA is a common byproduct of this deviation.  Furthermore, it appears to be a difference in 






Table 4.13 Micro-CT analysis of FPU 230 fabricated rings as a function of dode thick unit cell size. S-IVRs 
analyzed were fabricated with unloaded resin (unused) and rings following extraction of loaded β-estradiol (used). 
Theoretical SSA was determined from the CAD file. Rings sections were generated using section template and 
compared to the SSA of the corresponding CAD section.  
 
Micro-CT essentially generates a density measurement which is characteristic of the 
imaged material. The instrument was calibrated to hydroxyapatite (HA) due to its similarity to 
bone density. The range of densities is -500 – 3000 mg HA/cm3. The density measurements are 
shown in Table 4.14 and illustrate the low density of the material as well as potential differences 
between unused (more dense) and used (less dense) rings. This suggests that the loaded drug 
contributed to the density of the ring and its release was reflected in the decrease in part density.  
Table 4.14 Density measurements of FPU 230 dode thick S-IVR series. Densities were determined via µCT 






The cylinder unit cell series as a function of unit cell size was analyzed using the µCT 
approach. Micro-CT analysis was conducted on banded cylinder rings fabricated in FPU 230 with 
unit cell sizes of 3.80, 2.67, and 1.90 mm and a torus cross-section of 7.6 mm. S-IVRs were 
sectioned using the method described above and examples of the rendered sections are shown in 
Figure 4.68 A-C. Given the previous strut thickness analysis, the cylinder series was expected to 
yield a decreased SSA relative to the theoretically determined values. Furthermore, the 1.90 mm 
cylinder, shown in Figure 4.68 C, showed a slight accumulation of material between unit cells, 
indicating an additional potential deviation in SSA from CAD.  
 
Figure 4.68 Micro-CT rendering of cylinder-based unit cell S-IVRs fabricated in FPU 230. Banded cylinder 
rings of unit cell size (A) 3.80 mm (B) 2.67 mm and (C) 1.90 mm. 
 The SSAs of banded cylinder-based S-IVRs was quantified with µCT by section and the 
results are shown in Table 4.15. As with the dode thick series, analysis of the SSA of the S-IVR 
sections was representative of the whole ring. The cylinder-based S-IVRs also deviated 
significantly from the theoretical SSA. The percent deviation correlated with decreasing unit cell 
size. However, within each ring, the deviation of SSA was observed to be minimal. A similar trend 
was observed in the strut thickness of the banded cylinder rings, shown in Table 4.15. This 
suggests that a portion of the SSA deviation can be attributed to the dimensions of the unit cell. It 




the pores are ‘clogged’ with residual resin that is then incorporated into the structure during the 
thermal cure. As the pore size decreases so does cleaning efficiency. Because the washing step is 
optimized for drug loaded rings, there is trade-off between washing time and drug loss. This is 
also true for washing out the secondary component necessary for the thermal cure. 
Table 4.15 Micro-CT analysis of FPU 230 fabricated banded rings as a function of cylinder unit cell size. S-
IVRs analyzed were fabricated with unloaded resin. Theoretical SSA was determined from the CAD file. Rings 
sections were generated using section template and compared to the SSA of the corresponding CAD section. 
 
The densities resulting from µCT of the cylinder S-are shown in  
Table 4.16. No significant difference in the density of the part as a function of unit cell size 
was observed. This suggests a potential validation of the results shown in Table 4.14 in which the 
observed differences in density were not artificial and that drug release does slightly alter ring 
morphology.  
Table 4.16 Density measurements of FPU 230 cylinder S-IVR series as a function of unit cell size. Densities 
were determined via µCT analysis calibrated against the known density of hydroxyapatite. Error was determined as 





 The S-IVR designs developed in Section 3.3.2 concerning SSA equivalence between 
different unit cell types were fabricated in FPU 230 and analyzed with µCT. Renderings of the 
sections are shown in Figure 4.69 A-C. In this experiment, the dode thick S-IVR, represented in 
Figure 4.69 B was designed to have equivalent SSA to the cylinder S-IVR, shown in Figure 4.69 
A, through the use of a larger unit cell size (2.73 mm). The dode thin unit cell was arrayed at the 
same unit cell size however, because of the smaller strut thickness, resulted in a higher theoretical 
SSA.  
 
Figure 4.69 Micro-CT rendering of sectioned FPU 230 rings within the SSA equivalence series. Banded S-IVR 
sections of (A) Cylinder at 2.67 mm (B) Dode thick at 2.73 mm and (C) Dode thin at 2.73 mm. 
The SSAs of this series were quantified and the results are shown in  
 
Table 4.17. As with the previously explored FPU 230-based rings, the overall SSAs were 
consistent within each ring however deviated from the theoretically determined values. 
Interestingly, the resulting dode thin S-IVR displayed an SSA more comparable to the cylinder S-




observed deviations are likely a combination of the pixel exposure values and the cleaning 
efficiency of the rings following fabrication.  
 
Table 4.17 Micro-CT analysis of FPU 230 S-IVRs in the SSA equivalence series. S-IVRs analyzed were 
fabricated with unloaded resin. Theoretical SSA was determined from the CAD file. Rings sections were generated 
using section template and compared to the SSA of the corresponding CAD section. 
 
 The µCT analysis of FPU 230 fabricated S-IVRs yielded SSAs that deviated from those 
theoretically determined. This analysis is in agreement with the observations made during the 
quantification of strut thickness.  
3.4.3 Mechanical Property Analysis 
A series of rings fabricated in FPU 230 were evaluated for mechanical and physical 
properties. The set was based on the prototyping suite developed in Section 3.3.2 using the cylinder 
unit cell arrayed as a function of unit cell size relative to the cross-section of the ring. Images of 
the unbanded and banded rings fabricated in FPU 230 mimicking the Estring 7.6 mm cross-section 





Figure 4.70 Confocal microscopy images of CLIP-fabricated FPU 230 S-IVRs within the cylinder series as a 
function of band presence. Scale bar represents 1 mm for enlarged images. 
Rings were evaluated for radial compressive properties as a function of unit cell size and 
band presence. Radial compression was evaluated using the method outlined in Figure 4.71 A 
where a set of 3D printed shims were placed between the clamps and the ring compressed to 20% 
of the measured outer diameter.(19) The results are shown in Figure 4.71 B. For the unbanded 
rings, a slight upward trend was observed with decreasing unit cell. However, the presence of the 





Figure 4.71 Radial compressive testing of CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs. Radial loads at compression as a function of 
unit cell size and band presence. Error bars represent n=3 samples for each ring type.  
The rings were further evaluated for physical properties of overall mass and gel fraction. 
The results as a function of unit cell size and band presence are outlined in Table 4.18. Across all 
unit cell sizes the presence of the band increases the mass of the part which corresponds to an 
overall volume increase noted in the CAD file of the rings. Interestingly, despite nearly identical 
volumes in CAD, the decreasing unit cell size results in increasing mass. Furthermore, as unit cell 
size decreases so does the gel fraction. This suggests that the unincorporated resin was not fully 
removed prior to thermal post-cure, resulting in partial incorporation into the matrix. Likely, as 
the unit cell decreases, solvent accessibility to the resulting voids during the washing step similarly 
decreases. For rings loaded with API, a solvent washing procedure could likely be optimized to 
mitigate and eliminate this effect.  It should be noted for the larger unit cell sizes, the gel fraction 





Table 4.18 Physical properties of S-IVRs fabricated in FPU 230 as a function of unit cell size and band 
presence for rings with a 7.6 mm cross-section. Average mass and gel fractions were determined for n=3 samples. 
 
The utility of FPU 230 was further explored with the CAD ring suite mimicking the 
NuvaRing cross-section (4 mm C.S.) as a function of cylinder unit cell size. The resulting rings 
were similarly tested for compressive and physical properties, shown in Figure 4.72 and Table 
4.18 respectively. As shown in Figure 4.72, a counter trend was observed with compressive 
properties decreasing with unit cell size for unbanded rings, However, as with the 7.6 mm cross-
section, the presence of the band mitigates these effects and overall decreases the variability 
observed within each sample set. It should be noted that when compared to the 7.6 mm cross-
section, 4.0 mm rings yielded lower mechanical properties. Together, these data suggest the 





Figure 4.72 Radial compression of FPU 230 fabricated S-IVRs containing a 4.0 mm cross-section. Rings were 
evaluated as a function of band presence. Error bars represent n=3 samples for each ring type.  
The gel fraction of the FPU 230 NuvaRing mimic rings was quantified and is shown in 
Table 4.19. A similar trend for the 4.0 mm cross-section rings was observed compared to the 7.6 
mm in terms of mass and gel fraction trends. While in CAD, the volume of the rings remains 
relatively constant as a function of unit cell size, a clear increase in mass was observed. 
Additionally, the presence of the band not too surprisingly increases the mass of the rings, as per 
the volumes in CAD. Finally, the gel fractions of the rings slightly decrease however this trend is 
not significant when error is accounted for. The 4.0 mm rings did overall yield higher gel fractions 






Table 4.19 Physical properties of S-IVRs fabricated in FPU 230 as a function of unit cell size and band 
presence for rings with a 4.0 mm cross-section. Average mass and gel fractions were determined for n=3 samples. 
 
The ring equivalents by SSA explored in Section 3.3.3 were similarly fabricated in FPU 
230 and investigated for mechanical and physical properties. As previously stated, the dode thick 
rings were generated to mimic the SSA of the 2.67 mm cylinder rings. The dode thin was designed 
to have the same unit cell size but higher SSA given the decreased strut thickness of the unit cell. 
The compressive properties are shown in Figure 4.73 A as a function of band presence. The 
unbanded cylinder and dode thick rings, to which the SSA was made equivalent yielded similar 
mechanical properties. The dode thick displayed higher compressive properties relative to its thin 
counterpart, an effect that most likely can be attributed to the decrease in strut thickness. Unlike 
previous rings sets, the presence of the band does not equalize the observed mechanical properties. 
The gel fractions of the dode ring set was quantified and displayed in Figure 4.73 B. The dode 
thick ring yielded a lower gel fraction than its thin counterpart, which was more similar to the 
cylinder series. This suggests that potential leachables can be mitigated through the careful choice 





Figure 4.73 CLIP-fabricated FPU 230 S-IVRs within SSA equivalence series. (A) Radial compression of rings 
as a function of unit cell type and band presence. Error bars represent n=3 samples per ring type. (B) Physical 
properties of mass and gel fraction as a function of unit cell type and band presence. Error was calculated as the 
standard deviation of n=3 samples per ring type.  
Rings with a torus cross-section of 7.6 mm fabricated in the PDMS PU resin were similarly 
tested. The effect of unit cell type and band presence on radial compression was investigated using 
a constant unit cell size of 3.8 mm. Both unbanded and banded example rings fabricated in PDMS 
PU are shown in Figure 4.74 A by nodal, cylinder and dode thick unit cell types. Radial 
compression was conducted with example loads as a function of extension profiles shown in 
Figure 4.74 B. The loads at 20% radial compression are shown in Figure 4.74 C as a function of 
unit cell type and band presence. As with the FPU 230 resin series, the presence of the band 
improves the overall compressive properties of the ring. However, because the PDMS PU resin 




properties in the same manner and a dependence of unit cell type was observed. It should be noted 
that because the unit cell type varies, the SSA of the rings do not directly compare and this lack of 
comparison is further compounded by the presence of the band.  
 
Figure 4.74 CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs in PDMS PU as a function of unit cell type and band presence (A) 
Representative images of resulting rings (B) Representative radial compression profile of load as a function of 
extension (C) Load at 20% compression of PDMS PU fabricated rings. Error bars represent n=3 samples per ring 
type.  
 The radial compression of cylinder S-IVRs fabricated in PDMS PU as a function of unit 
cell size and band presence was investigated. Example rings are shown in Figure 4.75 A along 
with an example load profile as a function of extension, Figure 4.75 B. The load at 20% 
compression is shown in Figure 4.75 C. Again, the presence of the band improves the overall 
compressive properties of the rings. A similar trend was observed as in (FPU 230 band series) 
where decreasing unit cell size leads to an increase in compressive properties. Additionally, 




compressive properties was more acutely observed. The presence of the band minimizes the 
differences observed in compressive properties, albeit not to the same extent as the FPU 230 series.  
 
 
Figure 4.75 CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs in PDMS PU as a function of unit cell size and band presence (A) 
Representative images of resulting rings (B) Representative radial compression profile of load as a function of 
extension (C) Load at 20% compression of PDMS PU fabricated rings. Error bars represent n=3 samples per ring 
type. 
 The effect of band presence was further investigated with a series of cylinder S-IVRs 
fabricated in PDMS PU as a function of band thickness. Representative rings are shown in Figure 
4.76 A with increasing band thickness from 0 to 1.5 mm. It should be noted that the band accounts 
for 0, 8, 24, and 40% of the total cross-section of the ring, respectively. A representative load 






Figure 4.76 CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs in PDMS PU as a function of band thickness (A) Representative images of 
resulting rings (B) Representative radial compression profile of load as a function of extension (C) Load at 20% 
compression of PDMS PU fabricated rings. Error bars represent n=3 samples per ring type. 
A distinct improvement in radial compression was observed with increasing band thickness 
and this trend was investigated further. The overall percent improvement in compression is shown 
in Figure 4.77 A as a function of band thickness. These values were determined relative to the 
load at 20% compression of an unbanded ring. The apparent improvement tapers off with 
increasing band thickness. Shown in Figure 4.77 B is the band contribution to the compressive 
strain as a function of band thickness. These values were determined by taking the ratio of the 
subtracted compressive strain of the unbanded ring from the banded ring to that of the banded ring. 




diminishing rate of improvement with increasing band thickness suggests an ideal thickness that 
optimizes mechanical properties to unit cell dimensions.  
 
Figure 4.77 Analysis of radial compression of PDMS PU rings fabricated as a function of band thickness (A) 
Compressive strain percent improvement relative to the unbanded cylinder ring of unit cell size 3.80 mm. (B) 
Percent band contribution to compressive strain as a function of band thickness. Error bars represent n=3 samples 
per ring type.  
 The above investigations of radial compression by resin type, unit cell type, unit cell size 
and band presence yielded a wide range of properties. Furthermore, the resins utilized in 
fabrication resulted in rings that deviated from the input CAD file in terms of internal strut 
thickness. Therefore, to compare these rings, the volume fraction of each ring type was determined 
based on the ring mass and density of the resin. The volume fraction was calculated as the ratio of 
S-IVR volume to torus volume where the torus volume represents a solid ring. These values were 
plotted by log compression and the result is shown in Figure 4.78 with Estring and NuvaRing 
radial compression values for comparison. The commercially available rings have a volume 
fraction of 1. There is a distinct clustering of properties by resin type, with the range covering what 
is commercially available. It should be noted that the FPU 230 resin, shown in red, represented the 




the resin with the lowest mechanical properties of those tested. Through design, the range 
encompassed by the extremes of these two resins can be fleshed out.  
 
Figure 4.78 Log radial compression at 20% strain as a function of volume fraction for CLIP-fabricated S-
IVRs. Volume fraction for each ring design type was determined through the average mass of the ring and density 
of the resin relative to a solid torus ring of appropriate cross-section. Compressive values of commercially available 
Estring and NuvaRing are shown in grey. Error bars represent n=3 samples per ring type.  
A.4.4 Alternative Resin Formulation 
A.4.4.1 Alternative Resin Formulation 
 The dual-cure approach implemented by Carbon is a successful method to generate a range 
of mechanical properties however the thermal post-cure may not be compatible to heat-sensitive 
drugs. Therefore, alternative resin formulations were explored that did not require a thermal post-
cure. The NuvaRing is fabricated using a silicon thermoplastic however, silicone alone is not 




methylacryloxypropul poly(dimethylsiloxane) (MapPDMS) oligomers of varying molecular 
weight were investigated, shown in Figure 4.79 A. The viscosities of the MapPDMS oligomers 
were determined, shown in Figure 4.79 B, and were found to correlate with molecular weight. 
MapPDMS-based resins were formulated with 1.0 wt.% photoinitiator (L-TPO) to the mass of the 
resin. Resins were formulated with and without UV absorber (0.03 wt.%). The reactivity of theses 
MapPDMS formulations was assessed via pDSC and the resulting normalized heat flows are 
shown in Figure 4.79 C. Because of the range of molecular weights, the exact rate of 
polymerization and double bond conversion was not calculated. However, it can be seen that the 
lower molecular weight formulations yielded a faster reacting system. While the extent of reaction 
varies, all formulations were determined to be CLIP compatible however only the formulations 





Figure 4.79 Functionalized poly(dimethyl siloxane) oligomers for alternative resin formulations. (A) Structure 
of methyacryloxypropyl functionalized PDMS (MapPDMS) oligomers by molecular weight. (B) Viscosity analysis 
of MapPDMS components where error represents the standard deviation of three trials. (C) Thermograms resulting 
from pDSC analysis for resin formulations by component and by UV absorber incorporation.  
 The MapPDMS oligomer formulations were investigated for compressive properties. An 
S-IVR test part was developed to aid in the mechanical testing, shown in Figure 4.80 A, and was 
based on the dimensions of the 7.6 mm cross-section 2.67 mm cylinder ring. Test parts were 
fabricated with CLIP using parameters of 10 mW/cm2 at 30 mm/hr. Cyclic compression at 20% 
strain was conducted on the test part and the resulting Young’s modulus and load at tensile are 




conducive to cyclic compression and resulted in poor mechanical properties. Component C was 
found to be significantly less reactive and because of the high molecular weight between cross-
links, also resulted in poor mechanical properties. Component C was exceptionally more flexible 
than component A, a desirable property in an IVR. Component B yielded a semi-brittle structure 
that resulted in the highest compressive properties within this test set. Together, these data suggest 
that the MapPDMS components do not individually meet IVR requirements. 
 
Figure 4.80 Cyclic compression testing of MapPDMS individual components.(A) CAD of S-IVR test part for 
cyclic compression. (B) Young’s modulus and (C) Load at tensile resulting from cyclic compression as a function of 
oligomer length. Error bars represent standard deviation of n=3 samples per formulation.  
 The MapPDMS components individually yielded sub-optimal properties and therefore a 
series of blends was explored. The formulations and resulting viscosities are shown in Figure 4.81 
A. Formulations were modified with the addition of photoinitiator (L-TOP, 1.0 wt.%) and UV 
absorber (BLS 1326 0.03 wt.%) and resin reactivity was assessed via pDSC. The resulting 
thermograms are shown in Figure 4.81 B where the most reactive resin (RF 5) contained the 
highest amount of component A, the shortest oligomer. Conversely, the least reactive resin (RF 4) 
contained the highest amount of component C, the longest oligomer. These values therefore are in 





Figure 4.81 Blended MapPDMS resin formulations. (A) Blended resin formulation by wt.% components and 
resulting viscosities. Error represents standard deviation of n=3 trails. (B) Normalized heat flow thermograms of 
blended RF series following photoinitiator and UV absorber incorporation.  
 The mechanical properties of the MapPDMS resin series were investigated using the S-
IVR test part mentioned above. Test parts were fabricated with CLIP using parameters of10 
mW/cm2 at 30 mm/hr. Images of the resulting parts are shown in Figure 4.82 A by resin 
formulation. The incorporation of the UV absorber resulted in resolved parts, as shown. Cyclic 
compression of the S-IVR test parts yielded Young’s modulus and load at tensile values shown in 
Figure 4.82 B and C, respectively. The resin containing the highest amount of component C 
yielded the lowest properties and the most flexible part. The blending of the MapPDMS oligomers 
overall fleshed out the properties within the range defined by the individual oligomers. The 





Figure 4.82 CLIP-fabrication of MapPDMS blended resin series. (A) Fabricated S-IVR test part as a function of 
resin formulation. Cyclic compression results of (B) Young’s modulus and (C) Load at tensile as a function of 
blended resin formulation. Error bars represent standard deviation of n=3 samples per resin formulation.  
A.4.4.2 Dual Resin Formulation and S-IVR Fabrication 
 Drug solubility within the resin formulation is a necessary constraint if an S-IVR is to be 
fabricated in a loaded resin with CLIP. The list of explored drugs contains both hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic representatives. A common challenge in IVR design is the dual incorporation of two 
drugs of varying hydrophobicity. An application of such a device would be the dual loading of a 
contraceptive and antiretroviral. Therefore, an approach was developed to explore a CLIP-




 Two resin formulations were developed to investigate dual loading. A hydrophilic 
composition (Figure 4.83 A) was developed using a PEG DA-based formulation and hydrophobic 
composition (Figure 4.83 B) using a methacryloxy terminated PDMS formulation with isobornyl 
methacrylate included tune viscosity. Both formulations contained a drug surrogate to enable 
visualization and as a result the hydrophilic resin was pink and the hydrophobic resin was blue. 
The two formulations were immiscible with one another. 
 
Figure 4.83 Method for development of dual resin rings. (A) Hydrophilic resin structural composition (B) 
Hydrophobic resin structural oligomer composition (C) Final resin formulations. 
 The formulated resins were tested for CLIP compatibility on the M1 using standard dose-
to-cure methods provided by Carbon. The formulations were modified until the parameters were 
more comparable (Figure 4.83 C) with the results shown in Table 4.20. It can be seen that while 
similar, the two resins differed slightly in both viscosity and dose-to-cure factors. Because the user 
interface of the M1 only allowed for one formulation, the script was set using the parameters 




Table 4.20 M1 fabrication parameters determined for drug surrogate loaded hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
resin formulations. Viscosity measurements were determined separately via rheometer. M1 parameters were 
determined using dose-to-cure procedures established by Carbon.  
 
A dual loaded drug surrogate S-IVR was fabricated with CLIP. The introduction of resin 
to the CLIP platform had to be altered slightly. An example image of the resins in the resin 
reservoir is shown in Figure 4.84 A where the immiscibility of the two formulations can be seen. 
An S-IVR containing a 3.80 mm cylinder was fabricated and the resulting ring is shown in Figure 
4.84 B. Closer examination in Figure 4.84 C shows the ring to be purple, or rather a combination 
of the pink and blue drug surrogates. The resin pool following fabrication contained isolated 
regions of pink and blue, reflecting the continued immiscibility of the formulations. The origin of 
‘purple’ can be possibly attributed to the movement of the build platform during fabrication. The 
M1 does not utilize a wholly continuous upward movement of the build platform and was instead 
instructed to ‘pump’ the resin between slice exposures. This encourages resin mixing and allows 
for the use of higher viscosity resins. The formulated resins presented are fairly low in viscosity 
relative to the available resins from Carbon. As such, the build platform enables mixing of the two 
immiscible formulations, that on the time scale of exposure, traps the drug surrogates in a mixed 





Figure 4.84 Dual resin S-IVR CLIP fabrication (A) Immiscible hydrophilic (left) and hydrophobic (right) resins 
within resin pool (B) Resuling S-IVR ring corresponding to banded cylinder of 3.80 mm unit cell size and 7.6 mm 
cross-section.(C) Enhanced view of resulting ring illustrating the achieved effect of ‘purple’. 
Figure 4.85 Dual loaded ring fabrication with two immiscible resins (A) Initial resin set up where two distinct 
regions are observed due to resin immiscibility (B) Resulting ring (C) Close-up of ring illustrating the combination of 
the pink RhB with the blue R-250 to yield an overall effect of purple.  
 The above method of resin formulation to accommodate drug hydrophobicity represents a 
viable option to fabricate dual loaded drugs. It should be noted that both resins yielded brittle 
structures. This can be attributed to the short chain oliogmers used in the formulations and 
therefore further optimization is necessary to achieve functional compressive properties.  
A.5 In Vitro Analysis of CLIP IVRs 
A.5.1 Release by Unit Cell Type with Drug Surrogate 
The incorporation of geometric complexity for the development of a 3D printed 
intravaginal ring was hypothesized to enable defined release profiles and rates of a targeted API 
by design type. To test the feasibility of this approach, CLIP S-IVRs were fabricated in a PEG 
DA250-based resin loaded with 1.0 wt.% of a drug surrogate, rhodamine-B based (RhB). The rings, 




was imparted on the rings by the incorporation of RhB into the resin formulation. ESEM 
micrographs of the resulting rings are shown in Figure 4.86 B where differences in ring 
morphology can be observed. The drug surrogate, RhB, is a known fluorophore and therefore its 
distribution within the ring can be visually assessed with fluorescence microscopy. The resulting 
images are shown in Figure 4.86 C where an even distribution can be observed for each unit cell 
type. It can therefore be assumed that if the targeted API is soluble within the resin formulation 
then the resulting CLIP-fabricated part will have an even distribution. Finally, the release of RhB 
of the rings was investigated by placing the rings in an IPA bath. Aliquots of 200 mL were 
extracted from the baths and RhB was quantified via HPLC. The concentration of RhB in each 
aliquot as a function of unit cell type is shown in Figure 4.86 D. It can be observed that RhB can 
be released from a CLIP-fabricated S-IVR and that this release has the potential to be influenced 





Figure 4.86 Preliminary release testing of CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs. (A) S-IVRs as a function of unit cell type 
fabricated in PEG DA250-based resin loaded with 1.0 wt.% RhB. (B) ESEM micrographs of fabricated rings (C) 
Fluorescence microscopy of rings as a function of unit cell type indicating homogenous RhB incorporation within 
the fabricated rings. (D) HPLC quantification of concentration of RhB in release aliquots as a function of type by 
unit cell type. Error bars represent standard deviation of n=4 for each ring type.  
A.5.2 Release by Unit Cell Size 
 The effect of unit cell size on API release was investigated using CLIP unbanded S-IVRs 
designed with the cylinder unit cell. The rings were fabricated in FPU 230 and loaded with 0.97 
wt.% β-Estradiol as a function of cylinder unit cell size. It should be noted that no significant 




gel fraction of drug-loaded rings from unloaded rings.  Loaded rings were incubated in SVF (200 
mL) at 37°C. Aliquots (1 mL) were collected at specific time points and replenished with fresh 
SVF (1mL). The entire medium was replaced every week to maintain sink conditions. The β-
Estradiol in collected aliquots was quantified by HPLC along with an aliquot of resin collected 
during the fabrication process. The total loaded amount of β-Estradiol into each ring was 
determined and the wt.% loaded calculated. It should be noted that rings within a design type were 
fabricated from the same batch of loaded resin and as a result no variance was observed in wt.% 
loading. The loading was determined to be 3.31, 2.70, and 3.25 wt.% for the unit cell sizes of 3.80, 
2.67, and 1.90 mm, respectively. Additionally, no degradation of β-Estradiol was observed 
suggesting minimal CLIP interference with drug stability. The percent cumulative release of β-
Estradiol was quantified as a function of time for each unit cell size, shown in Figure 4.87. It can 
be seen that CLIP fabricated S-IVRs release nearly 100% of the total loaded API. As the unit cell 
size decreases, so does the strut thickness which corresponds to a decreased diffusion distance. As 
such the 1.90 mm unit cell ring released 100% of the loaded β-Estradiol by day 70 and at a faster 





Figure 4.87 Cumulative percent release of β-estradiol in simulated vaginal fluid (SVF) as a function of S-IVR 
type. Cylinder-based rings were fabricated in FPU 230 as a function of unit cell size. Error bars represent standard 
deviation of n=4 samples per ring type. 
 To further investigate the release characteristics of CLIP S-IVRS, cylinder rings were 
fabricated as a function of unit cell size and β-Estradiol loading. Rings were similarly tested for 
release in SVF with aliquot removal for HPLC analysis. A compiled listing the results are shown 
in Table 4.21 with the measured strut thickness and theoretical SSA’s by unit cell size for 
reference. It should be noted that the Estring at a loading of 2 mg of β-Estradiol per ring yield a 
release rate of 7.5 µg per day for 90 days. The total loading per CLIP ring varies between ring type 
however was observed to be consistent within each sample set. This is most likely a result of the 
resin loading method in which a separate batch of FPU 230 was prepared for each ring type. Thus, 
the variance between ring types was a result of the differences in resin loading rather than effect 
of the CLIP process itself. The steady release rate correlated to a compounded effect of cylinder 




Additionally, the days to reach maximum release spanned the 90-day lifetime of the Estring. 
Nearly all ring types yielded 100% β-Estradiol release. Interestingly, strut thickness was observed 
to play only a marginal role in complete release. The 1.90 mm cylinder rings, with the larger 
measured strut thickness, yielded 100% release high loadings compared to the 3.80 mm cylinder 
rings, which yielded approximately 80% release. The 3.80 mm cylinder did achieve 100% release 
for the lowest loading level. Collectively, these data suggest that CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs yield 
therapeutically relevant release rates, which can be tuned through a combination of design and 
loading.  
Table 4.21 Release characteristics of S-IVR cylinder-based rings fabricated in FPU 230 as a function of unit 
cell size and loading. Rings were fabricated with pre-loaded resin with β-estradiol and aliquots were taken for total 
loading per ring. Steady state release was determined from the linear portion of the release profile. Error represents 
n=4 samples per ring type and loading.  
 
The effect of resin type was investigated on release rate as a function of unit cell size. 
Cylinder S-IVRS were fabricated in PDMS PU loaded with 0.93 wt.% β-Estradiol. PDMS PU 
rings were placed in SVF and aliquots were taken for analysis by HPLC. As with the FPU 230 
rings, β-Estradiol degradation was not observed. The total loading for each ring type was 




2.67, and 1.90 mm, respectively. The cumulative release of β-Estradiol is shown in Figure 4.88. 
Interestingly, an inverse trend was observed relative to the FPU 230 series where the largest 
cylinder released at a slightly faster rate than the smallest despite the larger diffusion distance. The 
3.80 mm cylinder contained less total β-Estradiol than the 1.90 mm rings which may have played 
a role in total release. All rings reached maximum release of 92% by day 156 with 90% release by 
day 114.   
 
Figure 4.88 Cumulative percent release of β-estradiol in simulated vaginal fluid (SVF) as a function of S-IVR 
type. Cylinder-based rings were fabricated in PDMS PU as a function of unit cell size. Error bars represent standard 
deviation of n=4 samples per ring type. 
 Analysis of release profiles by resin, unit cell size and wt.% loading indicate multiple 
avenues to tune daily release rate and release duration. The resin type played a large role in 
dictating overall release profiles with unit cell size and subsequent strut thickness dictating the 
trends. The total ring loading was not too surprisingly driven by the loading within the formulated 




chosen for its solubility and stability within these systems and therefore this was expected. Finally, 
the daily release rate and ring lifespan was determined to be comparable to the commercially 
available Estring thus suggesting geometrically complex IVRs as a viable option forward to 
explore tuned release. 
A.5.3 Release by S-IVR SSA 
 The design series introduced in Section 3.3.2 in which unit cell size was utilized to generate 
a 4.0 mm cross-section ring with an equivalent SSA to a 7.6 mm cross-section ring, was fabricated 
in β-Estradiol loaded FPU 230 resin. The two rings were fabricated as a function of β-Estradiol 
loading wt.% and were tested for release in an SVF solution. Because FPU 230 was known to 
deviate from the specified CAD dimensions for these particular geometries, strut thickness was 
measured and used as a comparison between the rings. It should be noted that the calculated strut 
thicknesses are nearly identical between the rings however the 7.6 mm cross-section yields rings 
that significantly deviate from CAD, as previously discussed in Section 3.4.2. The release of β-
Estradiol was quantified by HPLC and the resulting metrics are shown in Table 4.22. Differences 
in ring cross-section resulted in overall differences in ring volume and therefore it was not expected 
that similar drug loadings would be attained. Therefore, while the wt.% loadings within the 
formulated resins were similar between cross-sections, the total loadings per sample set varied. 
The release rate of β-Estradiol per day was observed to be dependent on loading per ring type 
rather than strut thickness or wt.% loading. Percent release per day spanned 0.6-1.7% yielding a 
range of maximum days to release of 32-112 days. All rings reached maximum release which was 
consistent with results shown in Table 4.22. The ring cross-section yielded opposite trends from 
one another in terms of ring lifespan where the high loading for the 4.0 mm ring and the low 




the high loading of the 4.0 mm cross-section was the first ring investigated to yield a lifespan at 
roughly the 30-day mark. While this is not efficacious for a hormone replacement therapy, it is 
comparable to the commercially available contraceptive NuvaRing®. As previously stated, release 
rates and days to maximum release were dependent on initial drug loading of the ring. Together, 
these data suggest that torus cross-section plays a critical role in total drug loading and therefore 
drug release rate. The method of ring cross-section equivalence through SSA was viable in CAD 
but did not account for the differences in fabricated strut thickness and the effect of loading 
concentration.  
Table 4.22 Release characteristics of S-IVR cylinder-based rings fabricated in FPU 230 for SSA equivalence 
by cross-section. Rings were fabricated with pre-loaded resin with β-estradiol and aliquots were taken for total 
loading per ring. Steady state release was determined from the linear portion of the release profile. Error represents 
n=4 samples per ring type and loading.  
 
 The design series presented in Section 3.3.3 in which unit cell type and size was altered to 
generate 7.6 mm cross-section rings of similar SSA was investigated for release characteristics. S-
IVRs containing cylinder (2.67 mm), dode thick (2.73 mm) and dode thin (2.73 mm) unit cells 
were fabricated in β-Estradiol loaded FPU 230 resin. The weight percent loadings were determined 




SVF was quantified by HPLC and the resulting profiles are shown in Figure 4.89. The calculated 
and experimentally determined SSA’s for each ring type are shown for reference. Although not 
specified in CAD, the cylinder and dode thin rings yielded more similar SSAs than the dode thick 
rings. As such, the cumulative percent release behavior of the two rings are similar to one another 
and reach maximum release of 100% at nearly the same time point. Conversely, the dode thick, 
with the lower SSA, yielded a much more extended release duration.  While the cylinder and 
dode thin resulted in similar SSA and therefore similar cumulative release profiles, the volumes of 
the rings were dramatically different. As such, the total loading of β-Estradiol and subsequent 
steady release rates varied. The steady release rates were determined to be 741, 787, and 468 µg 
per day for the cylinder, dode thick, and dode thin rings, respectively. Together, these data 
reinforce that steady release and days to maximum release are dictated by the loading of the ring. 
These values can be tuned through the geometry of the ring and as a result the drug delivery amount 





Figure 4.89 Cumulative percent release of β-estradiol in CLIP-fabricated rings. SSA equivalence series 
fabricated in FPU 230 was tested for β-estradiol in SVF. Experimental and theoretical SSA values by unit cell type 
are shown for reference. Error bars represent standard deviation of n=4 samples per ring type.  
  The fabrication of CLIP S-IVRs in FPU 230 yielded geometries that differed from those 
specified in CAD. Additionally, the metric of SSA was determined to not be the only major factor 
in determining release rate, as previously proposed. Therefore, the volume fraction of each 
fabricated ring design was determined using method previously discussed in Section 3.4.3. 
Because the initial drug loading played a critical role in release, the product of the volume fraction 
and loading fraction was taken. The steady release rate was then plotted as a function of the inverse 
of this value, shown in Figure 4.90. The result of this approach yielded a power function with a 
coefficient of determination of 0.99. The power function relationship reflects the previously 
observed steady release rate dependence on ring geometry and loading. As such the observed 
release rate can take the form of the function y = Cx^(−A).  The constants are a function of 
design and drug and resin interaction such that the exponent term (A) is primarily a function of 





Figure 4.90 Steady release rate as a function of volume and loading fraction. Power function fit of rings 
resulting from the CLIP-fabrication of S-IVRs in FPU 230. Error bars represent compounded error for n=4 samples 
per ring type.  
A.5.4 CLIP Fabricated Mouse IVRs  
 The above in vitro analysis indicated an efficacious potential for CLIP-fabricated S-IVRs 
and therefore a transition into in vivo analysis for further testing was necessary. Therefore, a mouse 
model IVR was designed in CAD and fabricated with CLIP in PDMS PU. The CAD model, shown 
in Figure 4.91, contains an outer diameter of 3 mm and a cross-section of 1 mm. These dimensions 
are significantly smaller than the torus dimensions of the previously investigated human-sized 
IVRs. It was found that the M1, with a projected pixel size of 100 x 100 µm could fabricate 
dimensionally accurate mouse IVRs with a slight increase to the dose-to-cure parameter specified 
in the user interface. To investigate the utility of these mouse rings, PDMS PU was loaded at a 
high (4.8 wt.%) and low (0.84 wt.%) concentrations of β-estradiol. Release of loaded mouse rings 




sample sets, the higher loaded rings achieved maximum release before the lower loaded rings. 
Complete release for both high and low loading was observed.  
 
Figure 4.91 Cumulative percent release of β-estradiol from CLIP fabricated mouse IVRs in PDMS PU. CAD 
rendered mouse IVR with corresponding outer diameter and cross-section dimensions shown for reference. Mouse 
IVRs were loaded at two weight percent concentrations and release in SVF. Error bars represent standard deviation 
of n=4 samples per loading condition.  
A.5.5 Cytotoxicity Assessment of PDMS PU CLIP S-IVRs  
The in vitro cytotoxicity of extractables and leachables from S-IVRs fabricated in PDMS 
PU was investigated. S-IVRs were investigated as a function cylinder unit cell size with band 
thickness of 0.5 mm. A PDMS-based (BlueStar) and an EVA-based (Celanese) injected-molded 
rings were evaluated as controls. A set of rings (N = 3) was incubated in SVF at 37°C to investigate 
cytotoxicity of any potential leachables. Aliquots (1 mL) were collected at specific time points 




based assays. Three cell lines were utilized; human vaginal epithelial cells (VK2), human 
ectocervical epithelial cells (Ect1), and human cervical cancer cells (HeLa). Cells were treated 
with aliquots of SVF samples from days 4, 7 and 9, which contained the highest concentration of 
leachables based on the HPLC analysis. The leachables samples and fresh SVF (control) were 
added to the cells at various dilution levels and incubated for 48 hr. Cell viability was determined 
using an ATP-based luminesce assay. Viability was normalized to luminescent signal from cells 
incubated in only growth media. The resulting data yielded percent cell viability as a function of 
dilution factor for each ring type Figure 4.92. 
 The in vitro cell viability analysis yielded interesting results. For both the VK2 and Ect1 
cell lines, cytotoxicity was observed at the lowest dilution factor (1:2 v/v) for the SVF, BlueStar 
and Celanese control samples. After two serial dilutions (1:8 v/v), cell viability was nearly 100%. 
A diminished cell viability was also observed for the HeLa cells for the controls at the lowest 
dilutions (1:2 v/v). Overall, the leachables collected from the S-IVRs show a similar trend of initial 
cytotoxicity at the highest tested concentrations with the toxins eventually diluted out to achieve 
near 100% cell viability. When comparing the 3D CLIP IVRs, the smallest cylinder unit cell tested, 
1.90 mm, consistently yielded the greatest cytotoxic response in all three cell lines. Previous 
dimensional data regarding strut thickness determined the greatest deviation from CAD for the 
1.90 mm-based rings. Furthermore, all rings were designed to have similar volumes and therefore 
should result in similar masses. The 1.90 mm cylinder ring consistently yielded the highest mass 
(3.9 ± 0.01 g) of the S-IVR cylinder rings tested (3.4 ± 0.01 g for 2.67 mm and 3.07 ± 0.03 g for 
3.80 mm cylinder rings). Together these data suggest that unreacted resin was trapped in the void 
volumes of the ring during the fabrication process and not completely removed during the washing 




cure resulting in the higher observed mass in the series. The partial incorporation yielded a larger 
potential for leached starting materials, which are known to contain cytotoxic species. Therefore, 
the trends observed for the cylinder-based S-IVR series fabricated in PDMS PU are not purely 
reflective of the polymerized material but rather a side-effect of the part washing process. As such, 
the washing step can be further optimized to reduce the observed cytotoxicity of the leachables.  
 
 
Figure 4.92 In vitro cytotoxicity analysis of cell viability in the presence of leachables from PDMS PU S-IVRs. 
Days represent the aliquot removal from rings incubated in SVF and dilution factor the by volume dilution of those 
aliquots exposed to the three different cell lines. Percent cell viability was calculated as luminescence of exposed 







 Intravaginal rings represent a highly viable method of drug delivery for contraceptives and 
hormone replacement therapies. Because of this, there has been a recent focus in expanding the 
drugs of interest however the fabrication method of extrusion modeling leaves little room to tune 
release. Given the continuous nature of CLIP fabrication and the resulting monolithic structure, 
IVRs were designed and fabricated to be geometrically complex in an effort to control release. The 
resolution of CLIP was preliminarily explored through by controlling ring geometry and 
subsequent pore size through the use of unit cells. Several design parameters were explored 
including unit cell type, size, and band presence in two resins of differing mechanical properties. 
Through design, a wide range of radial compressive properties were achieved which spanned 
values covered by commercially available rings. Dimensional analysis yielded differences in strut 
thickness and SSAs of the rings tested and these values, along with drug loading, ultimately 
determined the release profiles of the tested rings. Through the calculation of steady state release 
as a function of volume fraction, a power fit was discovered and encompasses all investigated rings 
fabricated in a single resin. Finally, the viability of moving studies in vivo was assessed through 
the fabrication and testing of cylinder S-IVRs. The observed cytotoxicity was dilution level 
dependent and determined to be a side-effect of the ring washing step, which could be further 
optimized. The scaffold approach to IVR design in conjunction the CLIP process was determined 
to be a promising step forward in tunable drug release as well as to enable a preliminary 
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